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Abstract
Primordial germ cells (PGCs) are germline competent cells which form the
functional gametes of the animal. The potential usage of avian PGCs in
producing genetically modified birds has driven research in the derivation,
culturing, and genetic manipulation of PGCs. In chicken blastoderm,
approximately 50 PGCs are present which proliferate in both male and
female embryos until stage HH34 (day 8) and subsequently follow different
differentiation pathways in male and female gonads. I investigated the
hypothesis that chicken migratory stage PGCs are not initially determined to
an oocyte or spermatogonial fate. To understand the differences in genetic
mechanisms between male and female chicken PGCs, I studied the RNA
transcriptome of PGCs from chicken. Analysis of RNA-Seq data of chicken
PGCs reveals transcriptome divergence between the male and female cells
and identified 150 differentially expressed genes (DEGs). The cultured
female PGCs showed higher expression of cell adhesion genes like NCAM2
and PCDH9, and SMAD7B than male PGCs and also showed that dosage
compensation is not maintained throughout the Z sex chromosome.
To identify novel germ cell and stem cell factors in avian PGCs, I compared
the transcriptome of chicken PGCs with immortalized chicken cell lines. As a
result, a set of genes were identified which are specific to germ cells
including DAZL, DDX4, DDX43, PNLDC1, DMRT1, DMRTB1, and FKBP6.
This analysis also helped to identify a suite of pluripotency genes expressed
in PGCs: NANOG, OCT4, LIN28, SOX3, GNOT1, TGIF2, PRDM14 and
many others.
Furthermore, a cross-species transcriptome comparison between in vitro
cultured chicken and goose PGC transcriptomes revealed that the
expression of these sets of germ cell-specific genes and pluripotent genes
expression is conserved in PGCs from these two avian species. This study
also revealed the contrasting gene regulatory networks involved in the selfrenewal are active in chicken and goose PGCs. Chicken PGCs exhibit
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expression of both Activin and BMP signalling pathway genes whereas BMP
signalling pathway genes are active in goose PGCs.

PRDM14 belongs to the family of the transcription factors containing a
conserved N-terminal SET regulatory domain. In mouse, Prdm14 gene
expression is limited to the pluripotent cells and essential for the
development of the germ cell lineage. In chicken, the PRDM14 knockout
embryos do not form a primitive streak. I characterized germ cell
development in PRDM14 null chicken embryos and found that PRDM14 has
a crucial role in the survival and maintenance of germ cells. Extending my
transcriptome analysis to wild-type and PRDM14 null embryos identified
DEGs and regulatory pathways possibly responsible for the gastrulation
phenotype in the null embryos.
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Lay summary
Primordial germ cells (PGCs) are the cells central to germline competency as
they give rise to the functional gametes of the animal. The potential usage of
PGCs in producing gametes in vitro has driven research on the growing and
genetic modification of PGCs. In chicken, these cells appear at an early
stage of embryo development followed by migration of the PGCs to the
gonads. After proliferation for several days in the gonads, they enter into a
gender-specific developmental pathway that will lead to the formation of
either eggs in females or sperm in males. I investigated the hypothesis that
chicken migratory stage PGCs are not sexually determined.

To better understand the genetic mechanisms controlling the choice between
the formation of a male and female gamete, I studied the differences in gene
expression, gene regulatory networks and cellular signalling pathways
between male and female chicken PGCs. Analysis of RNA sequencing data
of chicken PGCs reveals transcriptome divergence between the male and
female cells and identified 150 differentially expressed genes (DEGs). My
research identifies key genes that could control the sex-specific in vitro
growth requirements of germ cells and will be used in future avian PGC
research.

I hypothesised that PGCs express a specific set of genes found exclusively
in the germ cell lineage. In this study, I compared the transcriptome of
chicken PGCs with transcriptome of other cell lines and tissue samples. This
study revealed that the transcriptome of PGCs is completely different from all
cell lines and tissue samples. My research enabled the identification of a set
of genes which are specific to germ cells and also helped to identify
pluripotency genes expressed in chicken PGCs. Thus, these findings will
help to understand molecular differences in the PGCs in comparsion with
other cell types which assist germ cell development and maintence.
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Furthermore, there were no studies reporting the commonalities and
differences between the RNA transcriptome of avian species. In my thesis, I
generated transcriptome data from cultured goose PGCs. The cross-species
transcriptome comparison between in vitro cultured chicken and goose PGC
transcriptomes revealed that the expression of germ cell-specific and
pluripotent genes is conserved in avian PGCs. This study also showed the
contrasting gene regulatory networks involved in the self-renewal of chicken
and goose PGCs.

PRDM14 belongs to the family of the transcription factors and its expression
is important for maintaining pluripotency. In mouse, Prdm14 gene is essential
for the development of the germ cell lineage. I characterized PRDM14 null
chicken embryos and found that PRDM14 has a crucial role in gastrulation,
survival, and maintenance of germ cells. Extending my transcriptome
analysis to wild-type and PRDM14 null embryos and identified disrupted
gene regulatory pathways possibly responsible for the gastrulation
phenotype in the null embryos.
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Chapter 1.
1.1.

General Introduction

The domestic chicken

The chicken (Gallus gallus) is a bird belonging to the family Phasianidae and
have a maximum lifespan of 30 years (Mitchell, 1911). Chickens have both
herbivore and insectivore feeding habits under scavenging conditions. The
red junglefowl is the principle wild progenitor of the domestic chicken. Apart
from the red junglefowl, three other subspecies are present in the genus
Gallus; namely the green junglefowl (Gallus varius), the grey junglefowl
(Gallus sonneratii) and the Ceylon junglefowl (Gallus lafayetii). It is estimated
that a domestication event occurred around 5400 B.C. in Southeast Asia and
mitochondrial DNA analysis reveals that domestication of the red junglefowl
leads to the origin of all domestic breeds (Komiyama, et al., 2004) with
ingression of some alleles from the grey junglefowl (Eriksson, et al., 2005).
Current domestic chicken breeds (over 200) can be classified based on the
geographical area of origin and on physical features (i.e. body shape, leg
morphology, feathering, colour, etc.). Over the past 70 years, both the high
nutritional contents of poultry products (meat and eggs) and gains in the
intensification of production, have led to exponential increases in commercial
chicken production in comparison to other poultry species. In an average
year, 59 billion chicken are slaughtered for food production (http://
faostat3.fao.org/home/E).

Besides being used for food production, the chicken is used as a model
organism for developmental biology and evolution/speciation (Stern, 2005;
Zhang, et al., 2014). The accessibility of the embryo in the fertilized chicken
egg is one of the main reasons it has been used for experiments on early
vertebrate development. As chicken development can be easily observed in
the egg or in vitro, this makes the chicken a very informative research model
to study the development of the limb, the nervous system, muscles and the
reproductive system (Davey and Tickle, 2007; Stern, 2005; Tickle, 2004),
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and for retinal development (Vergara and Canto-Soler, 2012). Hamburger &
Hamilton established an atlas of chicken embryology which allowed specific
developmental landmarks to be correlated with developmental stages for
uniform experimental descriptions (Hamburger and Hamilton, 1951).
Furthermore, a revolution in developing genetically modified avian models is
aiding studies aimed at understanding embryo formation (Davey, et al.,
2018). Thus, the chicken remains an extremely useful model for biological
studies.

1.2.

Primordial Germ Cells

Primordial germ cells (PGCs) are the cells central to germline competency as
they give rise to the functional gametes of an animal. These cells, therefore,
maintain the ongoing flow of genetic material over the generations and
during evolutionary changes. PGCs were first described at the end of the 19th
century and were noted as arising from the ‘germplasm’ of an animal.
Electron-microscopic studies have demonstrated that PGCs are large (1020µm in diameter), and round or oval in shape. PGCs can be easily
distinguished from other neighbouring cells because of their larger size. The
size and shape of PGCs vary between organisms (Yön and Akbulut, 2015).
In chicken, PGCs have a round shape with a diameter of 12-19µm (Fujimoto,
et al., 1976; Meyer, 1964; Zhao and Kuwana, 2003) (Figure 1-1), quail PGCs
have a diameter of 11-18 µm (Li, et al., 2001; Zhao and Kuwana, 2003) and
turtle PGCs are of 16µm diameter (Fujimoto, et al., 1979). The morphology of
human PGCs varies with the stages of development. At the beginning of the
stage, where, PGCs separate from the endoderm or the gut epithelium they
are round (15-20 µm) or oval (20-30 µm) in shape and large size cells with a
large spherical nucleus. As PGCs enters the gonads, they attain an irregular
shape with respect to surrounding somatic cells. However, the size of the
nucleus remains large (Fujimoto, et al., 1977).
Another distinguishable feature of vertebrate PGCs in comparison to somatic
cells is the cytoplasmic content. The cytoplasm of the PGC is dense and
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granular in appearance, denser in mitochondria and ribosomes compared to
somatic cells (Yön and Akbulut, 2015). Studies have shown that the
cytoplasm of PGCs is rich in PAS-positive glycogen, yolk and lipids
(Fujimoto, et al., 1979; Meyer, 1964). The PAS-positive glycogen remains
the same throughout the PGC developmental cycle, whereas, yolk and lipids
disappear at early stages of development (Fujimoto, et al., 1976; Fujimoto, et
al., 1979). Unlike chicken PGCs, pheasant PGCs are weakly stained with
PAS, suggesting the low glycogen content in their cytoplasm. Also, pheasant
PGCs show no reaction to the mammalian germ cell marker alkaline
phosphatase (Kim, et al., 2005).

Figure 1-1: A representative image of chicken PGCs expressing GFP in culture.
Chicken PGCs from the embryonic stage HH16 were cultured by supplementing with growth
factors such as Activin, FGF and Ovotransferrin for more than three months. Chicken PGCs
have a round shape morphology and larger diameter in comparison with blood cells.

In addition, PGCs express stage-specific embryonic antigens ‘SSEA’
associated glycolipids SSEA-1, SSEA-3 and SSEA-4 (Jung, et al., 2005;
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Shamblott, et al., 1998). Chicken PGCs express all three types of SSEA
antigens (Jung, et al., 2005), mouse PGCs contain SSEA-1 and 3, and
monkey ES cells are recognised by SSEA-3 and 4 antibodies (Shamblott, et
al., 1998). Therefore, anti-SSEA antibodies are used for discerning PGCs
from somatic cells. Additionally, chicken PGCs can be stained with epithelial
membrane antigen (EMA)-1, integrin α6, and integrin β1 antibodies and
several lectins (Jung, et al., 2005). The life cycle of PGCs involve
specification/origin, migration, proliferation, and differentiation into gametes.
Molecular characterisation of PGCs revealed gene regulatory networks
which are actively involved at each stage of PGC life cycle (Figure 1-2).

Figure 1-2: The Life cycle of PGCs in mammals and birds indicating crucial genes in
each stage. The involvement of certain genes during key phases of the PGC life cycle
include the specification, migration and proliferation of PGCs, differentiation into gametes,
fertilisation of oocyte and sperm to form a totipotent zygote. The interconversion of zygotic
cells to germ cells and vice versa in vitro.
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1.2.1. Applications of PGCs
PGCs are a good model for the study of the factors influencing and/or
mechanisms involved in cell motility (Richardson and Lehmann, 2010), as
these cells migrate widely through the early embryo. The main features of
PGCs; differentiating into the functional gametes of an organism and
formation of the zygote, make this cell type one of the principle targets of
induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cell studies. Furthermore, vertebrate PGCs
can be conserved (biobanked) in species where oocyte/semen preservation
techniques are unavailable (Nandi, et al., 2016). Fish PGCs are being used
to conserve both maternal and paternal genomes, thus, these are ideal cells
to preserve endangered fish species such as Bluefin tuna and salmonid
populations (Takeuchi, et al., 2004; Yoshizaki, et al., 2012). The isolation and
culturing of chicken PGCs is being developed to preserve the germplasm of
both males and female chickens to recover the full genetic complement of an
avian species (D. Glover and J. McGrew, 2012). In addition, chicken PGCs
are widely used as a valuable tool for genetic engineering technology
(McGrew, 2012; Sang, 2006).

1.2.2. Specification of PGCs
The origin of PGCs is controlled by two broadly different mechanisms in
animal phyla. In birds and flies, PGCs can be observed in the early stage
embryo, soon after fertilization, by the presence of maternally deposited
factors in a subset of embryonic cells (Dansereau and Lasko, 2008;
Tsunekawa, et al., 2000). This mechanism of segregation of germ cells is
known as preformation. A German scientist, August Weismann (1892)
proposed the hypothesis that germplasm (a dense, maternally deposited
material) present in oocytes carried the heredity material (Weismann, et al.,
1893). Thus, a germplasm present in the zygote is segregated to the PGCs
as the zygote undergoes cell division (Figure 1-3A).
Identification of the germ cell-specific markers and alkaline phosphatase
staining method eased the process of localising the germline at its earliest
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stages. In chicken, the PGCs are observed in an extra-embryonic anterior
region at 18 hours post fertilisation. It is believed that maternally deposited
germplasm present prior to zygotic genome activation constitutes cellular
elements which are inherited by the germ cells. The germ cells increase
expression of the inherited germ cell-specific proteins and RNA which are
pledged

to

germline

development

and

survival.

Therefore,

the

characterisation of the germplasm and germline-specific substances from
individual species is an active area of research. The preformation method of
PGC specification is mostly seen in insects and in the lower vertebrates such
as fish and some amphibians (Extavour, 2003; Tsunekawa, et al., 2000).

In Drosophila, the vasa is one of the maternally deposited proteins and
transcripts which is responsible for the formation of the precursor germline
stem cells. The identification of vasa or its homologue in early embryos is
routinely used to determine the inheritance mode of PGC specification for a
species. In chicken, researchers showed that the PGCs possibly originate
through maternally inherited determinants such as the chicken vasa homolog
(CVH, DDX4) (Tsunekawa, et al., 2000). The localisation of CVH protein
using immunohistochemistry reveals the deposition of the CVH protein at the
basal membrane position in chicken oocytes and also identified the CVHcontaining cells at the first cleavage after fertilisation (Tsunekawa, et al.,
2000). Callebaut, et al. (2004) showed four different types of ooplasm
located in different places in the developing embryo and PGCs inherit
ooplasm present at the centre of the disc. Expression of another prominent
germ cell-specific marker DAZL supports the presence of maternally derived
factor germplasm at the centre of the oocyte (Lee, et al., 2016).
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Figure 1-3: Methods of specification of PGCs in mammals and birds. Preformation (A)
the germplasm pass through cytoplasmic bridges (arrows) to the oocyte and accumulates at
the posterior part of oocyte. The cells which inherit the germplasm during embryogenesis
become the primordial germ cells (PGCs). Epigenesis (B) Germline competent cells interpret
the inductive signals from neighbouring tissues and differentiate into PGCs. The inductive
signals come from the extraembryonic ectoderm (blue) and endoderm (yellow). (Extavour,
2003; Glover, 2013).

It was speculated that the preformation method of PGC specification
promotes homogeneity in PGCs as these cells equally inherit maternal
transcripts and maternal proteins. Single-cell sequencing technologies have
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empowered us in understanding the molecular changes occurring at the
cellular level. In Drosophila, a recent study has demonstrated that trivial
changes in the amount of maternal determinants deposited on the founder
cells had an effect on their fate. The quantitative analysis at a cell level has
shown the variability in the levels of germplasm associated mRNA Nanos
and Wunen in individual PGCs. PGCs which inherited a high quantity of
germplasm persisted but the peripheral cells which inherit with a lower
amount of germplasm underwent P53 mediated apoptosis (Figure 1-4)
(Slaidina and Lehmann, 2017). This study refutes the homogeneity in the
PGCs which are originated in performation mode. To date, homogeneity of
PGCs in chicken has not been determined. The single-cell sequencing of
blastodermal cells of laid egg stage will give us insight into the expression
level of key germ cell determining genes in individual cells and
characterisation of chicken germplasm.

Figure 1-4: A classic example of asymmetric distribution and cleavage of germplasm
incorporating homogeneity in PGCs. Central cell surrounded by the distribution of
maternal determinants had a higher share of germplasm and had high chances of survival
compared to the peripheral cells which acquire a low share of germplasm. (Adapted from
Slaidina and Lehmann (2017))
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In contrast to this method of specification, mammalian PGCs are not
detected at early developmental stages. In human and mouse, PGCs were
first identified in the dorsal wall of the allantois at the end of the 3rd week and
7.25 dpc, respectively (Fujimoto, et al., 1977; Ginsburg, et al., 1990),
showing that the specification of mammalian PGCs is not through inherited
maternal germplasm. In fact, in mammals and many other organisms, germ
cells arise as a result of inductive signals from surrounding embryonic
tissues during embryogenesis (a process called ‘epigenesis’) (Figure 1-3B).

PGC specification via inductive signals is well studied in mouse. It is believed
that cues arising from the extraembryonic ectoderm and visceral endoderm
convert a few posterior epiblast cells near the extraembryonic ectoderm into
PGCs. However, the method of selecting these specific epiblast cells and
limiting the induction of germ cells specifically to the posterior region of the
epiblast remains unknown. It was demonstrated that a group of ~40 cells
tend to form PGCs in the embryo. Studies have shown that the Wnt3 signal
from the epiblast makes this group of cells competent to respond to the
Bmp4 and Bmp8a signals from the extra-embryonic ectoderm and Bmp2
from visceral endoderm. These signals induce the expression of early germ
cell-specific PGC markers such as Blimp1 (also known as Prdm1) and
Prdm14 which are key transcription factors for mouse germ cell development
(Kurimoto, et al., 2008; Ohinata, et al., 2009; Ohinata, et al., 2005; Saitou,
2009; Yamaji, et al., 2008). Blimp1 and Prdm14 genes are belong to a family
of positive regulatory domain which has a DNA-binding transcription factor
activity. The expression of Blimp1 and Prdm14 in epiblast cells is induced by
Bmp4 signals and the mesoderm marker transcription factor gene, T (also
called Brachyury), and subsequently, these cells become PGCs (Aramaki, et
al., 2013; Lawson, et al., 1999). Disruption of the Bmp4 gene leads to a
reduced number or absence of PGCs in mice which demonstrates the
indispensable role of Bmp4 in the germ cell specification (Kee, et al., 2006).
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The key transcription factors, Blimp1 and Prdm14 together upregulate the
expression of Stella and Fragilis, and concurrently, repress the expression of
somatic mesodermal genes Hoxa1 and Hoxb1 (Saitou, et al., 2002; Yabuta,
et al., 2006) (Figure 1-5). Similar to the heterogeneity observed in the PGCs
specified through preformation, the induction mode of PGC specification also
induces heterogeneity in PGCs. The varied expression level of Blimp1 in
epiblast cells was characterised and shown to lead to different phenotypes
due to incomplete activation of germ cell development of genes and
repressed somatic cell genes (Yabuta, et al., 2006). Inhibitor factors also limit
the number of epiblast cells that become PGCs. Zhang, et al. (2018)
revealed the repressing role of the Otx2 gene in germ cell-line fate by
repressing expression of the Blimp1 gene. The overexpression of the Otx2
gene led to reduced expression of Blimp1 and a reduced number of PGCs
formed.

An inductive signalling mode of germ cell formation in mouse led to the
hypothesis that humans would share a similar signalling mechanism for the
formation of PGCs. Technical and ethical concerns constrained studies of
early germ cell specification in humans. An alternative approach used the in
vitro culture of human pluripotent cells to understand the specification of
human germ cells from pluripotent cells. In mouse, embryonic stem cells
were converted to Epiblast-like cells in culture by providing activin and FGFs.
Following exposure to BMP4, SCF and LIF, germ cell-like cells were induced
(Hayashi, et al., 2011). The BMP4 induces the expression of the germ cellspecific genes such as Blimp1 and Prdm14 in mouse Epiblast-like cells
(Pesce, et al., 2002). In contrast to mouse, human induced pluripotent stem
cells were treated with activin and the Wnt signalling inhibitor Chiron to
convert iPS cells into mesodermal-like cells. These cells were treated with
BMP4, SCF and LIF leading to the induction of human PGC-like cells
(Marlow, 2015) (Figure 1-6).
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Figure 1-5: Gene regulatory mechanism involved during the mouse PGC specification.
The Bmp signalling pathway and T gene play a crucial role in activating the expression of
Blimp1 gene and directing epiblast cells to turn into germ cells. The activation of Blimp1 led
to repressing somatic cell lineage, cell cycle regulation and epigenetic programming genes.
(Adapted from Saitou and Yamaji (2012))

Figure 1-6: Mammalian germ cell specification from stem cells. (A) The addition of
Activin and FGF to the mouse ES cells promote an epiblast-like cell state which in turn
convert to PGC-like cells in the presence of BMP4, SCF and LIF. (B) Human IPS cells are
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exposed to Activin and wnt inhibitor CHIRON in culture stimulates a mesoderm-like cell state
which are induced to form PGC-like cells by the addition of BMP4, SCF, LIF and epidermal
growth factor. (Adapted from Marlow, 2015)

In contrast to mouse, in vitro culture studies have shown that human cells do
not express Sox2, which has a crucial role in the germ cell specification in
mouse. Instead, human cells express the transcription factor, Sox17.
Surprisingly, Prdm14 expression is low or absent in the human PGCs. These
studies revealed differences in the regulatory networks despite the same
general mode of germ cell specification between human and mouse PGCs.
Nevertheless, both human and mouse PGCs share many common genes
which are responsible for the germ cell development and gametogenesis.
Also, regardless of the mechanism of germ cells segregation, all vertebrate
PGCs express many common genes which are functionally conserved
(Baillet, et al., 2011; Gustafson and Wessel, 2010; Zhang, et al., 2016).

1.2.3. Migration of PGCs
Despite the fact that mammalian PGCs originate through an induction
process, their place of origin varies. In mouse, PGCs are found in an extraembryonic structure called an allantois (Anderson, et al., 2000), and in
primates, PGCs were identified in the nascent amnion (Clark, et al., 2017;
Sasaki, et al., 2016). Irrespective of the type of PGC specification, PGCs
migrate from the place of origin to the genital ridges in all vertebrates.
However, the path of migration is different in birds and mammals. For
example, in human, PGCs were found at the yolk sac near allantois at the
third week of gestation. In subsequent stages, PGCs seen in midgut and
hindgut endoderm and through dorsal mesentery they reach gonadal ridges
at the stage of 10 weeks.
In contrast, in birds, PGCs moved towards the genital ridges through the
vascular system (Fujimoto, et al., 1976; Meyer, 1964). Nakamura, et al.
(2007) studied the migration of PGCs by immunohistochemistry using antiCVH antibody. Approximately, 50 CVH expressing cells were found at the
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centre of the blastoderm in chicken and the migration of PGCs follows a
unique path. As the development of embryo progresses, PGCs migrate
towards the anterior part of the embryo at HH stage 10, the germinal
crescent. The movement of PGCs begins at the early stage, where, PGCs
were found to migrate towards the germinal crescent through active and
passive forces. During active migration, chicken PGCs displayed the
consecutive contraction and expansion of cells, whereas, in passive forces,
the migrating neighbour cells transport these cells (Soo Kang, et al., 2015).
The migration of chicken PGCs is dependent on the origin site of the PGCs cells found at the centre of the disc migrate towards the anterior part of the
embryo but cells near the posterior part of the embryo do not reach the
gonads (Soo Kang, et al., 2015) (Figure 1-7).

In later stages of development, the number of PGCs at the anterior part of
the embryo decreases and the number of PGCs in the blood increases.
PGCs start accumulating near the gonad developmental region from stage
HH 12 and the number of PGCs in the blood reaches its peak at stage
HH13-14. Subsequently, PGCs reach the genital ridges at HH17-18
(Nakamura, et al., 2007). Similarly, quails PGCs migrate through the
circulatory system, and the concentration of PGCs reaches its maximum in
the bloodstream at stage HH13 (Li, et al., 2001). These studies
demonstrated that the migration of PGCs in birds is conserved.

The migration of PGCs describes the movement of cells through the body.
The movement of cells can be regulated by cell surface receptors and
signals from the neighbouring cells in the form of chemoattractant. As PGCs
originate far from the gonads, they follow a complex path with well-regulated
movements through various developing tissues of the embryo. Mouse PGCs
express the Cxcr4 receptor which interacts with the Sdf1 ligand expressed at
the genital ridges. Studies have shown that ectopic expression of Sdf1 leads
to the migration of PGCs to new ectopic locations and removal of either
Cxcr4 or Sdf1 reduces the number of PGCs reaching the gonadal regions
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(Ara, et al., 2003; Molyneaux, 2003). In addition, c-kit RTK and its ligand
steel (SCF) are also involved in the migration and proliferation of mouse
PGCs (Gu, et al., 2009; Mahakali Zama, et al., 2005). Also, E-cadherin helps
PGCs to adhere to each other and the extracellular matrix, while β1 integrin
in the PGC membrane is needed for migration in the hindgut (BendelStenzel, et al., 2000; Di Carlo and De Felici, 2000). Furthermore, the
inhibition of HMG Co-A reductase activity blocks cholesterol biosynthesis
resulting in a defect in PGC migration, thus signifying the role of cholesterol
in survival and migration of mouse PGCs (Ding, et al., 2008). It was shown
that the gonadal cells express a higher level of HMGCR which is sufficient to
attract the PGCs (Van Doren, et al., 1998).

The chicken circulatory PGCs express CXCR4, the receptor for the SDF1.
Chicken PGCs also migrate to an ectopic source of SDF1. These results
suggest that the gene mechanism controlling the migration of PGCs is
conserved between mammals, zebrafish and birds. However, the initial
migration of chicken PGCs must differ from the mouse PGC as the chicken
germinal crescent lacks expression of SDF1 (Doitsidou, et al., 2002;
Molyneaux, 2003; Stebler, et al., 2004). This shows SDF1/CXCR4 signalling
is dispensable to initiate migration of PGCs in chicken and therefore other
chemokines must be present in birds at early stages.
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Figure 1-7: Graphical representation of the movement of PGCs in the chicken embryo.
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1.2.4. Proliferation of PGCs
Studies have shown that the initial population of PGCs found at the chicken
laid egg stage is around 50-60 PGCs and this number increases three-fold at
the HH10 stage when PGCs are located at the germinal crescent. The
number of PGCs increase further while they are migrating towards the gonad
developing region. This proliferation of PGCs is essential for increasing the
primary populations of germ cells. However, in stage HH28 (6 days of
incubation) the number of germ cells increased to 1250 cells (Yang, et al.,
2008) (Figure 3-1). An increasing number of PGCs is also observed in
mouse and human PGCs during the migratory stage. In mouse, around 150
PGCs were identified at stage 8.5dpc and the population of germ cells
reached 25,000 in the gonads at 13.5dpc (Tam and Snow, 1981). A similar
proliferation pattern is observed in fish. Thus, these studies show that PGC
proliferation is a common feature in vertebrates.

Identification of the gene networks responsible for the proliferation of PGCs
is limited. Disruption of cKIT demonstrated its potent role in PGC survival
and proliferation (De Miguel et al., 2002). Mouse embryos lacking the Steel
factor (SCF) gene exhibited a reduced number of PGCs (Runyan, et al.,
2006). Knocking out the Pin1 gene in mouse also had profound effects on
fertility in both sexes and further examination revealed a reduced number of
germ cells due to a prolonged cell cycle (Atchison, 2003). Ross, et al. (2007)
demonstrated the role of Bmp7 in PGC proliferation in both sexes, as a
Bmp7 homozygous null mouse showed a reduced number of mitotically
active PGCs (Ross, et al., 2007). The circulatory and gonadal PGCs express
BMP receptors and Smad genes throughout the proliferation and
differentiation stages, inferring a role for BMP signalling throughout the entire
PGC life cycle (Itman and Loveland, 2007).
Interestingly, PGCs exhibit compensatory mechanisms to maintain their
population. In Drosophila, PGCs double their number every 24 hours during
the larval stages. In oskar and germcell-less mutants, the average number of
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PGCs is reduced at the second interval stage, nonetheless, at the third
stage, the PGC numbers reached the normal number. Cross talk between
the somatic and germ cell lineages through EGF signalling was shown to
increase the number of PGCs by increasing the cell divisions in mutants
(Gilboa and Lehmann, 2006). The compensatory mechanism is also
observed in chickens, where, chicken PGCs experiencing cytotoxic effect
were restored by increasing the number of cell cycles (Lee, et al., 2013). In a
Busulfan treatment experiment, the number of PGCs reduced dramatically at
5.5 days but at 9 days, the number of PGCs reached 60% of the normal
number. These observations suggest that PGCs signal to each other to
control the cell number.

1.3.

Germ cell sex determination

The germ cell confronts a notable sex fate decision to either undergo
spermatogenesis or oogenesis. Sexual identity of a germ cell is denoted by
the state where they express either male or female-specific genes and
commit to differentiate as sperm or eggs. The molecular mechanism
controlling sex determination in germ cells is completely different from that of
somatic cells. The sexual identity of germ cells is broadly governed by either
cell-autonomous or non-cell autonomous mechanisms by which the germ
sex identity is regulated by sex chromosomes acting directly in the germ cells
or by acting in the surrounding somatic cells, respectively. For example, in
Drosophila, germ cell sex identity is controlled by both cell-autonomous
factors and also somatic factors (Murray, et al., 2010). However, in
Caenorhabditis elegans germ cell sex identity is defined primarily by non-cell
autonomous mechanisms where germ cell sex chromosomes do not seem to
play a cell autonomous role (Hodgkin, 1992). The mode of germ cell sex
determination is not uniform in all animals. The differences between the sex
of the germ cells and mechanism which control the fate of germ cells towards
the formation of gametes in both male and female have been the topics of
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investigation. The following sections delineate the mode of germ cell sex
determination in mammals, fish, and birds.
1.3.1. Germ cell sex determination in mammals
The behaviour of germ cells in the gonads and the influence of signals from
the developing gonads on germ cells are best characterized in the mouse
model. In mouse, after reaching the gonad, the fate of PGCs to become
spermatozoon or oocyte is dependent on the sex of the embryo rather than
the sex chromosomes present in the germ cells. In mouse, germ cells do not
have a sex identity (Kocer, et al., 2009). The concept of sex reversal has
been validated in the mouse surrogate host model (Ford, et al., 1975). Male
PGCs in female mice will form functional oocytes in female hosts. However,
female PGCs cannot form functional male gametes but they do undergo the
initial steps of spermatogenesis in the male gonad (Palmer and Burgoyne,
1991) (Figure 1-9A and B). Also, the time point in which germ cells undergo
this sex reversal varies between males and females. Male germ cells
undergo a sex reversal before 12.5dpc and female germ cells undergo sex
reversal before 13.5dpc (Adams and McLaren, 2002).
A distinguishing property of male and female PGCs is a distinct proliferative
pathway during embryogenesis. In mammals, male PGCs undergo mitotic
arrest after entering the gonad, stay quiescence and resume proliferation
after birth. Male PGCs undergo spermatogenesis after entering the sexually
active phase of adult development. In contrast, female PGCs begin meiosis
in the embryo, arrest at the prophase of meiosis I, resume meiosis after birth
and completes meiosis during the adult stage (Saitou and Yamaji, 2012).
At 12.5dpc, the mouse gonads undergo masculinizing and feminizing events
in testes and ovaries which induce female PGCs to enter meiosis at 13.5dpc
whilst male PGCs undergo G0/G1 cell cycle arrest (McLaren, 2003). A signal
arises from the neighbouring cells in the embryonic gonads inducing female
germ cells to initiate oogenesis and to inhibit male germ cells meiotic entry
until after birth. In mouse, studies characterising these signals which mediate
germ cell sex differentiation have identified the role of retinoic acid in
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determining the entry into meiosis (Bowles, 2006; Koubova, et al., 2006).
The retinoic acid-responsive gene Stra8 (stimulated by retinoic acid 8) is
expressed in the female germ cells at stage 12.5dpc and at this stage, male
gonadal somatic cells express the Cyp26b1 gene which is involved in the
metabolism of retinoic acid (Anderson, et al., 2008) (Figure 1-8A). Thus, the
difference in the level of retinoic acid sets the female PGCs to undergo a
meiotic division, whereas, male gonadal cells express Stra8 gene
postnatally, and subsequently, male PGCs enter into the meiotic prophase
stage after birth (Anderson, et al., 2008).
In humans, the male and female germ cells begin to differentiate sexually
after the 11 weeks of gestation. Analysis of the transcriptome and methylome
of human PGCs at various stages (starting from four weeks to 19 weeks of
gestation) revealed homogenous expression of male and female PGCs until
11 weeks of gestation (Guo, et al., 2015). Together, these above studies
suggest that no major differences in the molecular differentiation in early
stage mouse and human PGCs.

1.3.2. Germ cell sex determination in fish
In rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss), testicular germ cells were injected
to newly hatched embryos of both sexes and resulted in the formation of
eggs and sperms with respect to the sex of an embryo (Okutsu, et al., 2006).
Similarly, ovarian germ cells transplanted into embryos formed spermatozoa
in male embryos and eggs in the females (Yoshizaki, et al., 2010). In both
studies, the donor germ cells in the recipient embryos function normally and
produce normal offspring (Okutsu, et al., 2006; Yoshizaki, et al., 2010).
These studies showed that non-cell autonomous germ cell sex determination
occurs in fish. Thus, the somatic cells surrounding the germ cells have a
paramount role in determining the sexual differentiation of germ cells. The
molecular mechanisms controlling the germ cell sex determination in fish are
poorly understood.
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However, this is not a completely passive role for the germ cells. In medaka,
the dmrt1 gene which is expressed in the somatic cells and plays its role in
testicular development is also expressed in spermatogenic cells (Marchand,
et al., 2000; Masuyama, et al., 2011; Matsuda, et al., 2002). Importantly,
Nishimura, et al. (2015) have shown the key role of the foxl3 gene in
determining the fate of germ cells. This gene is expressed in germ cells but
not in somatic cells in the medaka. The foxl3 deficient XX mutant germ cells
in female ovaries underwent spermatogenesis. In contrast, mutant testes
showed no defects in the spermatogenesis which confers the dispensable
role of the foxl3 gene for sperm production. In mice and fish, studies have
shown the antagonist effects of Foxl2 and Dmrt1 gene in sex differentiation
(Li, et al., 2013; Uhlenhaut, et al., 2009). The foxl3 gene appears to have a
conserved role of foxl family members which suppress the expression of
dmrt1 and gsdf gene (Nishimura, et al., 2015; Nishimura and Tanaka, 2016).
The cue from somatic cells which express the dmrt1 gene regulates the
expression of the foxl3, in turn, to instruct the cell to undergo
spermatogenesis. In the absence of the dmrt1 gene, foxl3 is expressed in the
germ cells and they undergo oogenesis (Figure 1-8B).
In some fish species, germ cells instruct the surrounding tissues to a sexual
fate. In zebrafish, female embryos lacking germ cells develop into male fish
(Slanchev, et al., 2005).
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Figure 1-8: Gene regulatory mechanism controlling germ cell sex determination in
mouse and fish. (A) Expression of Y chromosome-linked Sry gene in mouse somatic cells
activates expression of Sox9 and Fgf9. The Fgf signalling cues from somatic cells activates
nanos2 gene, subsequently, producing the male gamete. In addition, Cyp26b1 expression in
male somatic cells inhibits the production of retinoic acid which is required for meiosis. (B) In
fish, male somatic cells express dmrt1 and gsdf genes which antagonise foxl3 expression in
germ cells. Thereby the fate of germ cells to undergo oogenesis or spermatogenesis is
decided.
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Figure 1-9: Sex reversal studies in mouse and chicken. (A) Mouse female PGCs injected
into the male mouse embryo of a stage not later than E12.5 undergo an initial stage of
spermatogenesis and form prospermatogonia but fail to form functional sperm. (B) Male
PGCs transplanted to female embryo form oocytes which means that PGCs do not have sex
differences at an early stage. However, sex reversal studies at later stages showed that
initial differentiation of the germ cells followed by the sex of donor embryo rather than the
sex of the host. (C) In chicken, PGCs derived from the female embryos injected into male
embryos do not form sperm and (D) cultured male PGCs in the female embryo does not
form a functional oocyte. However, conflicting published results exist.
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1.3.3. Germ cell sex determination in birds
Studies have shown that a low rate of mixed-sex germ cell transmission was
observed in comparison with the same-sex transmission rate when chicken
embryonic PGCs were transplanted into sex-reversed host embryos (Naito,
et al., 1999; Nakajima, et al., 2014; Van de Lavoir, et al., 2006). A previous
study from the McGrew group showed that cultured chicken male PGCs did
not form an oocyte when transplanted into female recipient embryos
(Macdonald, et al., 2010). The male PGCs entered into meiosis at the proper
developmental stage and were subsequently lost. Similarly, transplanted
female PGCs did not form functional spermatogonia (Tagami, et al., 2006)
(Figure 1-9C and D). Contrary to these results, a recent study has shown
that the cultured male chicken PGCs undergo oogenesis in partially
irradiated females which lead to the hatching of male-only offspring (Liu, et
al., 2017).

1.4.

Somatic sex determination

1.4.1. Somatic cell sex determination in mammals
In mammals, the inheritance of a Y chromosome is the major determining
factor for sex determination (Figure 1-10). It was demonstrated that the
presence or absence of the Sry gene found on the Y chromosome directs the
developing gonad to differentiate into a testis in place of an ovary (Berta, et
al., 1990). Gonadal differentiation, in turn, guides the sexual development of
the rest of the embryo/animal through hormonal interactions. In mouse,
upregulation of the gene Sry and the transcription factor Sox9 is observed in
the developing XY gonads. These two genes are sufficient to initiate the
differentiation of male Sertoli precursor cells instead of their differentiation
into female granulosa cells which support oocyte development. The
expression of Sry is transitory, whereas Sox9 expression is seen throughout
the life cycle of Sertoli cells. The expression of Sox9 turns on the
differentiation of Sertoli cells followed by instructive cues to the surrounding
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peritubular myoid and Leydig cells to differentiate into testis-specific cell
lineages and the production of the sex hormone, testosterone. Sertoli cells
are also involved in inhibiting the entry of germ cells into meiosis in the
embryonic testis and cause the regression of the Mullerian duct (Svingen
and Koopman, 2013).
The expression profiles of the Dmrt1 gene in different species strongly
suggests its conserved role in the development of testis but not in the ovary
(Raymond, 2000; Raymond, et al., 1999). In mice, there was no difference in
the expression profile of the Dmrt1 gene in the two sexes until 11.5dpc. At
12.5dpc, Dmrt1 expression is upregulated in male gonadal somatic cells and
no expression is detected in female somatic gonadal cells (Lei, et al., 2007;
Lindeman, et al., 2015). Sex reversal experiments have been successful in
activating testis-specific genes by the overexpression of Dmrt1 in XX gonads
(Zhao, et al., 2015). The expression of Sox9 was activated in the presence of
Dmrt1 and initiates the testis-specific pathways suggesting that Dmrt1 is
crucial to mammalian sex determination (Huang, et al., 2017).
Extracellular

signalling

molecules

are

also

involved

in

male

sex

determination. The FGF signalling molecule, Fgf9, is expressed at high
levels in the Sertoli cells and upregulates the expression of Sox9 gene via
Fgfr2. These genes act together in a positive feedback loop to coordinate
each other's expression. Pitetti, et al. (2013) also indicated the role of Insr
and Igf1r in maintaining the expression levels of Sox9, Rspo1 and Wnt4
genes by knocking out Insr and Igf1r genes in gonads. The Insr and Igf1r null
gonads showed reduced cell proliferation and reduced expression level of
the Sox9 gene.
In females, the reduced expression of Sox9 and absence of the Sry gene
triggers a default ovarian gene expression pathway predominantly through
the WNT/β-catenin pathway activated by Wnt4 and Rspo1 ligands. The
WNT/β-catenin and FGF signalling pathways repress each other. Thus, the
absence of Fgf9 and Fgfr2 enhances the expression of Wnt4 and the ovarian
sex determination factor Foxl2 leading to granulosa cell formation.
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Furthermore, the transcription factor Foxl2 also negatively regulates Sox9
expression. A study showed that elevated expression of Sox9 gene reduced
expression of Foxl2 in adult XX gonads. Subsequently, Sox9 expression
began to reprogram granulosa and theca cells into Sertoli cells (Huang, et
al., 2017) (Figure 1-10).

Figure 1-10: Somatic cell sex determination in mammals. The gene networks controlling
the sex of the mouse embryo. The expression of Sox9 and Sry genes are sufficient to
activate the male sex pathways. Expression of Dmrt1 and Fgf9 reinforces the expression of
Sox9 gene and activates male-specific pathways and at the same time, these repress Wnt4
and Rspo1. On the other hand, expression of Foxl2 is shown to inhibit the expression of
Sox9 and induce expression of Wnt4 and Rspo1 which in turn activates female-specific
pathways. (adapted from Kocer, et al. (2009)).
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1.4.2. Sex determination in Fish
Fish exhibit very diverse biological mechanisms in sex determination. In
zebrafish, the sex determination mechanism is not only controlled by a set of
genes but also includes environmental factors such as temperature, hypoxia,
nutrition, pH and salinity (Nagabhushana and Mishra, 2016). An increase in
temperature, hypoxia and sex steroids like aromatase inhibitors are malebiased factors. On the other hand, good nutrition and low population density
are favourable to the female sex (Nagabhushana and Mishra, 2016). The
gene which is involved in determining sex varies within a genus. For
example, the fish medaka shares a similar sex determination mechanism as
that of mammals as it has XX-XY chromosome model and a gene present on
the Y chromosome, DMY, related to DMRT1, regulates the sex of that
organism (Matsuda, et al., 2002). However, male-determining genes are
varied within the genus Oryzias (Kondo, et al., 2001; Schartl, 2004).
Moreover, in some fish, sex reversal occurs under certain environmental
conditions and in other, the germ cells are needed for the development of
ovary. In the absence of germ cells, the gonad defaults to formation of a
testes-like structure (see above).

1.4.3. Avian somatic cell sex determination
The chicken is a diploid organism whose genome contains 38 pairs of
autosomes and a pair of sex chromosomes (Z and W). The autosomes of
chicken are further classified on the basis of the size of the chromosomes:
macro (10 pairs) and micro (28 pairs) chromosomes. In birds, females are
heterogametic with a single copy of Z and W chromosomes and males are
homogametic with a pair of Z chromosomes (Figure 1-11). The Z and W
chromosomes are believed to have evolved from ancestral autosomal
chromosomes independently from the mammalian sex chromosomes
(Bellott, et al., 2010). The chicken Z chromosome is gene-rich and contains a
total of 1245 genes while the W chromosome contains 124 genes (GalGal5).
The Z chromosome of chickens also shares a certain degree of homology
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with the Z chromosome of other bird species, but the ‘W’ chromosomes differ
greatly in size, morphology and gene content between bird species
(Fridolfsson, et al., 1998).

Figure 1-11: Mammalian and avian sex chromosomes. Schematic representation of the

sex chromosomes in mammals and birds. Mammalian males are heterogametic with a
copy of X and Y chromosomes (XY) and females are homogametic with a pair of the X
chromosome (XX). In birds, males are homogametic with pair of Z chromosomes (ZZ)
and females are heterogametic with a copy of Z and W chromosome (ZW).

It is unclear if sex determination in birds is either due to the presence of
ovary-specific genes on the W linked chromosome or testis-specific gene
expression in the Z chromosome. It was predicted that either genes present
on the sex chromosomes or a Z chromosome dosage mechanism play a
major role in sex determination in birds (Zhao, et al., 2010). Moreover,
studies have shown a lack of dosage compensation in birds for many genes
on the Z chromosome which could lead to sexual characteristics (Uebbing, et
al., 2015; Wright, et al., 2015; Zhao, et al., 2010).
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The sex determination mechanism in birds is also thought to be different
from mammals. The avian gonad is involved in testes sex determination but
avian somatic cells also are thought to have an independent sex identity not
regulated by the gonad (Zhao, et al., 2010). The mammalian testisdetermining gene Sry is absent in birds which led to a search for other
candidate genes for avian sex determination. Two potential candidate genes
for avian sex-determining are DMRT1 and HINTW which reside on the Z and
W chromosomes, respectively. DMRT1 (mentioned above) is a zinc-fingerlike transcription factor, which encodes a conserved DNA-binding motif, the
DM domain and has significant roles in testis development in fish, chicken,
and mice (Hong, et al., 2007; Kim, et al., 2003; Smith, et al., 1999). As it is
present in one copy in females and two copies in males, it was hypothesised
to be the testis-specific dosage controller in male birds. Expression of the
DMRT1 gene is limited to gonads and it was reported that reducing the level
of DMRT1 expression led a feminising effect on the developing testis in
chicken male embryos (Smith, et al., 2009). The reduced level of DMRT1
also led to a lower expression of the Sertoli cell marker SOX9 and activated
the expression of the ovarian marker gene, aromatase. This study supported
the role of the Z dosage hypothesis for avian sex determination. At stage
HH28 (day 6 incubation), SOX9 gene was observed to be expressed in the
male gonads (Cutting, et al., 2013), whereas its counterpart female gonads
express the aromatase gene which is involved in estrogen synthesis
(Elbrecht and Smith, 1992).

In contrast, the HINTW gene (also called ‘WPKCI’) is one of the few ovarydetermining genes present on the W chromosome of female birds. In the
presence of a dominant ‘W chromosome, female sexual differentiation would
occur. It was reported that HINTW gene is present in over 40 copies on the
chicken ‘W chromosome, however, it lacks a key catalytic motif which
confers enzyme activity in all other HINT proteins (Hori, et al., 2000). It was
hypothesised that HINTW suppresses its paralog gene present on the Z
chromosome (HINTZ) and functions as a dominant-negative (Pace and
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Brenner, 2003). In addition, mammalian sex determination studies have
shown that embryos were sexually identical until initiation of gonadal
differentiation. In contrast to this, a study has shown that chicken somatic
cells inherit a sex identity in a mechanism which is vastly different than
mammalian sex development and are genetically different at pre-gonadal
stages of development (Zhao, et al., 2010). These studies on the
mechanisms of sex determination in birds are useful as they provide insight
into the difference in genetic mechanisms controlling sex-specific somatic
characteristics in vertebrates, including mammals.

1.5.

Germ cells in culture

1.5.1. Mouse PGCs in culture
Many researchers attempted to culture mouse PGCs in vitro since early
1990s, however, the culturing of murine PGCs is only successful for a short
period of time. These cultures used the addition of LIF, SCF, tumour necrosis
factor, and factors secreted by the co-cultured STO feeder cells (Donovan,
1986; Matsui, et al., 1991; Matsui, et al., 1992; Resnick, et al., 1992). Germ
cells proliferated up to seven days and subsequently, the number of PGCs
decline as cells die. Addition of bFGF to the culture media extends the
proliferation

further,

but

the

presence

of

this

growth

factor

also

dedifferentiated the cultured PGCs into embryonic germ cells (EGCs). EGCs
are pluripotent cells which have the capability of differentiating into different
cell types including germline. Durcova-Hills, et al. (2006) investigated the role
of exogenous Fgf2 in transforming PGCs to EGCs and Fgf2 is only needed
for

24

hours

to

induce

this

de-differentiation.

Interestingly,

the

responsiveness of PGCs to FGF will be lost after 24 hours of treatment.
Furthermore, 2i medium supplied with LIF was sufficient for converting
mouse PGCs to EGCs in the absence of serum, bFGF or SCF. Also, 2i-LIF
was efficient for the propagation of EGCs and these derived EGCs
contributed to chimeric mice including the germline (Leitch, et al., 2010).
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The Blimp1 and Prdm14 transcription factors play a decisive role in the
specification of mouse PGCs and Blimp1 plays a critical role in repressing
somatic mesodermal genes (Kurimoto, et al., 2008). Exposing PGCs to LIF,
SCF and bFGF2 begins to acquire pluripotency and loses the expression
Blimp1. As a result, expression of Blimp1 is absent in two-day old culture
cells. The targets of Blimp1 repression are also expressed higher and
concurrently PGCs undergo dedifferentiation to EG cells and acquire
pluripotency (Figure 1-12). It was postulated that loss of expression of
Blimp1 leads to acquisition of the pluripotency state. Accordingly, studies
demonstrated the loss of expression of Blimp1 and upregulation of Prmt5
gene expression in EGCs (Durcova-Hills, et al., 2008; Kim, et al., 2014;
Leitch, et al., 2010; Li, et al., 2015).

Figure 1-12: Schematic representation of dedifferentiation of PGCs to EGCs in the
mouse. Expression of Blimp1 gene in PGCs represses its target genes and helps to
maintain the germline. Absence of Blimp1 expression is a gain of pluripotency (Adapted from
Durcova-Hills et al., 2008).
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1.5.2. Chicken PGCs in culture
The migration of chicken PGCs through the circulatory system makes it easy
to isolate PGCs from the chicken embryo. Many studies used the isolation of
PGCs by collecting the blood from the embryo at stage HH16 (Macdonald, et
al., 2010; Van de Lavoir, et al., 2006; Whyte, et al., 2015). PGCs can be
purified from the blood cells by Ficoll density gradient centrifugation and the
PGC rich fraction was used for injection into host embryos (Naito, et al.,
1999). Van de Lavoir, et al. (2006) were first to culture the chicken PGCs for
a long duration. The authors isolated migratory PGCs by collecting the blood
from stage HH14-17 chicken embryos. The cells were cultured in a medium
consisting of knockout DMEM conditioned on buffalo rat liver cells, human
SCF, and growth factor FGF (Van de Lavoir, et al., 2006). Unlike mammalian
PGCs, chicken PGCs were able to be cultured indefinitely in this medium
composition. Surprisingly, these PGCs do not lose their germ cell identity
even after culturing for a long duration, as these cells maintained expression
of germ cell-specific CVH and DAZL genes (Van de Lavoir, et al., 2006).
However, around 20-30% of cultured cells were not stained for CVH antibody
suggesting that some fraction of cultured PGCs were dedifferentiated into
EG cells due to interaction with the feeder layer cells. The removal of FGF,
SCF and chicken serum also led to the conversion of PGCs to EG cells.
Nonetheless, the molecular mechanism leading to the conversion of chicken
PGCs into EGCs in culture is unknown.
The cultured chicken PGCs were shown to be restricted to the germ cell
lineage as cultured PGCs did not contribute to the somatic cell lineage
irrespective of the stage of the injected host embryos (Van de Lavoir, et al.,
2006). In contrast, chicken ES cells (which may be equivalent to chicken
EGCs), contribute to somatic cell lineage but not to germline (Van de Lavoir,
et al., 2006). Additionally, the cultured PGCs had germline transmission rates
ranging between 1-80% which is comparable with the germline transmission
rate of freshly isolated PGCs (Naito, et al., 1999). This seminal research
demonstrated the in vitro propagation of chicken PGCs for a long duration
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without losing the characteristics of germ cells and has had a major impact
on avian transgenic research. In successive work, chicken migratory PGCs
were cultured in improved feeder layer-free media containing the basic FGF
which is was shown to be essential for the in vitro PGC propagation. These
cultured PGCs were used for the production of germline chimaeras (Choi, et
al., 2010; Macdonald, et al., 2010; Naito, et al., 2015). Following this, an
advanced serum-free medium was established for the culture of chicken
PGCs containing insulin, FGF2, and activin or BMP4 (Whyte, et al., 2015).
Alternatively, germ cells can be obtained from the gonads of embryos. Once
PGCs enter into the genital ridges, they continue to proliferate until
embryonic day 14 in both sexes (Nakamura, et al., 2007). A study has shown
PGCs from embryonic day six embryos could be cultured in a serum
containing medium (Park and Han, 2013). It has been reported that higher
number of PGCs could be obtained from the gonads which ease the culture
of germ cells in vitro. These cultured cells exhibit similar molecular properties
to that of PGCs cultured from the blood and germline transmission rates of
95% were obtained. Another study isolated PGCs from stage HH27 (5 days
of incubation) embryos and cultured PGCs over 300 days. This
demonstrated that these long term cultured cells express pluripotency and
germ cell factors, and retained migration ability (Kong, et al., 2018).
The third mode of culturing chicken PGCs is by culturing blastodermal cells
(Ginsburg and Eyal-Giladi, 1987; Petitte, et al., 1990; Tsunekawa, et al.,
2000). The chicken epiblast contains a small number of PGCs compared to
circulatory PGCs from blood and from gonads. A study has shown the
successful culturing of PGCs from blastodermal cells (Raucci, et al., 2015).
Culturing of PGCs from three different sources did not affect the expression
of germ cell factors as all these cells showed positive staining for antiSSEA1, anti-EMA and anti-CVH antibody (Raucci, et al., 2015).
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1.6.

Molecular signature of PGCs

1.6.1. Molecular signature of mammalian PGCs
PGCs are distinguishable from somatic cells soon after their formation.
Mammalian PGCs express genes which are specific to germ cells which aid
germ cell development by repressing somatic fate and the acquisition of
totipotency in subsequent generations (Saitou, 2009; Saitou, et al., 2003).
Mouse PGC specification identified a complex molecular network which
helps to reacquire a pluripotency state by expression of the core pluripotency
factor, Oct4. The expression of Oct4 was observed during the specification
(at stage E7.25) in mouse embryos, whereas Nanog gene expression was
observed slightly after the gem cell specification at stage E7.75. Both Oct4
and Nanog are required for germ cell formation and survival (Chambers, et
al., 2007; Kehler, et al., 2004; Yamaguchi, et al., 2005). Yabuta, et al. (2006)
carried out single-cell expression analysis and revealed that a member of the
core pluripotency factors, Sox2, begins to be expressed in a subset of
founder PGCs at 6.75 and expression of Sox2 gradually increased in
subsequent stages. At stage 8.25, 90% of the PGC population express Sox2
gene. The similar expression pattern was observed for the germ cell-specific
gene, Dppa3 (Yabuta, et al., 2006).
A study has also shown that Sox2 gene is required for PGC survival and
proliferation (Campolo, et al., 2013). Besides the core pluripotency factors,
germ cell specification is accompanied by increases in the expression of
several transcription factors including Prdm14, Blimp1, Sox3, Tcfap2c,
Smad3, Zic3, Elk1, Isl2, Mycn, and Klf2 (Saitou, 2009). In addition, the germ
cell-specific genes such as Nanos3, Deadend 1 and cKit begin to be
expressed in PGCs at stage 7.25, 6.75 and 7.25 respectively (Saitou, 2009) .
Guo, et al. (2015) analysed single-cell transcriptome sequencing data of
human PGCs at various stages and identified the expression profile of
pluripotent and germ cell-specific genes. The core pluripotent genes, Oct4
and Nanog are expressed in early-stage PGCs which is comparable to that
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seen in mouse PGCs. Unlike mouse PGCs, human PGCs lack expression of
the Sox2 gene (de Jong, et al., 2008; Irie, et al., 2015). Interestingly, another
member of the Sox family, Sox17, is expressed in early-stage embryos as a
successor of the Sox2 gene (de Jong, et al., 2008; Irie, et al., 2015).
Cooperatively, Blimp1 and Sox17 genes act as a key regulator of human
PGCLC fate in vitro by suppressing endodermal and other somatic genes
during human PGCLC specification (Irie, et al., 2015). The transcription
factors KLF4, LIN28A and SALL4 are also expressed in human PGCs.
Human PGCs express the early PGCs markers KIT, TFAP2C, DPPA3,
ALPL, NANOS3, SOX15, and the late markers DDX4, DAZL and Tudor
family genes (Guo, et al., 2015) (Figure 1-13). Despite the same mode of
PGC specification between mouse and human, PGCs in these species have
differences in the molecular signature of PGCs. For instance, the expression
PRDM14 and SOX2 is absent in human PGCs.
Numerous studies have identified genes which are exclusively expressed in
germ cells by comparing global expression data from germ cells, pluripotent
and somatic cells (Choi, et al., 2007; Hong, et al., 2004; Sabour, et al., 2010;
Wang, et al., 2001). The role of these germ cell-specific genes and their
phenotypic effects on PGCs are detailed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 1-13: Temporal expression of human early and late PGC markers. Single-cell
RNA sequencing of human PGCs at different stages starting from 4 weeks to 19 weeks
showed the gene expression pattern in male and female PGCs. Pluripotent and early germ
cell markers express homogenously until 12 weeks of gestation and expression gradually
reduced in female as they undergo meiotic cleavage. The late PGCs markers such as
DDX4, DAZL, TDRD9, TEX14 begin to express after 8 weeks in both male and female
PGCs.The meiotic markers and PGC late surface markers are expressed after 12 weeks
only in female PGCs. (Adapted from Guo et al., 2015)

1.6.2. Molecular signature of avian PGCs
In bird PGCs, the cytoplasm contains germ cell-specific mRNAs and proteins
inherited from the maternal germplasm. These exclusive mRNA and proteins
might play a variety of roles in the PGCs such as germ cell fate, migration,
survival, proliferation and gametogenesis (Houston and King, 2000;
Tsunekawa, et al., 2000; Venables, 2001). However, the role of these
materials in determining germline fate and confining them from a somatic
differentiation fate is unknown. Studies have reported that the chicken PGCs
express a subset of pluripotent genes in common with the mammalian PGCs
such as OCT4, NANOG, SOX2/3, SALL4, LIN28 and KLF family members.
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Chicken PGCs express PRDM14 which is comparable with mouse PGCs but
not human PGCs (Glover, 2013). In addition, the germ cell-specific genes
such as DAZL, DND1, DDX4, PIWIL1, GTSF1, CALR3, and GPR149 are
expressed (Jean, et al., 2015). In this study, they identified the pluripotent
and germ cell-specific genes which are exclusively expressed in chicken
PGCs (Detailed in chapter 4).
It has been shown that the exogenous expression of the RNA-binding
protein, CVH, in chicken ES cells partially drove their differentiation into germ
cells (Lavial, et al., 2009). The CVH gene induced the expression of germline
associated genes such as DAZL, Tudor, cPoUV, NANOG, SDF1, CXCR4,
STRA8 and SYCP3 in CVH positive cells (Lavial, et al., 2009). In mouse, it
has been shown that Dazl gene regulates the expression of the Mvh gene
which is essential for mouse gametogenesis (Reynolds, et al., 2005) and
also showed the regulation of genes such as Stella and Prdm1 (Yu, et al.,
2009). Chicken PGCs exclusively express the DAZL gene from the laid egg
stage and the expression is maintained at all stages and this expression
pattern is conserved among birds, and also mammals signifying its role in
germ cell development (Lee, et al., 2016; Rengaraj, et al., 2010).
Several studies have revealed the expression of the dead-end homologue
gene in chicken PGCs both in vitro and in vivo (Aramaki, et al., 2007; Jean,
et al., 2015; Macdonald, et al., 2010; Stebler, et al., 2004). Weidinger, et al.
(2003) showed that Zebrafish germ cells failed to migrate and survive after a
knockdown of Deadend.

1.7.

The Prdm14 gene and establishment of the germ cell lineage in
mice
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Figure 1-14: Mechanism of action of Prdm14 in mouse ESCs. (A) Prdm14 joins with the
polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2) and represses the lineage-specific genes such as
Fgfr1 and Fgfr2 which inhibit differentiation and inhibits DNA methyltransferases Dnmt3a,
Dnmt3b and Dnmt3l resulting in global hypomethylation. (B) Pluripotency genes Sox2 and
Klf5 are activated by association of Prdm14 with estrogen-related receptors B (ESRRB) and
transcription factor STAT3. (Adapted from Nakaki and Saitou (2014)).

PRMD14 belongs to the family of transcription factors containing the Nterminal positive PR regulatory domain. In mouse, Prdm14 gene expression
is limited to the inner cell mass and pluripotent stem cells and is crucial to
maintaining naïve pluripotency and in the establishment of the epigenome in
ES cells. From knockout studies, it was determined that Prdm14 gene is not
essential for the development of the embryo . Timescale studies have shown
fluctuating expression of Prdm14 in early embryos. It is expressed at the two
and four-cell stage but not in the eight-cell stage and regains after blastocyst
stage E3.5 and fades again at E4.5. However, Prdm14 gene expression is
seen in the epiblast cells at stage E6.5 and begins to express in PGCs and
pluripotent cells (Nakaki and Saitou, 2014; Yamaji, et al., 2008).
Furthermore, disruption of Prdm14 gene in mouse resulted in no germ cells
showing Prdm14 is crucial for the development of the germ cells (Yamaji, et
al., 2008). Later, Grabole studied gene expression in single-cell Prdm14
mutant PGCs and detected the downregulation of germ cell-specific genes:
Prdm1 (Blimp1), Stella, Tcfap2c, Nanos3 and Dnd1 (Grabole, et al., 2013).
Furthermore, the Prdm14 mutant PGCs showed an upregulation of DNA
methyltransferases, mainly Dnmt3b. This is significant, as DNA de-
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methylation plays an important role in PGC development. As Prdm14
represses the methylation of DNA in the germ lineage, loss of Prdm14 could
lead to a down-regulation of germ cell-specific genes. Recently, it was shown
that in certain genetic mouse strains a percentage of Prdm14 mouse
embryos did not progress beyond the epiblast stage of development (Payer,
et al., 2013), suggesting that Prdm14 could play a role in gastrulation.
Mechanism of action of Prdm14 is reviewed by Nakaki and Saitou (2014).
The function of Prdm14 is directed by its binding partners. For instance,
Prdm14 interaction with the polycomb repressive complex 2 represses
Fgfr1/2 and Dnmt3a/3b/3l and thereby inhibit differentiation and lead to
hypomethylation in mouse ESCs. On the other hand, estrogen-related
receptors B (ESRRB) and transcription factor STAT3 influence the
expression of pluripotency factors Sox2 and Klf5 and enhance the
pluripotency in ESCs (Figure 1-14).
A previous study from the group of Dr Mike McGrew has shown the
expression of PRDM14 gene in the early blastoderm of chicken (Glover,
2013). This study knocked out PRDM14 gene in chicken PGCs by using
TALENs and generated knockout chickens. The

Prdm14 knockout

phenotype was early embryonic lethal at gastrulation stages (unpublished
data).

1.8.

Chicken genomics
The chicken shared a common ancestor with mammals around 310 million
years ago (Hillier, et al., 2004). This and the various reasons stated above
were the driving force behind the initial interest in obtaining the genome
sequence of the chicken.In 2000, the genome sequencing of this bird
species was initiated (International Chicken Genome Consortium, 2000). It
was estimated that the chicken genomic size comprises nearly 4000cM with
a physical size of 1.18Gb which is less than half the size of the human
genome (Burt, 2004).
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The first draft of the chicken genome assembled from a partially inbred
individual female red junglefowl was released in 2004 (Hillier, et al., 2004).
The initial draft genome assembly was generated from whole-genome
sequencing reads in combination with the data obtained from libraries of
plasmid, fosmids and BACs. Later, in 2006, the second version reference
genome was assembled by using an additional 198K reads. The improved
released genome constituted a total length of 1.05GB and nearly 95% of
sequences were anchored to chromosomes. Subsequently, Roche 454
sequencing reads together with previous Sanger reads were used to
construct a de novo assembly to address the gaps present in the Galgal 2.0
genome. The refined version, named Galgal4, with a 12X genome
coverage, consisted of 31 chromosomes and 14,093 unplaced scaffolds and
was released in 2011 and is still broadly in use. A subsequent update of the
chicken genome, named Galgal 5.0, was released more recently (NCBI,
Dec 2015) and comprised 34 chromosomes and 15,411 unplaced scaffold
sequences; together containing a genome size of 1.2GB (Warren, et al.,
2016). A total of 16,362 coding genes, 9,690 non-coding genes and 50
pseudogenes were identified. In Apr 2018, an updated genome version
GRCg6a was released which comprises a total length of 1.13 GB with
16,878 coding genes, 7,166 non-coding genes and 312 pseudogenes
(Table 1-1).
Table 1-1: The reference genome statistics of chicken and geese genomes.

Contigs Generated

Chicken
(Gal6)
464

Maximum Contig Length

197,608,386

24,051,356

Minimum Contig Length
Average Contig Length (±
sd)
Median Contig Length

87
2296046.17±
14494999.75
4,481

200
147409.75±
984664.04
448

SE

31,239

130

Total Contigs Length
Total Number of NonATGC Characters
Contigs >= 100 b

1,065,365,425

1,119,134,887

9,784,466

35,379,405

463

7,592

Contigs >= 500 b

457

3,464

Goose
7,592

39

Contigs >= 1 Kb

440

1,784

Contigs >= 10 Kb

234

692

Contigs >= 1 Mb

37

259

N50 value

91,315,245

5,202,740

Coding genes

16,878

16,150

Non coding genes

7,166

13,028

Small non-coding genes

1,525

Long non coding genes

5,506

Misc non-coding genes

135

Pseudogenes

312

Gene transcripts

39,288

1.8.1. Implications of chicken genomics
With the aid of advanced genomics technologies, avian genomics currently
focused on the use of these technologies in understanding avian biology
and agricultural production traits (Cheng and Burt, 2018). The chicken was
the first avian species to be sequenced because of its importance in
research and to the poultry sector. The availability of the chicken genome
not only delivered information on genome evolution but also triggered
various comparative, structural and functional genomics studies with other
bird species (Jarvis, et al., 2014; Warren, et al., 2017; Zhang, et al., 2014).
As a result, the avian 10000 genomes (B10K) project was initiated with the
aim of generating representative genome sequences for all the extant bird
species (Zhang, 2015) (https://b10k.genomics.cn/). As of July 2017, DNA
samples from nearly 2400 species had been processed. As a consequence
of this initiative, agriculturally and economically important waterfowl species
such as duck and geese draft genomes were released in 2013 and 2015
respectively (Huang, et al., 2013; Lu, et al., 2015). These genomes will
enable our understanding of things such as defence mechanism of duck
against the avian influenza virus and evolution of waterfowl (Table 1-1).

Identification of variants (SNPs) from the resequencing of domestic breeds
of chicken and other birds was used to develop high-density genetic maps
to identify phenotypic differences between breeds, to identify signatures of
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selection of favourable alleles that have had a remarkable role during
domestication (Rubin, et al., 2010; Zhang, et al., 2018), to construct SNP
based genotyping array (Liu, et al., 2019) and to identify the genes which
control quantitative traits (Zhang, et al., 2017). Finally, the chicken is used in
egg production and analysis of the genomics of the reproductive germ cells
could help us to identify genetic traits important for reproduction in laying
hens.
Besides this, advances in the high-throughput technologies such as
microarray, SAGE, MPSS and deep RNA sequencing have benefited
researchers carrying out high-throughput studies. Long read sequencing
technology enables the sequencing of long reads which help to improve the
de novo assemblies and also produce full-length transcripts (Thomas, et al.,
2014). As a result of these new technologies, our understanding of the
transcriptome and the proteome of chicken, factors influencing gene
regulation, mechanisms and location of the regulatory elements, and
expression levels of genes has been improved.

1.8.2. High-throughput RNA sequencing
RNA is an intermediary product between the genome and the proteome and
has the unique importance in molecular biology in decoding of genes but it
can also control the expression of genes (miRNAs) and can form regulatory
RNA molecules that do not encode proteins (lncRNAs). As a result, studies
related to the identification of transcripts, quantification of transcripts, RNA
isoforms, and gene regulatory regions have helped us understand
development, cell fate, and disease. Concurrently, advances in highthroughput sequencing technologies aid these studies by reducing the time
and the cost of sequencing. A typical high-throughput RNA sequencing
assay assists in both the identification and the quantification of the
transcriptome of an individual tissue (Garber, et al., 2011). Additional
advantages of using RNA-seq are that the identification and quantification of
expression can be done without the availability of the genome sequence of
the organism. In recent times, many protocols and analysis methods have
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been developed for RNA-seq such as mRNA-, small RNA-, single-cell RNA,
and exome capture sequencing. Many other aspects of RNA-biology such as
RNA structure, the interaction of RNA-RNA and RNA-protein can be
examined by coupling RNA-seq methods with other biochemical assays
(Ozsolak and Milos, 2011). Thus, RNA sequencing tools should make it
possible to compare the transcriptome of PGCs from many avian species in
the absence of a reference genome assembly.

1.8.3. Differential expression analysis of transcriptomes using RNASeq
Differential gene expression identification is the major use of RNA-seq data.
In this method, the expression of a gene is quantified between two different
conditions or samples. The basic prerequisite to performing a differential
expression analysis experiment is having a biologically significant question
which needs to be addressed. A valid comparison can be achieved by setting
good experimental design, to be precise, by choosing the correct library
type/size, a correct number of replications (technical and biological) and the
depth of sequencing (Auer and Doerge, 2010; Conesa, et al., 2016; Liu, et
al., 2014; Yu, et al., 2017). First, it is necessary to avoid cross-contamination
of samples while isolating and sequencing which leads to biases in the
results. The best practice is to remove ribosomal RNA before sequencing
because total RNA is rich in rRNA (~90%) and messenger RNA constitutes
only 1-2% of the RNA molecules (Kim, et al., 2019). Secondly, the size of the
library which is usually less than 500 bp (for Illumina short reads) for proper
sequencing, paired-end sequencing is used to improve the accuracy of
mapping. Longer reads will help in increasing the mappability and transcript
identification. A third factor to consider is the depth of sequencing which
depends on the goal of the experiment (Conesa, et al., 2016). For instance,
single-cell RNA-sequencing experiments are carried out with a million reads,
a few million reads are enough to identify highly expressed genes, whereas
100 million reads are needed to quantify low expressed genes/transcripts.
Finally, replicates are used in an experiment which helps to avoid technical
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noise during sequencing and the biological variability that occurs within
samples and allows for robust statistical analysis (Conesa, et al., 2016).
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1.9.
➢

Thesis objectives
To discover the differences in gene regulatory pathways between male
and female chicken circulatory PGCs cultured in vitro.

➢

Compare the transcriptome of chicken PGCs with pluripotent and nonpluripotent cell types.

➢

To investigate the conserved expression modules in avian PGCs by
comparing the transcriptome of chicken and goose PGCs.

➢

To carry-out a transcriptome analysis of PRDM14 knockout embryos to
decipher the morphogenic phenotype and the fate of PGCs in knockout
embryos.
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Chapter 2.
2.1.

Materials and methods

Stock solutions

2.1.1. General stock solutions
Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS)
PBS was prepared by dissolving NaCl 8g/L, KCl 0.2g/L, KH2PO4 1.15g/L,
Na2HPO4 0.24 g/L in ddH2O and the pH adjusted to pH7.4 using 1M HCl.

Super Optimal Broth (SOB) medium
SOB media consists of 2% w/v Bacto-tryptone (Fisher Scientific), 0.5%w/v
yeast extract, 8.56mM NaCl, 2.5mM KCl and the total volume is made up in
ddH2O. The pH was adjusted to pH7.0 by addition of 5m NaOH. The SOB
solution was sterilized by autoclaving for 20min at 15psi on liquid cycle. SOC
media was supplemented with MgCl2 10mM and glucose 20mM.

Tris buffer
Tris buffer was prepared with the desired amount of Tris (hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane (Tris) base (Sigma-Aldrich), dissolved in ddH2O pH was
adjusted appropriately using 1M HCl or NaOH.

Sodium chloride (NaCl) solution
To make 1L of a 5M solution, 292.2 g of NaCl (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved
in 800ml ddH2O. After complete dissolving, the solution was made up to 1L
with ddH2O.

50 x Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) buffer
To make 1L of 50x TAE; 242g of Tris base, 57.1ml of glacial acetic acid and
100ml of 0.5M pH8 ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) were dissolved
and made up to a final volume of 1L with ddH2O.

DNA ladder
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Trackit 1kb plus DNA ladder (Life Technologies) was used throughout this
project.
2.1.2. Stock solutions for in situ hybridisation

•

Anti-DIG-AP Fab fragment (Cat No 1093274 Boehringer Mannheim
(1:1000))

•

DIG-RNA labelling Mix, 10X (Cat No 1277073910 Boehringer
Mannheim)

•

BCIP, B-8503 50mg Sigma stock=50mg/ml DMF,

•

NBT, N-6876 100mg, Sigma stock=100mg/ml 70%DMF

•

Formal saline (10% formalin neutral buffered, in PBS)

•

Proteinase K-03115836001 (25mg) Roche, make stock 20mg/ml in
dH2O

PBS Tween (PBT)
To make 100ml of PBT, 100μl of Tween 20 (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in
100ml of PBS.

NTET: 1ml of 5M NaCl, 1ml of 0.5 EDTA pH8, 5ml of 1M Tris-HCL pH8,
0.5ml of Tween20, 42.5ml of dH2O

NTMT: 25ml of 200mM Tris-HCL pH9.5, 2.5µl of 1M MgCl2, 1ml 5M NaCl,
22.5ml of dH2O
KTBT: 10ml of 1M Tris-HCL pH 7.5, 6ml of 5M NaCl, 2ml of 1M KCL, 400µl
of TritonX-100, made up to volume of 200ml with dH2O a final
2X SSC+ .1% chaps 50ml: 5ml of 20X SSC, 50µl of chaps, made up to a
final volume of 50ml with dH2O
0.2X SSC+0.1% chaps 50ml: 500µl of 20X SSC, 50µl of chaps, made up to
a final volume of 50ml with dH2O
Blocking buffer: 10% Sheep serum, 2% BSA and 0.2% Sodium Azide, in
PBT
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Prehybridisation (Pre-Hyb) buffer
To make 1L of Hyb buffer:
•

500ml of formamide solution (Life Technologies)

•

67ml of 20x saline sodium citrate (SSC) buffer (Life Technologies)

•

10ml 0.5M pH8 EDTA

•

2.5ml of tRNA from baker’s yeast (20mg/ml) (Roche)

•

2ml of Tween 20

•

1ml of heparin sodium salt solution (50mg/ml) (Sigma-Aldrich)

•

5g of CHAPS (0.5%) (Sigma-Aldrich)

•

418ml of ddH2O

The solution was kept in a 37°C water bath until all components dissolved
completely. Further, aliquots were made and stored at -80°C until required.
Development solution: 12mls of NTMT, 81μl of NBT (Roche), 42μl of BCIP
(Roche)

2.1.3. Stock solutions for immunohistochemistry
PBS Tween (PBSTw) 100ml: 100μl of Tween 20 was dissolved in 100ml of
PBS.
PBS Triton (PBSTr) 100ml: PBST+0.5% TritonX-100
Blocking solution: PBSTw , 5% serum

Hoechst nuclear stain
To make the stock Hoechst nuclear stain, bisBenzimide H 33342
trihydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in ddH2O to a final
concentration of 1mg/ml.

2.1.4. Stock solutions for fixing and embedding tissue samples
0.24M Sodium phosphate buffer
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For 1L: 6.4g of NaH2PO4.H2O and 27g of Na2HPO4 were dissolved in ddH2O.
The pH was adjusted to 7.2 with HCl and the final volume made up to 1L with
ddH2O.

0.12M Sodium phosphate buffer/15% sucrose
0.24M stock sodium phosphate buffer was diluted 1:1 with ddH2O to make a
0.12M solution. Sucrose was dissolved in the diluted buffer to give a final
concentration of 15% w/v. This solution was kept at 4°C.

0.12M Sodium phosphate buffer/15% sucrose/7.5% gelatin
0.24M stock sodium phosphate buffer was diluted 1:1 with ddH2O to make a
0.12M solution. Sucrose was dissolved in the diluted buffer to give a final
concentration of 15% w/v. Gelatin (from Porcine skin type A) (Sigma-Aldrich)
was added to a final concentration of 7.5% w/v. The mixture was heated to
37°C on a heat block and stirred with a magnetic flea, to dissolve the gelatin.
Once dissolved completely the solution was stored at -20°C.

4% Paraformaldehyde (PFA)
For 200ml of 4% PFA solution 8g of formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) was
added to a glass beaker containing 150ml of PBS and heated to 60°C using
a hot plate with a magnetic flea stirrer. The preparation was carried out in a
ventilation hood. 1M NaOH was added dropwise until the PFA dissolved and
the solution was clear. Once cooled, the solution was filtered, and the
volume was adjusted to 200ml with PBS. The pH was normalised with 1M
HCl if required to reach a final pH of 6.9. The PFA solution was aliquoted and
stored at -20°C for future use.
PGC Culture Medium
Avian PGC culture medium contained B-27 supplement, 2.0 mM GlutaMax,
NEAA, 0.1 mM β-mercaptoethanol, nucleosides, 1.2 mM pyruvate, 0.2%
ovalbumin (Sigma), 0.2% sodium heparin in avian DMEM, a custom basal
medium (a modification of knockout DMEM [250 mosmol/L, 12.0 mM
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glucose, and CaCl-free]). The following growth factors were added before
use: human Activin A, 25 ng/mL (Peprotech); human FGF2, 4 ng/mL; 0.2%
ovotransferrin.

2.2.

Cell culturing techniques

2.2.1. Derivation and culturing of PGCs
Chicken PGCs
Fertile eggs were incubated for 55-60 hours (stage 15 to 16 H&H) followed
by isolation of blood (∼1.0μl) from the embryo which was added to a 300μl
PGC culture medium. Approximately 100μl of the medium was changed on a
routine basis every two days until the number of the cells reach 1.0 × 105. At
subsequent stages, the complete medium is changed in the same intervals
till cells propagate to 4 × 105 cells/mL medium. Cultured PGCs were frozen
in Avian DMEM containing 4% DMSO/5% chicken serum and stored at –
150°C. The sex of donor embryo was determined by isolating the embryo
and as mentioned below.
The PGC cell lines used in this project were established by other members of
the McGrew laboratory. Several lines were used: Vantress broiler lines 5M,
13F, 19M, 26F, 29M, 50M, 62F, 70F, 81F, 90F were derived by Mark
Woodcock in a serum-free medium. RNA sequencing data from these lines
were used in Chapter 3.
Various tissue samples from chicken were processed by Sunil Nandi and
Mark Woodcock from the McGrew group for RNA sequencing and this data
was used in Chapter 4.
Goose PGCs
Goose fertile eggs were incubated for 70-72 hours to attain a stage HH16
and the blood sample was isolated from the embryo and added to a 300μl of
PGC culture medium containing BMP4. The goose medium, based on FBOT,
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was developed by Mike McGrew. Firstly, the goose PGCs were cultured in a
48-well plate, medium was changed every 3 days. Approximately four weeks
later, PGCs were transferred to a 24-well plate, culturing medium was
changed every 2 days for three months. Stem cellbanker® cryopreservation
medium was used as the freezing medium to mix with the cultured goose
PGCs. Each cell line was frozen in four vials, labelled and stored at -80°C in
the fridge overnight. The vials were transferred to -150°C on the next day
and can be stored indefinitely.
Table 2-1: Composition of goose PGC culture medium.

Medium components
B27 (+) insulin
Vitamin (100x)
B12
Cholesterol
Retinol
FGF-1
FGF-2
BMP4 (25μg/ml)
Ovotransferrin (50mg/ml)
IGF-1(50 μg/ml)

Volume
5ml
50μl
2.5μl
5μl
5μl
0.8μl
1.6μl
5μl
5μl
5μl

Reculturing of cryopreserved PGCs
To resuscitate frozen cells from -150°C, cryovials were taken out, thawed
and 1ml of B27 medium was added before centrifugation for four minutes at
1.7K H2. The supernatant was discarded and half ml of PGC culture medium
was added. Cells were counted using haematocytometer, the cell count was
noted at the initial stage and counted every week to ensure the PGCs were
propagated in vitro.

2.2.2. PGC culturing from Epiblast stages
Eggs were incubated for six hours. The blastodisc was isolated and
dispersed by triturating 20X in 50µl PBS. 10µl was frozen for genotyping.
The remaining solution was added to a 48 well plate containing 300µl culture
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medium (described in Table 2-1) and 1X penicillin. One-third of the medium
was removed, and fresh medium was added every two days. These cells
were cultured for a period of three weeks. The yolk and adherent cells were
removed by transferring the supernatant to fresh wells during the first week
of culture.

2.2.3. Preparation of chicken embryonic fibroblasts (CEFs)
Fertile eggs were incubated for nine days and embryos were dissected in a
sterile ventilation hood and decapitated. In a sterile petri dish, the visceral
material was removed from the embryos, and the remaining embryonic
tissue macerated using scissors. Embryos were then passed through a 10ml
syringe, to partially homogenise the tissues, into 15ml falcon tubes and 4ml
of trypsin- EDTA (Sigma-Aldrich) was added. Homogenised embryos were
left to incubate at 37°C for 15 minutes. An equal volume of STO media was
added to halt the trypsin reaction and the dissociated mixture was passed
through a falcon cell strainer (100μm). Cells were briefly centrifuged (5,000
RPM, three minutes), supernatant was discarded and resuspended in fresh
STO media. Cells were plated into T75 flasks and incubated at 37°C.

2.3.

RNA sequence data generation

2.3.1. RNA isolation
Isolation of RNA from the cultured PGCs was done by using the RNeasy
Plus Micro Kit (Qiagen). Prior to the isolation of RNA, the workbench,
pipettes were wiped with RNAZap and the isolation was carried out in a
hood. Approximately 5×105 cells were used and 350µl buffer RLT plus added
with 5µl of carrier RNA and the lysate homogenized for two minutes in QIA
shedder (Qiagen). Lysate was transferred to gDNA eliminator and
centrifuged for 30s at 10000 RPM and flow through was collected and added
1 volume of 70% ethanol. This mixture sample was transferred to RNeasy
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MinElute spin column and centrifuged for 15s (10000 RPM). In subsequent
steps, 700µl of Buffer RW1, 500µl of Buffer RPE and 500µl of 80% ethanol
was added, centrifuged for 15s (10000 RPM) and the flow through was
discarded. The column was centrifuged at full speed to remove excess
amount of ethanol. In successive steps, RNA is eluted by adding 15µl of
RNase-free water and centrifuged for one min at full speed.
2.3.2. Quantification of RNA
The quality of the RNA was estimated by three different methods using
Nanodrop, bioanalyzer and Agilent RNA tape station. In Nanodrop, 1µl of
RNA was loaded onto the pedestal and fluorescence of the sample
measured. However, the Nanodrop method of quantification does not provide
RNA integration number (RIN) value which signifies the integrity of the RNA.
Thus, the Bioanalyser/tape station was used.
Agilent RNA tape station 2200 instrument was used to quantify the RNA. The
working area and pipettes were RNase free. The reagents were equilibrated
to room temperature and samples were thawed on ice. 1µl of the sample was
mixed with 5µl of buffer followed by spinning down and vortex using vortexer
at 2000 RPM for one minute. The sample was denatured at 72°C for three
minutes and cooled for two minutes and followed by spinning and quantifying
in the tape station machine.
Samples with RIN values greater than seven were considered for
sequencing. The library preparation and sequencing was carried out at the
Edinburgh Genomics sequencing facility (Edinburgh). Illumina paired-end
reads of length 150 base pair were generated.
2.4.

Immunohistochemistry

2.4.1. PRDM14 knockout embryos
A PRDM14 knockout chicken was produced by the McGrew lab in 2015. The
fertile eggs obtained from heterozygote mating were incubated for 2, 6 and 8
hours and embryos were collected at stages 1, 2 and 3HH. Embryos were
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staged according to the methods outlined by (Hamburger and Hamilton,
1951) or (Eyal-Giladi and Kochav, 1976) depending on stage examined.
Embryos were sacrificed in a manner according to a specific license from the
U.K. Home Office. Embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 1-2
hours at room temp or overnight at 4°C then stored in 100% Methanol.

2.4.2. Preparing and cryosectioning of the embryos
Embryos were fixed in 4% PFA at RT for an appropriate duration depending
on their size. Embryos were washed in PBS, then transferred to a solution
containing 15% sucrose in PBS and allowed to sink at 4°C. A solution of
7.5% gelatin in PBS sucrose was added, the embryos were incubated for a
period of 2 hours at 37°C. The embryos were placed on the solidified gelatin
layer and gelatin was added to the embryos. After repositioning with a pipette
tip, the sample was allowed to harden at 4°C. Once fully solidified, a block of
gelatin containing the desired sample was cut and placed on a piece of cork
using O.C.T compound embedding medium (Jung). The blocks and corks
were then plunged into a small beaker of isopentane (-65°C) to freeze.
Gelatin blocks containing the embryos were stored at -80oC until sectioning.
Embryos were cut to size and frozen directly onto a cryostat chuck a section
cut at 15µm onto super frost slides and stored at -80°C.

2.4.3. Immunostaining
Frozen slides were kept at room temperature for 5 minutes and incubated at
37°C for 5-10 minutes in a PBS solution to remove the gelatin present on the
slides. The sections were washed three times in PBS solution followed by
washing with 0.5% triton for 5 minutes and then by PBT 3 times. Sections
were incubated at room temperature for 20 min with blocking solution (5%
goat serum + PBS). Primary antibody/antibodies (Table 2-2) were diluted, as
appropriate in PBS along with the 5% goat serum and 250µl was added to
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sections. Rest of the steps were carried out in a humidity chamber until
mounting.
The sections were incubated overnight at 4°C. Sections were rinsed quickly
three times, in 1ml PBS and incubated for one hour in 1ml PBS. PBS was
changed every 20 min. The sections were incubated at room temperature for
one hour in 1ml secondary antibody (Table 2-2). Sections were rinsed three
times, quickly, in 1ml PBS and incubated for one hour in 1ml PBS. Hoechst
nuclear staining was added to PBS to give a 1/100 dilution. 1ml was added
to sections and incubated for 1 min. Sections were rinsed three times,
quickly, in 1ml PBS and mounted using Antifade Mountant. Sections were
viewed under a microscope.

Table 2-2: List of primary and secondary antibodies used for Immunohistochemistry.

Name
HNF3β
HNK
H3K27me3
H3K4me3
H3K9me2
5-Methylcytosine (5-mC)
Alexa Fluor 546

2.5.

Type
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Secondary

Dilution
1/250
1/250
1/250
1/250
1/250
1/250
1/500

In situ hybridisation

2.5.1. Preparation of DNA template to produce RNA probes
5μ of purified DNA was used for subcloning by adding 7.5μl of 2X ligation
buffer, 1μl of pha7 vector and T4 ligases and 0.5μl of water. The reaction
mixture was mixed well, spun and left it for overnight at 4°C. The ligation
mixture was transformed into I10 competent cells. This reaction is carried out
on the ice. A mixture of I10 cells (25μl) and a microlitre of betamercaptoethanol and incubated for 10 minutes on ice. Two microlitres of
ligation mixture and 25μl of I10 cells were added and incubated for 30
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minutes on ice followed by heating at 42°C for 30 seconds and cooling on ice
for two minutes. 600μl of SOB was added to this mixture and incubated for
one hour at 37°C on shaker followed by centrifuging for a minute at 5000
RPM. The 400μl of supernatant was discarded and the pellet was
resuspended. 20μl of PTG and 20μl of XGal was added on L-amp plate
followed by spreading transfected cells on a plate and was left for overnight
at 37°C.
Small colonies form in the L-amp resistance plate. The plate was kept in the
cold room to stop the growth of the colonies. A single blue coloured colony
was picked and streaked on a plate and cultured in the 15ml tube for
overnight at 37°C in 250 RPM. This culture was taken in Eppendorf tube and
centrifuged at high speed for two minutes and the supernatant was
discarded. The pellet was resuspended with 250μl of resuspension solution,
250μl of lysis buffer and 10μl of alkaline phosphatase. This mixture was
mixed well by inverting tubes and incubated for five minutes at room
temperature. 350μl of neutralising solution was added and mixed well. This
reaction mixture was centrifuged for two minutes at high speed, the
supernatant solution was collected without disturbing the pellet and poured
into extraction columns. These columns were centrifuged for a minute at
13000 RPM, flow-through was discarded and column was washed with wash
buffer of 750μl for a min and 250μl for two minutes. 100μl of water was
added to columns and left for couple of minutes at room temperature and
eluted the plasmid DNA.
Restriction digestion reaction of plasmid was set up with EcoRI enzyme to
confirm the presence of DNA of our interest in plasmid. The reaction mixture
for digestion contains 5μl of plasmid DNA,10X cutsmart buffer 1.5μl, EcoRI
enzyme 0.5μl and 8μl of water. Digestion was carried out for one hour at
37°C. Later, 3μl of dye was added to reaction mixture and checked on 1%
TAE gel. The plasmid containing DNA of our interest will give two bands on
the gel, one with 3kb length of plasmid DNA and another with the size of
insert.
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2.5.2. Linearizing template DNA to produce RNA probes
Miniprep plasmid DNA was linearized by digesting with the appropriate
enzyme. The reaction mixture for linearizing plasmid DNA is as follows: 5μg
of plasmid DNA, 6μl of 10X buffer, 3μl of appropriate enzyme and the total
volume was made upto 60μl with water. Based on the orientation of the
insert, different restriction enzymes and RNA polymerases were used to
produce the antisense RNA probe. The enzymes and promoters were used
for the probes listed in Table 2-3. Reaction mixture was mixed by short spin
and incubated in a water bath at 37°C for three hours. Equal volume of
phenol/chloroform was added to reaction mixture. Vortex tube for few
seconds and spin 13000 RPM for a minute. The supernatant was taken in a
Rnase-free Eppendorf tube. 6µl of 3M sodium acetate (NaAc) and 120µl of
100% ethanol was added to Eppendorf tube and left overnight at -20°C.
These tubes were chilled to 4°C, centrifuged tubes for 15 minutes at 13000
RPM. Later, these tubes were allowed to dry for few minutes at room
temperature followed by adding of 30µl of DEPC treated water to dissolve.

Table 2-3: List of promoters and digestive enzymes used for the synthesis of probes

Probe name
DDX43
DMRT1
FKBP6
GASZ
GTSF1
PNLDC1
TUBA1B
AI
AJ
AG

Promoter
T7
SP6
SP6
T7
SP6
T7
T7
SP6
T7
SP6

Digestive enzyme
PstI
NcoI
NcoI
PstI
NcoI
SalI
PstI
NcoI
PstI
AatII

2.5.3. Digoxigenin (DIG)-labelled cRNA probe synthesis
In a Rnase-free Eppendorf tube, one µg of a linearized DNA template, 4µl of
5x transcription buffer, 2µl of DIG RNA labelling mix, 5µl of DEPC treated
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water, 1µl of 10mM DTT, 2µl of RNA polymerase and 1µl of RNAsin was
added. A total of 21µl reaction mixture was mixed by short spin and followed
by incubating at 37°C and 40°C for T7 and SP6 promoter respectively for
three hours. This product was purified using Illustra ProbeQuant G50
microcolumns. The volume of the reaction was adjusted to 50µl by adding
probe buffer type 1. Resuspended the resin in the column by vortexing,
loosen the cap one quarter turn and twist off the bottom closure and place
the column in the collection tube and centrifuge at 735 x g for a minute. The
column was placed into a fresh DNase-free 1.5ml microcentrifuge tube and
50µl of sample was added to the top-centre of the resin with care followed by
centrifugation for two minutes at 735 x g. The eluted probe was retained and
stored at -20°C.

2.5.4. In situ hybridisation
Chicken embryos were fixed overnight in 4% PFA at 4°C washed and
dehydrated as follows: washed twice with PBT, followed by washing with
25%, 50%, 75% and 100% methanol. Each washing step was done for five
minutes on ice and left overnight or -20°C for long term storage.
On the second day, embryos were rehydrated by washing for five minutes
each in 75%, 50% and 25% methanol on ice and washed twice with PBT.
Following rehydration, embryos were treated with proteinase K solution.
Chicken embryos of stage two and eight hours were treated for a minute and
older stage embryos were treated based on HH stage (a minute per HH
stage). After proteinase treatment, embryos were washed twice with PBT,
0.2%Gluteraldehyde/4% PFA for 20 minutes and washed with PBT for three
times at room temperature. Later, embryos were treated with a prehybridisation buffer for 2-3 hours followed by treating with hybridisation buffer
with riboprobe of interest at a dilution of 1/500 for two overnights at 65-68°C.
After hybridisation, the embryos were washed with 2X SSC solution twice at
70°C for 10 minutes each followed by washing with 2X SSC solution, 2X
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SSC/0.1%CHAPS and then 0.2X SSC/0.1%CHAPS three times each with 20
minutes interval. In subsequent steps, embryos were washed with KTBT at
room temperature at 10 minutes interval and then blocked embryos with 20%
inactivated fetal calf serum/ KTBT for 3 hours at 4°C. 1:1000 mouse AntiDIG/20% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum/KTBT was added to embryos and
left overnight at 4°C.
Next day, embryos were washed five or more times with KTBT at room
temperature at one-hour intervals and left at 4°C overnight. Following O/N
incubation, embryos were treated twice with freshly prepared NTMT for 15
minutes each at room temperature and stained in the dark with 3.5µl/ml NBT;
3.5µl/ml BCIP in NTMT solution. After staining, the colour reaction was
stopped by treating with 4% formal saline.

2.6.

Tunel assay to detect apoptosis

Slides were immersed in fixative solution (4% paraformaldehyde) for 15
minutes at room temperature. The slides were washed by immersing them in
PBS for 5 minutes and followed by treating with sufficient volume of
Proteinase K (Component A) and incubated for five minutes at room
temperature. Slides were washed by immersing them in PBS for 5 minutes
and in fixative solution (4% paraformaldehyde) for 5 minutes at room
temperature. Slides were rinsed and washed twice by immersing them in
PBS for 5 minutes each followed by rinsing the slides with deionized water.
Slides were treated for 10 minutes at 37°C with 100μl of TdT Reaction Buffer
(Component J) and allowed the solution to spread completely over the tissue
in a humidified chamber to protect against evaporation. The TdT reaction
mixture was prepared by adding 93µl of TdT Reaction Buffer (Component J),
2µl of EdUTP (Component K) and 5µl of TdT enzyme (Component L).
After TdT reaction buffer wash 50μl of TdT reaction mixture was added on to
each slide and incubate for 60 minutes at 37°C in a humidified chamber to
protect against evaporation. Slides were rinsed with PBS and immersed in
2X SSC for 15 minutes to fully quench the TdT reaction. The slides were
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washed twice by immersing them in PBS for 5 minutes each and followed by
immersing the slides into a solution of 3% H2O2 for 5 minutes at room
temperature to quench endogenous peroxidase enzymes. Later, the slides
were washed twice by immersing them in PBS and the slides were washed
twice with 1X Click-iT™ TUNEL Colorimetric Wash solution for 5 minutes
each.
Click-iT™ TUNEL Colorimetric Reaction cocktail was prepared by adding
85μl of 1X Click-iT™ Reaction buffer, 4μl of CuSO4 (Component C), 1μl of
Biotin azide, 10μl of 1X Click-iT™ Reaction Buffer Additive and added 50μl
of the to each slide and incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C, protected from
light.

After treating with Colorimetric Reaction, slides were rinsed with 1X PBS and
slides were washed twice with the 1X Click-iT™ TUNEL Colorimetric Wash
solution for 5 minutes each. Slides were rinsed with deionized water followed
by adding a sufficient amount of the 1X Streptavidin-Peroxidase Conjugate
(Component F) to cover the tissue (~200μl) and incubated at room
temperature for 30 minutes in a humidified chamber. Unbound StreptavidinPeroxidase Conjugate was removed by washing the slides 3 times for 5
minutes with 1X PBS each at room temperature and rinsed briefly in
deionized water.

Each slide was treated with 100μl of 1X DAB reaction mixture by mixing 1:40
of DAB Chromogen (Component H) with DAB Substrate Buffer (Component
G) and incubated at room temperature for 1–10 minutes depending on
desired signal intensity. Each tissue section was washed thoroughly with
deionized water and imaged.

2.7.

Molecular techniques

The Promega Reverse Transcription System was used for cDNA synthesis.
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2.7.1. Reverse Transcription PCR
A 15μl total volume reaction mixture for PCR was made of 2μl 1:10 diluted
sample cDNA, 0.3μl 10mM dNTPs (Invitrogen), 0.3μl 50 pmol/μl primer (i, ii),
1.5μl 10x buffer + MgCl2, 0.1μl Fast Start Taq and 10.5μl H2O. The reaction
was carried out with 94°C for 5 min, followed by 35 cycles of 94°C for 30 sec,
50°C for 30 sec, 72°C for one min, and a final extension of 72°C for 5 min.
Samples were run on a 1% TAE agarose gel.

Sex determination of embryos and RT PCR primers:
Sex of the embryo was determined by using the ‘W’ chromosome-specific
primers obtained from Clinton et al (2001), which amplify the 415 base pair
XhoI repeat sequence present in the female-specific chromosome. Primer
sequences are listed in Table 2-4.
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Table 2-4: RT- PCR primers used to screen germ cell specific genes
Forward
Primer
FDFT1

Sequence
GTGGGATCGGTATTGCCACT

Temperature
59.82

Sequence
CCCTCTGAACACCTGCTTGT

Temperature
59.89

Amplicon
size
436

GNG10

GACCTGGTAGGTTGTTGGGC

60.61

CCTTAGGAGCTCGTGTGCTT

59.75

400

DDX43

CAACTGGGCCTCTCTTCGAG

60.11

GGGTGGGAGCAAGGACTAAC

60.04

464

KCNH7

TTGTGCCCACTCTGTGTTCT

59.45

GCCAGAGCCAAAAATCAGCA

59.4

432

SOX21

AAGGACAAGTTCGCCTTCCC

60.25

CTGCAGTTGCAGGGGATCAT

60.4

470

DDX4

GCGTGGATGGCTAACTCTGG

60.81

TGCCACGCAGAGGACTATTT

59.39

406

DMRT1

ACCAGCCATCCCTGTATCCT

60.03

TAAGTCGAGGCACTCAACGC

60.39

472

DAZL

CTGCACCGCAATTCCATAGTG

59.94

TTTTCTGAAGTGATGCGCCC

59.12

455

RNF17

ACAGTGGTTGCATAGAGAGGG

59.44

ACTGCTTGGTAAGGTTCTCGG

60

468

MOV10L1

TTTCCAAGCTTCCTGCCACA

60.11

CAGTCTTTCATGCAAGTTTTCCAC

59.26

494

GTSF1

GCCACCCTGAAGTTGCAAAG

59.97

GAAACACCATGCACCCACAC

59.97

436

DMRTB1

TTGGGACTACGCTCACTCTG

59.11

GGGGAAGATGGTTGGCTAGG

59.82

450

GASZ

ACAAGTGGTGATGTGTCGCT

59.89

TTTGTCAGCCCCAAGCTCAA

60.11

462

TDRD15

GTGTGAACCTGACTACCGCA

59.97

CTGAACTGCGGGGAAAATGC

60.11

498

FKBP6

ACTCCGGGTATCTGGAGCAT

60.11

GAAGGGTTGCGACCAAGGAT

60.32

436

TDRD5

AGAACTTACCTTCCCAGGGGT

60.13

GGGCCAGTTTGGCTCATTTC

59.75

439

TUBA1B

TCGCAAACTGGCTGATCTGT

59.9

GGGGAAATGGATTCGTGGGT

60.03

439

PNLDC1

CAACTGGTTCTGCGACAAGC

60.04

CTCAGCGTATCGTGCAGAGT

59.9

483

59.42

TGCGCGTTAACAAAGACACC

59.69

450

ST8SIA2

TGAAACACCGCATCAACGTC

Sex primer

CCCAAATATAACACGCTTCACT

GAAATGAATTATTTTCTGGCGAC

ZPRDM14

TCTTCTGTACGGACCCCATC

GCACTGGATAGCCGTCAAAT

415
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Table 2-5: RT-PCR primers used to screen germ cell specific non-coding RNA genes
Primer-Name

Primers-Seq

Tm

MSTRG.4782-F

TTTGGACAAATGCCCTCGGT

60.2

MSTRG.4782-R

AAACCTCGCGTATGCCAGAA

60

MSTRG.8272-F

ACTAGCCCTAAGGCAGTGTGATG

62

MSTRG.8272-R

CCATTCATCCTGGACGAGGT

59

MSTRG.10429-F

ATTCACACGAAGCCCGCATA

60.1

MSTRG.10429-R

AGCTTCCAGGTGTTGTAGGC

60

MSTRG.11497-F

CACAGAGAGAAAAGCTGTCCCA

60.2

MSTRG.11497-R

GAACGGGCTGACTGGCTAAG

60.7

MSTRG.16051-F

AGCCTGCATCAGTTATCCATGT

59.8

MSTRG.16051-R

GGGCACTTCGGTGTTGAAGA

60.5

MSTRG.16453-F

CTGTGTGTGCCTAGCTACCT

59.1

MSTRG.16453-R

GAGGTATTAGCTGCCCCACT

58.9

MSTRG.17017-F

AGAATTTCTTGTACGCGGCG

59.3

MSTRG.17017-R

TGTTCAGACTCCAGCATTCAG

58

MSTRG.8271-F

ACATCGAGGAGCGTCACA

58.3

MSTRG.8271-R

AGCTGATTTGTTCCCACTCATT

58.2

MSTRG.9846-F

TGCGAAGTTTTACTGAGGACTC

58.4

MSTRG.9846-R

CCAGGGGTAACTTCTCTGTA

55.6

MSTRG.10457-F

GGGAAGTTTCTGTGACTGCG

55

MSTRG.10457-R

CATGCCGAATTGCCATCAGA

50

MSTRG.11216-F

CAGGTTGCCAGATATGAATGTCT

58.5

MSTRG.11216-R

GGAGCGTTGCAAGTAGTCTG

58.9

MSTRG.11268-F

GATCCCTCACTATGGACTGC

57.2

MSTRG.11268-R

CTCACCAGATATCAAGAGGCA

56.9

MSTRG.17008-F

CTCCATGTAATTGTCCAACTCAC

57.5

MSTRG.17008-R

CACTTTGGAATAGCTCTGTGGG

59

MSTRG.17051-F

AGTCATGATCAGTGTGGCCA

59

MSTRG.17051-R

AGTGTCCAGCCTCAGTTCAT

58.6

MSTRG.17254-F

AGAAAATGTCAAGTCGTCAGTC

56.7

MSTRG.17254-R

GGTTTATTGCCCATCATTGTAG

55.5

Ampl
iconSize

Name

360

AA

408

AB

490

AC

457

AD

406

AE

380

AF

306

AG

415

AH

589

AI

366

AJ

382

AK

300

AL

347

AM

316

AN

475

AO
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Agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA
1% agar was dissolved in 1X TAE electrophoresis buffer by heating in the
microwave for about 3 minutes. 1µl/ml of Sybersafe gel dye was added after
heating and then pouring the gel. It took around 2 hours until the two bands
separated. The Kodak gel imaging system was used to visualise and capture
gel images.
Gel extraction
The gel containing the DNA fragment of interest was excised and purified
using a PureLink Quick Gel Extraction Kit. The gel slice containing DNA
fragment was weighed and added gel solubilisation buffer L3 in the ratio of
3:1 for <2% agarose gel and placed tube in 50°C water bath. Incubated the
tube for 10 minutes and inverted the tube every three minutes to ensure gel
dissolution. For optimal DNA yields, a gel volume of isopropanol was added
to the dissolved gel and mixed well. The dissolved gel was poured into
extraction column and centrifuged to 13000 RPM for a minute and discarded
flow through followed by washing with 500μl of Wash Buffer (W1) and
centrifuged for a minute at 13000 RPM. The flow-through was discarded and
centrifuged for two minutes at high speed to remove excessive ethanol. 30μl
of water was added and incubated it for a minute at room temperature and
DNA sample was eluted by centrifuging for a minute at high speed. The
purified DNA was stored at 4°C for immediate use and -20°C for long-term
storage. This purified DNA was sent for sequencing along with the primer
sequence to confirm the amplified product.
2.7.2. Quantitative reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR)
qRT-PCR reactions were set up as follows. Each individual reaction
contained the following components;
➢ 3μl cDNA sample
➢ 12.5μl Sybr Green Mix (Life Technologies)
➢ 1μl Forward primer (10μM) (see Table 2-4 and Table 2-5)
➢ 1μl Forward primer (10μM) (see Table 2-4 and Table 2-5)
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➢ 0.5μl Rox reference dye (Life Technologies)
➢ 3μl of dH2O
Reactions were set up on 96 well PCR plates and ran on an Mx300P thermal
cycler (Stratagene) at the following conditions:
1. 50°C 2mins
2. 95°C 2mins
3. 95°C 15s
4. 60°C 30s
5. 95°C 1min
6. 60°C 30s
7. 95°C 15s
8. 25°C 30s
9. 4°C forever
Setup and analysis were performed using MxPro software (Stratagene).
Relative gene expression was calculated using the __Ct method as
described previously (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001). GAPDH was always
used as a control.

Table 2-6: List of QRT-PCR primer obtained from the literature
GeneName

Forward Primer

Reverse Primer

LBR

GGTGTGGGTTCCATTTGTCTACA

CTGCAACCGGCCAAGAAA

Product
size
80

EGLN3

CGAGGCCATCAACTTCCTTC

TCCACATGACGCACATACCC

147

P53

ACCTGCACTTACTCCCCGGT

TCTTATAGACGGCCACGGCG

127

FGFR1

GTCTCAGACGCACTCCCTTC

GTTATCCGCCTCCTTCTCCT

78

HIF1A

GGCGTCACCGACAAGAAGA

GTCAAGGTGGGCACTCACAG

150

BMPER

GCAGAGAGGAGCTTGCTG

ACAGGGATTGCTAGGGAGG

97

GAPDH

AGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTTG

ACAGTGCCCTTGAAGTGTCC

Reference
Glover (2013)
Kong, et al.
(2011)
Wan, et al.
(2016)
Glover (2013)
Kong, et al.
(2011)
Debaio
(Unpublished)
Debaio
(Unpublished)
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Table 2-7: List of QRT-PCR primers used in this study
Gene

Name

Forward

Temp

Reverse

Temp

Size

ENSGALG00000002350

DNAH3

GGCAATTGTTCACGTCTGGT

59.05

TCAAGACCATCCGAGCAGTT

59.02

191

ENSGALG00000003426

RHBDL3

GGATGTCCTACCTATGGCCG

59.39

GTCCTGGTAGCAGATCCTCC

58.96

199

ENSGALG00000003767

NKD1

TGGAGGACTGGATGGTGAAG

58.72

GTCTTCTCTGGAGGCAAAGC

58.55

199

ENSGALG00000003777

NELL1

ACGTTTCTGGTGACCCTTCA

59.17

TCTCATCCCGTAAGCCACTG

59.18

112

ENSGALG00000003923

COL6A3

TTTCCGCCTTCAGTTCATGC

59.12

AAGTCACAACAAAGTCCCGC

58.98

191

ENSGALG00000006868

CRACR2B

CACTGGGAAGCAGAAGAGGA

59.02

AGCTCACTCTGAAGCCTCTG

59.1

194

ENSGALG00000009312

RPL22L1

TTTGCCTCGACCTGACTCAT

59.02

TGCTTCTCCGATGTCACTGT

59.03

166

ENSGALG00000009920

COCH

TGCCTCTCTTTCCAGTGTCT

58.28

CCGGGTAGTTTTCCTGTCCT

59.02

107

ENSGALG00000011708

MYLK

ACTTTGTGCTGCAGTGCTAC

59.05

CCATCATCTTCTGGCAAGGC

58.97

148

ENSGALG00000013715

DLC1

ACTTCCTGGACAGAGATGCC

59.09

CCTCTTGCTGTCCCTCTGAA

59.02

173

ENSGALG00000015737

NCAM2

CTGCGAGCATCTCCAACTTG

59.27

TTCACCCACACTGAGTTCGA

58.88

154

ENSGALG00000016183

-

GCCAGAGCCTTGTCTTCATG

58.91

TCACATCTTGAGCTGGTCCA

58.65

90

ENSGALG00000016263

-

CCTCCCGTACAACACAGACT

ENSGALG00000016908

PCDH9

GTGCTGTATCTGCTGGAACA

57.9

ACACTGAAATGATGCGCGAT

58.65

150

ENSGALG00000017295

PTHLH

ATCAGTAGAGGGGATCAGCC

57.98

ACGGATTTCTGCAGTGTTGA

57.75

145

ENSGALG00000026754

-

GGACTGAGGATGGAACTGCT

59.09

GGGAGAAGAAGACACCTGCT

59.02

135

ENSGALG00000027173

TMEM159

TGTTGCCTTATCGCTCCTGA

59.1

CACAAAGCACACAGAGGAGG

58.77

164

ENSGALG00000030081

SKAP2

GCCTCAATAGCATCTGACCG

58.49

TACTGATAGCACACCAACGC

58

181

ENSGALG00000030680

-

GCTTACTCTGCGGCTTCTTC

59

GGAAAGGAGGGCGAGTGATA

58.88

195

ENSGALG00000031094

EDA2R

CGCATCCAGAAGTCCAACTG

58.92

GAACTGCCACTTTCACCAGG

59.05

184

ENSGALG00000031262

-

AATTCTGGTCGCAGTGTTGG

58.76

AATGCACCTTTCCATCCAGC

58.81

ENSGALG00000032339

-

GCCATCTCAGGAGGTATGCA

59.24

TCGTGGTGAGAGATCGTGAG

58.94

ATAGCCACGTATCTGCCCAG

137
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Gene

Name

Forward

Temp

Reverse

Temp

Size

ENSGALG00000032603

-

CTGAGACCTCCTGCTTCCTC

59.18

TGCGTAAAGTGGGGATAGTCA

58.82

147

ENSGALG00000032856

GFRA2

CTGCCTTGCCTGATGACATC

58.98

AGGCTCTGCTCTTTGGACTT

58.94

118

ENSGALG00000033407

BRINP3

CATGCCCATCCCTCCTCTAG

59.02

CACTGGGGACTTAGAGCCTT

58.72

148

ENSGALG00000035752

PEX2

AAGGTATGTTCGCTGTGTGG

58.19

GAGCCACACTTAGGACAGGT

59.02

131

ENSGALG00000039466

-

GAATGTCACGTAGGCAGCAG

ENSGALG00000039690

STMN2

GTCTTCTCTCCCTCTCTGCG

59.26

CAGGAGCAGATCAGGGAGAG

58.96

147

ENSGALG00000041454

DNMT3A

CCTACAACAAGCAGCCCATG

59.19

GGAAGTGTCAGTCTCGTCGT

59.41

116

ENSGALG00000041736

FSTL5

ATGCCCTATCAGCCACTCAT

58.56

TACCCAGGCCACAGTACTTG

59.02

130

ENSGALG00000042981

CARHSP1

CCATGGCTTCATTTCCCCTG

58.88

TCATTCTTCGGTGGGATGGT

58.71

132

ENSGALG00000045936

FAM83F

AGATGATCCAACAGGCACAGA

59.09

AAGTCACTGAGGTCAAGGCA

58.87

181

ENSGALG00000003473

SFRP1

CCGTCATGCAGTTCTTTGGC

60.11

CTGGAGACTTCGGTGGCATT

60.04

112

ENSGALG00000001644

SIN3A

TGGAGGATTACTACCCGGCA

60.03

GTGAACATCTCACGCAGGGA

60.04

100

ENSGALG00000013861

TNFAIP3

GGAGTTTGTGCAAACGGGAC

59.97

GAAGTCTGTTTCGAGCCCCA

59.97

110

ENSGALG00000012186

CASP6

CTACACCAACCACCACAGCAG

61.15

TCGTGATTGAAGATTAACGCAACTC

60.16

139

ENSGALG00000005507

NONO

GCTGGTCCTGGAGCTATGA

60.03

CTCTGTTGAAGGCAGGAGGG

60.04

134

ENSGALG00000034889

OTX2

CAGGCATCAGGTTACAGCCA

60.04

GGTGGTGCATAGGGGTCAAA

59.96

91

ENSGALG00000009905

MDM1

TCTCAACCAGCTCCTGTCTG

59.03

TTTTGGCCTTGGTGCAGTC

58.88

139

ENSGALG00000011489

T

GTCTACATCCACCCCGACTC

59.25

TCGTACTTGTGCAGGGAGTT

58.85

134

ENSGALG00000037494

WNT8C

GAGTGCAAGTTCCAGTTCGG

59.13

GCAGCTCTCGAAGTCTCCTA

58.62

180

ENSGALG00000002763

FRZB

CACTGGCATTGAACGCTG

57.15

GGGATGTTCACCAGGGAAGA

59.01

177

ENSGALG00000006944

CRESCENT

CCCGAAATCCTCAACTGCAA

58.47

GCAGAGGTTGTCGAGGATCT

59.18

165

ENSGALG00000039999

FZD8

ACATGCCCAACCAGTTCAAC

58.96

CGGCTTCTTGTAGTCCTCCA

59.1

155

ENSGALG00000005434

CER1

AGCTTCTGAAGAGGTTGTCC

57.15

TCACCTTCTCACAGCTCTCA

58

110

ENSGALG00000029811

BMPER

CTCCTCCCTGCTCACAGGAT

60.68

AGCAGGGGACACTTCTCTCT

59.88

144

TCGTGGTGAGAGATCGTGAG

93
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Gene

Name

Forward

Temp

Reverse

Temp

Size

ENSGALG00000015132

CDH2

CCATGTGCCGGATAGCGG

60.67

GTACACTCCTCGACACGACTG

60.14

165

ENSGALG00000026983

CHRD

TGCTGAGGAGTCCCCCTG

60.28

CTCAGTACCTCCGCGAAGTC

59.9

117

NM_205264.1

TP53

AACCATTGCTGGAACCCACT

59.81

GCCAGTTGCTGTGATCCTCA

60.32

99

ENSGALG00000016222

NDP

GATTGACAACGATCCCAGCC

58.98

TCTGGCTGCAACGTCCTTC

60.3

122

ENSGALG00000036001

SMAD2Z

GGAGAGGTTGGTGTGCTACG

60.39

TCTTCACAACCGGTGGAGTG

59.6

149

ENSGALG00000012357

CXCR4

TGCTGCCTCAATCCAATTCTT

58.19

CAAGGCATTTTGTGCTGATGTT

58.6

69

ENSGALG00000003161

GDF3

GTGGATGGTTGTAGGGTGGA

59.01

CATCCTCCTCCAGCACAGAG

59.54

154

ENSGALG00000003161

GDF3

CAACAAACAGAGACCCGGTG

59.06

TCCAGCACAGAGAGGTTAAAGT

59.03

162

ENSGALG00000029360

NODAL

AGCTTCAAGCCCACCAATCA

59.89

GGACGACGATCTCACCCTTC

59.9

142

ENSGALG00000029360

NODAL

GCTTCAAGCCCACCAATCAC

59.76

GGAGAGGGGACTCATCCTGA

59.74

71

ENSGALG00000030889

FOXA2

GCGCTTCAAGTGTGAGAAGC

60.11

CTCGCTGGTGACTCAGCTC

60.15

144

ENSGALG00000030889

FOXA2

GGCCGAGCTGAAGGGTG

60.05

TGGTTGAAGGCGTAGTGGTG

60.29

144

ENSGALG00000007706

FGF8

CTCGCTCTTCAGCTACGTGT

59.83

AGGTGGGGACTGAACAGTTA

57.89

76

ENSGALG00000007706

FGF8

CATGCACTTGTTCGTCCTCTG

59.54

ATGCTGTGTAAAATTAGGTGGGGA

60.2

71
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Sanger sequencing
Samples were sent to DNA sequencing services at the University of Dundee
for sequencing. The respective primer was also sent for use in the
sequencing reaction.

Next-generation sequencing
Samples were sent to RNA sequencing services at the Edinburgh Genomics
sequencing facility (Edinburgh) for sequencing.
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Chapter 3. Gene regulatory pathways in early embryonic stage male
and female chicken primordial germ cells
3.1.

Introduction

In chicken, the laid egg stage embryo consists of 50,000-60,000
blastodermal cells. Present in the blastoderm are approximately 50 PGCs
which begin to proliferate and migrate toward the genital ridges after passing
through the vascular system. After entering the genital ridges at stage HH16
(day 2.5), both male and female PGCs proliferate until stage HH34 (day 8)
(Figure 5-1) and subsequently follow different differentiation pathways in
male and female embryos. Male PGCs continue to proliferate until stage
HH40 (day 14) when they enter mitotic arrest and again begin to proliferate
at ten weeks post-hatching. In contrast, female PGCs start to undergo
meiosis at stage HH39 (day 13) (Yang, et al., 2017) and at stage HH43 (day
17), the number of PGCs in the ovary reaches the peak maximum and
meiotic cleavage arrests at prophase I stage (Yang, et al., 2017) (Figure
3-1). The number of germ cells in the female gonads surges ~25‐fold
between 9 and 17 days of incubation. At embryonic stage 15.5, female germ
cells begin to enter meiosis. The number of germ cells is reduced due to
apoptosis beginning days after hatching and female germ cells continue
differentiation when the female chicken attains sexual maturity (Figure 3-2).
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Figure 3-1: Germ cell proliferation in chicken gonads. Chicken PGCs reach the gonad
developing region by embryonic day 2.5 and at day 6 clear morphological gonads have
formed. Germ cell count in both male and female gonads was equal until HH34 and in
subsequent stages, a higher proliferation rate was found in the females. Male germ cells
attain a quiescence mode where germ cell count is constant until hatching. (Adapted from
Yang, et al. (2017)).

These inferences in an early stage of development and at later stages is
gonad driven as distinct gene regulatory networks are activated which
regulate the formation of male and female gametes. Currently, the molecular
differences between male and female avian PGCs during embryonic
development are unknown as are the stages at which chicken germ cells are
sexually determined. I hypothesised that chicken migratory PGCs are not
sexually determined. To validate this hypothesis, I aim to understand the
molecular differences between cultured male and female chicken migratory
PGCs.
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3.1.1. Sex differences in culturing of PGCs in vitro
A prior study from the McGrew group showed the culturing of chicken PGCs
in serum-free medium and demonstrated that male PGCs were easier to
derive and culture than female PGCs (Whyte, et al., 2015). The chicken
PGCs were derived in a medium containing the basal media Knockout
Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (DMEM) containing Activin, FGF, insulin,
and chicken serum. Only male PGCs were able to proliferate indefinitely in
this media composition. This modified medium was suitable to derive chicken
PGCs from both sexes, but female PGCs were more adherent and showed
higher propensity to form cell clusters, which eventually decreased the cell
viability after several days of culturing in vitro. Subsequently, basal media
has been replaced with the modified basal medium (avian KO-DMEM)
containing lower calcium to culture both male and female PGCs. The fact
that lowering the calcium level in the medium reduces cell clustering in
female PGCs infers that female PGCs express genes related to cell
adherence. A previous study has shown

higher expression of cadherin

genes in chicken PGCs (Glover, 2013).
Taken together, this extrapolation suggested that cultured male and female
chicken PGCs exhibited distinct patterns of gene expression. To date, the
uniformity of chicken PGCs in male and female and the sexual differences in
the gene regulatory networks at early stage PGCs have not been described.
I hypothesise global transcriptome analysis of early-stage chicken PGCs will
give biological insight into the molecular differences between the sexes. In
this study, I intend to identify the differential gene regulatory networks in and
between the male and female chicken PGCs. Exploring the transcriptome of
chicken PGCs might influence our understanding of gamete production in
birds.
3.1.2. Effect of dosage compensation on gene expression
In many animals, expression of genes present in the sex chromosomes is
balanced by a dosage compensation mechanism by chromosomal
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inactivation, copy number variations and either by up or down-regulating
gene expression from genes on the sex chromosomes. In mammals, the
chromosomal inactivation of one X chromosome in females reduces and
balances the gene expression of X linked genes in both sexes (Nguyen and
Disteche, 2005). In flies, gene expression is controlled by either up or
downregulating the expression of sex-linked genes. The single-copy X linked
genes are upregulated in the males so that the expression of X linked genes
is equivalent to females. For example, mutation in male Sex-lethal (msl)
family genes msl1, msl2, msl3 and mle3 showed lethal effect in males but
not in females and mutations in the mle3 gene reduce the transcription of X
linked genes (Belote and Lucchesi, 1980). Studies have shown that another
ZW species, the moth (Manduca sexta), has a complete chromosome
dosage compensation mechanism to equalize the gene expression in both
males and females (Smith, et al., 2014). However, not all animals have
complete dosage compensation.
Many studies have shown that there is a lack of dosage compensation in
birds (Ellegren, et al., 2007; Itoh, et al., 2007; Itoh, et al., 2010; Sigeman, et
al., 2018). Due to the incomplete or absence of a complete dosage
compensation mechanism, the expression of genes present on the Z
chromosome is higher in males and conversely, there is no expression of W
linked genes in males. This gene dosage drives a sex-linked expression
imbalance in both sexes. Studies have revealed that the chicken has an
incomplete dosage mechanism which regulates the expression of Z linked
genes. Differential expression studies between male and female chickens
reveal that the female has a lower expression of Z linked genes (Itoh, et al.,
2007). Similarly, the songbird zebra finch has two copies of Z chromosomes
in males and has higher expression of Z-linked genes as it lacks complete
dosage compensation. These studies have also shown that a compensation
mechanism is conserved among the avian species (Naurin, et al., 2011;
Uebbing, et al., 2013; Wolf and Bryk, 2011). Zhao, et al. (2010) identify a
male-biased miRNA located in the Z chromosome gga-mir-2954-3p which is
expressed prior to sexual differentiation of the gonads leading to the
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hypothesis that it plays a role in dosage compensation in male birds.
Additionally, small RNA sequencing experiments confirmed that the sexually
dimorphic expression of gga-mir-2954-3p has a role in regulating the
expression of its target genes present primarily on the Z chromosome of
male chickens (Warnefors, et al., 2017). Expression of the mir-2954-3p
miRNA is also detected in zebra finch brain tissue with a different expression
level between the sexes and is known to regulate eight-song responsive
mRNAs (Gunaratne, et al., 2011; Lin, et al., 2014). These results showed the
conserved expression pattern of mir-2954-3p in birds and also its regulation
of the expression of target genes located on the Z chromosome.

.
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Figure 3-2: Cell cycle of primordial germ cells in chicken. In laid egg stage chicken embryos, approximately 50 PGCs are found in the pellucida. As
development progresses PGCs proliferate and migrate towards the anterior side of the embryo. In subsequent stages, PGCs enters the vascular
system and migrate towards the genital ridges. At the HH16 stage, chicken PGCs colonise at the genital ridges. In chicken, gonad sex differentiation
begins at stage HH28 and both male and female PGCs proliferate till HH34. At the stage HH34, both male and female PGCs follow different pathways.
Male PGCs continue to proliferate until HH40 and undergo mitotic arrest. Whereas female PGCs start differentiating into primary oocytes; at the HH39
stage they move to meiotic cleavage, at HH43 (17 days of incubation) germ cell number reaches a peak and arrest at the prophase I stage just before
hatching. The female germ cell numbers reduce due to apoptosis just after hatching then begin oogenesis at sexual maturity. On the other hand, male
germ cells undergo active proliferation and spermatogenesis 10 weeks after hatching.
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3.2.

Aims

The aims of this study are:
➢

Establishment of a transcriptome data analysis pipeline

➢

To decipher the gene expression regulatory networks active in male
and female PGCs of chicken
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3.3.

Results

3.3.1. In vitro culturing of chicken PGCs
Chicken PGCs were derived from five male and five female chicken broiler
embryos by isolating 2µl of blood from embryos at stage HH15-16+ (day 2.5)
and placing it in FAOT medium. The Figure 3-3 shows the cultured chicken
PGCs in FAOT medium. The PGCs were cultured for more than 90 days and
cell pellets were collected for RNA isolation. The total RNA isolated from
these PGC lines was sent for sequencing. The derivation, culturing of PGCs
and isolation of RNA from these cultured PGCs were done by Mark
Woodcock and Sunil Nandi from the McGrew group.

Figure 3-3: Representative image for chicken PGCs in FAOT medium. (A) Female
PGCs and (B) male PGCs from stage HH16 were cultured in a medium containing FGF,
Activin, and Ovotransferrin. This image was taken at 20X resolution. Scale bar, 10µm

Generation of RNA-seq data and quality
An average of ~119 million Illumina paired-end reads of length 150 base
pairs was obtained for each PGC line. These reads were subjected to quality
control

using

FastQC

(https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/) and a report
showed ~96% and ~92% of total bases had a Phred score of more than 20
and 30 respectively. A Phred quality score is a measure of the quality of the
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nucleotide bases generated by sequencing and this score is logarithmically
related to the base-calling error probabilities. The generated reads also
showed the contamination of adapter sequences after 75 basepairs. Thus, a
‘Trimmomatic’ tool (Bolger, et al., 2014) was used to trim the adapter
sequences used during the sequencing process and sequences were
rejected which had a length less than 75 bases. In total, an average of 94%
of the total raw reads was retained for each sample (Table 3-1).
Table 3-1: The quality control of RNA-Seq data from chicken PGCs.
Avg
Sample

Total reads

%

Avg

bases

bases

>=Q20

>=Q30

%

% of reads
retained

F13

231,660,042

96.96

92.53

94.97

F27

243,853,692

96.71

92.04

94.57

F62

247,243,256

96.92

92.49

94.94

F81

311,733,354

96.72

92.10

94.59

F90

217,555,862

96.85

92.33

94.76

M19

230,801,988

96.62

91.86

94.20

M29

227,413,402

96.66

92.01

94.39

M5

206,866,378

96.40

91.15

94.48

M57

247,238,690

96.76

92.19

94.65

F70

222,114,128

96.76

92.16

94.63

3.3.2. Establishment of an analysis pipeline
Advancements in high throughput sequencing enable one to generate a
large amount of sequencing data for a biological sample. To address specific
biological questions, this high throughput data must be analysed using
efficient and robust programs. RNA-Seq data analysis involves mapping of
reads to a reference genome, building a transcriptome based on the
mapping of data, and the quantification of reads mapping to genes (Figure
3-5). The choice of mapping tool should be made carefully as the
downstream process depends on the mapping of reads. To begin with, I
used the Tophat2 aligner to map the RNA-seq data.
Mapping of reads
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The trimmed reads were first mapped against the chicken reference genome
(version GalGal4). Mapping was done by using a tool called Tophat2 (Kim, et
al., 2013) using the default parameter. Basically, Tophat2 uses a
Bowtie2aligner for alignment. The transcriptome annotation file was not
supplied while mapping to avoid a mapping bias. Default alignment in
Tophat2 allows reads to map at multiple locations (up to 20 locations).
Overall, 70% of reads in each sample were aligned to one or more locations.
To explore the possibility of non-mapping, I repeated the same steps using
the GalGal5 genome downloaded from the NCBI website. This improved
version of the genome is relatively larger (1.2GB) in size than that of the
previous version (1.05GB) and is expected to minimize the amount of
unmapped data. I observed that a 73% mapping rate was achieved for each
sample against Galgal5 (Table 3-2).
Subsequently, reads were also mapped to the genome by using the HISAT2
aligner (Kim, et al., 2015). The percentage of read mapping was improved
using the HISAT2 tool (89%) for the PGC RNA-Seq data (Figure 3-4).
Consequently, HISAT2 tool was the choice of mapping tool which was used
for the data analysis in this study.
Table 3-2: Mapping statistics of RNA-Seq reads on GalGal4 and GalGal5 using
Tophat2 aligner.

Sample

% of mapping
on GalGal4

% of mapping
on GalGal5

F13
F27
F62
F81
F90
M19
M29
M5
M57
F70

74.72
72.54
73.83
72.62
73.71
72.9
71.77
73.97
69.06
72.08

75.79
73.87
74.78
73.88
74.75
74.9
73.07
75.19
73.57
73.4
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Figure 3-4: Mapping of RNA-Seq reads using HISAT2 software on GalGal5 genome.
The performance of HISAT2 in mapping was better as compared to the Tophat2 aligner. An
average of 89% of the overall mapping rate was achieved from the RNA-Seq data of chicken
PGCs.

Constructing the transcriptomes of PGCs
Following the mapping process, the resultant binary alignment files were
used to build the transcriptome of each individual sample using StringTie
(Pertea, et al., 2015). Studies have shown a better performance of StringTie
over cufflinks (Trapnell et al., 2010). StringTie tool can perform assembly of
the transcriptome from one or more samples and quantifies the expression.
Based on the mapping of RNA-Seq reads, StringTie predicted a minimum of
107160 transcripts in each PGCs cell lines. The resultant transcriptomes of
each PGC line were merged with the genome annotation file by using the
command ‘stringtie –merge’. A total of 65,823 transcripts were obtained after
merging of transcripts from individual PGC lines.
Differential gene expression
Subsequently, the merged transcript annotation file was used to count the
number of reads mapped to genes by the featureCount tool. The matrix of
raw read count per gene was used in the DESeq2 R package (Love, et al.,
2014) to normalise the raw data and to identify differentially expressed genes
between male and female chicken PGCs.
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Figure 3-5: Data analysis pipeline used in this study.

Data authenticity
To confirm the authenticity of the generated data in this study, I investigated
the expression of the germ cell-specific markers DAZL and DDX4. The
analysis showed that these two genes are expressed highly in these PGC
lines (Figure 3-6) which confirms the data authenticity of the chicken PGCs.

Figure 3-6: Expression of germ cell-specific genes DAZL and DDX4 in chicken PGCs.
The expression values are normalised raw read count to a gene obtained from DESeq2
package.
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3.3.3. Clustering

of

chicken

PGC

lines

based

on

the

global

transcriptome
The transcriptome of PGC lines was subjected to clustering based on the
global transcriptome profile in the DESeq2 R package. The clustering of
PGC lines expected to generate two different clusters for male and female
PGCs. Surprisingly, male PGC line 70 clustered with the female lines and the
female PGC line 62 neither clustered with male or female cell lines (Figure
3-7). The PGC line M70 shows the expression of Z chromosome-linked gene
DMRT1 similar to female PGC lines. Moreover, the M70 PGC line showed
expression of W-linked genes which are specific to the female PGC lines.
The RT-PCR validation of embryo tissue for this cell line identified the
presence of the ‘W’ chromosome gene. Thus, this PGC line was
misclassified and in subsequent analyses was treated as a female PGC line
(F70).

Figure 3-7: PCA plot showing the clustering of male and female chicken PGCs. The
clustering was based on the complete transcriptome profile of chicken PGC lines. The plot
shows clustering of the male PGC line named M70 with the female PGC lines. The RT-PCR
validation confirms that this PGC line is female. This PGC line was considered as a female
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line in subsequent analyses. Another PGC line F62 is not clustered with either male or
female PGC lines. This data was excluded from the analysis.

Furthermore, the authenticity of the outlier F62 PGC transcriptome data was
verified by comparing with the transcriptome of chicken embryonic fibroblasts
and a chicken kidney tissue sample. The PCA analysis revealed that the
transcriptome of chicken PGC lines has a similar transcriptome profile to
others, as they cluster together (Figure 3-8). However, this analysis confirms
that the transcriptome of F62 differs slightly from the rest of the PGC lines.
To avoid disparities, the F62 PGC line was excluded from the analysis. In
total, nine PGC lines were used in this study, in that four were male PGCs
lines (M5, M19, M29, and M57) and five female PGC lines (F13, F27, F70,
F81, and F90).

Figure 3-8: PCA plot showing the clustering of the transcriptome of chicken PGC lines
together with the two outlier transcriptome of Chicken Embryonic Fibroblast (CEF)
and a kidney tissue sample. This study was performed to verify the authenticity of the of
chicken PGC transcriptome.
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3.3.4. The absence of dosage compensation in chicken PGCs
As male chickens are homogametic with a pair of Z chromosomes, it is
expected that genes present on the Z chromosomes will have double the
expression to that of females. However, many Z linked genes are dosage
compensated in males (Melamed and Arnold, 2007). To investigate dosage
compensation in chicken PGCs, I performed a log2fold change distribution
comparison between the autosomes and the Z chromosomes. The median of
log2 of male to female fold change values for the Z linked chromosome
(median 0.72) is higher compared to autosomes. This is because of higher
expression of Z linked genes in male PGCs compared to female PGCs in
culture (Figure 3-9). Also, the distribution of Z linked genes is shifted towards
the right as compared to the distribution of autosome linked genes. This is
due to many of the Z linked genes having log2fold change values in the
range from 1 to 1.5 (Figure 3-10).

Figure 3-9: Comparison of fold change expression between Z linked genes and
autosomal genes. The boxplot shows the median of log2 male to female fold change
values per chromosome. The median value for Z chromosome is highest compared the
other chromosomes.
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Figure 3-10: Comparison of fold change distribution of autosomes and Z
chromosome-linked genes. The peak of the density of Z linked chromosome genes is
slightly less varied than the density of autosomal genes. It showed that Z chromosomelinked genes have higher log2foldchange than autosomes

3.3.5. Deciphering gene expression regulatory networks active in male
and female primordial germ cells of chicken
As male and female chicken PGCs behave slightly differently during culture,
and follow a different pathway towards the differentiation and production of
functional gametes, I hypothesised that different gene regulatory networks
are active in male and female PGCs. In this study, I aim to identify
differences in gene expression, gene regulatory networks and cellular
pathways in cultured male and female chicken PGCs. The transcriptome
data generated in this study were compared for differentially expressed
genes between male and female PGCs.
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Figure 3-11: Venn diagram showing the number of genes expressed in male and
female chicken PGCs. Genes having a of normalised read count for gene higher than 500
were considered as a gene being expressed in a particular cell type. Based on these criteria,
313 and 205 genes are specifically expressed in male and female chicken PGCs
respectively. A total of 9188 genes were expressed in both male and female PGCs and
13,702 genes are not expressed.

3.3.5.1. Identification of differentially expressed genes (DEGs)
After the mapping of reads to the reference genome, I used the featureCount
tool to count the reads aligned to each gene. The gene count matrix was
supplied to the DESeq2 R package and performed normalisation of log
transformation of read count data with respect to the size of the library.
Based on the normalised read count and additional criteria of average
normalised read count higher than 500 FPKM was used to identify male and
female-specific genes. Based on these measures, a total of 9188 genes
were expressed in both male and female PGCs and 313 and 205 genes are
specifically expressed in male and female chicken PGCs, respectively
(Figure 3-11).
The absolute log2fold change value higher than one, and adjusted P-value
lower than 0.05 was used as criteria to filter out DEGs. The normalised
expression values were obtained for each gene from the DESeq2 package.
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The expression value of 500 was used as additional criteria to remove falsepositive DEGs. Consequently, 83 genes were expressed high in male PGCs.
In contrast, 66 genes were expressed higher in female PGCs (Figure 3-12).
Sex chromosome-linked genes accounted for 54% of the total number of
DEGs, 17% of genes were located in scaffolds and 29% of genes were
located on autosomes (Figure 3-13).

Figure 3-12: Volcano plot showing the differentially expressed genes. The orange
coloured dots indicate the genes which have absolute log2fold change greater than one with
an adjusted P-value lower than 0.05 and average expression value higher than 500. The
male genes have log2fold change higher than 0 and genes are on right side in the plot and
female genes are residing on the left hand side.
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Figure 3-13: Chromosomal distribution of differentially expressed genes. A total of 149
genes were differentially expressed genes between male and female cell lines. The sex
chromosome-linked genes share 54% of DEGs and 17% of genes are from the unplaced
chromosomal contigs.

3.3.5.2. Expression of Z chromosome-linked genes
Ensembl release version 94 (GalGal5) has a total of 1,233 genes on the Z
chromosome of chicken. Based on the average normalised expression value
(<500) 792 genes are not expressed in either male or female PGCs and 386
genes are expressed in both sexes. However, the male has double the
expression level than the female for the majority of these genes.
Interestingly, two non-coding RNA genes have higher expression in female
PGCs. 53 genes are expressed higher in male PGCs than female PGCs,
however, 15 of these genes have paralogues on the autosomes and
unassembled scaffolds and their expression was comparable in both male
and female PGCs (Figure 3-14, Figure 3-15). The remaining 38 genes are
expressed only in male PGCs but their expression is not significant (Table
3-3).
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Figure 3-14: Classification of Z chromosome-linked genes based on expression
values. The average normalised value higher than 500 was considered as a gene to be
expressed. 64% of genes are not expressed in either of the sexes and 31% of genes are
expressed in both sexes.
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Figure 3-15: Distribution of Log2Foldchange values for Z-linked genes. Pie chart shows
the distribution of Log2Foldchange values for Z chromosome linked genes (m/f). 46% of
genes showed log2fold values ranging between 0.5 to 1, 16% of genes have log2fold value
of 1-1.5, 17% of genes have 0-0.5, and only 1%of genes have log2fold value higher than
2.5. Log2fold values are calculated by average expression of genes in male compared to
female.

3.3.5.3. Expression of W chromosome-linked genes
The chicken ‘W’ chromosome contains 141 genes in the genome version
GalGal5 (ensembl 94 release). As males do not have a ‘W’ chromosome, the
W linked genes are obviously only expressed in females. Based on mapping
and quantification of transcriptome reads, 129 genes have an average
expression value lower than 500. My filter criteria of a gene being expressed
if value higher than 500 needs to be validated by quantifying the expression
of these genes by QRT-PCR. Nonetheless, 12 genes have an expression
value higher than 500 and of those nine genes have paralogues genes either
on autosomes, scaffolds or on Z chromosomes and their paralogue
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expression values are higher in the male. Two genes which are expressed
higher in females, ENSGALG00000044441, ENSGALG00000045654, and
their paralogous genes are not found (Table 3-4). In addition, SMAD7B, a
protein involved in activin signalling, is expressed higher in females and the
corresponding paralogue on the Z chromosome is not expressed in either
male or female PGCs (Figure 3-18). This infers that SMAD7B and the other
two lincRNA genes are the three ‘W’ chromosome-linked genes whose
expression is absent in male PGCs. However, many sex chromosome-linked
genes are located in the unplaced contigs which are a setback the analysis
in identifying genes which could replace the ‘W’ chromosome located genes
in males. For example, the female-specific gene ‘WPKCI-7’ is currently
mapped to contigs and its paralogues are also mapped to contigs. The RT
PCR analysis for this gene showed a brighter band in the female PGC lane,
suggesting that this gene is expressed higher in female PGCs (Figure 8-1).
In order to validate the expression of SMAD7, I performed qPCR on both
male and female PGCs and showed significantly higher expression in the
female PGCs (Figure 3-16, Figure 3-17).

3.3.5.4. Differences in the gene regulatory mechanism between male
and female cells
A table showing the differentially expressed genes and the chromosomal
location is shown in Table 8-1. Of note, the cell adhesion genes such as
NCAM2, PCDH9 and GRID2, calcium ion binding genes like FSTL5 and
BRINP3 are expressed higher in female PGCs than male PGCs. Genes such
as NKD1 which negatively regulates the Wnt signalling pathway, SKAP2 and
DLC1 genes which are involved in negative regulation of cell proliferation
and apoptosis, ENO4 in the glycolytic process, transmembrane genes
TMEM47 and TMEM159, collagen-binding COCH and others PEX2, ARL4A,
TNFRSF10B, DNAH3, and PTHLH are also expressed higher in female
PGCs.
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In contrast, GTF3C2, NELL1, COL6A3, GFRA2, FAM83F, and RPL22L1 are
expressed higher in male PGCs than female PGCs. Interestingly, several
non-coding RNA genes are differentially expressed between male and
female PGCs however their function in sexual difference is unknown.
The expression levels of some of these differentially expressed genes were
validated by QRT-PCR. The female-specific gene HINTW located in the ‘W’
chromosome was used as a control in the quantitative RT-PCR to validate
female-specific expression. The QRT-PCR analysis revealed that the
expression of the HINTW gene is restricted to female PGCs and no CT
values were observed in male PGCs. Genes including COCH, CRACR2B,
SMAD7, DNAH3, SKAP2, TMEM159 and NCAM2 are expressed significantly
higher in female PGCs. Conversely, CARHSP1, FAM83F and RPL22L1 are
expressed significantly higher in male PGCs. However, the functional role of
these genes in controlling gamete production is unknown.
Table 3-3: Expression of Z chromosome-linked genes whose expression is higher in
male PGCs.
Gene stable ID

Gene Name

Male

Female

ENSGALG00000012594

NTRK2

606.87

480.92

ENSGALG00000020528

INIP

760.55

387.54

ENSGALG00000025677

RF00286

521.51

321.16

ENSGALG00000026107

gga-mir-2954

531.58

198.92

ENSGALG00000014786

PIK3R1

710.46

431.73

ENSGALG00000014914

SNX18

649.23

344.99

ENSGALG00000025769

gga-mir-6565

667.22

308.82

ENSGALG00000015442

FSD1L

607.14

359.78

ENSGALG00000015268

NUDT12

534.15

409.02

ENSGALG00000012576

RASEF

845.53

409.37

ENSGALG00000015385

THAP1

510.26

357.56

ENSGALG00000000234

EPB41L4A

752.72

477.71

ENSGALG00000026028

SREK1IP1

652.40

310.00

ENSGALG00000028996

SIGMAR1

933.34

451.90

ENSGALG00000014845

PLCXD3

641.75

267.82

ENSGALG00000034702

818.23

446.31

ENSGALG00000030905

691.92

329.08

ENSGALG00000015620

XRCC4

893.30

486.96

ENSGALG00000014846

OXCT1

671.59

304.36

ENSGALG00000026195

GALT

519.09

205.13
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ENSGALG00000015542

PLPPR1

900.47

470.65

ENSGALG00000014908

FST

570.61

316.48

ENSGALG00000014923

ARHGEF28

504.20

249.06

ENSGALG00000021843

AUH

752.68

467.91

ENSGALG00000010166

VLDLR

847.21

454.00

ENSGALG00000028673

MARCH3

1066.95

377.38

ENSGALG00000012586

GKAP1

978.62

496.02

ENSGALG00000005423

GRHPR

681.85

454.24

ENSGALG00000014995

PGM5

552.66

416.30

ENSGALG00000025868

TAF1C

622.63

244.54

603.96

458.25

ENSGALG00000026395
ENSGALG00000027630

NPR2

605.77

233.90

ENSGALG00000030834

ATP8B1

564.41

331.53

ENSGALG00000015682

UGCG

556.66

325.25

ENSGALG00000031991

SHLD3

742.65

376.69

ENSGALG00000033098

C5orf51

767.90

419.67

ENSGALG00000002523

CREB3

917.47

458.06

746.16

491.05

ENSGALG00000004518
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Table 3-4: Expression of ‘W’ chromosome-linked genes and their paralogues genes along with expression values.

Female

Chicken paralogue
gene stable ID

Chicken
paralogue
gene
name

Chicken paralogue
chromosome/scaffold
name

Male

Female

1.05649

709.6658

ENSGALG00000037160

-

Z

160.8704

72.63558

Z

32135.17

22646.28

12095.23

12588.4

1016.951

535.7961

Gene stable ID

Gene
name

ENSGALG00000029545

SMAD7B

ENSGALG00000040086

HNRNPKL

18.10757

9169.509

ENSGALG00000012591

-

ENSGALG00000038064

-

1.263354

1226.532

ENSGALG00000002803

MTA1

ENSGALG00000038064

-

1.263354

1226.532

ENSGALG00000030998

MTA2

ENSGALG00000038064

-

1.263354

1226.532

ENSGALG00000009925

MTA3

3

5568.52

6126.59

ENSGALG00000038064

-

1.263354

1226.532

ENSGALG00000011118

MIER1

8

3268.48

3056.225

ENSGALG00000038064

-

1.263354

1226.532

ENSGALG00000001108

MIER2

28

544.4342

492.8596

ENSGALG00000038064

-

1.263354

1226.532

ENSGALG00000014721

-

Z

1317.228

648.878

ENSGALG00000035780

-

2.446793

889.3175

ENSGALG00000015391

-

Z

5840.622

3155.04

ENSGALG00000043758

-

15.22562

3977.157

ENSGALG00000032104

-

KQ759493.1

17.39288

4025.896

ENSGALG00000043758

-

15.22562

3977.157

ENSGALG00000037880

ATP5A1Z

Z

34538.38

16570.77

ENSGALG00000040263

-

182.3189

1647.368

ENSGALG00000042366

-

AADN04000857.1

2.263237

677.0701

ENSGALG00000040263

-

182.3189

1647.368

ENSGALG00000041500

-

W

26.57863

914.9343

ENSGALG00000040263

-

182.3189

1647.368

ENSGALG00000030666

-

KQ759365.1

470.431

3250.491

ENSGALG00000040263

-

182.3189

1647.368

ENSGALG00000036774

RPL17

Z

37995.56

16061.58

ENSGALG00000039023

NIPBLL

152.4238

8510.533

ENSGALG00000003605

-

Z

23405.81

13898.64

ENSGALG00000039023

NIPBLL

152.4238

8510.533

ENSGALG00000039438

-

AADN04000879.1

15.7572

723.1064

ENSGALG00000040780

UBAP2

8.389736

1877.655

ENSGALG00000013809

-

Z

8337.697

4367.117

ENSGALG00000040780

UBAP2

8.389736

1877.655

ENSGALG00000024094

UBAP2L

1744.764

1031.788

ENSGALG00000041500

-

26.57863

914.9343

ENSGALG00000030666

-

470.431

3250.491

Male

8
AADN04000732.1

25
KQ759365.1
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Chicken
paralogue
gene
name

Chicken paralogue
chromosome/scaffold
name

Male

Female

Gene stable ID

Gene
name

Male

Female

Chicken paralogue
gene stable ID

ENSGALG00000041500

-

26.57863

914.9343

ENSGALG00000036774

RPL17

Z

37995.56

16061.58

ENSGALG00000041500

-

26.57863

914.9343

ENSGALG00000040263

-

W

182.3189

1647.368

ENSGALG00000041500

-

26.57863

914.9343

ENSGALG00000042366

-

AADN04000857.1

2.263237

677.0701

ENSGALG00000031327

-

11.73524

3424.038

ENSGALG00000014642

CHD1Z

Z

17072.15

8734.371

ENSGALG00000014184

-

5.876877

2624.897

ENSGALG00000036001

SMAD2Z

Z

4625.664

2081.418

ENSGALG00000014184

-

5.876877

2624.897

ENSGALG00000035701

SMAD3

1329.386

1183.91

ENSGALG00000044441

-

335.2552

572.6614

-

-

-

-

-

ENSGALG00000045654

-

2314.429

3760.05

-

-

-

-

-

10
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3.3.6. Validation of differentially expressed genes by qPCR

Figure 3-16: QRT-PCR validation of candidate differentially expressed genes in earlystage male and female chicken layer breed PGCs. The expression of genes SMAD7 and
COCH are expressed significantly higher in female PGCs with p values 0.04 and 0.014
respectively. The gene CARHSP1 is expressed significantly higher in male PGCs (p-value:
0.036). The genes CRACR2B and DNAH3 are expressed higher in male and female PGCs
respectively. The gene DNMT3A is expressed equally in both types. The expression of a
gene in male PGCs was used as a normal level of expression. The significant differentially
expressed genes based on the p-value (<=0.06) are annotated by a blue line and with the
corresponding p-value. Three biological replicates were assayed.
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Figure 3-17: QRT-PCR validation of candidate differentially expressed genes in earlystage male and female chicken layer breed PGCs. The expression of gene NCAM2 is
expressed significantly higher in female PGCs with p values 0.06. The genes FAM83F and
RPL22L1 are expressed significantly higher in male PGCs (p-value: 0.011 and 0.0086
respectively). The genes SKAP2, TMEM159 and ENSGALG00000030680 expressed higher
in female PGCs. The expression of a gene in male PGCs was used as a normal level of
expression. The significant differentially expressed genes based on the p-value (<=0.06) are
annotated by a blue line and with the corresponding p-value. Three biological replicates
were assayed.
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Figure 3-18: The sequence of the amplified SMAD7 gene obtained using QRT-PCR
primers. (A) amplified product aligned with the SMAD7B gene located on the W
chromosome. (B) amplified product homology with the SMAD7Z gene located on the Z
chromosome.
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3.4.

Discussion

Studies have shown that mammalian early-stage PGCs are bipotential until
they begin their differentiation towards male and female gametes. The
bipotential PGCs are able to differentiate into either male or female gametes
depending on the sex of the host embryo. Mouse PGCs of a stage not later
than E11.5 adopt their sex reversed environment; XX and XY mouse PGCs
were shown to form the spermatozoa and oocytes, respectively (Adams and
McLaren, 2002). However, mouse PGCs older than stage E11.5 do not
follow the sex-reversed host and form the precursor gametes of the
respective sex of the host embryo. Mouse PGCs follow different
differentiation pathways at stage E13.5 where male PGCs undergo mitotic
arrest and female PGCs undergo meiosis. Microarray analysis of mice PGCs
of stage E11.5, E12.5 and E13.5 showed no differences in the expression of
genes until E12.5 in XX and XY germ cells which is the beginning of sexual
differentiation (Jameson, et al., 2012). Transcriptome data from stage E13.5
PGCs showed a huge number of differentially expressed gene between male
and female PGCs (Sakashita, et al., 2015).
In chicken, PGCs transplanted into a reversed sex host failed to produce the
functional gametes in the opposite sex to the cultured PGC (Van de Lavoir,
et al., 2006). In support of this outcome, reversed sex experiments by the
McGrew group also failed to produce functional gametes in opposite-sex
embryos from the cultured PGCs (Macdonald, et al., 2010). These findings
are contrary to the mammalian PGCs which infers male and female PGCs in
chicken are likely to exhibit different molecular networks at the early stage or
that chicken PGCs are determined to a sexual differentiation pathway by the
time they reach the vascular system at stage 16 HH. However, studies in
chicken have also shown that male PGCs form functional oocytes and
offspring in sterile female hosts (Liu, et al., 2017). Thus, it is unclear at what
stage chicken PGCs are sex determined.
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In this study, we generated transcriptome data from four male and six female
chicken PGC lines to identify the differential gene expression between the
sexes. These PGCs were derived from stage 16HH and cultured in FAOT
medium for more than 90 days. These transcriptomic data comparisons
provide insights into the molecular signature of male and female PGCs. The
expression of germ cell markers DAZL and DDX4 confirm the authenticity of
transcriptome data generated in this study (Figure 3-6). The PCA analysis
based on global transcriptome showed all the chicken PGCs were tightly
clustered together except for the F62 cell line (Figure 3-8). The PGCs
transcriptome is also seen to be completely diverse from CEF and kidney
tissue.
3.4.1. Dosage compensation in chicken germ cells
Unlike mammals, birds do not have complete dosage compensation. The
microarray analysis of four tissues (adult brain, post-hatch day 1 brain,
kidney and liver) from chicken and zebra finch showed two-fold differences in
Z chromosome-linked genes (Itoh, et al., 2007; Itoh, et al., 2010). Similar lack
of dosage compensation was observed in the testes and ovaries of 18 day
old embryos (Ellegren, et al., 2007). In addition, it is reported that the dosage
compensation in birds is local, regulated on the gene-by-gene level, and
depends on the type of tissue (Mank and Ellegren, 2008; Melamed and
Arnold, 2007; Zhao, et al., 2010). However, no studies have reported the
dosage compensation of sex chromosome-linked genes in avian PGCs.
Interestingly, chicken germ cells are also not exceptional from this dosage
scheme, as my findings show Z chromosome-linked genes have higher log2
fold change values (m/f) compared to autosomes (Figure 3-9). The peak
density of Z linked genes has a log2fold change value of 1.5 (Figure 3-10). It
has also been shown that dosage compensation is not unique throughout the
Z chromosome (Melamed and Arnold, 2007; Zimmer, et al., 2016). The noncoding-RNA genes in the flanking region near to male hypermethylated
(MHM) locus in the Z chromosome showed higher expression in females
(Teranishi, et al., 2001). Nevertheless, my results support this observation as
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an expression of Z chromosome-linked genes in male PGCs is not
uncompensated throughout the length of the Z chromosome (Figure 8-2). A
subset of genes are expressed higher in males, a considerable number of
genes do not show any differences in either sex and a couple of non-coding
RNA genes are expressed higher in females, with their function yet to be
determined.
Differential gene expression
This study identifies a total of 83 genes which are expressed higher in
chicken male PGCs in comparison with the female PGCs. Of these 83
genes, 69 genes are located on the Z chromosome. Nonetheless, the
function of these genes during gamete differentiation is unknown. Apart from
the known genes identified in the reference genome, many novel regions are
expressed higher in male PGCs than female PGCs. These regions may be
rRNA genes or non-coding RNA genes and the function of these rRNA/noncoding RNA genes is unknown. Interestingly, the miRNA proposed to dosage
compensate many Z linked genes, miR-2954 residing in the intron of a gene
XPA is also expressed highly in male PGCs.
On the other hand, 66 genes are expressed higher in female PGCs. Due to
unplaced contigs/scaffold sequences present in the reference genome, 22
genes are present in contigs hindering the analysis in finding whether these
genes are specific to the W chromosome or autosomes. In these 22 genes,
WPKCI-7 and HINTW are well known female-specific genes located on the
W chromosome. Besides, SMAD7B, SMAD2W, CHDB1, ATP5A1W and
UBAP2 genes, several novel transcripts regions present in the W
chromosome are expressed only in female PGCs. The role of non-coding
RNA genes in controlling the sex-specific pathway need to be determined.
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Figure 3-19: The potential model of TGFβ-signalling pathway in chicken male (A) and female PGCs (B).
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3.4.2. Calcium signalling and cell adherence genes in female PGCs
Studies have reported cell adherence characteristics in PGCs which not only
help them in the migration towards the gonadal developing area but also aid
them in colonisation (Bendel-Stenzel, et al., 2000; Di Carlo and De Felici,
2000). The expression of cell surface adhesion molecules such as Ecadherin and N-cadherin in chicken PGCs reveals the role of cadherins in
cell-cell signalling and cell adherence in vitro (Glover, 2013). Whyte, et al.
(2015) showed that chicken female PGCs form clumps during in vitro
proliferation in comparison to male PGCs, and it was hypothesised that
cellular adherence hinders female PGC proliferation. The in vitro culture of
chicken PGCs in this study also supports the fact that female PGCs are more
adherent than male cells. Thus, lowering calcium levels in vitro rescued the
proliferation of PGCs and specifically female PGCs. NCAM family genes
intervene in the calcium-independent binding between neighbour cells and
overexpression of NCAM2 elevates Ca2+ on the transient sub membranes of
mouse neurons (Sheng, et al., 2018). The transcriptome comparison
between male and female PGCs depicted the higher expression of neuron
cell adhesion molecule 2 (NCAM2) in female PGCs. NCAM2 is a membrane
protein-coding gene located on chromosome 1 and its expression in female
cells is double that of male PGCs. However, its paralogous gene NCAM1 is
expressed equally in both male and female PGCs suggesting that NCAM2 is
the only member in this family that might influence cell adherence.
Furthermore, qPCR validation confirms the higher expression in female
PGCs. For future work, a CRISPR/Cas9 knockout of NCAM2 in female
PGCs could allow their proliferation in high calcium culture conditions.
Protocadherin genes belong to the cadherin superfamily and are known to
have a role in the various biological process such as cell-cell adhesion,
synapse formation and projection of neurons (Hirano and Takeichi, 2012).
However, the cell-cell adhesion property of these protocadherins is lower
than the classical cadherin family genes (Hirano, et al., 1999). The female
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chicken PGCs express a member of the protocadherin gene named PCDH9
relatively high in comparison to male PGCs which signifies its role in the cell
adherence of female chicken PGCs in vitro. Nevertheless, my efforts to
amplify this gene with efficient primers in qPCR failed which is maybe due to
its low expression in chicken PGCs.
3.4.3. Is the TGFβ signalling pathway affected in female PGCs?
TGFβ signalling modulates various cellular processes such as cell growth
and proliferation, differentiation, cell-cell adhesion, migration and apoptosis
(Yan, et al., 2009). The SMAD7 gene is an antagonist to TGFβ signalling by
interacting with the TGF-beta receptor type-1 leading to degradation of both
the encoded protein and the TGFβR1 (ALK5). The Smad family genes
SMAD6 and SMAD7 are key regulators of TGFβ/BMP signalling pathways by
way of a negative feedback loop (Zhang, et al., 2007). The overexpression of
SMAD7 promotes cell adhesion by increasing the binding of beta-catenin to
E-cadherin complexes (Tang, et al., 2008). It is also shown that inhibiting the
expression of Smad7 can prevent TGF mediated apoptosis signifying a role
for SMAD7 in modulating apoptosis (Landström, et al., 2000). Many studies
have shown a potential therapeutic role of SMAD7 protein for several human
diseases

by

antagonising

TGFβ

mediated

fibrosis,

homeostasis,

carcinogenesis and inflammation (Yan, et al., 2015).
The chicken genome has two copies of SMAD7 genes that are located on
each of the sex chromosomes ‘W’ and ‘Z’. The transcriptome analysis
reveals that the gene residing in the Z chromosome is not expressed in
either male or female PGCs and the ‘W’ linked gene is only expressed in
female PGCs. The higher expression of SMAD7 in female PGCs suggests
that the TGFβ signalling pathway is different in the female PGCs (Figure
3-19). Thus, overexpression of the SMAD7 gene in female cells is possibly a
reason for their slower proliferation and increased cell-cell adhesion
properties.
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Chapter 4.

Comparison of the transcriptome of chicken PGCs with

pluripotent and non-pluripotent cell types

4.1. Introduction:
The germ cells are progenitor cells for the formation of functional gametes of
an organism and thereby are the only cells of the animal that transfer genetic
material from one generation to another. In mammals, signals from the extraembryonic ectoderm induce germ cell specification in the adjacent epiblast
cells. The group of cells responding to these signals are pre-specified to
develop into primordial germ cells (PGCs), while other cells further from the
inducing signals continue their development into somatic cell lineages
(McLaren, 1999). In contrast to this method of specification, in avian species,
cells which inherit predefined germplasm become the primordial germ cells,
while the rest of the cells in the embryo contribute to somatic cell lineages
(Tsunekawa, et al., 2000). Although germ cells are specified in these two
methods in the different phylum, some phyla use both methods to specify
germ cells which suggest the downstream regulatory pathways of germ cell
identity are conserved no matter what the method of germ cell specification
(Extavour, 2003).
PGCs act as unipotent cells and form either spermatogonia or oocytes
depending on the sex of an organism. However, PGCs are the source of the
genetic material and the cytoplasm for the formation of the totipotent embryo.
The fusion of the differentiated gametes forms the zygote, a totipotent cell
which has the potency to become the entire organism. Therefore, PGCs have
the unique characteristic of being able to achieve totipotency under the
appropriate developmental signals.
PGCs from vertebrates and invertebrate species express a specific set of
genes found exclusively in the germ cell lineage. Thus, studies to identify
germ cell-specific factors in both vertebrates and invertebrates increases our
understanding of germ cell development and the in vitro generation of PGClike cells.
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4.1.1. Germ cell factors enable in vitro gametogenesis
The germ cell lineage is the only cell lineage which leads to the formation of
an embryo and is the source of inherited genetic material in animals.
Remarkably, studies of the molecular mechanisms underlying self-renewal of
the germ cell lineage and gamete production have led to the establishment of
germ cell-like cells from the pluripotent cells. In vitro production of gametes
will help to address human infertility and agricultural reproduction; saving
generational time and also to introduce gene edits quickly into animals. In
mouse and chicken, the expression of the germ cell-specific mouse vasa
homologue (Mvh) gene in ES cells converted them into Dazl positive germ
cells which participated in spermatogenesis (Lavial, et al., 2009; Toyooka, et
al., 2003). To date, many researchers achieved the in vitro derivation of
primordial germ cell-like cells (PGCLC) from pluripotent cells in mouse
(Geijsen, et al., 2003; Hubner, 2003). The PGCLCs derived from the
pluripotent cells are differentiated to gametes. However, human PGCLC
failed to develop beyond the initial stages of differentiation (Bucay, et al.,
2009; Clark, 2004; Tilgner, et al., 2008).
Nevertheless, Kee, et al. (2009) achieved the formation of PGCLCs and
gametes by overexpressing DAZ family members. Similarly, ectopic
expression of the Dazl gene in mouse ES cells was sufficient to transform
them into germ cells which differentiated to form gametes in culture (Yu, et
al., 2009). These findings reveal that the molecular characterisation of both
germ cells and pluripotent cells enabled the formation of gametes in vitro.
The identification of germ cell-specific and pluripotent specific genes helped
to understand the mechanisms contributing to the generation and
maintenance of their respective cell lineages.
4.1.2. Germ cell identity studies in mammals, birds and fish
The molecular characterisation of germ cells is essential in order to
understand the mechanisms controlling germ cell specification and
differentiation and reproductive fitness. Many studies have identified genes
expressed exclusively in germ cells and their importance in germ cell
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development in vertebrates. For example, the vasa homologue (Ddx4),
deleted in azoospermia-like (Dazl), Oct4, and Nanog genes are known germ
cell factors expressed in PGCs of many mammalian species. Similarly, Ddx4
and Dazl are also expressed in the germ cells of both vertebrate and
invertebrate species (Castrillon, et al., 2000; Jean, et al., 2015; Rengaraj, et
al., 2010; Ruggiu, et al., 1997) and the pluripotency factors, OCT4 and
NANOG, are expressed in the germ cells of both mammals and birds (Lavial,
et al., 2007; Macdonald, et al., 2010; Yamaguchi, et al., 2005). Furthermore,
recent studies confirm that the core pluripotency factors Oct4, Nanog and
Sox2 genes are also expressed in medaka PGCs (Camp, et al., 2009;
Sánchez-Sánchez, et al., 2009; Sánchez-Sánchez, et al., 2010).
Many studies have previously reported the identification of a large set of
germ cell-specific genes in mammals. Wang, et al. (2001) identified 25 germ
cell-specific genes in mouse spermatogonia by cDNA subtraction method in
comparison with 11 somatic tissues (Wang, et al., 2001). Out of 25 genes,
known germ cell-specific genes such as Dazl, Ddx4, Stra8 and Usp9y were
expressed only in spermatogonia cells and the remaining 19 genes were
recognised as novel genes. Hong, et al. (2004) computationally screened a
mouse spermatocyte UniGene dataset and identified 28 authentic genes
which were expressed specifically in murine spermatogenic cells and have a
potential role in spermatogenesis. In 2007, Choi, et al. (2007) characterised
24 male germ cell-specific genes from a mouse spermatocyte unigene
library. Numerous studies showed the testis-expressed (Tex) family genes
such as Tex11, Tex12, Tex14 and Tex15 were expressed exclusively in
mouse germ cell and were essential for meiosis and fertility (Yang, et al.,
2008; Zheng, et al., 2009).
4.1.3. Known germ cell-specific factors and their knockout phenotypes
Genes expressed specifically in the germ cells are involved in many
processes such as reprogramming, migration of the germ cells, germ cell
maturation, maintaining pluripotency, and gametogenesis. Many studies have
characterised germ cell expressed genes and their involvement in the early
development of the germ cell lineage in many organisms. Collectively, the
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knockout of germ cell-specific genes will lead to valuable information related
to germ cell development, proliferation and genes affecting the fertility of an
organism. A partial list of known germ cell-specific genes and their knockout
phenotype is represented in Figure 4-1. By looking at the list it becomes
apparent that the processes of translation of RNAs, piwi-factors maintaining
transcriptional silencing, and pluripotency factors are central to the
development of the germ cell lineage.
RNA binding proteins
The well-studied germ cell-specific gene Dazl has a role in mammalian germ
cell development and in gametogenesis. DAZL was first identified in men with
azoospermia where they had deletions in the Y chromosomal region. These
deletions cause various testicular defects, an absence of germ cells and
spermatogenesis defects. Dazl null mice failed to produce gametes in both
male and females (Ruggiu, et al., 1997). The loss of Boule, a fly homologue
gene of human Dazl, results in azoospermia in male flies (Eberhart, et al.,
1996). Maternally supplied Dazl protein is adequate to maintain germ cells in
medaka; however, injection of Dazl antibody significantly reduced the number
of PGCs (Li, et al., 2016). Dazl proteins are examples of RNA binding
proteins that are thought to be important for the translation of germ cellspecific proteins (Venables, 2001).
The exclusive expression of vasa homologue gene in PGCs is conserved in
both vertebrates and invertebrates. Similar to Dazl, vasa homologue or Ddx4
is also involved in germ cell development and is an ATP dependent RNA
helicase also thought to mediate the translation of proteins in germ cells.
Ddx4 deficient male mice lack functional spermatids, as they fail in the
meiotic process of spermatogenesis whereas females were fertile (Tanaka,
et al., 2000). The loss of the Vasa homologue in Drosophila has shown it is
required to complete oogenesis and also for the association of pole plasma
(Styhler, et al., 1998). The chicken equivalent gene called either CVH or
DDX4 null female chickens are infertile and the oocytes are lost post-hatch
(Taylor, et al., 2017). ‘Ddx4’ salmon also lost germ cells (at 1-2 cell stage);
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were unable to maintain germ cells in salmon as offspring lack germ cells
(Wargelius, et al., 2016).
Nanos is essential for the PGC development in both vertebrates and
invertebrates. Nanos2 leads to infertility in male mammals whereas females
are fertile (Tsuda, 2003). While, Nanos3 has a diverse phenotype in mice
and human (Julaton and Reijo Pera, 2011; Tsuda, 2003). The Nanos
equivalent gene in Drosophila (nos) is required for the germ cell development
as nos null polar cell failed to migrate and form functional germ cells
(Kobayashi, et al., 1996). Similarly, a research group inhibited the translation
of nanos gene in zebrafish and showed it is required for migration of PGC
and maintenance of their fate (Koprunner, et al., 2001). However, there is no
evidence of the Nanos homologue in the chicken.
Dead end (Dnd) is another RNA binding protein which binds to the germ cellspecific mRNAs and prevents their miRNA mediated degradation thus
maintaining PGC fate (Kedde, et al., 2007). In mouse, loss of the Dnd gene
results in loss of PGCs in the offspring gonads (Youngren, et al., 2005).
Similar effects have been observed in the Atlantic salmon where F0
generation salmons lack PGCs (Wargelius, et al., 2016). Recently, dnd
knockout male zebrafish were used as a host for the transplantation of
another germ cell to obtain transgenic (Li, et al., 2017).
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Figure 4-1: Known Germ cell-specific genes and their phenotypic effects on PGCs.
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RNA metabolism and piRNA pathway
The PAZ domain mediates complex formation between proteins of the Piwi
and Dicer families by hetero-dimerisation. The Topaz1 gene is a member of
the PAZ domain family and Topaz1 deficient mouse spermatocytes arrest
during meiosis and undergo apoptosis. Consequently, the male mouse
becomes sterile, however, females are fertile (Luangpraseuth-Prosper, et al.,
2015). The expression of Topaz1 is limited to the gonad and is germ cellspecific in both sheep and mouse, and this gene is evolutionary conserved
across vertebrates (Baillet, et al., 2011).
The Tudor genes, are a family of genes known to be germ cell-specific in
mammals (Boswell, 1985) and are involved in the spermatogenesis process.
Tudor genes are crucial components of piRNA pathways in Drosophila and
have a role in sustaining the localisation of PiWi in germ cells but not in
somatic cells (Patil, et al., 2014). The deficiencies of these family genes
affect various stages of formation of the functional spermatids (Dai, et al.,
2017; Pandey, et al., 2013; Saxe, et al., 2013; Shoji, et al., 2009; Vasileva, et
al., 2009). Tudor family genes are essential to form pole cells (primordial
germ cells) and also lack polar granules in germplasm (Boswell, 1985).
Pluripotency genes
The role of the pluripotency genes in germ cell development is more
challenging to assay as these genes are also needed for the early embryo to
develop. The germ cell-specific ablation of the pluripotent genes Nanog and
Oct4 in mouse leads to apoptotic death of PGCs (Kehler, et al., 2004;
Yamaguchi, et al., 2009). The mammalian germ cell-specific genes high
mobility group transcription factors members such as Sox2 interrupts germ
cell specification and proliferation (Campolo, et al., 2013). On the other hand,
Sox3 disrupts gametogenesis; subsequently, both male and females mice
are sterile (Raverot, et al., 2005). In medaka, Sox5 null phenotypes showed a
reduced number of germ cells inferring its role in regulating PGC counts
(Schartl, et al., 2018). Furthermore, the germ cell-specific gene Stella is not
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required for germ cell specification, but it participates in maintaining genetic
imprinting in mouse (Bortvin, et al., 2004). The Stella null mice were fertile
and viable, but the embryos derived from the Stella deficient oocytes failed to
divide beyond the eight-cell stage (Payer, et al., 2003).
So far, the chicken vasa homologue (CVH), chicken DAZL and chicken Dead
end Homologue (CDH) genes, all homologues of mammalian germ cell
factors, have been shown to be exclusively expressed in chicken PGCs.
Apart from these genes, there may be several genes which are unique to
avian PGCs which remain undiscovered. There are limited mutation studies
that have been done to determine the role of these germ cell factors in birds.
For example, the knockout of DDX4 led to the loss of oocytes in female
chickens (Taylor, et al., 2017). Here I hypothesise that avian PGCs may
express novel germ cell and stem cell factors not present in mammals. This
chapter focuses on my effort to identify novel germ cell-specific factors and
pluripotent genes in chicken PGCs using RNA transcriptome data.
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4.2. Aims:
The aims of this chapter are:
➢ Analysis of RNA expression data from pluripotent and non-pluripotent
cell types
➢ Identification of genes specifically expressed in the germ cells by
comparing transcriptome data of chicken PGCs and other tissues
➢ Identification of genes specifically expressed in chicken PGCs
➢ Validation of genes specifically expressed in chicken PGCs
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4.3.

Results

4.3.1. Transcriptome comparison of pluripotent and non-pluripotent
vertebrate cell types
4.3.1.1. Obtaining RNA-seq data from different tissues and cell types

RNA-Seq data of many different tissues and cell types were obtained
from public databases and used to identify the genes which are exclusively
expressed in chicken pluripotent cells and chicken germ cells. These
samples include both pluripotent and non-pluripotent cell lines and tissue
samples. The RNA-seq data of non-pluripotent chicken somatic cells such as
DT40 (B cells), DF1 (fibroblast), primary chicken granulocytes (GC), and
primary chicken embryonic fibroblast (CEF) cells were downloaded from the
NCBI SRA database. RNA-Seq data from laid egg stage (stage X E.G.
(EGX)), which are ‘totipotent ‘cells, and chicken embryonic stem cells (ESC),
a pluripotent cell line, were used to compare with PGC transcriptome data.
Apart from the different cell lines, transcriptome data of embryonic liver
(HH10) and cranial neural crest (CNC) samples were downloaded from the
NCBI SRA database and used in this analysis. The details of the datasets
used in this analysis and their accession numbers are listed in Table 4-1.
In addition to these cell line data, RNA-seq data from 19 different
tissue samples from a Vantress broiler line was used in this comparison.
Transcriptome data from two additional tissues, the ovary and testis, were
excluded from this analysis as these tissues contain germ cells. As
mentioned in Chapter 3, the transcriptome data from 10 PGC cell lines were
used as the PGC samples in this analysis.
4.3.1.2. Data analysis pipeline
RNA-Seq data from each sample were analysed using the same
analysis pipeline employed in Chapter 3. To minimise sample variations,
triplicates for each sample were used in this experiment. However, only two
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replicates were found in the databases for the CNC, and no replicates were
found for the cell lines CEF, ESC, DF1, and GC. These samples were
included in this study because my analysis involved comparing multi-sample
groups of pluripotent and non-pluripotent cells instead of individual
comparison. The downloaded data were used directly for mapping against
the GalGal5 genome as no adapter sequence information was available. The
HiSat2 program (Kim et al., 2016) was used to map these reads against the
reference genome using default parameters. In the case of the 19 Vantress
tissues data, bam files were obtained from Richard Kuo (Roslin publication in
preparation).
Table 4-1: Samples used for the identification of germ cell-specific gene expression.
Sample
name
BM

Breast Muscle

Replic
ates
3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

BUR

Bursa

3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

CER

Cerebellum

3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

CT

Caecal

3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

DUO

Duodenum

3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

GF

Gizzard Fat

3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

GM

Gizzard Muscle

3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

HM

Heart Muscle

3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

IL

Ileum

3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

LIV

Liver

3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

LUN

Lung

3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

MD

Meckel's Diverticulum

3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

OL

Optic Lobe

3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

PAN

Pancreas

3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

SPL

Spleen

3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

TM

Thigh Muscle

3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

TY

Thymus

3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

TR

Thyroid
Embryonic Cranial Neural Crest
(HH10)
Chicken primordial germ cells
F13, F27, F62, F70, F81, F90
M5, M19, M29, M57

3

Roslin Institute, unpublished data

2

SRP034561

10

Present study

CNC
PGCs

Description

DT40

DT40 cell line

5

DF1

DF1 cell line

1

Source

SRP043529, SRR913007,
SRR912956, SRR2056332,
SRR2056331
ERR664973
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GC

Granulocytes

1

Eliv

Embryonic liver

3

SRR5457066

EGKX

Laid egg stage

3

ESC

Chicken Embryonic stem cells

1

SRR4204959, SRR4204958,
SRR4204957
SRX1869405

CEF

Chicken Embryonic Fibroblasts

1

SRR2072645

4.3.1.3. Constructing a consensus transcriptome
The individual transcriptomes were built by using StringTie (Pertea, et
al., 2015) and using mapped bam files for each sample with default
parameters. StringTie uses the mapping information of reads to construct
possible transcripts, the confidence of the transcripts depends on the depth
of reads mapped at that particular genomic location. The transcriptome of all
samples was merged along with the reference GalGal5 annotation file by
using the ‘StringTie merge’ option in the StringTie package. The resultant
annotation file is the consensus transcriptome file and consists of 42,079
genes from all 81 samples. The generated consensus file was used in the
‘FeatureCount’ software (Liao, et al., 2013) to count the number of reads
mapped to each transcript in all bam files. The resultant matrix file containing
the number of reads assigned to each transcript in each sample was used to
compare the Pluripotent cells versus Non-pluripotent cells and Germ cells
versus Non-germ cells.
4.3.2. Differential gene expression studies
In the current dataset, ESCs, PGCs and EGKX samples are examples of
pluripotent cell types, and the other cells and tissue samples consist of nonpluripotent cell types. It should be noted that a small subset of mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs) will be present in many of the chicken tissue samples.
Furthermore, the EGKX sample should contain 60,000 cells of which 50 cells
are PGCs (Tsunekawa, et al., 2000). The differential expression studies were
carried out by comparing the transcriptome data of these two groups using
the DESEQ2 R package (Love, et al., 2014). The data analysis is separated
into two sections below; one in which relationships between the samples are
evaluated and in the second, a statistical analysis was performed.
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4.3.2.1. Exploring the sample relationships
The raw reads count for each gene represents the total gene expression in
the respective samples. However, it is necessary to normalise the read
counts in order to compare them between different datasets due to the
variations in the sample depth, sequencing artefacts and biases in mapping.
The two different methods of normalisation for multidimensional data are log2
normalisation and rlog transformation and these were both tested for the
current dataset. Both approaches were applied to the chicken PGC samples
F27 and F13. The differences found using these methods are shown in
Figure 4-2A and B. The rlog transformation method showed itself to be more
effective compared to log2 transformation in handling low count genes. The
lowly expressed genes are known to affect the outcome of various statistical
analyses (Bullard, et al., 2010). Therefore, the rlog transformation was
chosen as the method for normalising the existing dataset.
4.3.2.2. Sample Outlier detection.
The extreme values within a sample will have an impact on the accuracy of
the statistical analysis in any experiment. Various factors influence these
extreme values such as experimental artefacts, the bias in the read mapping,
and using samples from different genetic backgrounds. Some datasets I am
using were downloaded from the public domain. Thus, best practice is to
identify the outlier samples in the dataset. The DESEQ2 package identifies
outliers by the Cook’s distance, which is the influence applied by each data
point on the expected outcome. The higher the Cook's distance (3 times
higher), the higher extreme values and affect the statistical result. Using a
high number of replicates helps to overcome the influence of these outliers.
Figure 4-2C shows the box plot of sample-wise Cook’s distances. The
boxplot elucidated that the samples ESC, DF1, GC and CEF have a slightly
higher value than the other samples. The higher values in these samples
may be due to the lack of replicates or a genetically distinct heritage.
However, in this analysis, the Cook’s distance for these samples is not
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significant enough to impact the overall variability and each grouping has
many samples which minimise the influence of the outliers on the analysis.
4.3.2.3. Sample clustering
The clustering of the samples is another quality control of the data by an
accounting of similarities and dissimilarities of the complete transcriptome
profile of individual samples. Clustering of samples is an alternative way to
identify the sample outlier in the current data set. In this analysis, two
methods of sample clustering were implemented, first was a principal
component analysis and the second was a heat map of samples.
The PCA depicted two diverse groups, the one located at the bottom left
marked with the green shaded area is the group of ‘pluripotent’ samples and
contained the PGC samples (Figure 4-3). Within the pluripotent group,
though they exhibit similar molecular properties, all three types of pluripotent
cells diverged from each other. The second major group contained the nonpluripotent samples and is identified with a grey colour shaded area and can
be further classified into two sub-groups. The blue colour dotted subgroup
includes the different disparate chicken cell lines such as DT40, DF1, CEF
and GC samples. Whereas, the red colour dotted circle comprises the pool of
Vantress tissue samples. These two grouping suggests that the RNA
transcriptome differs between cell lines and tissues although some of this
difference could be due to a difference in genetic background between the
two groupings.
The heatmap of sample-to-sample distance was constructed by the
‘heatmap2’ function in the DESEQ2 package (Figure 4-4). The sample-tosample distances calculated based on the overview of similarities and
dissimilarity between the samples. The heatmap generated an equivalent
clustering of samples as the PCA. The biological replicates of the individual
tissue datasets clustered together confirm that they had maximum similarity
amongst themselves. This plot, along with the PCA plot, noticeably
demonstrates the PGC samples reveal similar molecular properties as the
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pluripotent cell types as they are closely clustered to the EGKX and ESC
samples.
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Figure 4-2: Data normalisation and outliers. Example of data normalisation using (A) the familiar log2 normalisation, (B) rlog transformation in the
DESEQ2 package. The rlog transformation shows a reduced number of low count genes as compared with the log transformation. C. Boxplot displaying
the outlier samples in the current dataset based on Cook’s distance. The samples without any replicates show a higher Cook’s distance than other
samples;
however,
these
values
are
not
significant
enough
to
influence
variability.
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of

Figure 4-3: PCA plot showing the clustering
pluripotent and non-pluripotent cells. PCA
plot constructed on the basis of complete
transcriptome profiles of pluripotent and nonpluripotent cell types. The plot shows the
granulocytes, CEF and DF1 are highly
divergent cell lines among all other cells.
Chicken pluripotent cells are set apart from all
other cells and tissues and contain the PGC
samples.
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Figure 4-4: Heatmap showing the
clustering of pluripotent and nonpluripotent
cells.
Heatmap
constructed on the basis of samplesample distance matrix which infers
clustering of triplicates samples
together. All the PGC samples
cluster together and they are closely
related with the other pluripotent
cells (shown in orange), which
confirms the PGCs exhibits similar
molecular characteristics as that of
pluripotent cells.
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4.3.2.4. Pairwise comparison of expression profiles
The linear correlation between the samples was determined by calculating
Pearson’s correlation coefficient based on the expression values (Table 8-2
and Table 8-3). The predicted coefficient values show the strongest
correlation within cell types as is anticipated and values range from 0.90 to
0.994. The Cranial Neural Crest and Thymus tissue samples recorded the
least and highest correlation values within each group, respectively. On the
other hand, variability was high across the groups. The correlation between
the cell types DF1 and GC was the least compared to all the different groups
(0.615).
In chicken PGCs, all the samples showed high similarities amongst
themselves (0.965 to 0.989), and they exhibited high correlation values with
the pluripotent cells EGKX (0.92-0.941). The correlation between chicken
PGCs and chicken ESCs was found to be in a range of 0.860-0.877 which is
equivalent to the correlation value that was found between human PGCs and
human ESCs (0.87) (Pashai, et al., 2012). The CEF, DF1 and GC samples
showed remarkable variability with all the other samples which support the
findings of the PCA and heatmap.
4.3.2.5. Group-wise classification of genes
Continuing from the results above, the pluripotency group was divided into
three subclasses: PGCs, EGKX, ESC, along with a non-pluripotent group.
The normalised read counts for each sample obtained from the DESeq2
package and the average expression values were calculated for each class.
An average of normalised expression value higher than 500 was considered
as the minimum gene expression value needed to be considered as a
‘positive’ expression in that particular group and gene expression values less
than 500 were taken as not being expressed. The number of genes present
in each class was plotted in a Venn diagram (Figure 4-5). A total of 766
genes had average normalised read counts higher than 500 in the PGC
group but were not expressed in any other groups. The non-pluripotent
groups contained the highest number of genes – 3,497, followed by 693 in
ESCs and 264 in EGKXs which were exclusive to each subclass.
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Interestingly, 490 genes were found to co-expressed in PGCs, EGKX and
ESC cells and were not expressed in non-pluripotent cell types. The
functional clustering analysis shows that these genes are primarily
associated with the regulation of transcription and cell division. Chicken
blastodermal cells are the primary source for the derivation of ESCs.
Potentially as a result of this, these two subgroups have a high number of
genes which were co-expressed (505) compared to the PGC-EGKX (250)
and the PGC-ESC (79) group. The PGC-non-pluripotent combination shows
the highest number of co-expressed genes (1,131) followed by PGC-ESC
(359) and PGC- EGKX (214). Finally, a total of 11,834 genes were coexpressed in all the samples.
Figure 4-5: Venn diagram
depicting transcripts which are
specific to each group. The
transcripts whose normalised
expression value is higher than
500
considered
as
they
expressed in particular cell types.
For instance, 766 transcripts
have
average
normalised
expression values higher than
500 in PGCs but not in other cell
types. Similarly, 490 transcripts
have expression values higher
than 500 in chicken PGCs,
chicken ESC and EGKX embryo
samples but not in nonpluripotent cells/tissues. These
are specific to pluripotent cell
types.

4.3.2.5.1. Genes expressed in chicken ESCs and PGCs
This analysis identified 79 genes expressed in both ESCs and PGCs of
chicken but not in non-pluripotent cells/tissues and EGKX cells. Within that
group, 61

transcripts are unannotated

and

thus their function

is

undetermined. The remaining genes are GNOT1, ALG13, SLC10A4, CBX2,
L3HYPDH,

TPCN3,

CCDC142,

ARHGEF39,

FAM136A,

SLC47A1,

PHOSPHO2, FJX1, WASF1, OVCA2, STK16, DYNLT1, ACYP1 and TMEM5.
These genes may play a role in regulating early development of the chicken
embryo or may be associated with the in vitro culture of pluripotent cells. The
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lack of replicates for chicken ES cells constrains the reliability of this
particular grouping. GNOT1 is interesting as it is expressed in the early
gastrulation stage and contributes to the formation of the primitive streak of
the chicken (Knezevic, et al., 1995).

Figure 4-6: MA plot and Volcano plot representing the differentially expressed genes between the
pluripotent ant non-pluripotent cell types. A. The red dots in the ma plot show pluripotent-specific genes,
green dots are germ cell- specific genes. B. Volcano plot shows the DEGs in both groups - green coloured
dots indicates FDR<0.001 and absolute log2foldchange >2.
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4.3.2.5.2. Genes expressed in chicken ESCs and EGKX cells

This group comprises of 505 genes and in which 136 genes with official gene
symbols were used for functional clustering in the David web tool (Huang, et
al., 2007; Huang, et al., 2007) . The functional enrichment shows genes for
developmental proteins - BMP4, WNT3A, WNT5B, GSC, FGF8, DBX2,
DRGX, FZD10, MSX1, VSX2, PITX2, and genes which regulate transcription;
FOXL2, WT1, TESC, CITED2, and WNT signalling pathway genes DKK1 and
SOX17. These genes are listed in Table 8-4. The expression of these genes
may reflect that the two ‘cell types’ may be at the epiblast stage of
development and not reflect naïve pluripotency.
4.3.3. Stem cell factors expressed in chicken pluripotent cells
In a subsequent analysis, to identify the differentially expressed genes
between the pluripotent and non-pluripotent cell/tissue types, a total of 80
samples were used to compare expression between the pluripotent (14
samples) and the non-pluripotent group (66 samples). The standard filtration
criteria of log2fold change >=|2| and adjusted p-value <= 0.05 was applied.
This analysis identified a total of 11865 genes differentially expressed
between these two groups. As this standard criterion leads to a massive
number of DEGs, it was essential to modify these measures to identify genes
with more highly divergent expression. The adjusted p-value was reduced to
0.001 and the average of normalised read counts between the groups was
applied to obtain potentially more highly restricted group-specific genes. The
details of the filtering criteria are given in Table 4-2. The differentially
expressed genes between pluripotent and non-pluripotent groups are
illustrated in the volcano plot (Figure 4-6B).
In this analysis, 189 and 1,886 genes were found to be expressed explicitly in
pluripotent and non-pluripotent tissues respectively. These pluripotencyspecific genes are highlighted in red colour in the MA plot (Figure 4-6A).
Interestingly, the Nanog gene proved to be a top expresser among the
pluripotent genes in chicken cells (blue dot in Ma plot). The pluripotency
factors OCT4, SOX3 and PRDM14, were identified as pluripotency-specific
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Figure 4-7: Barplot showing pluripotency genes expressed in chicken PGCs, ESCs and EGKX
cells. The plot represents the average normalised value for a gene in each group. The expression of
these genes in tissues and non-pluripotent cell types is low. The normalised values for each sample
obtained from Deseq2 package.

genes in this analysis which indicates the reliability of the other candidate
genes. The DNA methyltransferase DNMT3B was also identified and this
gene is not expressed in mammalian PGCs. The bar plot in Figure 4-7 shows
the top 20 pluripotent-specific genes expressed in chicken PGCs, ESCs and
EGKX cells.
An ingenuity pathway analysis (Kramer, et al., 2014) was carried out on
these two groups of genes. The analysis shows that genes involved in the
regulation of DNA transcription (p-value: 8.21e-3) and RNA binding proteins
(p-value: 2.34e-2) were enriched in the pluripotent cells. The candidate
genes which are specific to chicken pluripotent cells are listed in Table 8-4.
These candidate genes may have a role in maintaining pluripotency state,
establishing a network which regulates the differentiation into cell lineages,
and factors involved in reprogramming.
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Table 4-2: Filtration criteria for group specific genes
Values
Condition

Pluripotent
specific

Non-

Germ

pluripotent

cell-

specific

specific

Log2fold change

>=2

<=-2

>=2

Adjusted P value

<=0.05

<=0.05

<=0.05

Avg. normalised read count of group pluripotent

>500

<200

-

Avg. normalised read count of PGCs

>500

<200

>500

Avg. normalised read count of EGKX

>500

<200

-

Avg. normalised read count of group Non-pluripotent

<200

>500

<3000

<5

-

>10

-

-

>10

189

1886

176

Ratio of avg. normalised read count of PGC/EGKX
Ratio of avg. normalised read count of PGC/Non-pluri
Number of Genes

4.3.4. Transcriptome analysis of germ cells and non-germ cell lines and
tissues
In a continuation of the analysis of this dataset, the same dataset was
used to identify PGC specifically expressed genes. In this analysis, the
transcriptome of the 10 PGC samples was compared against the remaining
70 samples. However, the laid egg stage (EGKX) embryo contains
approximately 40-60 PGCs (Tsunekawa, et al., 2000). The presence of germ
cell-specific RNAs in these samples may lead to a rejection of PGC specific
genes. Thus, special attention was taken to identify the germ cell-specific
factors in the subsequent analysis. The cutoff of (<200) average normalised
read counts from the EGKX sample was excluded from filtering and the ratio
of average normalised read count of PGCs over EGKX sample higher than
ten was used instead.
The criteria to detect germ cell-specific factors is listed in Table 4-2. These
criteria lead to identifying the 179 genes which were anticipated to be germ
cell-specific genes, and these are listed in Table 4-3. For validation, genes
were selected on the basis of prior information on germ cell specificity from
other organisms to take into account both known mammalian germ cell
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factors and also novel, potentially avian specific, germ cell factors (Table
4-3). The region of transcripts which do not have overlapping protein-coding
sequences in the reference gene annotation (GalGal5) was considered as
non-coding RNA genes. The function of ncRNA genes in chicken PGCs or
mammalian PGCs is unknown. Figure 4-8 shows the expression of candidate
genes in the PGCs, EGKX and non-pluripotent samples from the RNA-seq
data. The normalised data values for these candidate genes in the nonpluripotent cell is negligible.
Table 4-3: The shortlisted candidate genes which shown expression only in avian
germ cells.
Gene Name

Chr

Start

End

Comments
Early PGC death; then recovers them from
male sterility, medaka loss of germ cells
novel
some early PGC death; male sterility meiosis
(piwi inter)
germ cell specific factor testes

DAZL

2

34360519

34362696

FDFT1

3

107816740

107816924

DDX4

Z

16929446

16929512

TUBA1B, TUBA1C

9

24033036

24033977

RNF17

1

179329580

179330324

MOV10L1

1

20105900

20106091

GTSF1

27

1212071

1212254

DMRTB1

8

24948175

24948786

GASZ

1

24658144

24658385

PNLDC1

3

45686835

45686860

mouse meiosis factor, male sterility
Mouse male meiosis sterility; no early
expression (piwi inter)
Mouse male meiosis sterility ; no early
expression (piwi inter)
Early expression in mouse PGCs, male
sterility meiosis
Mouse male meiosis sterility; no early
expression (piwi inter)
novel

GNG10

Z

66386557

66387462

novel

DDX43

3

81818797

81819754

Testes expression mammals

TDRD15

3

102733695

102733866

FKBP6

19

280128

280524

KCNH7

7

21044195

21044215

Adult testes
Ovary and testes, males sterile females
normal
novel

ST8SIA2

10

14510826

14510954

novel

TDRD5

8

6133262

6134620

Adult testes

SOX21

1

146388010

146388028

DMRT1

Z

25948640

25948673

novel
Mouse male meiosis sterility; early expression
mouse and chicken

The expression pattern of these candidate genes slightly differs from the heat
map based on the complete transcriptome profile. Both the protein-coding
and non-coding genes shown remarkable differences in their expression
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between the PGCs and the other tissues and cell types (Figure 4-9 and
Figure 4-10). The majority of these genes are located on the autosomal
chromosomes, and only two Z linked genes, DDX4 and DMRT1, were found
to be germ cell-specific. The DAZL and DDX4 are known germ cell factors
and emerged as the most highly expressed genes compared to the others.
These two genes are considered known germ cell-specific genes and were
used as positive controls when verifying the expression profiles in
comparison to the other samples.

Figure 4-8: Barplot showing the average expression of candidate genes which are
exclusive to the germ cell. A. protein-coding genes B. non-coding RNA genes. The
normalised gene expression values calculated from the DESeq2 package for chicken PGCs,
chicken laid egg stage, other cell types such as ESC, CEF, DT40, DF1 and 19 different
tissues have been used to identify these candidate genes. The average expression from
non-pluripotent cell types and tissues less than 500 and the ratio of avg. Genes with
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expression values between PGCs and EGKX higher than ten were used to shortlist these
genes.
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Figure 4-9: Heatmap of candidate germ cell-specific expressed genes. Heatmap is generated based on the normalised expression
values from the DESeq2 package. A total of 76 non-pluripotent samples (including different cell types and tissues with three replicates
each) compared with the nine PGC samples. As seen in this heatmap, these candidate genes cluster PGC samples together in
comparison with all others. The clustering of PGCs samples shows the unique molecular characteristics of PGCs
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Figure 4-10: The heatmap of candidate germ cell-specific expressed ncRNA genes.
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4.3.5. Validation of the germ cell exclusive expression
The results obtained from high throughput sequence analysis are always
debatable and it is obligatory to confirm the output of the analysis. The
validation of several select genes was carried out using both in-silico and by
molecular techniques.
4.3.5.1. Independent in-silico validation.
The ‘Evo-devo’ web resource (https://apps.kaessmannlab.org/evodevoapp/)
provides an analysis of the expression of genes in various tissues at a different
developmental time points in multiple organisms (Cardoso-Moreira, et al.,
2019). The web resource contains expression data for seven different species:
chicken, human, mouse, rat, rabbit, opossum and macaque. The seven tissue
samples used were brain, cerebellum, heart, kidney, liver, ovaries and testes of
different stages ranging from embryonic day ten to postnatal and adult stages.
Stages E10, E12, E14, P0, P7, P35, P70, P155 for the red jungle fowl chicken
breed were used. The data from this resource is useful for validation as this
data was generated by another research group and independent samples were
used for the analysis (Cardoso-Moreira, et al., 2019).
In the ‘Evo-Devo’ analysis, a comparison of the expression level of each gene in
different tissues of the chicken was made. The characteristics of germ cellspecific genes would be that they are solely expressed in the ovaries and testes
due to the presence of germ cells. The expression of DAZL was first examined
using this portal. Figure 4-11 confirms the expression of DAZL gene in only
testes and ovaries but not in any other tissues throughout the development
stages in the Evo Dev analysis. A similar expression profile was expected for
the remaining germ cell-specific cohort of genes. The genes DDX4, DDX43,
DMRT1, DMRTB1, FKBP6, MOV10L1, PNLDC1, RNF17, TUBA1B and TDRD5
show a similar expression pattern to that of the DAZL gene and confirms that
these genes were expressed only in the putative germ cells.
In contrast, Gametocyte specific factor 1 (GTSF1), GNG10, KCNH7 and
ST8SIA2 genes showed ubiquitous expression as they were expressed in brain,
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liver, kidney, heart and had low expression in the testis and ovaries. The genes
PNLDC1 and TDRD15 also had an expression in brain and liver samples,
respectively (Figure 4-12, Figure 4-13, Figure 4-14). The lncRNA genes were
not represented in this database.

Figure 4-11: Expression of the DAZL gene in chicken tissues at different developmental
stages. The plot shows expression of DAZL gene is limited to ovary and testis of chicken
throughout the developmental stage to the adult stage. The expression values are in count per
millions. (Source evo-devo)
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Figure 4-12: Expression of DDX4 (A,) DDX43 (B), DMRT1(C), DMRTB1(D), FKBP6(E) and
GTSF1(F) genes in chicken tissues at different developmental stages. The genes DDX4,
DDX43, DMRT1, DMRTB1, FKBP6 shows a similar expression pattern to that of the DAZL
gene. In contrast, Gametocyte specific factor 1 (GTSF1) gene shows ubiquitous expression.
The expression values are in count per millions. (Source evo-devo)

Figure 4-13: Expression of MOV10L1 (A,) PNLDC1 (B), RNF17(C), TUBA1B(D), TDRD5(E)
and TDRD15(F) genes in chicken tissues at different developmental stages. The genes
MOV10L1, PNLDC1, RNF17, TUBA1B and TDRD5, express only in testis and ovaries. The
genes PNLDC1 and TDRD15 shows expression in brain and liver samples respectively. The
expression values are in count per millions. (Source evo-devo)
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Figure 4-14: Expression of GNG10 (A,) KCNH7 (B), ST8SIA2(C) genes in chicken tissues
at different developmental stages. These genes are ubiquitous genes showing expression in
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brain, liver, kidney, heart and shows low expression in testis and ovaries. The expression
values are in count per millions. (Source evo-devo).

4.3.5.2. RT-PCR validation:
To further confirm the PGC-specific expression of these genes, I carried out an
RT-PCR analysis. Samples used for the study were cDNA from chicken
embryonic fibroblasts (CEF), Chicken embryo of day 6 (eD6) without
mesonephroi, chicken primordial germ cells (PGC) (Hy-line female sample);
Goose embryo of day 9 without gonad (GeD9) (equivalent to a day X chicken
embryo); genomic DNA sample from a female chicken (gDNA) used to check
genomic contamination; cDNA of chicken day 5 embryo containing the
mesonephroi as a positive control (eD5); chicken day six embryo without
reverse transcriptase enzyme eD6 (-RT). The RT-PCR analysis for a
housekeeping gene ‘GAPDH’ confirms the absence of genomic contamination
in samples (Figure 4-15). These cDNA samples were used for the verification of
the candidate genes.

Figure 4-15: RT-PCR analysis for housekeeping gene ‘GAPDH’ on the cDNA isolated from
different cell types and tissues. The expected band size for GAPDH primer in cDNA and
genomic DNA are 350 and 650 respectively.

I first performed an RT-PCR analysis for the known germ cell-specific markers
DAZL and DDX4. This analysis revealed expression only in PGC samples but
not in chicken embryonic fibroblasts or chicken day six embryo without
mesonephroi (Figure 4-16). The PCR results of the DAZL gene were
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reminiscent of the study by Rengaraj et al., (2010b) where expression of
chicken DAZL was detected in gonads but not observed in other tissues. The
expression pattern for these two germ cell-specific factors was used as a
positive control whilst validating the remaining 17 genes (Figure 4-17). The
genes DDX43, RNF17, DMRTB1, TDRD15, FKBP6, TDRD5, TUBA1B,
PNLDC1 and GASZ showed the expression exclusive to PGCs. In contrast, for
the genes, FDFT1, GNG10, GTSF1, and ST8SIA expression was detected in
either fibroblasts or day six embryos lacking the mesonephroi. This confirms the
in-silico analysis using the Evo Dev website. The primers for known germ cellspecific genes such as DMRT1, MOV10L1, and SOX21 failed to amplify a PCR
product.

Figure 4-16: The RT-PCR analysis of DAZL (A) and DDX4 (B) gene in chicken samples.
The expected product size for DAZL is 455bp and was found only in the PGC sample. Similarly,
only PGCs show the expression of the DDX4 gene whose product size is approximately 406bp.
These were sequenced to verify the PCR product.

4.3.5.3. Non-coding RNA genes
An RT-PCR analysis was carried out on the 15 shortlisted ncRNA genes on the
same cDNA samples. The details of the transcripts and primers are listed in
Table 2-5. Each transcript is given short abbreviations in the table. Of the 15
genes, eight genes were successfully amplified with the PCR conditions used
above and five of these genes were specifically expressed uniquely in the
PGCs (Figure 4-17). These genes were AC, AG, AI, AJ and AK. Genes AA, AE,
and AF were expressed in more than one tissue.
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Figure 4-17: The RT-PCR analysis of candidate germ cell-specific genes in chicken
samples. A. Protein. B. RT-PCR analysis performed for non-protein coding RNA genes in the
chicken samples. Genes AC, AG, AI, AJ and AK show expression solely in PGCs. All these
PGCs specific bands eluted and sequenced for the confirmation of the correct product.

To summarise, 19 protein-coding genes and 15 non-coding genes are validated
for germ cell specificity by the RT-PCR method. Of these, 11 protein-coding
genes and five non-coding genes are seen to be exclusively expressed in
chicken PGCs.
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4.3.5.4. Whole-mount in situ hybridisation to validate the spatial
expression pattern
To further validate the spatial expression of the candidate genes, I
performed whole-mount in situ hybridisation on seven protein-coding genes and
three non-coding genes. The synthesis of dig-labelled antisense probes is
described in the materials and methods section (2.5). The PGCs migrate from
the central EGK stage X epiblast and reach the prospective gonadal region at
55-65 hours of incubation (stage 17). For this reason, I used day three to day
four chicken embryos for this analysis (stage 23). A DAZL probe was used as a
positive control for the in situ hybridisations.
A whole-mount in situ hybridisation of DAZL shows germ cells lined up in the
forming genital tract (Figure 4-18). Obtaining a similar result for the ten
candidate genes would confirm their expression only in the PGCs (Figure 4-18).
The in situ hybridisation results for the genes DMRTB1 and GTSF1 indicate that
they are only expressed in the gonad at this developmental stage. The signal in
these embryos was much lower than for the Dazl probe. However, a gonadal
expression pattern was not seen when using the remaining eight probes.
Furthermore, specific staining was not detected elsewhere in the embryo.
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Figure 4-18: Whole-mount in-situ hybridisation for candidate germ cell-specific genes on
chicken embryos. Arrows indicate the PGCs in the gonad. Specific signal was detected in the
DAZL control and DMRTB1, and GTSF1. The arrows indicate the genital ridges with PGCs

.
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4.4.

Discussion

4.4.1. Heterogeneity in the dataset and sample clustering
Section 4.3.2 shows a comparison of the two dataset groups to identify the factors
expressed in chicken PGCs which are exclusive to pluripotent cells. The nonpluripotent group comprises of a wide range of cells and tissues data generated
from the Vantress line composed of 66 samples. On the other hand, the
pluripotent group encompasses of total 14 samples containing a combination of
PGCs, ESCs and pluripotent cells from laid eggs. Despite using diverse tissues
and cells in the dataset, this did not result in much the variability in either of the
groups as shown in Figure 4-2C.
The clustering of the samples shows noticeable differences between pluripotent
epiblast cells, pluripotent ESCs and unipotent PGCs; nonetheless, it establishes a
close relationship within the pluripotent cell group compared to non-pluripotent
cells. All the PGC samples grouped in the PCA plot while EGKX samples
clustered at a close proximity to the PGCs and ESC were shifted slightly upwards
to both. Surprisingly, CNCs were located nearer the pluripotent group, possibly
due to the multipotent characteristics of neural crest cells as they differentiate into
melanocytes, neurons and osteocytes (Calloni, et al., 2009; Ishii, et al., 2012).
This result confirms that PGCs have a pluripotency signature.
On the other hand, non-pluripotent cells and tissues are scattered in the PCA plot.
The cells lines have a distinct transcriptome profile in comparison with the tissue
samples. The primary fibroblast line CEF and its derivative, DF1 cells, are
neighbours to each other, and they reside at the top in the plot. The hematopoietic
cell-derived granulocyte is the other contrasting cell line which does not belong to
any of the clades in the cladogram. The absence of the biological replicates for
these cell lines restricted this analysis from comparison of individual cell type, for
example differential gene expression between PGC and CEF. DT40 cells;
lymphoblast cells derived from the bursa lymphoma (Winding and Berchtold,
2001) also cluster together and form a separate clade.
Furthermore, 19 different tissues with three replicates each from the Vantress
broiler line clustered together in a part of a large clade. However, each tissue
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grouped with its replicates indicating each tissue is distinct, with its transcriptome
profile varying with the other tissues. For instance, the liver tissue consists of
hepatic, and Kupffer cells, and blood vessels whereas brain tissues are made up
of subtypes of neurons and glial cells. These results show that different potency
classes such as non-pluripotent, unipotent, multipotent, and pluripotent cells
express a unique set of regulatory genes. Nonetheless, expression of pluripotency
factors in chicken PGCs clusters the PGC samples together with pluripotent cells
in the PCA plot (Figure 4-3).
4.4.2. Chicken PGCs express stem cell regulatory factors

4.4.2.1. Chicken pluripotent cells are discrete from adult stem cells
The tissues such as the brain and bone marrow contain adult stem cells which are
multipotent cells with the ability to form different cell types of an organ. For
instance, neural stem cells from the brain can differentiate into neurons and glial
cells (VG et al., 1999). Many of the chicken tissue samples used in this study
contain adult stem cells such as optic lobe, and cerebellum contains neural stem
cells, the bursa contains bursal stem cells, the liver contains mesenchymal stem
cells and cranial neural crest cells are a stem cell population. These adult stem
cells are distinct from the embryonic stem cells as adult stem cells are often
restricted in differentiation to specific cell lineages. However, the transcriptome of
tissue samples containing adult stem cells does not interfere with the comparison
with pluripotent cell types. The PCA plot shows the transcriptome profile of these
tissue samples distinct from the pluripotent cells, as these are not clustered
together. In section 4.3.3 it is evident that the expression of core pluripotency
factors NANOG, POU5F3 and SOX3 was not detected in these tissues. This could
be because the amount of adult stem cells present in these tissues is very low
(https://stemcells.nih.gov/info/basics/4.htm).
4.4.2.2. Known pluripotency genes identified in this analysis
Many studies revealed that the core pluripotency transcription factors such as
NANOG, OCT4, SOX2 regulate a pluripotency network in mammals (Chen and
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Daley, 2008; Chambers et al., 2007; Niwa, 2007). The role of controlling
pluripotency by these transcriptional factors is not unique to mammals. A few
studies showed that these core pluripotent genes Oct4 and Nanog are expressed
in chicken pluripotent cells (Jean, et al., 2012; Jean, et al., 2015; Lavial, et al.,
2007). My study not only endorses that these genes are expressed in chicken
pluripotent cells but also shows that these genes are expressed in chicken PGCs.
However, the expression levels of these genes were higher in chicken ESCs and
epiblast cells than in PGCs (Figure 4-7) suggesting that the expression level of
these genes could regulate a pluripotency fate.
Sox family genes are other crucial transcription factors required by pluripotent
cells to maintain pluripotency and also mediate differentiation and self-proliferation
(Abdelalim, et al., 2014). Nonetheless, Sox family member genes are varied in the
pluripotency factor of an organism. For instance, mouse and human pluripotent
cells express the Sox2 gene which involves maintaining pluripotency and
reprogramming. In contrast, chicken pluripotent cells express the SOX3 gene. It
has been reported that SOX1 and SOX3 share 80% sequence identity with SOX2
and they are functionally redundant and these substitutes as pluripotency factors
in the absence of SOX2 gene (Abdelalim, et al., 2014; Zhang, 2014).
A fourth gene in the core pluripotency network, the MYC gene, is low expressed in
chicken PGCs but is expressed in many other cell types including non-pluripotent
cells. Earlier studies report that the MYC gene is dispensable for maintaining
pluripotency, but it is required to enhance speed and efficacy of the
reprogramming process (Nakagawa, et al., 2007). The kruppel like factor 4
(KLF4), from a family of transcription factors containing a zinc finger domain is
essential to maintain pluripotency in mammals and is expressed in chicken ESCs
and epiblast cells in equal measure, but it is also low expressed in chicken PGCs.
However, KLF5 another member of the same family, is expressed in chicken ES
cells, PGCs and epiblast cells which is similar to that of the mouse as reported by
Parisi, et al. (2008). The inactivation of the KLF5 gene affects the differentiation of
ES cells and also downregulates the pluripotency genes (Long and Singla, 2013).
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LIN28A, an RNA binding protein which is highly expressed in the mammalian ES
cells (Parisi, et al., 2017; Peng, et al., 2010) and PGCs, was identified as having a
role regulating fertility (Childs, et al., 2012; Shinoda, et al., 2013). The chicken
pluripotent cells also express LIN28A; interestingly, the expression of LIN28A is
high in PGCs (nearly threefold) compared to chicken ESCs and blastoderm.
Whilst, the other LIN28 isoform, LIN28B, is ubiquitously expressed in all tissues.
In particular, PRDM14 is a crucial transcriptional factor exclusive to pluripotent
cells in some mammals. In mouse, expression of PRDM14 is limited to the
blastocyst, ESCs and PGCs, and is known to be involved in maintaining naive
pluripotency and germ cell fate (Nakaki and Saitou, 2014). In contrast, expression
of PRDM14 in human PGCs is low (Gkountela, et al., 2015). My findings support
the prior study which showed expression of PRDM14 in the epiblast of chicken
and determined its role in maintaining pluripotency (Glover, 2013). The functional
characterisation of PRDM14 in chicken development is described in Chapter 6.
The homeobox domain-containing gene Otx2 is required for the expression of the
Oct4 gene and vice versa in mouse ESCs. (Yang, et al., 2014). TFAP2C is an
additional transcriptional factor which is required to maintain naïve pluripotency in
human (Pastor, et al., 2018). Both OTX2 and TFAP2C have similar expression
pattern in chicken, being expressed higher in chicken ESC and blastodermal cells,
but, lower in PGCs.
4.4.2.3. Novel pluripotency genes identified in this analysis
The members of notochord homeobox genes such as NOT1 and NOT2 are
expressed in the early gastrulation stages of mammals and are responsible for the
formation of notochord (von Dassow, et al., 1993; Winzi, et al., 2011). The Not
orthologue of chicken GNOT1 is identified in the pre-gastrulation stage and is
known to be involved in the formation of the body axis (Knezevic, et al., 1995). My
analysis revealed the expression of the GNOT1 gene is limited to chicken PGCs
and ES cells. Whereas, its homologous gene GNOT2 is additionally expressed in
EGKX cells. GNOT2 is a DNA binding protein which regulates gene expression,
but the mechanism of action in pluripotent cells is unknown. TGIF2 is a member of
the TGF beta signalling pathway and a member of the TGIF homeobox family.
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Tgif1 is an integral part of the core pluripotency factors which inhibit the
expression of Oct4 and Nanog in mouse ESCs, and Tgif2 is functional redundant
of Tgif1 (Lee, et al., 2015). In chicken, the TGIF1 is ubiquitously expressed in most
of the tissues and cells, whereas TGIF2 is expressed only in the pluripotent cells
and possibly functionally similar to mouse Tgif1.
Grainy head-like factors GRHL1, GRHL2 and GRHL3, are transcriptional factors
with a unique DNA binding domain known to be involved in epithelial organ
development and wound healing in mammals (Wang and Samakovlis, 2012). The
full-length GRHL1 gene enriches the reprogramming efficiency in mouse ESCs
(Cieply, et al., 2016). This study shows the expression of GRHL1 is limited to
chicken pluripotent cells.
TBX6 is a member of the gene family sharing a phylogenetically conserved DNA
binding domain. This gene encodes for a transcription factor involved in the early
developmental process mainly in forming paraxial mesoderm structures (Chen, et
al., 2016). The other member of same family Tbx3 is required to maintain selfrenewal in mouse ES cells (Ivanova, et al., 2006). The transcriptome comparison
in chicken samples reveals that it is expressed only in chicken pluripotent cells.
Collectively, my study identified many novel stem cell factors in pluripotent cells of
chicken (Table 8-4). The mechanism of action of these genes is yet to be
discovered. A knockout analysis of these genes in PGCs would give further insight
into the function of these genes in pluripotency.
4.4.3. Germ cell factors expressed in chicken PGCs
4.4.3.1. Germ cell-specific genes
With the criteria mentioned in Table 4-2, I identified signature genes for
chicken PGCs. These genes include DAZL, DDX4, FKBP6, GTSF1, DMRT1,
DMRTB1, GASZ, and Tudor family member genes amongst others. These genes
are also reported in Jean, et al. (2015) where they compared microarray data of
chicken pluripotent cells PGCs, cBCs, ESCs and EGCs. The subset of genes
containing DAZL, DDX4, RNF17, MOV10L1, and TDRD1 is similar to the mouse
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spermatogonia-specific genes reported by Wang, et al. (2001). These genes can
be grouped into RNA binding proteins, piwi proteins, and transcription factors.
RNA binding proteins:
RBPs play a vital role in germ cell development, as they participate in
differentiation and self-renewal of germ cells. RNA binding proteins such as DAZL
and DDX4 are specifically expressed in chicken PGCs. Earlier studies have shown
expression of chicken DAZL is conserved throughout germ cell development and
differentiation (Rengaraj, et al., 2010). In humans, overexpression of DAZL
influences the formation of PGC like cells and gametes from pluripotent cells in
vitro (Kee, et al., 2009). The DAZL gene appeared as a highly expressed gene in
chicken PGCs (Figure 4-8A). This infers a higher level of expression of DAZL is a
prerequisite to maintain germ cell lineage. The function of the DAZL gene
diversified as it is involved in spermatogenesis; development of PGCs and
maintaining germ cell fate (Li, et al., 2016; Ruggiu, et al., 1997).
The vasa homologue gene DDX4 is one gene known to have a role in germ cell
development of mammals, Drosophila, and also in chicken. These results confirm
the exclusive expression of DDX4 gene in chicken PGCs. Similar to DAZL and
DDX4, expression has an impact on the conversion of ESCs to germ cells in
mammals (Clark, 2004; Hubner, 2003; Kee, et al., 2009). However, studies
encompass knocking out of these germ cell-specific factors in chicken PGCs may
reveal the significance of these genes in germ cell fate.
RNA metabolism and piRNA metabolic process:
The Tudor family genes are essential for germline integrity. The Tudor domaincontaining proteins govern various processes such as RNA-splicing, RNAipathways, small RNA pathways and chromatin modifications (Pek, et al., 2012).
This study shows the Tudor family gene members TDRD5, TDRD9 and TDRD15
showed expression only in PGCs (Table 8-5). RT-PCR analysis supports these
results as TDRD5 and TDRD15 expressed only in PGC samples.
The gametocyte specific factor GTSF1 is exclusively expressed in mouse PGCs
(Yoshimura, et al., 2009) and it is expressed only in the ovaries and testes of
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human, mouse and rabbit (evo-devo). In chicken, the expression of the GTSF1 in
PGCs is uncertain due to contrary results. The transcriptome analysis reveals that
gene GTSF1 is ubiquitously expressed in all tissues and cells. The web portal evodevo supports my findings, as this gene expressed in all the tissues of embryonic
stages later than E10. On the other hand, RT-PCR shows expression in chicken
fibroblast cells but not in the day six embryo (Figure 4-17). Lastly, the in situ
hybridisation confirms the spatial expression of the GTSF1 near the gonad
developing area at the stage HH23 (Figure 4-18), and there is no specific staining
in any other region in the developing embryo. Perhaps, the expression of GTSF1
gene is specific to germ cells in the early developmental stages and later
expressed in all the tissues.
A similar expression pattern was shown for the genes GASZ and FKBP6 which
are known to be involved in piRNA mediated metabolic pathways and these
results are comparable with that of mammals. The gene MOV10L1 is a testisspecific gene involved in silencing of retrotransposons in mammals (Frost, et al.,
2010). RNA-Seq data showed expression unique to chicken PGCs but failed to
amplify in all samples which maybe represents a failure of primers or an
alternative splicing event in these transcripts.
Finally, PNLDC1 (PARN Like, Ribonuclease Domain Containing 1) gene which is
expressed solely in chicken PGCs. This gene is expressed in mouse stem cells
and testis of human and mouse. It has been reported that PNLDC1 is required to
maintain multipotency and also has a role in processing the non-coding RNAs
(Anastasakis et al., 2016). Recent studies showed that Pnldc1 is pre-piRNA
trimmer protein in silkworms and mouse (Izumi, et al., 2016; Nishimura, et al.,
2018). Mutation in this gene cause defects in meiotic and post-meiotic stages,
leading to male infertility in mouse (Nishimura, et al., 2018; Zhang, et al., 2017).

Transcriptional regulation:
Another promising transcription factor gene is DMRT1 which acts as a switch to
decide whether to undergo mitosis or meiosis in mouse male germ cells. Many
studies have shown that DMRT1 is expressed in germ cells and Sertoli cells of
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mammals. In chicken, the expression of the DMRT1 gene is limited to PGCs, but,
its primers failed to amplify any of the tested samples. In zebrafish, the rnf17 gene
is a gem cell nuage (Pan, 2005), and it is involved in spermatogenesis and shows
a faint band only in chicken PGC samples but not in others. Finally, the member of
the SRY family gene SRY-box 21 (SOX21) failed to amplify with the current PCR
parameters.
Apart from these genes, TUBA1B, a tubulin gene has shown germ cell-specific
expression in chicken. Earlier studies reported tubulin2b has testis-specific
expression in Drosophila (Michiels, et al., 1991) which regulates mRNA
expression during the spermatogenesis (Michiels, et al., 1993).

4.4.3.2. Novel germ cell-specific genes
The member of the DEAD-box helicase gene DDX43 was first discovered in
human tumour cells (Martelange, et al., 2000) and is highly expressed in tumour
samples. My study shows germ cell-specific expression in the chicken.
Additionally, this gene also appeared in germ cell-specific genes list in Jean et al.
However, the function of DDX43 in chicken PGCs is not known. The RT-PCR
gave two different products in the PGC sample (Figure 4-17). The sequencing of
these two products confirms both products belonged to the DDX43 gene.
The DMRTB1, a gene belonging to a family of DMRT confirms germ cells showed
specific expression in both PCR (Figure 4-17) and in situ hybridisation analysis
(Figure 4-18). The expression of DMRTB1 is limited to the adult testis of many
mammals, however, in chicken it is expressed in both ovary and testis (CardosoMoreira, et al., 2019) (Source: Evo-Devo).
In contrast, ST8SIA, farnesyl-diphosphate farnesyltransferase 1 (FDFT1), and G
protein subunit gamma 10 (GNG10) were not unique to PGCs as they also were
expressed in fibroblasts and day six embryos. However, the PGC sample showed
a brighter band compared to fibroblasts and day six embryos, possibly due to
higher expression in PGCs (Figure 4-17).
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Five ncRNA genes AC, AG, AI, AJ and AK, showed a germ cell-specific
expression pattern in the RT-PCR analysis. Genes AA, AE, and AF showed nonspecific expression and the remaining seven genes do not amplify using their
respective primers. The sequencing of the resulting band confirmed the
amplification of the desired product. However, antisense RNA probes for genes AI,
AG and AJ used for in situ hybridisation showed no germ cell-specific staining.
The sequence-based homology search against the mammalian genome for all 15
ncRNA genes yield no hits. However, based on RNA-seq data these genes are
expressed highly in PGCs, and some are unique to PGCs. Further investigation is
required to understand the role of these ncRNA genes in germ cell development.
4.4.4. A chicken pluripotency signature
Chicken pluripotent ES cells are derived from the blastoderm and were shown to
have the capability of self-renewal and also to give rise to various cell lineages.
Several studies demonstrated that pluripotent cells have a specific set of
transcription factors which assist pluripotent cells to self-renew, maintain
pluripotency and to differentiate into different cell lineages (Chen and Daley, 2008;
Jean, et al., 2015; Li and Belmonte, 2017). In the chicken, blastodermal cells and
embryonic stem cells express pluripotent marker genes. It was hypothesized that
chicken PGCs would also express the pluripotent signature genes by which they
attain pluripotency characteristics after the fusion of the gametes. My study
determined the pluripotent signature genes expressed in chicken pluripotent cells
and that these genes are comparable with those of mammalian pluripotency
factors.
My study compared the expression profile of various tissues and cell types and
identified 190 genes predicted in chicken pluripotency cells. Not surprisingly, same
core pluripotency genes expressed in the PGCs, ESCs and epiblast cells. The
enriched genes are NANOG, POU5F3, PRDM14, SOX3, GNOT2, DNMT3B,
LIN28A, OTX2, KLF5, TFAP2C, TGIF2, SNAI1, CAMK1, FOXM1. The subset of
genes correlates with the outcome of the microarray analysis of pluripotent cells
reported by Jean et al., (2015).
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To sum up, well-known mammalian core pluripotent signature genes such as
Nanog and Oct4 are conserved across vertebrates as they expressed in chicken
pluripotent cells. However, the SRY family genes differ in mammals and birds.
Apart from these core circuitry genes, mammals and birds share many common
regulatory factors which are likely to aid cells in maintaining pluripotency. This
study reveals many known and novel candidate genes which may have a role in
retaining pluripotency in chicken. These candidate genes need to be investigated
further to verify their influence and mechanism of action in regulating pluripotency.
This study affirmed the initial hypothesis of the likelihood of PGCs expressing the
stem cell factors, however, regulatory elements for activating pluripotency
characteristics in chicken PGCs is unclear. These findings raise the possibility that
the expression level of core pluripotency factors, epigenetic mechanisms and
germ cell-specific factors govern the pluripotency fate of PGCs.
4.4.5. Germ cell hallmark genes in chicken PGCs
In addition to stem cell signature genes, chicken PGCs exclusively expressed
genes which are involved in germ cell development, gametogenesis and
maintaining the germ cell lineage. In this study, I focused on identifying candidate
genes that are representative of chicken PGCs by comparing the transcriptome of
chicken PGCs and other tissues.
As a result, a total of 179 genes were identified, containing the predominant germ
cell markers DAZL and DDX4 which are expressed exclusively in chicken PGCs.
Additional noteworthy genes are DMRT1, DMRTB1, GTSF1, GASZ, MOV10L1,
TDRD5, FKBP6, TUBA1B and TDRD15 which are expressed only in chicken germ
cells, and their knockout shows either loss of germ cells or failure in
gametogenesis in various species (section 4.1.2). This study illustrates the
expression of these genes limited to chicken PGCs.
Novel PGC candidate genes like DDX43, PNLDC1, KCNH7, RNF17 and GNG10
were also shown to be uniquely expressed in PGCs. Five ncRNA genes AC, AG,
AI, AJ and AK, were shown to be specific to chicken PGCs.
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Together all these genes could constitute the germ cell factors essential to
maintaining PGC development, the fertility of an organism, undergoing both
meiosis and mitosis and the self-renewal property of germ cells. These PGC
specific hallmark genes separate PGCs from the undifferentiated pluripotent cells
or blastodermal cells. Further characterisation and functional studies of these
genes drive the prospects of generating PGC-like cells from pluripotent cells and
therefore the in vitro derivation of gametes.
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Chapter 5. Cross-species comparison of the transcriptomes of
chicken and goose PGCs to identify conserved expression modules
5.1.

Introduction

In birds, germ cells are the earliest lineage-specific cells to be formed and
are first located in the central pellucida area in the early avian blastoderm. It
is estimated that 50 PGCs are located at the avian blastoderm stage of the
laid egg (Tsunekawa, et al., 2000). It is hypothesised, but not proven, that
pre-defined maternal germplasm is responsible for the specification of PGCs
in birds (Petitte, et al., 1997). Expression of the vasa gene, DDX4, was used
to identify PGCs in blastoderm stage embryos of chicken, zebra finch and
other bird species (Tsunekawa, et al., 2000). In mammals, PGCs are first
found near the yolk sac and migrate via the midgut followed by the hindgut to
reach the genital ridges. In contrast to this mode of migration, avian PGCs
migrate through the vascular system to reach the genital ridges. This eases
the isolation of PGCs from birds as the circulatory blood before stage HH17
contains PGCs. The early blastoderm and embryonic gonads from day four
onwards are additional tissues that can be used for isolating avian PGCs
(Figure 5-1) (Chojnacka-Puchta, et al., 2012; Nakamura, et al., 2013).

Figure 5-1: Deriving PGCs from the developing chicken embryo. PGCs can be derived
from three different stages. A. PGCs can be obtained from collecting the blastoderm at
stage EGKX. At this stage, PGCs are located at the centre of the disc. B. PGCs migrate
towards the genital ridges through the circulatory system by stage HH17. PGCs can be
collected at this stage by aspiring blood. C. At embryonic day eight, PGCs can be obtained
by dissociating the embryo.
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The characterization of PGCs in many bird species has become relevant for
conservation biology (Liu, et al., 2017; Nakamura, 2016; Nandi, et al., 2016).
The development of cell culturing techniques advanced the in vitro
propagation of chicken PGCs and new gene-editing tools to manipulate
PGCs empowered the process of generating transgenic and gene-edited
birds (Chojnacka-Puchta, et al., 2012). Due to the huge importance of
chicken in agriculture as well as in research, studies focused on
characterizing and manipulating PGCs for various commercial applications
such as the production of therapeutic proteins and vaccines (Farzaneh, et
al., 2017; Lillico, et al., 2005). Taken together, the application of PGCs in
producing transgenic birds has been a commonly used method for two
decades.
Many studies have shown the successful cross-species transplantation of
germ cells by injecting the PGCs from one bird species to another bird
species. Reynaud (1976) first showed the colonization of injected turkey
PGCs in the gonads of chicken embryos and raised the possibility of forming
functional gametes in host birds. It has been three decades now since the
first-ever study showed the isolation, manipulation and reinjection of quail
PGCs in chicken (Wentworth, et al., 1989). Han’s laboratory demonstrated
that male pheasant PGCs can form functional gametes in chicken hosts and
produce pheasant offspring (Kang, et al., 2008; Kang, et al., 2009). Both
Wernery and Etches showed that male chicken PGCs can form functional
gametes in duck and guinea fowl, respectively (Liu, et al., 2012; Van de
Lavoir, et al., 2012). Culturing of PGCs from other bird species would enable
this area of research (Chen, et al., 2019).
Mouse PGCs can be propagated for a limited period on STO feeder cells,
supplemented with stem cell factor (SCF) and basic fibroblast growth factors
(Dolci, et al., 1991; Felici, 1983; Matsui, et al., 1991). Similarly, chicken cells
were cultured for a long term in a plate containing feeder cells by supplying
with fetal calf serum, chicken serum, human recombinant FGF, and human
SCF (Van de Lavoir, et al., 2006). The long-term in vitro propagation of
chicken PGCs maintained germ cell characteristics and the cells were
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germline competent. Later, Whyte, et al. (2015) developed a serum-free
minimal media composition for the in vitro propagation of chicken PGCs,
using a redefined media containing the growth factors FGF2, Insulin and
Activin A. This study from the McGrew group showed that the chicken PGCs
can be grown in media containing both Activin, BMP4 and ovotransferrin
(FABOT) or either of these two alone (FAOT/FBOT) (Whyte, et al., 2015)
(Figure 5-2). Chicken PGCs were cultured in this defined media composition
for the long term, i.e. over several years. Nonetheless, the long-term
propagation and manipulation of PGCs from other birds have not been
successful (Chen, et al., 2019; Cooper, et al., 2018). To date, the culturing of
PGCs for a long term has been achieved for only a single bird species, the
chicken.

Figure 5-2: Chicken primordial germ cell self-renewal in vitro. The self-renewal of
chicken PGCs in culture is mediated by the growth factors FGF2, Insulin, and Activin or
BMP4 (Source: Whyte et al., 2015).
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5.1.1. PGC culture from other avian species
Using similar methods to the in vitro culturing of chicken PGCs, studies have
shown the short-term culturing of PGCs from the quail. Quail gonadal PGCs
were isolated and cultured in a medium containing chicken sera, fetal bovine
serum, bFGF, murine LIF, human stem cell factors and human insulin-like
growth factors for a period of 10-20 days (Kim, et al., 2005; Park, et al.,
2007). Recently, quail PGCs obtained from circulatory blood and gonads
were reported to be cultured for 50 days in a modified serum-containing
medium on feeder cell coated plates (Yakhkeshi, et al., 2018). Similarly, a
recent study has shown that the duck PGCs from blood and gonads were
cultured in the defined serum-free medium developed by Whyte, et al. (2015)
for a short period (Chen, et al., 2019). Gonadal duck PGCs stopped
proliferating after a week in culture. However, circulatory duck PGCs were
propagated in vitro for 50 days then stopped proliferation. In contrast to these
results, chicken PGCs (circulatory and gonadal) in this defined medium were
cultured for more than 250 days (Chen, et al., 2019). Collectively, from these
studies, I hypothesized that in vitro culture of avian PGCs was evolutionarily
diverse and the self-renewal properties will vary from species to species. In
this chapter, I aimed to culture the PGCs from goose species using a
modified serum-free medium for long-term in vitro propagation.
5.1.2. The transcriptome of avian PGCs
To date, chicken PGCs have been cultured for a long duration in vitro.
Various groups have studied the transcriptome of cultured chicken PGCs
either by RNA-seq or microarray analysis. Jean, et al. (2015) compared the
transcriptome of chicken PGCs with chicken pluripotent and blastodermal
cells to identify germ cell and pluripotency signature genes. The RNA-seq
analysis of chicken male PGCs revealed that the carbohydrate and lipid
metabolism-related genes are enriched compared to ESCs and SSCs (Lian,
et al., 2015; Zhang, et al., 2015; Zuo, et al., 2015). The transcriptome of male
PGCs is enriched with genes which are involved in the retinoic acid
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metabolism pathway and JAK/STAT signalling (Zhang, et al., 2015; Zuo, et
al., 2015).
Microarray-based transcriptome comparison between cultured chicken PGCs
and CEFs identified 201 genes expressed exclusively in PGCs which are
involved in 106 signalling and metabolic pathways (Rengaraj, et al., 2012). In
another study, 261 transcripts were expressed higher in PGCs and seven
hypomethylated and five hypermethylated regions were identified in PGCs
compared to CEFs. Moreover, RNA-Seq data of broiler chicken PGCs from
four males and six females were generated in this thesis and identified
65,823 transcripts that are differentially expressed. (Chapter 3).
Altogether, these studies have identified some signalling pathways active in
chicken PGCs. However, there were no studies reporting the commonalities
and differences between the transcriptome of chicken PGCs and PGCs from
other avian species which would help efforts to culture PGCs from additional
bird species. With work described in this chapter, I aimed to generate
transcriptome data of cultured goose PGCs and identify the conserved gene
expression modules shared between goose and chicken PGCs.
5.1.3. Conserved gene expression in avian PGCs
Chicken PGCs express both germ cell-specific genes, DAZL, DDX4, PIWIL1,
DND1, GTSF1 and pluripotent signature genes such as NANOG, POUV,
SOX2, KLF4, and PRDM14 (Glover, 2013; Jean, et al., 2015; Macdonald, et
al., 2010; Rengaraj, et al., 2012; Whyte, et al., 2015). QRT-PCR analysis of
quail PGCs showed the expression of DAZL, VASA, PRDM14, NANOG, and
SOX2 and that these genes were not expressed in RNA from control quail
embryonic fibroblasts cells (QEFs) (Yakhkeshi, et al., 2018). Similarly, a
characterisation of gonadal PGCs obtained from three different varieties of
duck shared a similar expression pattern with chicken gonadal PGCs. The
expression of DAZL, DDX4, OCT4, SOX2, NANOG, PRDM14 and PRDM1
was observed in the PGCs whereas no expression was found in the
corresponding fibroblast cells (Chen, et al., 2019). Nevertheless, the
expression of these genes gradually decreased during culture for the duck
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PGCs but not for chicken PGCs. Furthermore, a previous study from the
McGrew group has confirmed the expression of genes DAZL, DDX4 and
PRDM14 in goose PGCs (Chen, 2017).
These previous studies illustrated that chicken and quail PGCs share a
similar expression pattern for the germ cell-specific and pluripotent cellspecific genes. Nonetheless, chicken PGCs can be cultured in vitro for long
term whereas PGCs from other bird species have not been cultured for long
term. Hence, I hypothesize that avian PGCs exhibit different molecular
networks which regulate PGC self-renewal. In this chapter, using a novel
culture medium, I described the culture of non-chicken PGCs for long periods
in vitro to study the gene expression for goose PGCs to determine how
genetic regulatory networks differ between these species.
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5.2.

Aims

The aims of this study are
➢ The derivation and in vitro culturing of PGCs from the goose.
➢ Generation of RNA-seq data for the goose PGCs
➢ Identification of conserved gene regulatory pathways in chicken and
goose PGCs
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5.3.

Results

5.3.1. Derivation of goose PGCs
Eggs from the domestic goose breed (‘Emden Goose’) were incubated at
37°C for 72 hours to reach a stage equivalent to HH16. 2µl of blood was
collected from the dorsal aorta of the embryo. The collected blood was
transferred to a well in a 48 well plate containing the PGC medium
composed of 1x B27 supplement, FGF1 and FGF2, IGF1, BMP4, retinol,
cholesterol, and 0.075mM calcium along with the penicillin-streptomycin
(P/S) to avoid bacterial contamination. The detailed goose medium
composition and cell culturing protocols are given in the Material and
Methods (Table 2-1). After 4 weeks of cell culture in the 48 well plate, the
cells were counted using a hemocytometer and transferred to a 24 well plate.
A cell count above 50,000 was considered successful derivation. Figure 5-3
shows goose PGCs in culture medium at 20X magnification. Overall, a
derivation rate of 70.5% was observed using blood cultured from goose
embryos (from 17 fertile eggs, 12 PGC cultures were established).

Figure 5-3: In vitro expansion of Goose PGCs in a medium containing BMP4. Goose
PGCs were successfully derived from stage HH16 and cultured in the defined medium for
more than three months. The goose PGCs had a round morphology and were larger in size
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than blood cells. The proliferation rate of goose PGCs in vitro is slower than that of chicken
PGCs. This image was taken at 20x magnification.

The proliferation rate of goose PGCs in vitro
Goose PGCs were successfully cultured in vitro in a serum-free basal
medium containing BMP4. However, it was observed that the proliferation
rate of goose PGCs was lower compared to that of the chicken PGCs grown
in FAOT medium. To measure the proliferation rate of goose PGCs, I
cultured male and female goose PGCs (approximately 200 PGCs) in goose
medium for a period of 20 days. These PGC cultures were fed once every
three days. A total count of cells after 20 days of culture was determined by
hemocytometer. The number of male PGCs was significantly higher than the
female PGCs (P-value of 0.0048). The doubling times for the female and
male PGCs was 2.1 and 1.7 days respectively (Figure 5-4).

Figure 5-4: The doubling time of male and female goose PGCs. The growth rate curve
for goose PGCs was carried out by culturing approximately 200 PGCs in goose medium.
The cells were counted by haemocytometer after culturing for 20 days. (A). Cell count shows
the significantly reduced number of PGCs in female cell culture compared to male cells. (B).
The graph shows the doubling time calculated on the basis of the initial and final population
of PGCs over 20 days of culturing. The doubling time for the male PGCs is significantly
lower than that of female PGCs (P-value 0.042). This experiment was repeated three times
with one male and one female cell line. Error bars represents standard error of the mean
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5.3.2. Optimising media composition for the growth of goose PGCs
The proliferation rate of goose PGCs in this defined medium is slower than
that for chicken PGCs (doubling time 1.501) (Whyte, et al., 2015). In a further
study, I aimed to optimise the media composition to improve the proliferation
rate of goose PGCs. The media composition for the goose PGC culture is
listed in section (Table 2-1). A previous study showed that the goose PGCs
grew better in a 0.15mM concentration of CaCl2 than 0.3mM concentration
(Chen, 2017). Normal calcium concentration in cell culture medium is 1.8 mM
as is 0.15 mM in PGC medium. Goose PGCs still tended to form clumps at a
0.15mM concentration of CaCl2. In subsequent culture experiments, I used a
concentration of 0.075 mM CaCl2 in a culture medium to avoid cell-cell
adherence.
Effect of Activin A on goose PGCs
Chicken PGCs can be cultured in the presence of either Activin (FAOT) or
BMP4 (FBOT) alone or in the presence of both growth factors (FABOT). I
hypothesize that goose PGCs would exhibit similar growth factor
characteristics as chicken PGCs. In order to determine the effect of Activin
on goose PGC culture, I performed a proliferation experiment on goose
PGCs with or without Activin A. In this experiment, I cultured in both normal
B27 and B27 without antioxidant and also in two types of culture plate,
adherent and non-adherent plates. An initial population of 200 cells were
grown for 10 days and the final cell count was measured by haemocytometer
(Figure 5-5). I found that goose PGCs did not grow in a medium containing
additional Activin (p-value for GM (-AO) compared with GM (-AO)+Activin is
0.019, and for GM (+AO) compared with GM (+AO) +Activin is 0.027, and for
GM (-AO) compared with GM (+AO) is 0.047). Surprisingly, goose PGCs did
not proliferate in a non-adherent tissue culture plate (P-value; 0.009). Finally,
this analysis confirmed that goose PGCs proliferated faster in the absence of
antioxidants.
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Figure 5-5: Impact of Activin on goose PGC proliferation. Goose PGCs (200) were
cultured with or without the presence of Activin A in the medium for 10 days. This
experiment was carried out in two types of tissue culture plates, non- adherent and normal
coated TC plates to test the role of adherence in promoting cell proliferation. GM (-AO):
Goose medium prepared with B27 without antioxidant without retinol; GM(-AO)+Activin:
Goose medium prepared with B27 without antioxidant with Activin; GM(B27): Goose medium
prepared with B27 without Activin; GM(B27)+Activin: Goose medium prepared with B27 with
Activin. PGCs were counted by haemocytometer after successful culturing. This experiment
was carried out with the same cell line for three replicates. Error bars represent standard
error of the mean

Impact of antioxidant and retinol (Vitamin A) on goose PGC culture
The goose B27 medium contains antioxidants and additional retinol (Vitamin
A). To investigate the role of retinol on goose PGC culture, a similar
approach as that of deriving proliferation rate was used. Approximately, 200
PGCs were used to the culture in a Goose media based on two types of B27.
First, the goose media (GM) was prepared with the normal B27 with retinol
(GM(B27)+Ret) or without retinol (GM(B27)-Ret). Second, goose media with
B27 without any antioxidants with (GM(-AO)+Ret) and without retinol (GM(-
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AO)-Ret) was prepared. Goose PGCs (200) were grown in these media
compositions for a period of 10 days and cells were fed every two days. The
cells were counted using a haemocytometer after 10 days. The cells grew
better in the media with B27 without antioxidants compared to cells grown in
normal B27 (P-value; 0.0183). Also, cells proliferated faster in the goose
media without retinol, with the p-value of 0.009 for GM(-AO) and GM(AO)+Ret, and P-value 0.0027 for GM(B27) and GM(B27)+Ret (Figure 5-6).

Figure 5-6: Impact of retinol on goose PGC culture. Approximately 200 goose PGCs
were cultured for a period of 10 days in media composition GM (-AO): Goose medium
prepared by B27 without antioxidant without retinol; GM(-AO)+Ret: Goose medium prepared
by B27 without antioxidant with retinol; GM(B27): Goose medium prepared by B27 without
retinol; GM(B27)+Ret: Goose medium prepared with B27 with retinol. This experiment was
carried out with the one cell line (male) and for three replicates. Error bars represent
standard error of the mean

Influence of cholesterol on goose PGC culture.
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Eukaryote plasma membranes contain lipids, sterols and sphingolipids.
Addition of cholesterol supports the growth of many mammalian cell lines (Xu
et al., 2005). The current goose medium contains cholesterol (25μg/ml). In
order to determine the necessity of cholesterol in the culture media, I
performed a proliferation experiment with and without cholesterol in B27 and
B27 without antioxidants (B27-AO). This analysis showed that the goose
PGCs require cholesterol for increased propagation in vitro (Figure 5-7).

Figure 5-7: Impact of cholesterol on goose PGC culture. Approximately 200 goose
PGCs were cultured for a period of 10 days in media composition GM (-AO)- cholesterol:
Goose medium prepared by B27 without antioxidant without cholesterol; GM(AO)+cholesterol: Goose medium prepared by B27 without antioxidant with half volume of
cholesterol; GM(B27)- cholesterol: Goose medium prepared by B27 without cholesterol;
GM(B27)+cholesterol: Goose medium prepared with B27 with half volume of cholesterol.
This experiment was carried out with the one cell line (male) and for three replicates. Error
bars represent standard error of the mean

Comparing the effect of Human IGF and Turkey IGF on goose PGC
culture
The current medium for goose PGCs contains high levels of insulin and also
contains human Insulin-like Growth Factor 1(IGF1) at a concentration of 50
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μg/ml. Both IGF1 and insulin binds to receptor IGF1R and activates several
signalling pathways related to cell proliferation, differentiation, regeneration,
and growth. However, human IGF1 proteins share 83% homology with the
goose IGF1 proteins, and turkey IGF1 share 98% homology with the goose
IGF1 protein. To verify the effect of mammalian IGF1 on goose PGC culture,
I performed a comparative study of human and turkey IGF1 on goose PGC
growth rate in the absence of insulin. The outcome of the analysis reveals
that there is no significant (P-value; 0.11) difference in the proliferation rate
(Figure 5-8).

Figure 5-8: Comparing the effect of human and turkey Insulin-like growth factor (IGF)
on goose PGC culture. Goose PGCs were grown in media containing either human or
turkey IGFs for 20 days. Barplot shows that IGF from turkey does not have an effect on the
goose PGC culture, and a similar rate of cell propagation is observed for both IGF1 (P-value;
0.11). This experiment was repeated three times with the same cell line. Error bars
represent standard error of the mean

To sum up, the goose PGCs grew better in an adherent cell culture plate with
media lacking antioxidant, retinol and Activin, and in the presence of
0.075mM calcium, cholesterol (25μg/ml), ovotransferrin (50mg/ml), BMP4
(25μg/ml) and human IGF1. However, the goose cells grown in the original
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medium composition as listed in the Table 2-1 were used for the generation
RNA-seq data.

5.3.3. Generation of RNA-seq data and quality filtering
In total, five goose PGC lines including three male and two female cell lines
were grown for a period of three months in Goose medium. Cell pellets were
isolated every seven days. The cell pellets were collected in RNA later and
RNA isolated from these cell pellets as described in section 2.3.1. The total
RNA isolated from these PGC lines showed a clear and distinct band in the
gel-like image obtained from the Bioanalyzer report with the RIN value higher
than eight (Figure 5-9, Figure 8-3, Figure 8-4, Error! Reference source not
found. and Table 5-1). These RNA samples were sent for sequencing.
Table 5-1: Table listing the concentration and RIN values of the RNA isolated from the
goose PGCs.
Species

Goose

Sample
name

Nanodrop
(ng/ul)

Qubit
(ng/ul)

RIN value

GPR1M

159

113

8

GPR2M

120

72.8

8.4

GPR3F

123

103

8.9

GPR4F

52

35

8.7

GPR5M

199

133

8.9

The paired-end RNA sequencing data of read length 150 basepairs was
generated from these samples. The quality control of the RNA-seq data
showed contamination by adapter sequences. Thus, the sequencing data
were trimmed using Trimmomatic software. The trimmed reads were mapped
using HiSAT with the default parameters on draft goose genome (goose:
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GooseV1.0) and StringTie software used to build the transcriptome based on
the alignment.

Figure 5-9: Bioanalyzer gel-like image showing the quality of the total RNA from the
goose PGCs. Distinct ribosomal RNA bands 28S and 18S found for the total RNA isolated
from these samples indicate good quality intact RNA.

5.3.4. Comparing transcriptomes of chicken and goose PGCs
In this study, I aimed to compare the transcriptome of chicken and domestic
goose PGCs. To perform a cross-species comparison, it was essential to
establish the orthologues of chicken genes with the genes of the organism of
interest. To identify the orthologues for chicken genes, I performed a
reciprocal blast using protein sequences from chicken with the protein
sequences of goose. For the reciprocal blast, the e-value cut off of 1e-05
was used to filter the resultant hits and the gene with the highest percentage
of identity was taken into consideration as an orthologue for a given gene.
The protein sequences which did not give a hit in the reciprocal blast were
used to look for orthologues from the Ensembl database. Finally, to compare
the transcriptome of avian PGCs, the chicken genes without clear
orthologues in goose species were eliminated from the comparison to avoid
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misinterpretations. The number of reads mapped to a gene from individual
species

was

counted

using

featureCount

software

with

mapped

transcriptome data. The resultant gene count matrix was used to identify the
conserved and differential gene expression between the species. The
schematic outline of the data analysis process is represented in Figure 5-10.
The clustering of bird PGCs based on the global transcriptome profile
illustrates that the transcriptomes of the three birds PGCs are distinct (Figure
5-11, Figure 5-12). It must be noted that the goose PGCs were grown in
medium containing BMP4 whilst the chicken PGCs were grown in medium
containing Activin.

Figure 5-10: Flow chart of the data analysis pipeline
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5.3.5. Conserved gene regulatory mechanism between chicken and
goose PGCs
Unlike in mammals, PGC specification in birds occurs through the process
called preformation in which cells inherit maternal germplasm. I hypothesise
that the avian PGCs will possess conserved common gene regulatory
networks. A cross-species comparison of PGC transcriptomes helps to
identify the common genetic pathways which are expressed in these two bird
species. The gene-count matrix for orthologous genes was used in the
DESeq2 package to normalise read count. The DESeq2 R package
transforms the raw gene count data to a log2 scale and normalizes with
respect to library size. The average of rlog normalised read count higher than
500 was used as an optimum value for a gene to be considered as
expressed. The comparison unveils that a large number of (7,317) genes are
expressed in PGCs from both birds. A total of 675 genes are exclusive to
chicken and 1230 genes are expressed only in goose PGCs (Figure 5-13).
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Figure 5-11: PCA plot of the transcriptome of avian PGCs. PCA plot has been
constructed using the DESeq2 R package based on the global transcriptome profile of PGCs
of chicken and goose, chicken embryonic fibroblast and embryonic stem cells. This analysis
shows the distinct transcriptomic profiles of avian PGCs from different species. The gene
count matrix of chicken genes and their orthologs in goose was used in the analysis.
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Figure 5-12: Sample distance matrix showing the clustering of avian PGCs based on
the global transcriptome profile. Similar to the PCA plot, clustering of PGCs depicts that
chicken and goose PGCs are clustered distinctly.
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Figure 5-13: Comparison of the transcriptome of chicken and goose PGCs. The genes
were grouped based on the relative expression data of orthologous genes in these species.
The average expression value higher than 500 was considered as a gene expressed in that
species.

Germ cell-specific gene expression in avian PGCs
The transcriptome data from chicken PGCs generated in this study (Chapter
3) showed that the chicken PGCs express the germ cell-specific marker
DAZL and Chapter 4 confirms its expression is specific to germ cells. I
hypothesise that goose PGCs would also express the germ cell-specific
genes identified in chicken. To validate this hypothesis, first, I investigated
the in silico expression of germ cell-specific gene DAZL in goose PGCs. The
analysis reveals that DAZL is a highly expressed germ cell gene in goose
PGCs, also confirming that the cultured cells are germ cells (Figure 5-14).
Second, I looked for the expression of germ cell-specific genes which were
identified by comparing the chicken PGCs with the other tissues and the cell
line data (Chapter 4). Surprisingly, the germ cell-specific genes expressed in
goose PGCs and their expression level is comparable with that of chicken
PGCs (Figure 5-15). The expression of these genes in PGCs raises the
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possibility of the conserved expression pattern of germ cell-specific genes in
the avian PGCs.

Figure 5-14: Expression of DAZL gene in avian PGCs. The transcriptome data analysis
reveals that the germ cell-specific gene DAZL is expressed highly in avian PGCs. The
barplot represents the average of rlog normalised gene expression values obtained from the
DESeq2 package for the DAZL gene.

Expression of pluripotency genes in avian PGCs
The comparison of transcriptome data of chicken PGCs, pluripotent and nonpluripotent cells revealed that chicken PGCs express pluripotency genes
(Chapter 4). For instance, chicken PGCs express pluripotency gene
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PRDM14 (Chapter4 and 6). The expression pattern of PRDM14 in
mammalian PGCs is not conserved as mouse PGCs express PRDM14,
unlike human PGCs which do not express PRDM14. I hypothesised that
expression of PRDM14 would be conserved in birds (Chapter 6). My analysis
identifies the expression of PRDM14 in avian PGCs as it is expressed in
goose PGCs (Figure 5-16). Section 6.3.1.1 from Chapter 6 shows the more
detailed expression analysis for PRDM14 in birds.
Furthermore, I analysed the expression of other pluripotency-related genes
in the goose PGCs. Due to lack of complete genome annotation for the
goose, a subset of chicken genes does not have orthologs in goose, which
hinders the comprehensive cross-species analysis. However, this analysis
reveals that goose PGCs express the core pluripotency factors NANOG,
OCT4, LIN28, SOX21, PRDM14, SOX3, DNMT3B, KLF5, GRHL1 and VRTN
(Figure 5-18). To recapitulate, goose PGCs express both germ cell-specific
and pluripotency genes which is comparable to that of chicken PGCs.
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Figure 5-15: Expression of germ cell-specific genes in avian PGCs. The graph shows the relative gene expression for gem cell-specific genes in
chicken and goose PGCs. The average normalised expression values is obtained from the DESeq2 package. These expression values are normalised
to the total number of reads for all samples. The expression of and GASZ and RNF17 are highly expressed in goose PGCs and remaining genes are
expressed higher in chicken PGCs. However, gene KCNH7 is expressed only in chicken PGCs.
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Figure 5-16: Expression of PRDM14 gene in avian PGCs. The transcriptome data
analysis reveals that the pluripotent gene PRDM14 is expressed in avian PGCs. The barplot
represents the average of normalised gene expression values obtained from the DESeq2
package for the PRDM14 gene. Chicken PGCs recorded a higher relative expression value
compare to duck and goose PGCs.

5.3.6. TGF-β-signalling pathways are active in avian PGCs
A previous study has shown the expression of TGF-β signalling pathway
genes in the chicken PGCs which are requisite for their in vitro propagation
(Whyte, et al., 2015). In chicken PGCs, both Activin and BMP signalling
pathways are active. To explore the type of TGFβ signalling pathways that
are active in goose PGCs, I looked for the expression of TGFβ type I, II, and
III receptors in the transcriptome data. The transcriptome analysis depicts
that the members of type I, II and III receptors expressed in avian PGCs. In
addition, I also found that the FGF receptors FGFR1, FGFR2 and FGFR3,
insulin receptors IGF1R and IGF2R, and retinol receptor RARRES1 are
expressed in chicken and goose PGCs. However, due to incomplete
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reference genome assembly for the goose, a subset of chicken genes does
not have orthologs in goose species.
5.3.7. Differential gene expression between male and female goose
PGCs
The previous chapter (Chapter 3) showed the differentially expressed genes
between male and female chicken PGCs. In a continuation of this analysis to
understand the changes in the molecular network between male and female
PGCs, I compared the transcriptome of goose male and female PGCs. The
current dataset contains three male and two female PGCs libraries of the
goose. The differential expression study reveals that 271 genes are
expressed higher in male PGCs with log2fold change value higher than one
and adjusted p-value lower than 0.05 (Figure 5-17).
On the other hand, 120 genes are expressed higher in the female PGCs with
log2fold change value lower than -1 and adjusted p-value lower than 0.05.
Genes related to cell adhesion such as CD44, CDH11, CDH6, COL12A1,
CTGF, FLRT2, ITGA11, ITGA8, ITGB8, LAMA2, NRP1, POSTN, SPON2,
TGFBI, and THBS2, signal transduction related genes TGFB1, TGFB2, are
expressed relatively higher in female PGCs. The gene GAS2 which is
involved in the ovulation process, LGR5 which is involved in oocyte
differentiation, and SLIT2 involved in the ovulation cycle process is
expressed higher in female goose PGCs.
Species-specific gene expression
Section 5.3.6 showed that the chicken and goose PGCs are transcriptionally
diverse from each other. This is due to the species-specific gene expression.
In this study, I aimed to identify the genes which are specific to chicken and
goose PGCs. It must be noted that the chicken and goose PGCs were not
grown in the same culture medium. The orthologous genes and their raw
read counts between the chicken and goose PGCs lines and the genes
without orthologous were excluded from this analysis. A total of 13,023
genes and their raw read count matrix was used as an input file to the
DESeq2 R package. DESeq2 analysis reveals 805 and 1049 genes are
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expressed higher in chicken and goose PGCs, respectively, with the default
criteria (log2fold >abs(2) and Padj <0.05). These criteria were strengthened
further to identify species-specific expression. An average expression value
lower than 200 was considered as a gene that is not expressed and higher
than 500 was considered as the minimum expression value of a gene. The
average gene expression between 200 and 500 may lead to ambiguous
results so these genes were excluded. Using these criteria, 507 genes were
seen to be expressed exclusively in goose PGCs but not in chicken PGCs
and 219 genes were expressed in chicken PGCs but not in goose PGCs.
The goose PGCs expresses cell adhesion genes CDH22, CDHR1, CDH23,
PCDH1 and PCDH10, BMP family genes BMP5 and BMP6, Smad family
member SMAD9 gene, and the growth and differentiation factor GDF10. This
shows that BMP signalling genes are active in the goose PGCs, probably as
they were grown in BMP4.
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Figure 5-17: Volcano plot showing the differentially expressed genes between male
and female goose PGCs. The orange colour dots indicate the genes which have absolute
log2fold change value higher than one and adjusted p-value lower than 0.05. The blue
colour indicates the genes which have absolute log2fold change value higher than one and
the red colour is for genes with an adjusted p-value lower than 0.05.
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Figure 5-18: Expression of pluripotent genes in avian PGCs. The graph shows the relative gene expression for pluripotent-specific genes in chicken
and goose PGCs. The average of normalised expression values is obtained from the DESeq2 package. These expression values are normalised to the
total number of reads for all samples. The expression of DNMT3B, POU5F3 and NANOG recorded higher expression compared to other genes.
However, GNOT2, KLF5 and OTX2 are expressed only in chicken PGCs. Gene LIN28A is expressed higher in chicken than goose PGCs.
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Figure 5-19: Heatmap showing the expression of the receptors in chicken, goose and duck PGCs. TGFβ superfamily type I, II and III group
receptors expressed in avian PGCs. This implies that TGFβ signalling pathway genes are active in the birds PGCs. FGF signalling receptors FGFR3
and FGFRL1, Insulin receptors IGFR1, IGFR2 and INSR, retinol receptor RARRES1 are expressed in both birds PGCs. BMP family genes are
expressed higher in goose PGCs and expression of FGF family member genes is low in avian PGCs. Growth differentiation factor GDF3 is expressed
higher in chicken PGCs and GDF10 and SMAD9 are expressed higher in goose PGCs. For the other members of these family receptors, orthologous
genes were not found in the goose genome.
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5.4.

Discussion

5.4.1. Derivation of goose PGCs
Whyte et al., (2015) has demonstrated the culturing of chicken PGCs in a
serum-free medium for long periods. Long term culturing of chicken PGCs
elicited efforts to establish PGC culturing medium for other bird species for
longer durations (Chen et al., 2018a; Cooper et al., 2018; Yakhkeshi et al.,
2018). As the initial effort to culture goose embryonic blood in FAOT medium
failed, we have hypothesised that goose PGCs may grow in a medium
containing BMP4. Consequently, our attempts to culture goose PGCs from
embryonic blood in a serum-free medium containing BMP4 was successful
(Chen, 2017) with a derivation rate of 70.5% which is comparable to the
published derivation rate for chicken PGCs of 68% (Nandi, et al., 2016;
Whyte, et al., 2015).
My results showed that the rate of proliferation of goose PGCs is slower
compared to that of chicken PGCs which are grown in FAOT medium. To
improve the media composition, I performed the growth rate experiment with
different media chemical additives. As a result, goose PGCs proliferated
faster in a medium without antioxidants or retinol. Nevertheless, these goose
PGCs were cultured in the defined medium for more than three months
duration and cryopreserved.

5.4.2. TGFβ signalling pathway genes are active in goose PGCs
Previous studies showed that the TGFβ signalling pathway genes are active
in chicken PGCs as they expressed TGFβ type I, type II and type III family
genes and did not grow when a dominant-negative SMAD5 protein was
expressed from a transgene (Whyte, et al., 2015). The transcriptome data of
chicken PGCs generated in this study confirmed that the chicken PGCs
express all three types of TGFβ signalling receptor genes. It has also been
shown that chicken PGCs can proliferate in a medium containing either
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Activin (FAOT), BMP4 (FBOT) or both (FABOT) (Chen, 2017; Whyte, et al.,
2015). This signifies that both Activin and BMP signalling genes are
expressed in chicken PGCs.
Unlike chicken PGCs, a previous study showed goose PGCs do not
proliferate in the medium containing Activin (FAOT) (Chen, 2017). In support
of this observation, my efforts to culture goose PGCs in medium containing
additional Activin confirmed that goose PGCs did not proliferate in the
presence of Activin A (Figure 5-5). Many studies have shown that BMP4
signalling supports the self-renewal of stem cells (Hamidabadi, et al., 2011;
Qi, et al., 2004). It is also shown from Whyte, et al. (2015) that BMP4 could
replace the Activin A in a growth culture. However, goose PGCs could be
cultured in the presence of BMP4 in the culture medium. This infers that the
BMP signalling pathways genes are expressed and active in the goose
PGCs.
The goose PGCs which were used for generating RNA-seq data in this study
were cultured in the presence of BMP4. Both BMP4 and BMP7 signal
through BMP receptors BMPR1B and BMPR2, activates phosphorylation of
Smad molecules SMAD1, SMAD5 and SMAD8 (avian Smad9). and increase
the expression of Smad target gene ID1. It is also reported that BMP7
increases the expression of its receptors and Smad genes (Klatte-Schulz, et
al., 2016). These Smad molecules bind to SMAD4 and move to the nucleus
and regulate transcription.
Comparing the transcriptome data of chicken and goose PGCs reveals that
the Smad gene family members SMAD1, SMAD2, SMAD3 are expressed
equally in both species and lack SMAD6 expression. Expression of SMAD5
is higher in chicken PGCs (Table 8-6, Figure 5-19). Goose PGCs express
SMAD8, which is also called SMAD9 in avian species, whereas chicken
PGCs does not express SMAD8. Additionally, Goose PGCs express the
SMAD4 gene, but the SMAD4 gene is not found in the current chicken
genome version. Surprisingly, the antagonist for TGF signalling pathway
SMAD7Z is expressed in goose PGCs but not in chicken PGCs. The
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SMAD7Z gene is known to negatively regulate TGF signalling by competing
with Smad2/3 (Brown et al., 2007). Bmp signalling is activated by binding of
BMP2/4/6 to receptors BMPR1A, BMPR1B and BMPR2 and phosphorylation
of SMAD1/5/8. The transcriptome data showed avian PGCs express BMP
receptors with no significant changes in the expression level.
In addition, the Follistatin-related gene 1 (FSTL1) is an antagonist to BMP4
signalling by binding to BMP4 and negatively regulating the Bmp4 and
SMAD1/5/8 signalling. It is expressed higher in chicken PGCs than goose
PGCs.
The transcriptome data also showed that the gene BAMBI, a negative
feedback regulator for the BMP and TGFβ signalling pathway is expressed
higher in the goose PGCs than chicken PGCs. In mouse embryogenesis,
BMP4 and BAMBI genes are shown to be co-expressed genes (Grotewold,
et al., 2001). Perhaps, the presence of BMP4 in the medium is responsible
for the higher expression of BAMBI gene in the goose PGCs. However, the
effect of mis-expression of BAMBI gene in the goose PGCs is not known.
From these findings, I postulate that the goose PGCs could be cultured
without BMP4 in the medium although this needs to be validated.
The inhibitor of differentiation (Id) gene family genes ID1, ID2, and ID3
regulate various cellular processes including cellular growth, proliferation,
differentiation, senescence, and apoptosis. These genes are downstream
products of BMP signalling pathways. Studies have shown that BMP induces
the expression of Id genes via the Smad pathway (Ying et al., 2003; Abe,
2006). RNA expression analysis showed a higher expression of Id2 in the
goose PGCs as compared to chicken PGCs.
Growth differentiation factor 10 (GDF10) gene is also known as BMP3B and
is known to be involved in the positive regulation of phosphorylation of SMAD
molecules in the SMAD signalling pathway. A binding affinity study shows
that BMP3 has a similar binding profile as that of BMP6 as both bind to type
II Activin receptors (ACTRII) (Allendorph, et al., 2007) and phosphorylates
SMAD1/5/8 molecules. GDF10 gene expression was observed only in the
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goose PGCs and not in chicken PGCs. In contrast, only chicken PGCs
express another member of the same family gene - GDF3, a BMP
antagonist. The overexpression of the GDF3 gene shows the inhibitory effect
on BMP signalling (Levine, 2005; Levine and Brivanlou, 2006; Levine, et al.,
2009). Figure 5-20 shows the Activin A, BMP and SMAD signalling pathway
genes that are expressed in chicken and goose PGCs.
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Figure 5-20: Activin A, BMP and SMAD signalling pathway in avian PGCs. (A) Activin signalling pathway genes active in chicken PGCs. (B) BMP
and SMAD signalling pathway genes active in goose PGCs.
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Cell adhesion genes expressed in goose PGCs
Comparison of the transcriptomes of chicken and goose PGCs revealed that
the many genes related to cell adhesion are expressed in goose PGCs.
Cadherins are a type of cell adhesion molecule and are dependent on
calcium to form cell adherence junctions which aid cell binding. Studies have
shown the role of cadherins in the migration of PGCs and early gonadal
formation in mouse (Bendel-Stenzel, et al., 2000). Also, cell interaction
regulates the germ cell fate in mouse (Okamura, 2003). The cadherin gene
family members CDH22, CDH23, CDHR1, PCDH1 and PCDH10, and
calcium ion binding genes such as KCNIP2, CACNA1B, CHRNA9, C1S,
NCS1 and CALB2 are exclusive to goose PGCs. Chicken PGCs express
CDHR3, CDHR2, CDH20, CDH7, CNTN1, CNTN6 and NCAM2; these genes
are not expressed in goose PGCs.
Apart from these molecules, the expression of several extracellular matrix
(ECM) related genes are unique to goose PGCs. The fibronectin-binding
genes such as ABIBP3, DSCAML1, DSCAM, TEK, F3, FNDC5, OSMR and
IGSF9B, collagen-binding proteins COL9A1, COL8A1, COL20A1, COL21A1
and COL27A1 are expressed in goose PGCs. Whereas, COL17A1 and
COL19A1 genes are unique to chicken PGCs. The expression of other
genes in this family is comparable in PGCs from the three species. A recent
study has shown that ECM proteins are abundantly expressed in quail PGCs
(Huss, et al., 2019). The ECM proteins are thought to assist PGCs during the
migration and clustering of PGCs in the gonads (García-Castro, et al., 1997).

5.4.3. Germ cell-specific gene expression in bird PGCs
As birds share a common method of PGC specification, I hypothesised that
goose and duck PGCs would express the germ cell-specific genes which
were identified in Chapter 4. A previous study showed that goose PGCs
express DAZL and DDX4 genes (Chen, 2017) and recently Chen, et al.
(2019) revealed that the duck PGCs also express these two genes. A recent
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study also shows that quail PGCs of stage HH 3,6 and 12 express the germ
cell markers DAZL and DDX4 (Huss, et al., 2019). My cross-species
comparison enables the verification of the expression pattern of these genes
in chicken and goose PGCs. The germ cell-specific marker DAZL gene is the
most highly expressed gene compared to other germ cell-specific genes
(Figure 5-14). The expression of DDX4 and FDFT1 was found to be higher in
chicken PGCs, GTSF1 was higher in goose PGCs and the KCHN7 gene is
specific to chicken PGCs. Expression of other genes is relatively comparable
in these two bird PGCs. Nonetheless, this analysis does not confirm whether
these genes are specific to PGCs in goose. As expression of these genes is
specific to PGCs in chicken, I believe the expression of these genes is
specific to germ cells in bird species.
5.4.4. Avian PGCs express pluripotency-specific genes
Chicken PGCs express the core pluripotent-specific factors NANOG,
POU5F3, SOX3 genes (Chapter 4) and other pluripotent factors such as
GNOT2, LIN28A and PRDM14. The RT-PCR analysis showed the
expression of PRDM14 in the goose PGCs (Chapter 6 and (Chen, 2017)).
Gonadal duck PGCs also express the pluripotent factors NANOG, OCT4,
SOX2 and PRDM14 (Chen, et al., 2019). Similarly, it has been shown that
quail PGCs express PRDM14, NANOG and SOX2 (Huss, et al., 2019).
These studies showed that avian PGCs express pluripotency factors. In this
section, I aimed to verify the expression of pluripotent genes in the
transcriptome of goose PGCs.
To begin with, the transcriptome of goose PGCs verified the expression of
the PRDM14 gene (Figure 5-16). The core pluripotency factors NANOG and
POU5F3 are also expressed in PGCs from chicken and goose species,
however, no orthologous gene was found for the SOX3 gene in the current
goose genome assembly. Surprisingly, the DND methyltransferases enzyme
DNMT3B expressed at high levels in the avian PGCs, implying that avian
PGCs may have higher DNA methylation levels. The expression pattern of
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other genes is comparable in PGCs of all three species, except for the
GNOT2 gene which is exclusively expressed in chicken PGCs.
5.4.5. Comparison of the transcriptome of male and female goose
PGCs
The current RNA-Seq dataset contains the transcriptome data from three
male and two female goose PGC lines, which enabled me to carry out a
comparison of the transcriptome of male and female PGCs. However, the
goose reference genome is of draft genome quality and the chromosomes
are not yet defined, which hinders the data analysis in identifying the genes
which lie on sex chromosomes. Canadian geese are known to have 2n=80
chromosomes with ZW sex chromosomes. The males are homogametic with
two ‘Z’ chromosome and females are heterogametic with a Z and W
chromosome. Due to the pair of Z chromosomes, genes which are sex
chromosomes often contain differentially expressed genes (Lu, et al., 2015).
Differential expression analysis identifies the 120 genes that are expressed
higher in the female PGCs. The GO enrichment analysis showed that the cell
adherence related genes CDH11 and CDH6 are higher in female PGCs.
Similar to chicken female PGCs, goose female PGCs are adherent and they
cluster densely during in vitro propagation, hindering the cell growth. This
study unveils that cell adherence is due to the higher expression of genes
which are involved in calcium signalling such as CD44, CDH11, CDH6,
COL12A1, CTGF, FLRT2, ITGA11, ITGA8, ITGB8, LAMA2, NRP1, POSTN,
SPON2, TGFBI, and THBS2. These results are comparable with the
previous study, where it has been reported that the female goose PGCs
were grew better in the low calcium-containing medium (Chen, 2017).
Apart from cell adherence, the signal transduction related genes Tgfb1 and
Tgfb2 were expressed more highly in goose PGCs. These are members of
the TGFβ superfamily and these proteins are known to have a role in cell
proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis. In human B cells, higher
expression of TGFB1 inhibits proliferation and increases apoptosis (Lebman
and Edmiston, 1999).
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On the other hand, a total of 271 genes were expressed higher in the male
PGCs than female PGCs. The orthologous genes from chicken showed the
larger part of these genes are from the Z chromosome (179), 21 genes are
from the autosomes and remaining genes are not known. The mitotic cell
checkpoint genes like RAD1, RAD17 and RSP26 are located on the Z
chromosome. The autosomal genes which are expressed higher in male
PGCs are S100A11, NPFFR2, LIN7C, NEK3, FAM124A, AVPR1A, SNAP91,
CELF2, BEST4, SLC35D3, REC114, SNAPC3, EGLN3, RILPL2, DPYSL4,
GPR146, ZNF516, CHST15, ATP13A4, FUCA1 and GPR37.
5.4.6. Conserved expression modules in avian PGCs
The conserved expression of genes specifically in PGCs of various bird
species is fascinating for avian research due to its application in transgenic
bird production and species conservation. The conserved expression of
genes gives insights into the understanding of regulatory networks which are
common and divergent between the birds. Several studies have confirmed
the expression of the germ cell-specific genes DAZL and DDX4, and
pluripotency factors NANOG, OCT4 and SOX2 in PGCs of many bird
species (Chen, 2017; Chen, et al., 2019; Macdonald, et al., 2010; Yakhkeshi,
et al., 2018).
My results facilitate the exploration of a broad range of genes which are
commonly expressed in PGCs from these two bird species. The germ cellspecific expression of genes discovered in chicken PGCs by comparing the
transcriptome of PGCs versus other cell types and tissues is shown to
manifest in the goose PGCs too. Similarly, many pluripotency-specific genes
are also expressed in the goose PGCs. However, this expression pattern is
different from the mammalian PGCs. Guo, et al. (2015) showed the germ
cell-specific genes such as DAZL and DDX4 are not expressed in earlystage mammalian PGCs (<E9.5). From this finding, I hypothesise that germ
cell-specific expressed genes which are identified in chapter 4 would not be
expressed in the mammalian migratory PGCs (E 7.5). The single-cell RNAseq data shows that early-stage mammalian PGCs lacks the expression of
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these germ cell-specific genes. Single-cell RNA sequencing of avian PGCs
isolated from the laid egg stage would be beneficial in order to study the
comparison of gene expression networks between avian and mammalian
PGCs.
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Chapter 6. Analysis of a genetic mutation on chicken embryonic
development: the fate of primordial germ cells and transcriptome
analysis of the morphogenic phenotype in PRDM14 knockout
embryos
6.1. Introduction
PRDM proteins are transcription factors containing chromatin regulatory
domains. The N terminal Positive Regulatory domain (PRD) shares 20-30%
similarity with the SET domain found in histone methyltransferases (HMTs)
followed by a region containing multiple zinc finger domains that specify
sequence-specific DNA binding. Generally, the PRD domain is found at the
N terminal region of PRDM proteins (Huang, 2002). Though PRDM proteins
contain HMT domains, not all PRDM proteins have been shown to have HMT
enzymatic activity (Derunes, et al., 2005; Eom, et al., 2009; Hayashi, et al.,
2005). Thus, the precise role of the HMT domain in the PRD protein is not
known. It has also been shown that the PRDM proteins lacking HMT activity
bind to the HMT enzymes G9a, SuV39H, PRC2, Prmt5 and Lsd1 (Ancelin, et
al., 2006; Chan, et al., 2013; Davis, et al., 2006; Győry, et al., 2004; Su, et
al., 2009). This interaction occurs either through the zinc finger domain or the
N terminal proline-rich domain as was shown for PRDM1 (Huang, et al.,
1998).

An additional property of PRDM proteins is that they contain a variable
number of zinc finger domains, with the sole exception being PRDM11
protein which lacks a zinc finger domain (Figure 6-1). The PRDM proteins
have been shown to regulate transcription by binding to sequence-specific
DNA sites through their zinc finger domains. For instance, the zinc finger
domain 1 and 2 in PRDM1 bind to DNA preferably at GAAAG motifs
(Hohenauer and Moore, 2012). Similarly, PRDM3 has two types of zinc
finger domains; N terminal zinc fingers bind to GATA motifs and C terminal
zinc finger domains which bind to ETS like sequences (Delwel, et al., 1993;
Hohenauer and Moore, 2012). However, the PRDM3 protein will bind to
either of these motifs but not both motifs simultaneously at a given DNA site
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(Bard-Chapeau, et al., 2012). Human PRDM14 has been shown to bind to a
GGTTAGAGACCC motif (Ma, et al., 2010). These studies show that PRDM
proteins selectively bind to DNA motifs and potentially to multiple DNA
motifs.

In primates, an additional Prdm gene family member, Prdm9, was formed
after their divergence from other mammals leading to a total of 17 Prdm
genes in primates. In comparison, 16 orthologues are found in rodents, birds
and amphibians (Fog, et al., 2011). However, only 14 PRDM gene family
members could be identified in the GalGal5 chicken genome where the
orthologues of PRDM7/PRDM9 and PRDM17 have yet to be identified. The
members of the chicken PRDM gene family and their GO term annotations of
biological functions are listed in Table 6-1.

6.1.1. PR domain family genes in embryonic development
A subset of genes from the Prdm gene family are expressed during early
gastrulation and embryogenesis. Prdm1 (also called Blimp1) is expressed in
the anterior endomesoderm and is required for the development of the head
region in Xenopus (de Souza, 1999). A similar pattern of expression and
genetic function was found for Prdm1 in the mouse. Blimp1 null mouse
embryos

were

nonviable,

with

embryo

number

decreasing

during

gastrulation. Nonetheless, Blimp1 did not function in the formation of the
body axis or the mesoendoderm (Vincent, 2005). In contrast to Xenopus,
Blimp1 expression was observed in migrating mouse PGCs (Chang and
Calame, 2002). Later it was found that Blimp1 positive cells located in the
early epiblast were shown to be the precursors of the PGCs and disruption of
Blimp1 led to a loss of PGC specification (Ohinata, et al., 2005). In chicken, a
high level of expression of Blimp1 was observed in blastodermal cells
compared to other tissues (Glover, 2013). Moreover, Prdm1 expression was
observed in migrating chicken PGCs and germ cells in the gonads (Wan, et
al., 2014) suggesting a conserved role in the germ cell lineage.
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A large subset of Prdm family members has been shown to be involved in
the development of the nervous system. Prdm1, Prdm13 and Prdm14
function in the neural development of zebrafish. Prdm8, Prdm10 and Prdm13
have also been reported to be expressed during the development of nervous
system of the mouse (Chang, et al., 2013; Komai, et al., 2009; Park and Kim,
2010). In addition, Prdm4 and Prdm16 are involved in mammalian neuronal
differentiation (Baizabal, et al., 2018; Kinameri, et al., 2008).

Prdm genes also play specific roles in other cell lineages. The Prdm6 gene is
expressed in vascular precursor cells at early developmental stages and is
expressed in smooth muscle cells and epithelial cells at adult stages. Studies
have shown that Prdm6 is needed for the proliferation of vascular and
smooth muscle cells (Wu, et al., 2008). On the other hand, overexpression of
Prdm6 leads to apoptosis in the endothelial cells (Davis, et al., 2006; Wu, et
al., 2008).
Prdm9 is involved in germ cell differentiation. During germ cell meiosis,
Prdm9 localises to regions of the genome where crossovers occur. Binding
of Prdm9 to a 13mer DNA binding motif initiates recombination events in
mammals (Baudat, et al., 2009; Berg, et al., 2010; Hochwagen and Marais,
2010). In contrast to other Prdm members, PRDM9 also contains a KRAB
domain which is required for meiotic initiation and the mutation of this domain
severely affects the meiotic progression and leads to sterility in the mouse
(Hayashi, et al., 2005; Imai, et al., 2017).
Prdm14 is another member of this gene family and has been shown to have
a role in the establishment of the germ cell lineage in mouse (Yamaji, et al.,
2008). Both Prdm1 and Prdm14 are expressed in the early mouse embryo
and also in PGCs and are essential for germ cell specification (Bikoff and
Robertson, 2008; Chang, et al., 2013; Hori, et al., 2000; Ohinata, et al., 2005;
Vincent, 2005; Yamaji, et al., 2008). These two genes co-ordinately promote
the reacquisition of pluripotency in PGC precursor cells by activating
expression of the Sox2 gene in mouse (Kurimoto, et al., 2008; Saitou and
Yamaji, 2012). An additional gene, Tfap2c, along with these two Prdm
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members is adequate to convert epiblast-like cells to mouse PGC-like cells in
vitro (Nakaki, et al., 2013).
In sharp contrast, human PGCs do not express PRDM14, indicating that this
gene is dispensable for PGC development in some mammalian species. This
is one of the more distinguishable differences between mouse and human
PGCs (Irie, et al., 2015; Sasaki, et al., 2015). However, expression of
PRDM14 is observed in human epiblast cells and human ESCs and has
been shown to inhibit the differentiation of human ESCs indicating that this
gene may play a role in the early human embryo (Chia, et al., 2010).
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Figure 6-1: Domain structure of chicken PRDM family proteins. This figure illustrates the conserved pattern of PRDM proteins which contain the
regulatory PR/SET domain (blue) and Zinc finger domain (green and pink). The longest isoform of individual PRDM proteins is depicted.
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6.1.2. Prdm14 maintains naïve pluripotency
Numerous studies have shown the role of Prdm14 in maintaining naïve
pluripotency in ES cells (Burton and Torres-Padilla, 2016; Grabole, et al.,
2013; Okashita, et al., 2016; Yamaji, et al., 2013). PRDM14 has been shown
to be a core transcriptional regulatory gene in human ESCs as it regulates
the expression of POU5F1 and also has DNA binding consensus sites
adjacent to other transcription factors such as OCT4, NANOG and SOX2
(Chia, et al., 2010). In addition, PRDM14 was shown to safeguard the stem
cell identity by preventing the differentiation of both human and mouse ESCs
(Chia, et al., 2010; Ma, et al., 2010). Furthermore, studies revealed that
Prdm14 is responsible for maintaining the ground state pluripotency in
mouse ESCs, and this can be achieved by inhibiting the FGFR signalling
pathway and by inhibiting DNA methylation (Figure 6-2) (Grabole, et al.,
2013; Leitch, et al., 2013; Yamaji, et al., 2013).
In addition, mouse Prdm14 has been shown to regulate the epigenetic status
of cells by repressing the expression of DNA methyltransferases. ESC cells
derived from Prdm14 knockout mouse embryos showed an elevated
expression of DNMT and a high methylation level in comparison to the
Prdm14+/+ cells (Yamaji, et al., 2013).
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Figure 6-2: Prdm14 in maintaining naive pluripotency in mouse embryonic stem cells.
Yamaji et al 2013 studied the role of Prdm14 by siRNA mediated knockdown in ESCs grown
in serum. The mutant ESCs showed the higher expression of FGFR signalling pathway
genes and DNA methyl transferases enzymes which are known to regulate the expression of
core pluripotency genes and epigenetic pathways, respectively. (source: Yamaji et al 2013)
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Table 6-1: Chicken PRDM gene family members and their biological function.

Domain

Number
of
transcri
pts

Biological function

3:6851062268531230:-1

PR/SET domain 1

1

negative regulation of
transcription by RNA polymerase
II

PRDM2

21:51176035169160:-1

PR/SET domain 2

2

positive regulation of
transcription by RNA polymerase
II

ENSGALG00000032577

PRDM3/
MECOM

9:2006301020363223:1

PR/SET domain 3
/MDS1 and EVI1
complex locus

2

ENSGALG00000012619

PRDM4

1:5337566653392366:1

PR/SET domain 4

2

ENSGALG00000011963

PRDM5

4:5458437254666309:1

PR/SET domain 5

2

ENSGALG00000005351

PRDM6

Z:8138530881454168:1

PR/SET domain 6

1

ENSGALG00000038372

PRDM8

PR/SET domain 8

1

oligodendrocyte development

ENSGALG00000033660

PRDM10

PR/SET domain 10

4

nervous development

ENSGALG00000008053

PRDM11

PR/SET domain 11

4

-

GeneID

Gene
name

Position

ENSGALG00000015388

PRDM1

ENSGALG00000038780

4:4563403345635898:1
24: 1,532,4471,565,663
5:2228285322433771:1

negative regulation of
programmed cell death,
regulation of cell cycle,
regulation of transcription
transcription regulation by RNA
polymerase II
histone deacetylation, mitotic cell
cycle, negative regulation of
transcription by RNA polymerase
II
negative regulation of smooth
muscle cell differentiation,
negative regulation of
transcription, DNA-templated,
neurogenesis
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Domain

Number
of
transcri
pts

Biological function

PR/SET domain 12

1

methylation, neurogenesis,
neuron projection development

GeneID

Gene
name

Position

ENSGALG00000003895

PRDM12

17:64214916427617:1

ENSGALG00000038476

PRDM13

3:7161257871613747:-1

PR/SET domain 13

1

ENSGALG00000033439

PRDM14

2:116911619116916354:-1

PR/SET domain 14

1

ENSGALG00000019178

PRDM15

1:109072306109103187:-1

PR/SET domain 15

2

ENSGALG00000036728

PRDM16

21:10255701224055:-1

PR/SET domain 16

1

histone methylation, negative
regulation of transcription by
RNA polymerase II,
neurogenesis
cell fate specification,
fertilization, germ cell
development, germ-line stem cell
population maintenance,
negative regulation of
transcription by RNA polymerase
II, regulation of DNA methylation,
regulation of gene expression
positive regulation of canonical
Wnt signalling pathway, positive
regulation of transcription by
RNA polymerase II, regulation of
stem cell division
negative regulation of
transcription by RNA polymerase
II, negative regulation of
transforming growth factor-beta
receptor signalling pathway,
neurogenesis, positive regulation
of transcription, the stem cell
population maintenance
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Figure 6-3: Circos diagram depicting the conserved region of chicken PRDM14 protein with a
partial sequence of other birds and mammals. The multiple alignment of chicken PRDM14

with PRDM14 proteins from several species. The outer layer represents the multiple
alignment of PRDM14 proteins in chicken, duck, goose, zebra finch, humans and mouse.
The blue colour highlighted regions and also * symbol shows the conserved amino acids
across all species. The second layer exhibit the barplot representing the conservation score
for each amino acid. The innermost layer shows the conserved domain regions PR/SET
domain, and zinc-finger domain represented in orange and green colour, respectively.

6.1.3. PRDM14 is highly conserved across bird and mammalian species
The protein domains of PRDM14 are conserved across birds and mammals
although the length of the protein ranges from 271 in chicken to 571 in
humans. A distance matrix of PRDM14 protein based on the full-length
sequence across the chicken, goose, duck, zebra finch, human and mouse
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show that PRDM14 proteins are highly conserved and share more than 70%
identity (Table 6-2).
Table 6-2: Similarity matrix of PRDM14 protein in birds and mammals.
Chicken
1.000

Goose

Goose

0.911

1.000

Duck

0.911

0.996

1.000

Zebra finch

0.889

0.925

0.925

1.000

Humans

0.716

0.756

0.756

0.774

1.000

Mouse

0.702

0.715

0.715

0.723

0.833

Chicken

Duck

Zebra finch

Humans

Mouse

1.000

The multiple alignment of the PRDM14 protein sequence in birds and
mammals is shown in the Circos diagram (Figure 6-3). The alignment shows
the high conservation in both the PR/SET domain and zinc finger domains.

6.1.4. Knockout of the PRDM14 gene in chicken
To knock out the chicken PRDM14 gene, Transcription Activator-Like
Effectors Nucleases (TALEN) were used. The targeting construct consisted
of exon 1 and 2 of the chicken PRDM14 gene with a green fluorescent
protein (GFP), puromycin and poly-A domain which replaced exons 3-5 of
the PRDM14 gene (Figure 6-4A). The targeted PGCs were injected into the
host embryos and heterozygote chickens were produced. These were then
crossed to produce homozygote chicken embryos (Figure 6-4B). Two
independent lines of targeted chicken were produced from independently
targeted PGCs, line 2-5 and line 3-8.
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Figure 6-4: Gene structure of chicken PRDM14 and it's modification in the PRDM14 knockout chicken embryos. (A). Talen mediated
homologous recombination replaces exons 3,4, and 5 with the GFP, puromycin and poly-A tail, thereby, the knockout embryos express only exons 1
and 2 of the PRDM14 gene. (B). Schematic representation of the production of PRDM14 knockout chicken.
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6.2. Aims
The aims of this study are:
➢

Phenotypic characterisation of PRDM14 knockout chicken embryos

➢

Identification and in vitro culturing of PGCs from PRDM14 knockout
chicken embryos

➢

Identification of differential gene expression between the PRDM14
heterozygote and homozygote chicken embryos at two and eight-hour
stages

➢

Validation of differentially expressed genes using qRT-PCR
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6.3. Results
6.3.1. PRDM14 expression in birds
6.3.1.1. PRDM14 is uniquely expressed in chicken pluripotent cells
A comparison of transcriptome data of various chicken tissues and cell lines
used in chapter 4 was carried out to determine the spatial expression of the
PRDM genes in chicken (Figure 6-5). PRDM2, PRDM4, PRDM10, PRDM11,
and PRDM15 were expressed in most tissues and stages. PRDM5 and
PRDM16 were expressed only in a few tissues, and finally, the genes
PRDM6, PRDM8, PRDM12 and PRDM13 are not expressed in any of the
tissues examined. PRDM1 (BLIMP1) was found to be expressed at low
levels in PGCs. On the other hand, PRDM14 was exclusively expressed in
chicken PGCs, ESCs and epiblast cells at EGK stage X. Figure 6-6 shows
the relative expression values for the PRDM14 gene in various tissues and
cell lines. The expression values for the PRDM14 gene in non-pluripotent
cells was negligible.
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Figure 6-5: Expression of chicken PRDM gene family members in different tissues and
cell types. The plot shows the average of normalised gene expression values for each
member of the Prdm family in the group of tissues/cell types. Among the PRDM members,
PRDM14 is exclusive to pluripotent cells and also shows expression in the testes. PRDM2,
PRDM4, PRDM10, PRDM11 and PRDM15 are expressed ubiquitously. These normalised
expression values were obtained from the DESeq2 package.
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Figure 6-6: PRDM14 expression in chicken tissues. The figure shows that PRDM14 gene
expression is limited to chicken pluripotent cells and chicken PGCs (Data from chapter4).
Expression was highest in the blastodisc, followed by chicken ESCs and chicken PGCs;
whereas, low expression of PRDM14 was documented in non-pluripotent cells. The samples
name is described in the table (Table 4-1). The relative expression values for each gene
were calculated from the DESeq2 package.

6.3.1.2. Expression pattern of PRDM14 in the avian epiblast
I hypothesised that the expression pattern of PRDM14 would be conserved
among bird species. In order to verify this hypothesis, I performed an RTPCR analysis. cDNA samples were produced from the blastodiscs of chicken
(C-BL), goose (G-BL) and zebra finch (Z-BL) embryos and from PGCs from
chicken (C-PGCs) and goose (G-PGCs). For control tissues, cDNA was
made from chicken day 6 embryo without mesonephroi (CeD6), goose day 9
embryos without gonads (GeD9), zebra finch day 6 embryo without gonads
(ZeD6) and embryonic fibroblasts from chicken (CEF) and zebra finch (ZEF).
Removing the mesonephroi also removed the gonad containing the germ
cells. The previously designed primers Prdm14f and Prdm14r from Glover
(2013) were used to amplify the chicken PRDM14 transcript. An earlier study
showed that zebra finch PRDM14 primers also amplified goose PRDM14
(Chen, 2017). Therefore, I used the same set of primers to amplify the
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PRDM14 gene from both goose and zebra finch (Table 2-4). This PCR
analysis showed that PRDM14 is expressed in avian PGCs and the avian
blastodisc (Figure 6-7).
.

Figure 6-7: Expression of PRDM14 gene in birds. RT-PCR analysis of PRDM14
expression in different bird species reveals the conserved expression pattern in the
blastodisc. The product size for chicken PRDM14 is 300bp, and product size for the zebra
finch and goose PRDM14 is approximately 250bp. The larger band in ZeD6 is genomic
contamination. CBL: chicken blastodisc, C-PGC: chicken PGCs, CEF: chicken embryonic
fibroblasts, CeD6: chicken day six embryo without mesonephroi, GBL: goose blastodisc, GPGC: goose PGCs GeD9: Goose embryonic day nine without gonad, ZBL: zebra finch
blastodisc, ZEF: zebra finch embryonic fibroblasts, ZeD6: zebra finch embryonic day six
without gonads, c-gDNA: chicken genomic DNA sample was used as control to check
genomic contamination. The fragments were isolated and sequenced for confirmation of the
correct product.

6.3.2. Characterisation of PRDM14 mutant embryos
6.3.2.1. Phenotypic observation of PRDM14 homozygote embryos
Mice lacking Prdm14 develop normally, but it was later shown that many
Prdm14 homozygote embryos were lost during the post-gastrulation stages
of development (Yamaji, et al., 2008). To observe the role of PRDM14 in
chicken embryos, the fertile eggs from a cross of PRDM14 knockout
heterozygote chickens were visually observed for phenotypic changes in the
developing chicken embryos. An examination carried out at 2, 8 and 48
hours of incubation.
In unincubated eggs, homozygote blastodiscs appeared smaller in diameter
compared to either heterozygote or wild-type blastodiscs (N=4) (Figure 6-8 A
and B). These knockout embryos are positive for green fluorescent protein
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(GFP). The genotype identification was verified by RT-PCR method in which
the presence of GFP and exon 4 of the PRDM14 was verified. After eight
hours of incubation, chicken embryos normally reach stage 3 HH of
development. At this stage, the cells from the posterior part of the disc begin
to migrate towards the anterior region, and a clear primitive streak has
formed (Error! Reference source not found.). Heterozygote embryos at
this stage showed the formation of the primitive streak (N=6) (yellow arrow in
Figure 6-8C). Surprisingly, there is no sign of formation of a morphological
primitive streak in the homozygote embryos (N=4) (Figure 6-8D).
In general, by 48 hours of development is at stage 12 HH, and chicken
embryos at this stage begin to form a head and body axis. At this stage,
heterozygote embryos developed normally (N=5) (Figure 6-8E). Whereas, for
homozygote embryos, the size of the blood islands increased further filling
the embryonic field; however, there is no sign of the formation of an
embryonic body structure (N=3) (Figure 6-8F).

6.3.2.2. PRDM14 knockout embryos form a hypoblast
In chicken, the formation of the hypoblast is the first observable step of
development of the laid chicken egg. In order to identify the formation of the
hypoblast

in

the

PRDM14

homozygote

embryos,

I

performed

immunohistochemistry using both HNK and HNF3β monoclonal antibodies.
HNK and HNF3β antibodies detect the hypoblast, definitive endoderm
(Monaghan, et al., 1993) and the notochord (Weinstein, et al., 1994). A GFP
antibody was also used to detect PRDM14 transgene expressing cells. This
immunohistochemical analysis detected a GFP signal in the epiblast which
was visibly brighter in homozygote embryos. A signal in the putative
hypoblast was detected using the HNK and HNF3β/FoxA2 antibodies. This
result demonstrates the formation of two-layer blastoderm in the homozygote
PRDM14 blastodiscs (N=3) (Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10).
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Figure 6-8: Phenotypic observation of PRDM14 knockout chicken embryos in the laid
egg, and after 8 and 48 hours of incubation. (A) Representative image for heterozygote
(PRDM14+/-) embryos at the laid egg stage. (N=4) (B) The homozygote (PRDM14-/-) null
embryos were smaller in size compared to heterozygote embryos (N=4). (C) The
heterozygous embryo forms a primitive streak and develops normally at eight hours (N=6).
The arrow indicates the forming primitive streak. (D) The PRDM14 null embryo does not
form a primitive streak (N=4). (E) Heterozygous embryos formed a complete body axis by
48-hour (N =5). (F) PRDM14 null (PRDM14-/-) embryos were increased in size and formed
the blood islands (N=3).
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Figure 6-9: Immunochemical analysis of HNK expression in cross-sections of laid egg
stage PRDM14 knockout chicken embryos. This analysis confirmed the formation of the
hypoblast as HNK positive staining appears in the heterozygote (N=3) (A), (B) homozygous
embryos (N=3).

Figure 6-10: Immunochemical analysis of HNF3β expression in cross-sections of laid
egg stage PRDM14 knockout chicken embryos. This analysis confirmed the formation of
hypoblast as HNF3β positive staining appears in both heterozygote (N=3) (A) and (B)
homozygous embryos (N=3). Punctate staining indicates nuclear staining.
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6.3.3. Identification of a germ cell phenotype in PRDM14 knockout
chicken embryos
6.3.3.1. PGC localisation in the early embryo
The Prdm14 knockout mice are viable, but they are sterile as they lack PGCs
and germ cells in the developing gonads. Yamaji, et al. (2008) further
demonstrated the role of Prdm14 in the specification of germ cells in the
mouse. This raises a question of the presence of PGCs in the homozygote
knockout chicken embryos. In order to validate the existence of PGCs in
embryos lacking PRDM14 expression, I performed whole-mount in situ
hybridisation using a DAZL probe on laid egg stage embryos. Figure 6-11
showed that PGCs were present in both heterozygote and homozygote
embryos. However, the number of PGCs found in knockout embryos was
significantly lower. Heterozygote embryos were shown to contain the normal
number of PGCs (40-50). However, homozygote embryos contained an
average of 10 PGCs (Figure 6-12). These results show that PGCs do form in
PRDM14 knockout embryos, but they are greatly reduced in number at the
laid egg stage (P-value; 0.0006).

Figure 6-11: Germ cell localisation on PRDM14 knockout embryos at the laid egg
stage. Representative image of in situ hybridisation analysis on PRDM14 knockout embryos
using a DAZL probe. This analysis reveals an average of 40-50 PGCs found in heterozygote
embryos (A) whereas a reduced number of PGCs is observed in homozygote embryos (B)
(N=5).
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Figure 6-12: PGC number in the PRDM14 knockout embryos. The average number of
PGCs is shown for heterozygote embryos (47) and homozygote embryos (10). These
numbers were obtained by counting DAZL positive cells observed in the in situ hybridisation
experiment (P-value; 0.0006).

6.3.3.2. Culturing of PGCs from PRDM14 knockout embryos
Since germ cell formation is pre-determined in the chicken embryo, I sought
to understand the function of PRDM14 in chicken PGC formation and
survival at the early stages. First, I attempted to culture PGCs from PRDM14
homozygote chicken embryos. As PRDM14 homozygote chicken embryos
failed to form a primitive streak and develop a functional circulatory system,
the standard method of culturing PGCs from stage HH16 blood (Section
2.2.1) was not applicable. Instead, I adopted using the blastodisc as a source
from which to culture PGCs (Section 2.2.2). Blastodisc PGCs have
previously been shown to proliferate in FAOT medium (Whyte, et al., 2015).
Using the epiblast culturing method showed that PGCs could be cultured
from the wild-type and heterozygote embryos, but not from the homozygote
embryos. In total, 21 PRDM14 blastodiscs were used to culture PGCs, with a
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successful PGC derivation rate of 81.81% being achieved from the
heterozygote embryos but no PGCs could be cultured from the homozygote
blastodiscs.

Table 6-3: In vitro culturing of PGCs from the epiblast of PRDM14 knockout embryos.
Sample No.

Sex

Type

1

♂ male

Homozygote

PGCs
derivation
No

2

♂ male

Homozygote

No

3

♀ female

Heterozygote

Yes

4

♀ female

Heterozygote

Yes

5

♀ female

Heterozygote

Yes

6

♂ male

Heterozygote

Yes

7

♂ male

Homozygote

No

8

♂ male

Heterozygote

Yes

9

♀ female

Heterozygote

No

10

♂ male

Heterozygote

No

11

♂ male

Heterozygote

Yes

12

♂ male

Heterozygote

Yes

13

♀ female

Wild-type

Yes

14

♂ male

Homozygote

No

15

♀ female

Heterozygote

Yes

16

♀ female

Wild-type

Yes

17

♀ female

Heterozygote

Yes

18

-

-

-

19

♀ female

Wild-type

Yes

20

♂ male

Homozygote

No

21

-

-

-

6.3.4. Generation of RNA-seq data
The above findings show that the number of PGCs is significantly reduced in
the newly laid egg of PRDM14 knockout embryos and the PGCs that are
present cannot be propagated in culture. To further analyse the genetic
interactions of PRDM14 in the early chicken embryo, I decided to study the
transcriptome of PRDM14 homozygote embryos at the laid egg and eighthour stages of development. The heterozygote and homozygote embryos
were dissected from these stages and RNA was isolated as described in
section 2.3.1.
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We collected embryos from two independent PGC targeted chicken lines: 2.5
and 3.8. The RNA yield from laid egg stage individual embryos was low, so
we pooled multiple embryos of the same genotype to increase the quantity of
RNA obtained. RNA from a pool of 7-8 embryos was sent for the sequencing.
Despite pooling of embryos, laid egg stage homozygote embryos from both
2.5 and 3.8 lines failed in sequencing library construction due to the low
quality of the RNA (Table 6-4, Figure 6-13). However, the remaining samples
from 8-hour embryos were successfully sequenced.
Table 6-4: RIN values for RNAs isolated from the PRDM14 knockout embryos at the
laid egg and eight-hour stages.
Sl No.

Line

Stage

Sample

RIN value

1

2.5

Laid egg

Heterozygote

9.4

2

2.5

Laid egg

Homozygote

1

3

2.5

Eight hour

Heterozygote

10

4

2.5

Eight hour

Homozygote

10

5

3.8

Laid egg

Heterozygote

1

6

3.8

Laid egg

Homozygote

1

7

3.8

Eight hour

Heterozygote

8.9

8

3.8

Eight hour

Homozygote

10

The reason behind the low quality of RNA from two-hour homozygous
embryos is not known. However, it is unlikely that mishandling of this
particular sample cause low-quality RNA because all samples were treated
equally, simultaneously processed and sent for sequencing. It is possible
that increased cell death in the early homozygous embryos led to the poor
quality of RNA from these samples (see section 6.3.7).
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Figure 6-13: Bioanalyzer electropherogram is showing the separation of 18s and 28s
RNA from the PRDM14 knockout embryos. The RNA from the homozygote embryos of
both 2.5 and 3.8 lines and heterozygote 3.8 line at laid egg stage showed degraded RNA
with RIN value of 1. The RNA from each line at the eight-hour stage embryos and 2.5
heterozygote embryo at laid egg stage showed intact RNA with RIN value higher than 8.9.

6.3.5. Transcriptome analysis of PRDM14 knockout embryos
The blastodiscs from the laid egg and eight-hour stage PRDM14 knockout
embryos were dissected, RNA was isolated and sent for sequencing
(Edinburgh Genomics). The library generation from the laid egg stage
homozygote embryos failed due to the low quality of RNA. An average of 100
million paired-end reads of length 150bp was generated from the eight-hour
samples. The generated RNA-sequencing data showed the presence of
adapter contaminant reads after 75base pairs (Figure 6-14). Subsequently,
reads containing adapter sequences were trimmed using Trimmomatic
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software with the minimum length cut-off of 75 base pairs. These trimmed
reads were used for mapping against the reference genome and followed the
same pipeline for data analysis which is described in Chapter 3.
A transcriptome was built for each of these samples and merged together
with a reference annotation file to construct a consensus transcriptome. The
consensus transcriptome and mapped binary files (bam file) were used to
count the number of reads mapped to each gene and a count matrix was
used to identify differentially expressed genes.

Figure 6-14: Quality control of the RNA-seq data by using the FASTQC tool. The figure
depicts the presence of adapter contamination in the sequencing data. Thus, trimmomatic
software was used to trim the Illumina universal adapter sequences from the RNA-Seq data
with a 75bp minimum cutoff length.

As this study lacked the sequencing data from laid egg homozygote
samples, it was impossible to compare the RNA transcriptome of laid egg
stage PRDM14 knockout embryos. Thus, only the comparison of the
transcriptomes of eight-hour PRDM14 knockout samples was attained in this
study. This analysis is not ideal as the signalling events leading to streak
formation begin at the laid eggs stage (stage XIII EG) of development. The
sample distance matrix based on the global transcriptome profile of PRDM14
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knockout

embryos

were

grouped

distinctly

into

heterozygote

and

homozygote samples (Figure 6-15). A similar pattern of sample clustering
was observed for the PCA (Figure 6-16).

Figure 6-15: Sample clustering based on global transcriptome profiles of the eighthour stage PRDM14 knockout embryos. The figure shows that the two heterozygote and
homozygote embryos from two chicken lines 2.5 and 3.8 are distinctly clustered.
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Figure 6-16: Principal component analysis of eight-hour stage chicken PRDM14
knockout embryos based on the complete transcriptome profile. The plot showed that
the transcriptome of homozygote and heterozygote embryos are distinctly clustered.

The dataset was subsequently analysed to identify the differentially
expressed genes between the heterozygote and homozygote embryos. The
genes which had an absolute log2fold change value greater than or equal to
one, an adjusted p-value of less than 0.05 and the average normalised
expression value greater than 500 were used to select DEGs. Using these
criteria, a total of 127 genes which are overexpressed in the homozygote
embryos were identified and are indicated by red colour dots in the ma-plot
(Figure 6-17, Table 8-8). On the other hand, underexpression of 298 genes
was observed in the homozygote embryos. These genes are indicated by
blue coloured dots in Figure 6-17 (Table 8-7).
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Figure 6-17: MA-plot showing the differentially expressed genes in PRDM14 knockout chicken embryos. The
red colored dots are the genes which are over expressed in the homozygote and blue colored dots indicate the
genes which have lower expression in the homozygote embryos.
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The homozygote embryos showed a reduced level of expression of CER1,
CHRD, CRESCENT, FGFR1, NOG, OTX2, SFRP1, BMPER, BAMBI, FZD8,
FRZB and ID3; genes shown to be important in early patterning. PGC
specifically expressed genes such as DAZL, and GNG10 (from chapter 4)
were also reduced in expression in the homozygote embryos, which I
attribute to the lack of PGCs in the homozygote embryos. In contrast, genes
such as WNT8C, WNT3A, SMAD9, PRICKLE1, MDM1, T and SOX14 were
more highly expressed in the homozygote embryos. The genes which lost
expression or misexpressed in the homozygote embryos are listed in Table
8-7 and Table 8-8.
The

differentially

expressed

genes

between

the

homozygote

and

heterozygote embryos were further analysed for common pathways using
the Ingenuity Pathway analysis software. This analysis showed that the
genes belong to the axonal guidance pathways (p-value: 1.02E-06) and the
Wnt signalling pathways (p-value: 0.0087) had reduced expression in
PRDM14 homozygote embryos. Also, a subset of gene belongs to the Wnt
signalling pathways (p-value: 0.0038) and BMP signalling pathways (p-value:
0.0371) are misexpressed in the homozygote embryos.

6.3.6. Validation of differentially expressed genes
To validate select genes which showed differential expression between the
heterozygote and homozygote embryos, I performed QRT-PCR analysis on
candidate genes. The RNA from the laid egg and eight-hour PRDM14
embryos were isolated, and 500ng of total RNA used to prepare cDNA. The
detailed method followed for QRT-PCR is described in section 2.7.2.
In this analysis, the expression level of the housekeeping gene, GAPDH was
used as a threshold expression level. The relative expression for each gene
was calculated from the average difference (of triplicates) between the
expression levels of the gene with respect to the threshold level. Error bars
show the average minus and plus the standard deviation.
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The QRT-PCR analysis for genes CER1, SFRP1, FGFR1, BMPER, and
CHRD were significantly downregulated in homozygote embryos compared
to wild-type at eight-hour stage. The BMPER gene was significantly downregulated in heterozygote compared to wild-type embryos. In addition, FRZB,
and OTX2 were shown notably reduced expression in homozygote
compared to heterozygote embryos. Apart from these genes, the expression
of the CRESCENT gene was also reduced in the homozygote embryos.
In contrast, the expression of the P53 gene is was significantly upregulated
in the homozygote embryos. The subset of genes such as MDM1, T,
WNT8C, NONO, SIN3A, TNFAIP3, CASP6, CXCR4, HIF1A and EGLN3 also
showed higher expression in the knockout embryos compared to the wildtype embryos (Figure 6-18, Figure 6-19, Figure 6-20).

A similar expression pattern was found in the laid egg stage embryos. The
expression of CER1, CRESCENT, FRZB, FZD8, OTX2, SFRP1 and BMPER
genes was reduced in the homozygote embryos in comparison to wild-type
embryos. However, the expression of CHRD and FGFR1 genes was
increased in the homozygote embryos which is opposite to that observed at
the eight-hour stage.
Similarly, the expression of MDM1, T, WNT8C, SIN3A, TNFAIP3, CASP6,
HIF1A, and P53 genes were upregulated in the homozygote embryos
compared to wild-type and heterozygote embryos at the laid egg stage. The
expression of EGLN3, CXCR4 and NONO genes in homozygote embryos
was comparable with that of wild-type and heterozygote embryos at the laid
egg stage (Figure 8-8, Figure 8-9 and Figure 8-10).
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Figure 6-18: QRT-PCR validation of candidate differentially expressed genes in
PRDM14 heterozygote and homozygote embryos at the eight-hour stage. The
expression of a gene in wild-type embryos was used as the normal level of expression. The
significantly differentially expressed genes based on the p-value (<0.06) are annotated with
a blue line with the corresponding p-value. The gene CER1 showed a remarkable difference
between wild-type and homozygote type, whereas expression of FRZB and OTX2 show a
significant difference between a heterozygote and homozygote type (N=3). Error bars show
standard deviation.
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Figure 6-19: QRT-PCR validation of candidate differentially expressed genes in
PRDM14 heterozygote and homozygote embryos at eight-hour stage. The expression
of SFRP1, FGFR1, BMPER and CHRD was reduced in the knockout embryos compared to
the wildtype. On the other hand, expression of genes related to apoptosis such as CASP6,
NONO, SIN3A and TNFAIP3 was increased in both heterozygote and homozygote embryos.
The expression of a gene in wild-type embryos was used as normal level of expression. The
significantly differentially expressed genes based on the p-value (<0.06) are annotated by a
blue line and with the corresponding p-value (N=3). Error bars show standard deviation.
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Figure 6-20: QRT-PCR validation of candidate differentially expressed genes in
PRDM14 heterozygote and homozygote embryos at the eight-hour stage. The P53
gene showed significantly higher expression in the knockout embryos suggesting that the
PRDM14 knockout increases apoptosis. The expression of a gene in wild-type embryos was
used as the normal level of expression. The significantly differentially expressed genes
based on the p-value (<0.05) are annotated by a blue line with the corresponding p-value
(N=3). Error bars show standard deviation.

6.3.7. Cell death analysis of PRDM14 knockout embryos
To determine the activation of the apoptotic process in the homozygote
embryos, I performed the colourimetric Tunel assay on embryonic crosssections (section 2.6). The Tunel assay detects the presence of apoptotic
cells in embryos. Cross-sections of heterozygote and homozygote embryos
were assayed to identify differences in the number of apoptotic cells. The
outcome of this experiment confirmed the presence of more dead cells in the
homozygote embryo than the heterozygote type at both stages (Figure 6-21).
These results provide evidence that the failure to obtain RNA from the early
embryos could be due to RNA degradation and the failure to gastrulate may
be due to cell death.
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Figure 6-21: Tunel assay on cross-sections of PRDM14 knockout embryos at the laid
egg stage. This analysis illustrates that there is no positive staining for the apoptotic cells in
the heterozygote embryos (A). On the other hand, apoptotic cells were found in the
homozygote embryos (B) at the laid egg stage. (N =1)
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6.4. Discussion
6.4.1. Expression of PRDM14 is confined to pluripotent cells and PGCs
in chicken
In mouse, Prdm14 expression is restricted to the inner cell mass and PGCs
and it is crucial for establishing germ cell fate (Gillich, et al., 2012; Yamaji, et
al., 2008). Many studies have shown that expression of Prdm14 is
indispensable for the establishment of PGCs. Surprisingly, this is in contrast
to human PGCs, where its expression is not detected and it is not needed to
establish the germ cell lineage (Irie, et al., 2015; Sasaki, et al., 2015;
Sugawa, et al., 2015). In other ‘lower’ vertebrates, Prdm14 is not needed for
pluripotency (Kawaguchi, et al., 2019). In zebrafish, the expression of
prdm14 is limited to neuron precursors and disruption affects the axon
growth of neurons (Liu, et al., 2012). However, a study in Japanese Flounder
demonstrated the expression of prdm14 at the early gastrula stage and
gradually decreasing after the mid-gastrula stage. Expression was also seen
in oocytes and spermatogonia but not in spermatocytes (Fan, et al., 2015).
The role of prdm14 in the epiblast is divergent in mammals. Knockout mice
gastrulate normally (Yamaji, et al., 2008). However, Prdm14 is expressed in
both epiblast and PGCs of primates and could function during gastrulation
(Nakamura, et al., 2016; Sasaki, et al., 2016). Similarly, a previous study
from Glover (2013) showed that the chicken PRDM14 is expressed in both
the pluripotent epiblast and PGCs, and it is required for germ cell survival. In
Chapter 4, the comparison of transcriptome data of pluripotent and nonpluripotent cells confirmed that the expression of chicken PRDM14 is limited
to chicken pluripotent cells and PGCs. As shown in Figure 6-5, PRDM14 is
the only member of PRDM gene family expressed in pluripotent cells and
PGCs with log2 fold change value of 8.66 (the expression level in individual
samples displayed in Figure 6-6). This suggests that it could play a role in
both avian cell lineages.
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6.4.2. The expression pattern of PRDM14 is conserved in birds
The RT-PCR analysis confirmed the similar expression pattern of PRDM14
in the goose and zebra finch blastoderm (Figure 6-7) to that of chicken. The
PCR product was found from the chicken blastoderm and chicken PGCs but
not from the chicken embryonic fibroblast cells and day six embryo without
mesonephroi (to which the PGC containing gonads is attached). In addition,
the results of RNA seq data analysis from Chapter 4 showed that the
expression of PRDM14 is restricted to pluripotent cells and PGCs. These
results are comparable with the previous study that confirmed the expression
of PRDM14 in the early blastoderm of chicken and PGCs (Glover, 2013).
In goose, expression of PRDM14 is detected in RNA from laid egg
blastoderm and PGCs but not in day nine embryos without gonads. An
earlier study has shown the expression of PRDM14 in cultured goose PGCs
(Chen, 2017). In support of this result, the RNA-seq data of goose PGCs
confirmed expression of PRDM14 (Chapter 5). However, due to limited
availability of goose eggs, I could not perform this experiment on goose
embryonic fibroblasts.
Similarly, the zebra finch blastoderm produced an amplification product for
PRDM14 primers, whereas zebra finch embryonic fibroblasts and day six
embryo without gonads failed to amplify a product. This finding is restricted
to only three samples as there was no availability of zebra finch PGCs.
Furthermore, the RNA sequence data of duck PGCs confirms the expression
of PRDM14 (Chapter 5).
Collectively, it appears that the expression of PRDM14 is limited to
pluripotent epiblast cells and PGCs of bird species. A further detailed
investigation is required to confirm this finding as this study lack samples
from goose fibroblasts and Zebra finch PGCs.
6.4.3. Homozygote PRDM14 embryos do not form the primitive streak
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The characteristic feature of a bird’s blastoderm is a clear differentiation of
the area of opaca and pellucida and separation by the marginal zone, a thin
layer of cells which are crucial for determining cell fate. The pellucida is the
clear area in the blastodisc which forms most of the embryo (Gilbert, 2000).
The formation of pellucida occurs at oviposition, and it is completed by stage
X.
The foremost feature observed in the chicken PRDM14 knockout embryos is
the differentiation of area of pellucida and area of opaca at the laid egg stage
(Figure 6-8 A and B). At the later stages of development, the homozygote
embryos failed to form the primitive streak (Figure 6-8 D). In contrast,
heterozygote embryos formed a primitive streak (Figure 6-8 C). As a result,
further development was affected in the homozygote embryos which
completely lacked axial body structures. However, it is observed that
homozygote embryos developed further and formed blood islands in
advanced stages at 48 hours (Figure 6-8 F). Conversely, heterozygous
embryos were normal in comparison to wild-type embryos (Figure 6-8 E).
6.4.4. PRDM14 knockout embryos form a hypoblast
The cells which form the hypoblast can be recognised by a monoclonal
antibody to HNK-1 (Canning and Stern, 1988). The hypoblast is derived from
the contribution of two cell types. First, a subpopulation of epiblast cells
which express HNK-1 and form the primary hypoblast which induces
neighbouring cells to form the primitive streak (Stern and Canning, 1990).
Second, HNK-1 positive cells in the posterior marginal zone are progenitor
cells which proliferate to form the hypoblast. Stern (1990) has shown that the
removal of this second group of hypoblast precursor cells has an impact on
the formation of the hypoblast. However, their removal does not affect the
formation of the primitive streak. These studies revealed that the role of HNK
positive cells in the epiblast and posterior marginal zone in the formation of
hypoblast.
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During the development of hypoblast, cells from the posterior marginal zone,
also called Koller’s sickle cells, unite with the hypoblast cells derived from the
epiblast (Low and McClugage, 1993). As development progress, the
hypoblast layer form beneath the epiblast and these two layers are
separated by blastocoel a fluid-filled cavity containing a basal lamina. The
caudal hypoblast cells are necessary to induce the formation of the primitive
streak and were also shown to have a role in determining the orientation of
the streak (Mitrani and Eyal-Giladi, 1981). Furthermore, the total orientation
of the hypoblast is crucial for the streak, since the rotation of the hypoblast
prevented the initiation of axis formation (Khaner, 1995).
From section 6.3.2.2, the immunohistochemical analysis for HNK monoclonal
antibody showed the presence of HNK positive cells which lie beneath the
epiblast in wild-type, heterozygote and homozygote embryos (Figure 6-9).
The presence of the hypoblast in PRDM14 knockout embryos suggests that
early developmental processes are normal in PRDM14 knockout embryos.
6.4.5. PRDM14 plays a crucial role in chicken PGC survival
Blimp1 is the first PRDM gene family member shown to play an essential role
in PGCs specification and proliferation in the mouse. The Blimp1 knockout
mouse had a significantly reduced number of PGC founder cells; 25 cells in
the wild-type E7.5 embryo, 17 in the heterozygote and 5 in mutant embryos
(Ohinata, et al., 2005).
A study from Yamaji, et al. (2008) was a breakthrough to understanding the
role of Prdm14 in germ cell development. The Prdm14 null mouse was viable
but lacked germ cells in both sexes. In contrast, PRDM14 does not have a
role in germ cell development in human. The role of PRDM14 in germ cell
development in birds, fish and other mammals is yet to be discovered.
Similar to the mouse knockout phenotype, in situ hybridisation using a DAZL
probe detected the presence of a few PGCs in the PRDM14 knockout
chicken embryos (Figure 6-11). Nonetheless, a significantly lower number of
PGCs were found in the homozygote embryos in comparison with the
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heterozygote embryos (Figure 6-12). The reduced number of PGCs signifies
that the PRDM14 is essential for PGC specification and proliferation. This is
similar to what was found using mouse ESC-like cells where Prdm14-/- ES
cells were shown to have reduced proliferation in comparison to Prdm14+/+
cells (Yamaji, et al., 2013). It was also show that Prdm14 inhibits the
proliferation of 293T cells by influencing the G1/S phase transition (Lu, et al.,
2016). On the other hand, the overexpression of Prdm14 promoted the
proliferation of breast cancer cells (Nishikawa, et al., 2007).
The previous study from Glover (2013) revealed an essential role of chicken
PRDM14 for PGC proliferation and survival in in vitro culture. Notably, my
efforts to culture PGCs from the PRDM14 mutated chicken embryos was
unsuccessful which is consistent with the prior study result. PGCs culturing
from heterozygote embryos was successful, and the derivation rate was
found to be 81.81% (N=9/11). As I could not derive cultures of PGCs from
homozygote embryos I could not compare the transcriptome and differential
gene regulatory mechanisms between wild-type and PRDM14 mutated
PGCs. Instead, I examined the disrupted gene regulatory mechanism in the
epiblast of knockout embryos by analysing the transcriptome of heterozygote
and homozygote embryos at the laid egg and eight-hours stage of the
embryo.
6.4.6. Formation of the germ layers in PRDM14 homozygote embryos
After the formation of hypoblast, the extensive and coordinated movement of
cells is involved in the formation of the primitive streak. As streak
development progress the epithelial cells undergo a transition into
mesenchymal cells and enter the primitive streak. At the same time,
mesoderm and endoderm cells start to migrate between epiblast and
hypoblast and form respective structures (Keller, 2005). The differentiation of
epiblast cells to mesoderm is the prerequisite for the initiation of the streak
formation as inhibiting mesoderm formation failed to form a streak (Chuai
and Weijer, 2008; Chuai, et al., 2006).
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Studies revealed the lineage of cells which are accountable for the formation
of these mesoderm cells. The HNK-1 positive epiblast cells are capable of
differentiating into early endoderm and mesoderm cells. The mesodermal
structures such as notochord and head fold are derivatives of HNK-1 positive
mesodermal cells. On the other hand, the remaining epiblast cells (HNK-1
negative) which differentiate into mesoderm forms the lateral plate (Canning
and Stern, 1988; Stern and Canning, 1990).
6.4.6.1. Mesodermal cell lineage
The chicken gene Brachyury (also called T) is expressed proximally and
within the primitive streak, in migrating mesoderm and in the notochord in the
early embryogenesis (Alev, et al., 2010). Later, its expression is limited to the
notochord (Kispert, et al., 1995). This expression pattern is similar to that of
the mouse Brachyury gene (Herrmann, 1991; Wilkinson, et al., 1990). The
RNA-seq data analysis showed the expression of Brachyury gene in both
heterozygote and homozygote embryos but showed slightly higher
expression in the heterozygote. In contrast, QRT-PCR showed high
expression in homozygote embryos indicating the formation of mesoderm.
Another prominent mesodermal marker is WNT8C, and its expression is
constrained to the area of opaca, posterior of the streak and in migrating
mesodermal cells (Alev, et al., 2010; Chuai and Weijer, 2008; Hume and
Dodd, 1993). In early gastrulation, WNT8C is expressed near the posterior
marginal zone, and expressed only in the epiblast layer cells but not in sickle
cells (Chuai and Weijer, 2008; Hume and Dodd, 1993). My findings show
that WNT8C is expressed higher in both heterozygote and homozygote
embryos in comparison with the wild-types. Additionally, later stage embryos
form the blood islands indicating that the mesoderm cell lineage form in the
homozygote embryos.
6.4.6.2. Endodermal cell lineage
The endodermal derivatives are originated from both epiblast and primitive
streak. The anterior part of the primitive streak is responsible for most of the
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endoderm derivatives, and the epiblast-derived endoderm differentiates into
somites (Lawson, 2003).
The immunohistochemical analysis with HNF3β antibody also detected
positive cells, which infers a endoderm marker, HNF3β, is expressed at the
eight-hour stage (Dufort, et al., 1998) in homozygote embryos (Figure 6-10).
The expression of HNF3β/FOXA2 in knockout embryos was also confirmed
by the RNA-seq data. However, HNF3β/FOXA2 not a reliable marker to
determine endoderm cell lineage as it is also expressed in hypoblast cells.
The endoderm cell lineage can be identified from the marker CXCR4
(Holtzinger, et al., 2015; Kopper and Benvenisty, 2012). Both QRT-PCR and
RNA-seq data analysis showed the expression of CXCR4 in both
heterozygote and homozygote embryos. These results indicate the formation
of endoderm cell lineages in the PRDM14 homozygote embryos.
6.4.6.3. Ectodermal cell lineage
The dorsal layer of ectoderm constitutes both the neural plate and neural
crest of the nervous system. The formation of ectoderm begins soon after
fertilisation and commencement of cell division. During gastrulation, the
selective affinity of ectoderm plays a crucial role in positioning the germ
layers in sequential order. Mouse anterior neuroectoderm expresses the
gene Otx2 which has a role in the specification of forebrain and midbrain
(Kurokawa, et al., 2006; Rhinn, et al., 1998). PRDM14 knockout chicken
embryos were shown to express the OTX2 gene; however, homozygote
embryos expressed relatively low levels compared to that of heterozygote
with log 2-fold value of -1.9 in the 3.8 line. In support of these results, QRTPCR analysis illustrated the OTX2 gene is significantly down-regulated in
homozygote

embryos

compared

to

heterozygote,

despite

wild-type

expression being lower than that of the homozygote embryo.
Noggin, a neuroectodermal gene and antagonist to the growth factor BMP4,
is secreted by the notochord and signals ectoderm cells to form neural
tissue. In order to develop the head and other dorsal parts, the expression of
BMP4 must be inhibited (Finley, et al., 1999; Smith and Harland, 1992). The
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transcriptome data showed a low level of expression of the Noggin gene in
these embryos. However, QRT-PCR primers for the Noggin gene did not
meet standard criteria of growth curve during primer validation. Hence,
validating and comparing the expression of Nog gene in knockout and wildtype embryos was unaccomplished.
Altogether these results indicated that the PRDM14 knockout chicken
embryos may form all three germ layers endoderm, ectoderm and mesoderm
in the early gastrulation stage. However, homozygote embryos lack
notochord, neuroectoderm and some regulatory genes which organise these
layers to develop body axis and respective organs.
6.4.7. Does loss of PRDM14 trigger programmed cell death in the
epiblast?
RNA from the laid egg stage homozygote embryos failed while constructing
the sequencing library due to the low-quality RNA. This brought up the
possibility of increased apoptosis during early development in the
homozygote embryos. In support of this hypothesis, many studies have
shown apoptosis inhibition by Prdm14. For instance, siRNA mediated
knockdown of Prdm14 induced apoptosis in breast cancer cells (Nishikawa,
et al., 2007; Taniguchi, et al., 2017). Mouse ES-like cells show a significant
rate of apoptosis in Prdm14-/- cells (Yamaji, et al., 2013). However, the
methylation-mediated repression of Prdm14 was shown to be involved in the
apoptosis evasion of HPV positive cancer cell lines (Snellenberg, et al.,
2014).
Similar to these above examples, the chicken PRDM14 homozygote
embryos contained more apoptotic cells detected by Tunel assay (Figure
6-21). However, whole-mount Tunel assays did not work which would have
located the exact position of cells which underwent apoptosis in the
blastodisc.
Many studies revealed the crucial role of P53 family genes in controlling
apoptosis (Fridman and Lowe, 2003). The alternative method to confirm
apoptosis in PRDM14 knockout embryos is to compare the expression
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values of the P53 gene. The GalGal5 chicken assembly lacks the genomecoordinates for gene P53. Thus, this limits the transcriptome analysis in
finding differential gene expression between the heterozygote and
homozygote type. However, RT-PCR analysis to confirm the expression of
P53 in chicken samples (Figure 8-6). Also, the qRT-PCR analysis displayed
an elevated expression of apoptosis-inducing gene P53 in homozygote
embryos at both laid egg and eight-hour embryos (Figure 6-20). The
expression of P53 is statistically significant at the eight-hour stage with pvalue 0.014 between wild-type and homozygote and 0.049 between the
heterozygote and homozygote embryos.
Altogether, disruption of chicken PRDM14 triggers increased programmed
cell death in the early stage embryo — however, uncertainty exists in the
mechanism responsible for the activation of apoptosis and type and location
of cells which are dying.
6.4.8. Disrupted molecular network due to a mutation in PRDM14
Formation of body axis hinges on the composite molecular networks of
signalling pathways mainly Wnt, Nodal, BMP and FGF signalling pathways
(Skromne and Stern, 2001; Skromne and Stern, 2002). Alev, et al. (2010)
demonstrated significant differences in the regulatory networks between the
posterior and anterior part of the primitive streak. The array-based
transcriptome profiling revealed major components of TGF/BMP, WNT and
FGF signalling genes such as GDF3, FOXA2, NODAL, CRESCENT, CHRD,
CER1, SFRP1, T, WNT3A and WNT8C are involved in the establishment of
a primitive streak.
Loss of chordin in the homozygote embryos
Chordin is a BMP4 antagonist expressed before the formation of primitive
streak with expression localised in cells near to the site of a streak. Chordin
inhibits

BMP4

at

the

beginning

of

streak

formation.

In

chicken,

overexpression of chordin in the anterior part of pellucida induces the
formation of ectopic streaks but not neural tissue (Streit, et al., 1998). In
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Xenopus embryos, chordin proteins are responsible for the formation of the
dorsal to ventral gradient (Plouhinec, et al., 2013). However, the combination
of Chordin and BMP4 affected all three germ layers. Interestingly, coexpression of Xblimp1 and chordin has been shown to induce the formation
of the head (de Souza, 1999).
Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) signalling plays a pleiotropic role in
early development. A knockout analysis showed the role of BMPs in
gastrulation, mesoderm formation, limb development, gametogenesis, leftright body asymmetry and neural symmetry (Kishigami and Mishina, 2005;
Zhao, 2002). Low expression levels of BMP4 are found in the area of
pellucida and opaca in the chick embryos prior to the formation of a streak. It
is essential to inhibit the expression of BMP4 to begin the formation of the
primitive streak and Hensen’s node (Faure, et al., 2002; Fujiwara, et al.,
2001; Monsoro-Burq and Le Douarin, 2001).
The outcome of this analysis showed the loss of Chordin expression in the
PRDM14 homozygote chicken embryos. The log2fold change value was
found to be 4.9 with respect to heterozygote embryos. Also, QRT-PCR
analysis supports these results, as the chordin expression is significantly
downregulated when compared to wild-type embryos but not with the
heterozygote. On the other hand, no changes in the expression of additional
Bmp4 antagonists such as Noggin and Follistatin were found from the
transcriptome comparison. Also, no changes in the expression of BMP4 was
observed between the heterozygote and homozygote embryos from the
RNA-seq data. However, lack of expression data for wild-type embryo
hinders this analysis to provide substantial evidence for elevated BMP4
expression in knockout embryos.
The downregulation of chordin suggests elevated expression of BMP4 in
homozygote embryos with respect to wild-type. Perhaps, misexpression of
BMP4 might be preventing the formation of the primitive streak as reported in
Streit, et al. (1998). However, this hypothesis needs to be validated.

Loss of Cerberus in the homozygote embryos
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Cerberus (CER1) is a common antagonist to three major signalling pathways
Nodal, Bmp and Wnt (Belo, et al., 2009; Bertocchini and Stern, 2002; Frost,
et al., 2010; Silva, 2003). The hypoblast is responsible for the expression of
CER1, which impedes the formation of the primitive streak (Bertocchini and
Stern, 2002). However, it has been shown that in the absence of the
hypoblast, where embryos have lacked the expression of Nodal antagonists
such as Cerberus and Lefty, multiple streaks were induced (Perea-Gomez,
et al., 2002). Furthermore, Cerberus is involved in the left-right development
of the embryo and limits the expression of Nodal gene to the left side, and
this function of Cerberus is conserved in chicken, mouse and Xenopus
(Tavares, et al., 2007; Zhu, et al., 1999).
The expression of Cerberus is positively regulated by the member of the
Prdm family. In Xenopus, Xblimp1 together with Mix1, a member of mix/bix
family homeobox genes regulates the expression of Cerberus and induce the
head formation. Nonetheless, neither of these two genes alone induces the
expression of Cerberus (de Souza, 1999) .
My study showed that the expression of the Cerberus gene is notably
reduced in the PRDM14 homozygote embryos (Log2foldchange of 2.12) in
comparison with the heterozygote. In qPCR, a significant difference was
observed between wild-type and homozygote (p=0.011). The expression
level in heterozygote embryos is comparable with that of wild-type.
Conversely, expression of the Nodal gene is increased in the homozygote
embryos. However, my efforts to validate the high expression of the Nodal
gene in homozygotes failed due to non-efficient qPCR primers. The
validation of overexpression of Nodal and spatial expression in the
homozygote embryos will be interesting to understand the role of Cerberus in
regulating Nodal.
In mouse, the misexpression of Nodal upregulates the expression of
mesoderm and endoderm markers at the same time it downregulates the
neuroectoderm markers which are required for the development of the
nervous system (Pfendler, et al., 2005). The previous section showed
increased expression of mesoderm marker Brachyury and endoderm marker
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CXCR4 in homozygotes compared to wild-type. However, the expression of
OTX2 is significantly reduced in homozygotes compared to heterozygotes
which suggests an increased expression of Nodal in the homozygote.
Furthermore, overexpression of BMP4 can inhibit the expression of OTX2
and thereby prevents nervous system formation (Gammill and Sive, 2000).

In summary, disruption of the PRDM14 gene may downregulate the
expression of Crescent, Cerberus and Chordin thereby increasing the
expression of WNT8C, NODAL and BMP4 respectively (Figure 6-22).
Increased expression of NODAL and BMP4 would affect the formation of
forebrain and hindbrain by downregulating the expression of the OTX2 gene.
I hypotheses that the misimpression of NODAL and BMP4 hinders the
formation of the primitive streak and also BMP4 triggers apoptosis by
increasing the expression of the P53 gene. These hypotheses need to be
validated. One possibility is to regulate the expression of NODAL and BMP4
gene in the chicken blastodisc to rescue gastrulation. The schematic
representation of the signalling network regulating the formation of the
primitive streak which is affected by the disruption of PRDM14 gene in
chicken is shown in Figure 6-22.
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Figure 6-22: Schematic representation of the network of signalling pathways regulating the formation of the primitive streak which is
disrupted by the knockout of PRDM14.
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Chapter 7.

General discussion

The original aims of this thesis were to determine whether male and female
chicken migratory PGCs are sexually determined, to see if avian PGCs
express a set of germ cell-specific and pluripotent genes and to
subsequently investigate the differences in gene regulatory mechanisms. In
addition, I wanted to decipher the disrupted gene regulatory network in PGCs
due to the mutation of PRDM14 gene.
7.1. Deciphering molecular differences in male and female chicken
PGCs
In Chapter 3, I demonstrated a transcriptome analysis of chicken migratory
PGCs derived from Vantress broiler lines. The expression of germ cellspecific markers DAZL and DDX4 confirmed the authenticity of the
generated data in this study the expression of these two genes differentiates
the PGC lines from chicken embryonic fibroblasts.
The comparison of the transcriptomes of male and female chicken PGCs
which were cultured in FAOT medium (Whyte, et al., 2015) unveils the fact
that male and female PGCs are transcriptionally distinct. It also revealed that
dosage compensation is uneven throughout the Z chromosome which
supports the incomplete dosage mechanism observed in birds (Ellegren, et
al., 2007; Itoh, et al., 2007; Itoh, et al., 2010; Sigeman, et al., 2018). The
subset of genes located on the Z chromosome have average log2fold
change values of 1.5 in male PGCs. However, it was expected to have
double the expression values in comparison with the females as male
chickens are homogametic with a pair of Z chromosomes. Furthermore,
close analysis of Z chromosome-linked genes showed 38 genes are
expressed only in male PGCs but their expression was not significant.
Surprisingly, two Z chromosome-linked non-coding RNA genes have higher
expression in female PGCs. My analysis showed that SMAD7B and the other
two lincRNA genes are the three ‘W’ chromosome-linked genes whose
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expression is absent in male PGCs and raises the question about the role of
non-coding RNA genes in sexual differentiation.
As chicken PGCs follow similar developmental characteristics until stage
HH34 in each sex, it was unclear whether chicken PGCs are sexually
determined at an early developmental stage. This inference directed us to
the question of whether knocking out of genes responsible for femalespecific differentiation will form only male gametes? The other side of this
question is can we replace the role of the W chromosome by knocking in
female-specific genes into male germ cells. Although the transcriptome
profile of male and female circulatory PGCs is distinct, this analysis does not
show any significant differences in sex-specific genes which are involved in
gamete generation.
Studies revealed there are no significant differences in the differentiation
mechanism in early stage mouse and human PGCs (Adams and McLaren,
2002; Guo, et al., 2015). In humans, the male and female germ cells begin to
differentiate sexually after 11 weeks of gestation (Guo, et al., 2015). In
chicken, female cells enter meiosis at day 15 of incubation (Yang, et al.,
2017). This study revealed cultured male and female chicken circulatory
PGCs are sexually distinct as they are transcriptionally different. The
transcriptional analysis showed Z chromosome linked genes are expressed
higher in male PGCs and W chromosome linked genes are expressed only in
female PGCs. My finding suggests that cultured male and female chicken
PGCs have differences in TGFβ signalling pathways due to the expression of
SMAD7W gene in female PGCs. Based on these results, I hypothesise that
culture male PGCs can form oocytes in female host embryos and knocking
out of SMAD7W gene in female PGCs may supports the formation of sperm
in male host embryos.
The role of in vitro culturing of PGCs in transcriptome divergence is
unknown. The advancement in single-cell transcriptome sequencing of
cultured and uncultured PGCs would give insights into the impact of in vitro
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culturing on the PGC molecular network which could influence the fate of the
gamete differentiation pathway.
7.1.1. Calcium adherence molecules
The in vitro culturing of chicken PGCs in FAOT medium showed differences
between the male and female PGCs as female PGCs adhere to each other
and form clumps and males do not. In addition, male PGCs are easier to
culture than female PGCs. Transcriptome comparison revealed the cell
adhesion genes such as NCAM2, PCDH9 and GRID2, calcium ion binding
genes like FSTL5 and BRINP3 are expressed higher in female PGCs than
male PGCs. These results support the previous finding of expression of cell
surface adhesion molecules such as E-cadherin and N-cadherin in chicken
PGCs (Glover, 2013). Overexpression of NCAM2 elevates Ca2+ on the
transient sub membranes of mouse neurons (Sheng, et al., 2018). NCAM2 is
a candidate gene which influences cell adherence in female PGCs, knocking
out of this gene could allow their proliferation in high calcium culture
conditions.

7.2. Avian PGCs and germ cell-specific and pluripotency genes
Several studies have shown the ability to culture chicken PGCs in a medium
supplemented with or without serum (Kong, et al., 2018; Van de Lavoir, et
al., 2006; Van de Lavoir, et al., 2012; Whyte, et al., 2015). In contrast, longterm culturing of human and mouse PGCs is not possible. This ability to
culture chicken PGCs leads to a hypothesis that chicken PGCs exhibit a set
of unique genes which are important for chicken PGC survival/identity.
Previous studies from the McGrew group documented the expression of
germ cell-specific genes DAZL and DDX4 and pluripotency genes OCT4,
NANOG and PRDM14 in chicken PGCs (Chen, 2017; D. Glover and J.
McGrew, 2012; Macdonald, et al., 2010). In addition, it is believed that PGCs
have the unique characteristic of being able to achieve totipotency under the
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appropriate

developmental

signals.

Thus,

studies

identifying

novel

pluripotency genes are important to understand germ cell biology.
In Chapter 4, I identified the genes which are specific to germ cells and also
identified a set of pluripotent genes which are expressed in chicken PGCs by
comparing the transcriptome of chicken PGC lines with immortalized chicken
cell lines. This study enabled the identification of novel germ cell-specific
genes along with the well documented germ cell-specific markers DAZL,
DDX4, DDX43, PNLDC1, DMRT1, DMRTB1, and FKBP6. The outcome from
transcriptome data analysis was supported by the RT-PCR results and in
silico data analysis from the Evo-Devo web resource. A subset of genes was
also validated by in situ hybridisation. Despite my efforts, some of the
synthesised RNA probes did not produce specific staining. These germ cellspecific genes can be further characterised by performing knock out
CRISPR/Cas9 experiments. These experiments would give insight into about
the function of these genes in germ cell development/survival and the crucial
role of these genes in germ cell biology. Also, knocking out these genes may
produce sterile chicken which can be used as a surrogate host for the
production transgenic chicken.
Along with the germ cell-specific genes, Chapter 4 also focused on
identifying pluripotency genes expressed in chicken PGCs such as NANOG,
OCT4, LIN28, SOX3, GNOT1, TGIF2, PRDM14 and many others. Knocking
out these pluripotency factors, similar to the PRDM14 knockout chicken,
would be interesting to determine their function in the chicken. It would be
interesting to compare the transcriptome of each knockout cell type to
understand differences amongst individual genes and which may help in the
production of in vitro gametes from non-pluripotent cell lines.

7.2.1. PGCs from other bird species
In the continuation of establishing PGC lines, in Chapter 5, I established
PGCs lines from the goose. A pilot study from the McGrew group has shown
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the successful culturing of goose PGCs in medium containing BMP4 (Chen,
2017). My efforts to culture goose PGCs in the presence of activin failed,
subsequently, I cultured goose PGCs in FBOT medium. This raised the
question that PGCs from different species may need different media
composition. In other words, the same media composition is not suitable for
all avian PGCs. This infers the change in the molecular mechanisms which
differentiates the in vitro growth requirements of germ cells in different
species. In this study, I also put my efforts to culturing duck PGCs with
different media composition, nonetheless, I was only able to culture one PGC
line. The derivation rate of duck PGCs was low compared to the derivation
rate of chicken and goose. Thus, it may be impossible to establish a single
PGC culture medium which could be applicable to all avian species.
Furthermore, cross-species comparison of the transcriptomes of chicken,
and goose PGCs revealed differences in molecular networks among these
avian PGCs. It must be noted that chicken PGCs were grown in FAOT
medium and in contrast, goose PGCs were grown in FBOT medium. The
transcriptome comparison between chicken and goose PGCs show that
chicken PGCs exhibit expression of both activin and BMP signalling genes
whereas only BMP signalling genes are active in goose PGCs. Chicken
PGCs can be cultured in FBOT medium, therefore it would be fascinating to
compare the transcriptome of avian PGCs which have been grown in the
same culture conditions. Also, comparing the transcriptomes of chicken
PGCs grown in FAOT and FBOT medium would enables understanding the
impact of culture medium on PGCs.
In addition, this analysis showed that the expression of germ cell-specific and
pluripotency genes is conserved in avian PGCs as these genes are also
expressed in goose PGCs. My results facilitate the exploration of a broad
range of genes which are commonly expressed in PGCs of two bird species.
I showed that goose PGCs express the cadherin gene family members and
calcium ion binding genes whose expression was comparable to that of
chicken PGCs. This study enabled to understand the molecular differences
between avian PGCs and also transcriptome data analysis revealed the
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expression of widespread ectopic receptor molecules which can be used to
improve in vitro germ cell culture. This translational approach between
species will be important for the advancement of avian germ cell research in
the future. It would be exciting to compare avian PGCs and mammalian
PGCs to provide insights into conserved expression modules and it may also
provide a molecular mechanism which differs in PGC specification.

7.3. PRDM14 plays crucial role in early gastrulation of chicken embryos
A previous study has shown that the PRDM14 gene expression is limited to
chicken pluripotent cells and PGCs and loss of PRDM14 in cultured chicken
PGCs led to a reduction in cell number and increased cell death (Glover,
2013). In Chapter 6, I characterised PRDM14 knockout chicken embryos. My
RT-PCR analysis supports these findings that PRDM14 is uniquely
expressed in chicken blastodermal cells and in PGCs and evident that
expression of the PRDM14 gene is conserved in the avian epiblast.
Surprisingly, PRDM14 knockout chicken embryos do not form the primitive
streak. Immunostaining using HNK and HNF3β showed formation of
hypoblast in both heterozygote and homozygote mutant embryos. In situ
hybridisation using DAZL probe on knockout chicken embryos showed a
reduced number of PGCs in PRDM14 null embryos which is a similar result
to Prdm14 knockout mice (Yamaji, et al., 2008). In addition, Tunel assay on
cross-sections of knockout embryos showed increased cell death. However, I
have never succeeded using Tunel assay on whole-mount embryos. It
remains unknown how programmed cell death is triggered in knockout
embryos and how it blocks the formation of a primitive streak.
Transcriptome analysis of eight-hours stage heterozygote and homozygote
PRDM14 knockout chicken embryos showed a reduced level of expression
of CER1, CHRD, CRESCENT, FGFR1, NOG, OTX2, SFRP1, BMPER,
BAMBI, FZD8, FRZB and ID3; genes shown to be important in early
patterning. The reduced expression of CER1, CHRD and CRESCENT could
increase the expression of NODAL, BMP4 and WNT8C, respectively. The
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misexpression of NODAL could inhibit the expression neuroectodermal
marker OTX2 resulting lack of neuroectodermal cell lineage. This findings
can be validated further by supplementing the CER1 and CHRD to laid egg
stage embryos or reducing the expression of NODAL and BMP4 could
restore the disrupted gastrulation in PRDM14 null embryos. Furthermore, it
would be interesting to generate Cerberus and Chordin knockout chicken
embryos that may result in same phenotypic effect. The present study lacked
the transcriptome data of wild-type embryos which hinders the analysis of
comparing wild-type and PRDM14 null embryos.

7.4. Concluding remarks
As PGCs are widely used in producing transgenic birds, it is important to
understand the molecular basis of PGCs which could, in turn, benefit the
poultry industry. Identifying novel genes active in germ cells and their
functions in germ cell survival, germ cell development and specification will
be an exciting new area of research. The results from this thesis elucidated
the molecular differences between males and females, identified germ cell
factors which regulate avian germ cell lineage, aiding in vitro PGC culture
and the identification of factors regulating the pluripotency network. Finally,
functional characterisation of PRDM14 knockout embryos highlighted the
importance of the PRDM14 gene in maintaining germ cell lineage and
unveiled the disrupted molecular network involved in early gastrulation of
chicken embryos.
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Chapter 8. Appendices
8.1. Supplementary figures

Figure 8-1: RT-PCR analysis confirming the expression of SMAD7 gene in male and
female PGCs. Previously reported primers (Li et al., 2003) for chicken SMAD7 were used to
verify expression in cDNA of male and female PGCs. The brighter band in the female PGCs
suggests higher expression in female PGCs. Samples used in this analysis are cDNA from
the cultured male and female Hy-line chicken PGCs. The expected size of the fragment was
250bp.
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Figure 8-2: Line graph showing log2 fold change values for the Z chromosome-linked genes. The log2fold change values for the genes located
on the Z chromosome ranges between 0.5 to 1.5.
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Figure 8-3: Bioanalyzer profiles for the total RNA isolated from the goose PGCs. The total RNA from these samples were subjected to a
bioanalyzer for validating the integrity of RNA and estimating RIN values. The RIN value indicates the quality of RNA and values range from 1-10. The
higher the RIN value indicates the most intact RNA from the sample and a RIN value above seven is recommended for sequencing purposes. These
graphs show the RNA from the goose PGCs have RIN value greater than eight. A water sample was used as a control in this experiment. These
samples were sent for sequencing.
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Figure 8-4: Tape station report for the goose sample GPR4F. Due to the low quantity of RNA from GPR4F sample, additional RNA was isolated from cell pellets and
pooled and subjected to an Agilent tape station to check the RNA integrity. A RIN value of 8 was recorded for this sample.
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Figure 8-5: Boxplot displaying the outlier samples in the current dataset based on Cook’s distance. The chicken and goose PGCs show no
significant differences in Cook’s distance.
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Figure 8-6: RT-PCR analysis confirming the expression of P53 gene in PRDM14
knockout chicken embryos. Samples used are cDNA samples from blastoderm of laid egg
and eight-hour heterozygote and homozygote embryos, eight-hour heterozygote embryos
without reverse transcriptase and a blank control. The products were eluted and sequenced
to confirm the amplification of the exact product.

Figure 8-7: RT-PCR analysis confirming the genotype of heterozygote and
homozygote PRDM14 knockout chicken embryos. The previously designed exon 4
primers of the chicken PRDM14 gene were used to verify the cDNA from knockout embryos.
The absence of exon4 indicates homozygote embryos. Samples used are cDNA samples
from blastoderm of laid egg and eight-hour heterozygote and homozygote embryos, eighthour heterozygote embryos without reverse transcriptase and a blank sample.
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Figure 8-8: QRT-PCR validation of candidate differentially expressed genes in
PRDM14 knockout heterozygote and homozygote embryos at laid egg stage. The
expression of a gene in wild-type embryos was used as the normal level of expression. The
gene CER1 shows a remarkable difference between wild-type and homozygote type,
whereas expression of FRZB and OTX2 show a significant difference between the
heterozygote and homozygotes. The expression of CER1 has reduced in PRDM14 knockout
embryos. In contrast, the expression of genes such as WNT8C, OTX2, T, MDM1 and FZD8
was increased in the homozygote embryos. However, there is uncertainty regarding the
expression of CRESCENT and FRZB because the expression is higher in the heterozygote
sample than the wild-type and homozygote embryos.
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Figure 8-9: QRT-PCR validation of candidate differentially expressed genes in
PRDM14 knockout heterozygote and homozygote embryos at laid egg stage. The
expression of genes SFRP1, FGFR1, BMPER and CHRD were reduced in the knockout
embryos compared to wild-type. On the other hand, expression of genes related to
apoptosis such as CASP6, NONO, SIN3A and TNFAIP3 were increased in both
heterozygote and homozygote embryos. The expression of a gene in wild-type embryos was
used as a normal level of expression. The significantly differentially expressed genes based
on the p-value (<0.06) are annotated by a blue line and with the corresponding p-value.
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Figure 8-10: QRT-PCR validation of candidate differentially expressed genes in
PRDM14 knockout heterozygote and homozygote embryos at laid egg stage.
Surprisingly, the P53 gene showed significantly higher expression in the knockout embryos
confirming that the chicken PRDM14 knockout triggers the apoptotic pathway. The
expression of a gene in wild-type embryos was used as the normal level of expression. The
significantly differentially expressed genes based on the p-value (<0.05) are annotated by a
blue line with the corresponding p-value.
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Figure 8-11: Bioanalyzer profiles of total RNA isolated from the chicken PRDM14 knockout embryos. The RNA profile from laid egg stage
homozygote embryos and heterozygote embryos from line 3.8 showed that the RNA was completely degraded. The RNA from the eight-hour stage
embryos showed good quality intact RNA.
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8.2. Supplementary tables
Table 8-1: Differentially expressed genes between cultured male and female chicken PGCs

Gene

log2FC

padj

Male

Female

Gene
name

Description

chromosome

ENSGALG00000038064

-9.87

1.58E-45

1.26

1226.53 -

ENSGALG00000029545
ENSGALG00000035998

-9.40
-9.15

1.59E-34
6.9E-134

1.06
5.87

709.67 SMAD7B
3291.68 Wpkci-7

mesoderm induction early response
protein 3-like
Gallus gallus TGF-beta signal
pathway antagonist Smad7
(SMAD7B), mRNA.
-

AADN04000843.1

W

W
AADN04002813.1

ENSGALG00000035489

-9.12

2.9E-220

13.61

7594.60 HINTW

histidine triad nucleotide binding
protein W

ENSGALG00000040086
ENSGALG00000031712
ENSGALG00000040531
ENSGALG00000037690
ENSGALG00000014184
ENSGALG00000029246
ENSGALG00000037738

-8.99
-8.94
-8.88
-8.83
-8.77
-8.70
-8.60

0
3.94E-79
1.8E-165
2.6E-170
1.7E-153
1.8E-76
1.65E-53

18.11
2.81
6.68
8.04
5.88
2.84
2.08

9169.51
1410.52
3202.90
3691.19
2624.90
1199.15
812.91

HNRNPKL
SMAD2W
-

heterogeneous nuclear
ribonucleoprotein K-like
SMAD family member 2-W
-

W
KQ759494.1
AADN04000843.1
AADN04001826.1
W
AADN04003908.1
AADN04002626.1

ENSGALG00000035780
ENSGALG00000035785
ENSGALG00000029783
ENSGALG00000033873

-8.56
-8.46
-8.25
-8.23

1.59E-63
1.02E-61
2.2E-220
4.38E-59

2.45
2.40
15.59
2.40

889.32
831.27
4727.69
708.87

KCMF1
-

E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase KCMF1like
-

W
AADN04024149.1
AADN04024629.1
KQ759531.1

chromodomain helicase DNA
binding protein 1
-

W
AADN04000857.1
AADN04006411.1

ENSGALG00000031327
ENSGALG00000042366
ENSGALG00000036558

-8.21
-8.20
-8.10

5.8E-158
3.11E-17
3.13E-42

11.74
2.26
2.17

3424.04 CHDB1
677.07 575.97 -
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Gene

ENSGALG00000043758
ENSGALG00000032641
ENSGALG00000029890
ENSGALG00000032104
ENSGALG00000040780
ENSGALG00000039296
ENSGALG00000016183
ENSGALG00000016263
ENSGALG00000040507
ENSGALG00000039023
ENSGALG00000039466
ENSGALG00000039438
ENSGALG00000041500
ENSGALG00000032339
ENSGALG00000031262
ENSGALG00000033407
ENSGALG00000041736
ENSGALG00000040093
ENSGALG00000039764
ENSGALG00000040263
ENSGALG00000030666
ENSGALG00000032603
ENSGALG00000035372
ENSGALG00000041158

log2FC

-8.03
-8.00
-7.94
-7.87
-7.81
-7.68
-6.77
-6.69
-6.21
-5.81
-5.74
-5.51
-5.10
-5.07
-4.87

padj

4.9E-170
3.11E-53
2.4E-169
1.2E-106
7.5E-166
1.6E-128
9.08E-16
9.5E-43
2.9E-37
5.2E-210
4.6E-31
2.68E-10
5.35E-09
7.62E-19
4.09E-29

-3.97 0.003019
-3.91
2.2E-18
-3.57 6.12E-11
-3.36 9.89E-09
-3.18 0.012796
-2.79 1.19E-06
-2.39 2.77E-05
-2.17 1.25E-08
-1.97 7.39E-07

Male

15.23
2.22
9.87
17.39
8.39
11.69
22.29
36.94
22.43
152.42
27.79
15.76
26.58
20.67
127.76
44.69
95.34
46.22
49.81
182.32
470.43
440.50
169.03
147.44

Female

Gene
name

Description

chromosome

3977.16
602.26
2391.82
4025.90
1877.66
2404.79
2428.86
3811.43
1661.32
8510.53
1475.22
723.11
914.93
691.52
3745.86

ATP5A1
W
UBAP2
NIPBLL
-

ATP synthase, H+ transporting,
mitochondrial F1 complex, alpha
subunit 1, cardiac muscle
ubiquitin associated protein 2
Nipped-B homolog-like
60S ribosomal protein L17-like
-

W
AADN04004861.1
AADN04009627.1
KQ759493.1
W
AADN04003908.1
3
3
3
W
Z
AADN04000879.1
W
1
3

BRINP3
FSTL5
-

BMP/retinoic acid inducible neural
specific 3
follistatin like 5
60S ribosomal protein L17
60S ribosomal protein L17
-

699.97
1434.06
547.65
512.26
1647.37
3250.49
2302.40
758.85
575.97

8
4
1
1
W
KQ759365.1
5
3
2
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Gene
log2FC
padj
Male
Female
ENSGALG00000017295
-1.96 2.74E-05
189.22
734.82
ENSGALG00000040190
-1.90 0.00025
170.92
635.93
ENSGALG00000033708
-1.74 1.99E-06
537.32 1789.82
ENSGALG00000042234
-1.57 1.34E-07
1019.72 3021.64
ENSGALG00000036501
-1.51 0.002271
541.97 1544.48
ENSGALG00000003426
-1.50 1.04E-06
209.20
591.20

Gene
name
PTHLH
RHBDL3

Description
parathyroid hormone like hormone
rhomboid like 3

ENSGALG00000033705
ENSGALG00000030864

-1.49 0.000468
-1.48 0.000606

1982.93
1332.97

-

transitional endoplasmic reticulum
ATPase-like 2
-

ENSGALG00000035752
ENSGALG00000030036

-1.47 0.005201
-1.42 1.47E-10

6163.90
506.50

PEX2
-

peroxisomal biogenesis factor 2
-

ENSGALG00000009920
ENSGALG00000030680
ENSGALG00000013715
ENSGALG00000003767
ENSGALG00000002350
ENSGALG00000041497
ENSGALG00000037624
ENSGALG00000027198

-1.36 6.88E-07
-1.31 0.019785
-1.30 6.15E-06
-1.23 1.94E-05
-1.20 3.75E-05
-1.18
5.9E-06
-1.14 1.57E-18
-1.12 0.034641

9941.44
1093.35
737.37
874.62
3798.18
1375.00
335.58
1289.68

5580.81
3714.31
17077.6
6
1357.10
25557.2
7
2717.74
1814.19
2054.36
8708.17
3117.19
742.40
2800.70

COCH
DLC1
NKD1
DNAH3
TMEM47

cochlin
DLC1 Rho GTPase activating protein
naked cuticle homolog 1
dynein axonemal heavy chain 3
transmembrane protein 47

ENSGALG00000027173

-1.08

5.2E-05

8533.89

18015.7 TMEM15
4 9

transmembrane protein 159

14

ENSGALG00000000452
ENSGALG00000015737

-1.08 0.006811
-1.07 0.001437

260.10
1087.85

TNFRSF1
547.59 0B
2283.34 NCAM2

tumor necrosis factor receptor
superfamily, member 10b
neural cell adhesion molecule 2

22
1

chromosome
1
4
8
AADN04002826.1
2
18
KQ759511.1
AADN04002838.1
2
2
5
4
4
11
14
2
KQ759420.1
1
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Gene
ENSGALG00000027757
ENSGALG00000030081
ENSGALG00000009254
ENSGALG00000002523

log2FC
-1.05

padj
9.62E-05

-1.04 6.18E-05
-1.01 0.001955
1.00

4.7E-05

Male

Female

Gene
name

Description

chromosome

1113.77 ARL4A

ADP ribosylation factor like GTPase
4A

2

2852.93
371.88

5857.28 SKAP2
750.17 ENO4

src kinase associated
phosphoprotein 2
enolase 4

2
6

917.47

458.06 CREB3

537.36

cAMP responsive element binding
protein 3

Z

ENSGALG00000015284
ENSGALG00000005806

1.01
1.01

7.8E-17
6.99E-12

1174.01
3425.32

585.00 RGMB
1702.95 KIF24

ENSGALG00000038723
ENSGALG00000003708
ENSGALG00000014942

1.01
1.01
1.01

3.8E-12
2.97E-06
1.05E-10

4875.62
4690.19
11447.08

2421.77 RPP25L
2327.58 WDR70
5678.90 NSA2

repulsive guidance molecule BMP
co-receptor b
kinesin family member 24
ribonuclease P/MRP subunit p25
like
WD repeat domain 70
NSA2, ribosome biogenesis homolog

ENSGALG00000006868

1.02 0.000333

3079.74

1523.75 CRACR2B

calcium release activated channel
regulator 2B

ENSGALG00000005316

1.02

3.89E-08

3362.72

1660.96 SRFBP1

serum response factor binding
protein 1

Z

ENSGALG00000015669

1.02

1.57E-08

1022.76

505.56 PTBP3

polypyrimidine tract binding protein
3

Z

ARHGEF2
249.06 8

Rho guanine nucleotide exchange
factor 28

Z

Fanconi anemia complementation
group G
survival of motor neuron

KQ759511.1
Z

ENSGALG00000014923

1.02

9.73E-05

504.20

ENSGALG00000034209
ENSGALG00000002430

1.02
1.02

1.83E-05
1.41E-20

843.07
6141.44

415.52 3026.43 SMN

Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
5
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Gene

log2FC

padj

Male

Gene
name

Description

chromosome

TLN1

B double prime 1, subunit of RNA
polymerase III transcription
initiation factor IIIB-like
MIER family member 3
talin 1

Z
Z
AADN04001957.1
Z

ubiquitin like with PHD and ring
finger domains 2
synuclein alpha interacting protein

Z
Z

ribosomal protein S6

Z

RGP1 homolog, RAB6A GEF complex
partner 1
thioredoxin

Z
Z

924.99 DMRT1
658.14 PELO

doublesex and mab-3 related
transcription factor 1
pelota homolog (Drosophila)

Z
Z

451.90 SIGMAR1

sigma non-opioid intracellular
receptor 1

Z

Female

ENSGALG00000002439
ENSGALG00000014721
ENSGALG00000030729
ENSGALG00000002548

1.02
1.2E-11
1.02 2.06E-15
1.03
4E-12
1.03 0.020728

7311.10
1317.23
2116.45
3892.11

3601.87
648.88
1040.12
1911.11

ENSGALG00000015052
ENSGALG00000005330

1.03
1.03

6.43E-20
3.89E-05

2847.69
3166.81

ENSGALG00000015082

1.03

1.97E-09

81681.20

1397.99 UHRF2
1550.96 SNCAIP
39981.7
2 RPS6

ENSGALG00000002394
ENSGALG00000015704

1.03
1.04

2.84E-28
4.48E-06

1289.09
19200.63

630.08 RGP1
9357.64 TXN

ENSGALG00000010160
ENSGALG00000034847

1.04
1.04

5.54E-05
3.77E-14

1899.10
1357.22

ENSGALG00000028996

1.05

6.68E-05

933.34

ENSGALG00000015118
ENSGALG00000012576

1.05
1.05

2.88E-10
7.65E-15

9091.93
845.53

4403.86 SMC5
409.37 RASEF

structural maintenance of
chromosomes 5
RAS and EF-hand domain containing

Z
Z

ENSGALG00000001765
ENSGALG00000002142

1.05 2.84E-16
1.06 0.000102

1599.60
2281.06

771.48 CAAP1
1094.86 DGKQ

caspase activity and apoptosis
inhibitor 1
diacylglycerol kinase theta

Z
Z
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Gene

log2FC

padj

Male

Female

Gene
name

Description

chromosome

Gallus gallus ATP synthase, H+
transporting, mitochondrial F1
complex, alpha subunit 1, cardiac
muscle (ATP5A1Z), mRNA.

Z

tRNA methyltransferase 10B

Z

ENSGALG00000037880

1.06

8.66E-20

34538.38

ENSGALG00000029118

1.06

4.45E-10

1016.78

16570.7
7 ATP5A1Z
TRMT10
486.96 B

ENSGALG00000015577
ENSGALG00000026757

1.06
1.07

1.14E-05
7.91E-05

797.26
4936.72

381.20 2351.97 DHFR

ENSGALG00000005416
ENSGALG00000027295
ENSGALG00000030905
ENSGALG00000015103
ENSGALG00000015156
ENSGALG00000026028
ENSGALG00000014168
ENSGALG00000015090

1.07
3.2E-10
1.07 0.000898
1.07 7.31E-06
1.07 1.41E-08
1.07 4.23E-08
1.07 2.52E-05
1.08 4.78E-10
1.08 8.91E-11

717.98
2266.78
691.92
2899.92
1199.24
652.40
2396.80
2659.68

341.92
1078.70
329.08
1378.75
570.05
310.00
1133.58
1257.00

ENSGALG00000008229
ENSGALG00000030730

1.10
1.11

1.57E-09
1.93E-09

9402.90
3185.70

4376.87 ALDH7A1
1476.53 -

aldehyde dehydrogenase 7 family
member A1
nucleolar protein 6

Z
Z

ENSGALG00000025769
ENSGALG00000014734
ENSGALG00000017405

1.11 1.39E-07
1.11 2.45E-09
1.11 0.000368

667.22
1819.63
1711.49

gga-mir308.82 6565
841.66 790.34 NPR3

gga-mir-6565
zinc finger SWIM-type containing 6
natriuretic peptide receptor 3

Z
Z
Z

ENSGALG00000014751

1.12

3509.67

ADAMTS
1615.80 6

ADAM metallopeptidase with
thrombospondin type 1 motif 6

Z

2.77E-14

TTC39B
NUDT2
CCDC171
NMRK1
SREK1IP1
PLIN2

family with sequence similarity 151
member B
dihydrofolate reductase
tetratricopeptide repeat domain
39B
nudix hydrolase 2
coiled-coil domain containing 171
nicotinamide riboside kinase 1
SREK1 interacting protein 1
perilipin 2

Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
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Gene
Gene
log2FC
padj
Male
Female name
ENSGALG00000013512
1.12 0.001119
2190.40 1007.74 BTF3

Description
basic transcription factor 3

ENSGALG00000015428
ENSGALG00000014846
ENSGALG00000040995
ENSGALG00000036001
ENSGALG00000042362
ENSGALG00000028267
ENSGALG00000014877

OXCT1
SMAD2Z
EMB

pleckstrin and Sec7 domain
containing 3
3-oxoacid CoA-transferase 1
SMAD family member 2-Z
golgi phosphoprotein 3
embigin

VCP
RPL22L1

EGF like, fibronectin type III and
laminin G domains
valosin containing protein
ribosomal protein L22 like 1

Z
Z
Z

RPL17

ribosomal protein L17

Z

XPA, DNA damage recognition and
repair factor
mitochondrial ribosomal protein L17

Z
Z

ribosomal protein S23

Z

267.82 PLCXD3

phosphatidylinositol specific
phospholipase C X domain
containing 3

Z

512.60 FAM83F
547.87 -

family with sequence similarity 83
member F
feather keratin 1-like

1.12 9.42E-28
1.14 9.99E-06
1.14 0.033501
1.15
2.7E-10
1.16 0.015381
1.16
1E-06
1.16 0.002166

ENSGALG00000003726
ENSGALG00000014880
ENSGALG00000001986
ENSGALG00000009312

1.20
6.7E-06
1.22 1.85E-07
1.22 0.006526
1.23 3.19E-05

ENSGALG00000036774

1.24

2.1E-13

1321.30
671.59
6607.18
4625.66
8989.97
2200.52
11471.40
1939.61
619.49
8585.11
5210.12
37995.56

ENSGALG00000028998
ENSGALG00000002605

1.24
1.25

4.29E-25
8.61E-26

24914.49
3590.20

ENSGALG00000015617

1.25

7.46E-14

40879.50

ENSGALG00000014845
ENSGALG00000045936
ENSGALG00000026754

1.26

2.68E-15

1.27 0.046476
1.28 0.021382

641.75
1239.29
1327.16

606.35
304.36
2988.14
2081.42
4032.51
986.50
5118.91
845.52
265.75
3676.82
2227.52
16061.5
8

10522.9
1 XPA
1507.41 MRPL17
17155.2
3 -

chromosome
Z
Z
Z
7
Z
AADN04000639.1
Z
Z

9

1
25
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Gene
log2FC
padj
Male
Female
ENSGALG00000002165
1.28 0.023941 23178.11 9560.90
ENSGALG00000045074
1.28 0.029516
527.79
217.44
ENSGALG00000010179
1.30 4.18E-10
958.81
390.58
ENSGALG00000002009

1.30

1.48E-12

729.24

ENSGALG00000003733
ENSGALG00000045425

1.31 2.25E-07
1.33 0.024459

2721.38
731.94

ENSGALG00000026195

1.34

3.5E-07

519.09

ENSGALG00000025868
ENSGALG00000027630

1.35 2.85E-05
1.37 0.000296

ENSGALG00000034315
ENSGALG00000032856

1.38 0.027063
1.38 0.002172

622.63
605.77
259531.8
6
505.91

ENSGALG00000026107
ENSGALG00000003923

1.42 1.03E-07
1.47 0.047221

ENSGALG00000028673

1.50

ENSGALG00000015721
ENSGALG00000014686
ENSGALG00000003777

2.94E-05

1.50 3.68E-10
1.50 5.07E-08
1.72 0.020725

531.58
615.65
1066.95

1868.67
1819.11
772.17

Gene
name
UNC13B
RFX3

296.82 FANCG
1101.34 LIFR
292.21 205.13 GALT

Description
unc-13 homolog B
regulatory factor X3

chromosome
Z
Z
Z

Fanconi anemia complementation
group G

Z

leukemia inhibitory factor receptor
alpha
-

Z
AADN04000639.1

galactose-1-phosphate
uridylyltransferase

Z

TAF1C
NPR2

TATA-box binding protein associated
factor, RNA polymerase I subunit C
Z
natriuretic peptide receptor 2
Z

RF00003
GFRA2

GDNF family receptor alpha 2

gga-mir198.92 2954
221.86 COL6A3

gga-mir-2954
collagen type VI alpha 3 chain

244.54
233.90
100032.
69
194.27

377.38

membrane associated ring-CH-type
37681 finger 3

660.71 SVEP1
642.67 FBN2
235.20 NELL1

sushi, von Willebrand factor type A,
EGF and pentraxin domain
containing 1
fibrillin 2
neural EGFL like 1

2
22
Z
7
Z

Z
Z
5
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Gene

log2FC

ENSGALG00000031281

padj

2.95 0.046924

Gene
name

Male

Female

15337.50

1982.92 GTF3C2

Description

chromosome

general transcription factor IIIC
subunit 2

3

Table 8-2: Pairwise expression profile comparison between cell types
F13

F27

F62

F70

F81

F90

M19

M29

M5

M57

ESC

EGK
X_1

EGK
X_2

EGK
X_3

CEF

DT40
_1

DT40
_2

DT40
_3

DT40
_4

DT40
_5

DF1

GC

CNC1

CNC2

F13

1.00

0.98

0.98

0.97

0.99

0.99

0.97

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.87

0.94

0.94

0.93

0.65

0.87

0.89

0.85

0.89

0.85

0.64

0.74

0.91

0.83

F27

0.98

1.00

0.98

0.97

0.99

0.98

0.98

0.99

0.98

0.98

0.87

0.94

0.94

0.93

0.65

0.87

0.88

0.85

0.88

0.85

0.65

0.74

0.90

0.83

F62

0.98

0.98

1.00

0.97

0.98

0.98

0.97

0.98

0.98

0.99

0.87

0.94

0.94

0.94

0.65

0.88

0.89

0.86

0.89

0.86

0.65

0.75

0.91

0.84

F70

0.97

0.97

0.97

1.00

0.98

0.97

0.97

0.97

0.97

0.97

0.86

0.92

0.92

0.92

0.64

0.86

0.88

0.84

0.88

0.85

0.64

0.73

0.89

0.82

F81

0.99

0.99

0.98

0.98

1.00

0.99

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.99

0.87

0.94

0.94

0.93

0.65

0.87

0.89

0.86

0.89

0.86

0.65

0.74

0.90

0.83

F90

0.99

0.98

0.98

0.97

0.99

1.00

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.87

0.94

0.94

0.93

0.65

0.87

0.89

0.86

0.89

0.86

0.65

0.74

0.91

0.83

M19

0.97

0.98

0.97

0.97

0.98

0.98

1.00

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.88

0.93

0.93

0.93

0.65

0.87

0.88

0.86

0.88

0.86

0.66

0.75

0.91

0.83

M29

0.98

0.99

0.98

0.97

0.98

0.98

0.98

1.00

0.99

0.99

0.87

0.94

0.94

0.94

0.65

0.87

0.89

0.86

0.89

0.86

0.65

0.75

0.91

0.83

M5

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.97

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.99

1.00

0.99

0.87

0.94

0.94

0.93

0.65

0.88

0.89

0.86

0.89

0.86

0.65

0.75

0.91

0.83

M57

0.98

0.98

0.99

0.97

0.99

0.98

0.98

0.99

0.99

1.00

0.87

0.94

0.94

0.93

0.65

0.87

0.89

0.86

0.89

0.86

0.65

0.75

0.91

0.83

ESC
EGKX_1

0.87
0.94

0.87
0.94

0.87
0.94

0.86
0.92

0.87
0.94

0.87
0.94

0.88
0.93

0.87
0.94

0.87
0.94

0.87
0.94

1.00
0.91

0.91
1.00

0.91
0.99

0.91
0.99

0.65
0.65

0.85
0.87

0.84
0.89

0.85
0.85

0.84
0.89

0.85
0.86

0.65
0.65

0.74
0.75

0.87
0.91

0.80
0.83

EGKX_2

0.94

0.94

0.94

0.92

0.94

0.94

0.93

0.94

0.94

0.94

0.91

0.99

1.00

0.98

0.65

0.87

0.89

0.85

0.89

0.85

0.65

0.75

0.91

0.83

EGKX_3

0.93

0.93

0.94

0.92

0.93

0.93

0.93

0.94

0.93

0.93

0.91

0.99

0.98

1.00

0.66

0.87

0.89

0.86

0.89

0.86

0.66

0.75

0.90

0.83

CEF

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.64

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.66

1.00

0.70

0.69

0.70

0.69

0.70

0.74

0.62

0.67

0.63

DT40_1

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.86

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.85

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.70

1.00

0.96

0.97

0.96

0.97

0.71

0.82

0.90

0.84

DT40_2

0.89

0.88

0.89

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.84

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.69

0.96

1.00

0.96

0.99

0.97

0.69

0.81

0.90

0.83

DT40_3

0.85

0.85

0.86

0.84

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.85

0.85

0.85

0.86

0.70

0.97

0.96

1.00

0.97

1.00

0.71

0.83

0.88

0.82

DT40_4

0.89

0.88

0.89

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.84

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.69

0.96

0.99

0.97

1.00

0.97

0.69

0.81

0.90

0.83

DT40_5

0.85

0.85

0.86

0.85

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.85

0.86

0.85

0.86

0.70

0.97

0.97

1.00

0.97

1.00

0.71

0.83

0.88

0.82

DF1

0.64

0.65

0.65

0.64

0.65

0.65

0.66

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.66

0.74

0.71

0.69

0.71

0.69

0.71

1.00

0.62

0.67

0.64
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GC

0.74

0.74

0.75

0.73

0.74

0.74

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.74

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.62

0.82

0.81

0.83

0.81

0.83

0.62

1.00

0.77

0.71

CNC1

0.91

0.90

0.91

0.89

0.90

0.91

0.91

0.91

0.91

0.91

0.87

0.91

0.91

0.90

0.67

0.90

0.90

0.88

0.90

0.88

0.67

0.77

1.00

0.90

CNC2

0.83

0.83

0.84

0.82

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.80

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.63

0.84

0.83

0.82

0.83

0.82

0.64

0.71

0.90

1.00

Table 8-3: pairwise expression profile comparison between cells and tissues.
BM1

BM2

BM3

BUR1

BUR2

BUR3

CER1

CER2

CER3

CT2

CT3

DUO1

DUO2

DUO3

GF1

GF2

GF3

GM1

GM2

GM3

HM1

HM2

HM3

IL1

IL2

IL3

F13

0.85

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

CT1
0.88

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.87

F27

0.85

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

F62

0.86

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.89

0.89

0.90

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.90

0.90

0.89

0.89

0.90

0.89

0.89

0.90

0.89

F70

0.84

0.87

0.86

0.87

0.86

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.86

0.86

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

F81

0.85

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

F90

0.85

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.89

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

M19

0.86

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

M29

0.86

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.90

0.90

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

M5

0.86

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.88

M57

0.86

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.88

ESC

0.80

0.83

0.82

0.83

0.82

0.84

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.83

0.83

0.84

0.83

0.82

0.83

0.84

0.83

0.84

0.84

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.84

0.84

0.84

EGKX_1

0.85

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.88

0.89

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

EGKX_2

0.85

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

EGKX_3

0.85

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

CEF

0.66

0.68

0.67

0.68

0.67

0.68

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.69

0.69

0.69

0.69

0.69

0.69

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.68

DT40_1

0.86

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.91

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.90

0.90

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

DT40_2

0.87

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.90

0.92

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.91

0.91

0.90

0.89

0.89

0.90

0.90

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.90

0.90

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.90

0.89

DT40_3

0.85

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.90

0.85

0.84

0.84

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

DT40_4

0.87

0.89

0.89

0.90

0.90

0.92

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.91

0.91

0.90

0.89

0.89

0.90

0.90

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.90

0.90

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.90

0.89

DT40_5

0.85

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.90

0.85

0.84

0.84

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

DF1

0.66

0.68

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.68

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.68

0.67

0.68

0.67

0.66

0.67

0.69

0.69

0.69

0.69

0.69

0.69

0.68

0.67

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.68

GC

0.77

0.79

0.79

0.80

0.80

0.82

0.76

0.76

0.76

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.80

0.79

0.80

0.81

0.81

0.81

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.81

0.81

CNC1

0.87

0.90

0.89

0.91

0.89

0.91

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.91

0.90

0.91

0.90

0.90

0.91

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.91

0.91

0.91

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

CNC2

0.80

0.82

0.82

0.83

0.81

0.83

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.83

0.82

0.82

0.83

0.83

0.82

0.82

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.82
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LIV1

LIV2

LIV3

LUN1

LUN2

LUN3

PAN1

PAN2

PAN3

SPL1

SPL2

SPL3

TM1

ELiv1

ELiv2

ELiv3

F13

0.87

0.86

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

MD1
0.87

MD2
0.87

MD3
0.87

OL1
0.88

OL2
0.88

OL3
0.88

0.86

0.86

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.86

TM2
0.87

TM3
0.87

TR1
0.88

TR2
0.88

TR3
0.88

TY1
0.88

TY2
0.88

TY3
0.88

0.86

0.85

0.86

F27

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.86

0.86

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.86

0.86

0.86

F62

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.87

0.87

0.87

F70

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.86

0.85

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.87

0.85

0.86

0.86

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.85

0.85

0.85

F81

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.86

0.86

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.86

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.88

0.86

0.86

0.86

F90

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.87

0.86

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.89

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.87

0.86

0.87

M19

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.87

0.87

0.88

M29

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.87

0.86

0.87

M5

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.87

0.86

0.87

M57

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.87

0.86

0.87

ESC

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.83

0.82

0.82

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.83

0.82

0.83

0.82

0.82

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.84

0.84

0.84

0.86

0.85

0.86

EGKX_1

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.86

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.86

0.86

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.87

0.87

0.87

EGKX_2

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.86

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.86

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.87

0.87

0.87

EGKX_3

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.86

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.86

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.87

0.87

0.87

CEF

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.68

0.67

0.67

0.68

0.69

0.67

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.66

0.66

0.66

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.67

0.68

0.67

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.69

0.69

0.69

DT40_1

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.90

0.89

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.87

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.91

0.91

0.91

0.88

0.88

0.89

DT40_2

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.91

0.90

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.88

0.91

0.91

0.91

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.92

0.92

0.91

0.88

0.88

0.88

DT40_3

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.86

0.86

0.88

0.90

0.88

0.84

0.84

0.84

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.89

0.89

0.89

DT40_4

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.91

0.90

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.91

0.91

0.91

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.92

0.92

0.92

0.88

0.88

0.89

DT40_5

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.86

0.86

0.88

0.90

0.88

0.84

0.85

0.85

0.86

0.86

0.86

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.87

0.87

0.87

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.89

0.89

0.89

DF1

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.68

0.68

0.67

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.66

0.66

0.66

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.67

0.67

0.68

0.68

0.67

0.69

0.69

0.69

GC

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.81

0.80

0.80

0.81

0.83

0.81

0.76

0.76

0.76

0.77

0.77

0.77

0.84

0.83

0.83

0.79

0.79

0.79

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.81

0.81

0.82

CNC1

0.89

0.89

0.89

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.89

0.89

0.90

0.91

0.91

0.91

0.91

0.91

0.91

0.89

0.88

0.89

CNC2

0.81

0.81

0.81

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.83

0.81

0.81

0.81

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.82

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.83

0.82

0.82

0.82
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Table 8-4: Chicken Pluripotent-specific genes
GeneID

Symbol

PGCs

EGKX

ENSGALG00000027772

NANOG

39481.66

63704.76

ENSGALG00000026920

gga-mir-6545

97190.65

ENSGALG00000041461

DNMT3B

37768.28

ENSGALG00000031482

Pou5f3

ENSGALG00000033439

PRDM14

ENSGALG00000036022

LIN28A

ENSGALG00000012623

CFC1B

ENSGALG00000038495

GRHL1

ENSGALG00000040383

SOX3

ENSGALG00000007690
ENSGALG00000016927
ENSGALG00000007507

ESC

Non-pluri

55235.31

16.44

26394.71

3997.70

103.31

37766.91

51575.16

437.25

18157.36

19628.01

56933.00

14.06

9460.26

15120.90

11747.28

24.59

18809.21

6531.17

6491.64

232.27

6327.45

10490.17

6912.95

277.42

818.42

10547.61

8938.22

194.56

3060.35

6068.37

8830.03

35.59

TFAP2C

710.46

10217.73

6828.69

84.52

KLF5

925.24

5346.76

6758.89

445.95

MASTL

4970.60

3776.65

2065.16

438.72

ENSGALG00000046180

TDRD1

7425.94

979.97

712.49

95.10

ENSGALG00000010232

VRTN

1411.56

3000.79

4362.16

48.37

ENSGALG00000005499

IL17RD

6914.72

1171.75

615.26

493.32

ENSGALG00000014687

EPHA1

697.67

4589.60

3365.48

442.59

ENSGALG00000008383

SFR1

2994.90

3474.85

2006.83

491.22

ENSGALG00000015799

ELAVL2

6324.74

1209.86

740.90

498.73

ENSGALG00000006374

TBX6

4385.56

2170.04

1607.45

132.53

ENSGALG00000012947

CAPRIN2

2212.52

4094.27

1651.83

489.74

ENSGALG00000027454

CENPW

2735.49

2480.15

2478.99

386.18

ENSGALG00000012700

RNF182

1950.16

3128.32

2271.08

136.80

ENSGALG00000031553

KIF18B

652.47

2754.67

3797.76

453.16

ENSGALG00000007980

KCNG1

3969.14

1565.01

1313.78

297.73

ENSGALG00000014788

CENPH

1370.83

2656.51

2801.58

440.04

ENSGALG00000026146

CRLF1

570.39

1774.55

4392.58

395.59

ENSGALG00000034889

OTX2

752.81

2534.15

3036.91

128.22

ENSGALG00000014729

DEPDC1B

2011.42

2411.37

1348.69

390.31

ENSGALG00000008018

SNAI1

1584.17

3043.63

1141.27

487.05

ENSGALG00000027091

GPR27

1999.54

1591.26

2114.02

399.42

ENSGALG00000000583

SOX13

554.21

2398.45

2638.04

381.47

ENSGALG00000010588

GNOT2

649.77

2261.04

2609.62

1.45

ENSGALG00000034534

FAAP24

1961.32

1797.90

1575.54

373.39

ENSGALG00000021653

IFT22

2773.12

952.39

1507.24

364.29

ENSGALG00000036678

ETV4

2445.48

1103.15

1590.50

278.95

ENSGALG00000031340

E2F7

691.34

1680.46

2751.22

394.73

ENSGALG00000002984

RAB24

657.37

1730.46

2686.90

469.04

ENSGALG00000024081

TGIF2

1070.64

1739.96

2165.88

153.82

ENSGALG00000036359

RUVBL2

601.37

936.19

3293.19

405.83

ENSGALG00000040397

HAUS1

895.06

1637.21

2139.95

221.73

ENSGALG00000006934

PATZ1

1374.74

1956.91

1293.84

402.99
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GeneID

Symbol

PGCs

EGKX

ENSGALG00000020999

DYNLL1

2150.86

1052.54

ENSGALG00000005214

CCDC79

1822.93

ENSGALG00000028015

HES4

531.08

ENSGALG00000032400

UTP23

ENSGALG00000038817

CKS2

ENSGALG00000014874
ENSGALG00000035963

ESC

Non-pluri

1310.29

491.54

1655.95

947.32

121.78

1416.18

2478.49

489.39

663.38

2245.62

1386.58

416.22

1386.61

1370.78

1535.66

83.62

MRPS30

893.84

1433.31

1886.17

497.80

METTL18

1695.77

1356.15

995.19

340.34

ENSGALG00000028744

TMEM18

636.53

1901.70

1485.30

382.15

ENSGALG00000012068

ZGRF1

2656.58

769.62

571.88

294.29

ENSGALG00000026001

C9orf85

1344.82

1273.35

1325.25

413.19

ENSGALG00000015774

CYYR1

602.86

1185.61

2113.52

374.30

ENSGALG00000017148

CENPJ

1274.28

1891.77

724.95

355.84

ENSGALG00000009032

PIF1

926.67

1517.45

1413.00

179.23

ENSGALG00000032984

MEX3B

882.37

1325.37

1625.40

414.36

ENSGALG00000011914

CENPM

669.23

1804.97

1344.20

431.03

ENSGALG00000033063

GINS2

704.14

1292.14

1749.05

448.72

ENSGALG00000027526

COL9A2

884.90

826.19

1990.37

121.40

ENSGALG00000002150

CPEB1,RP11-152F13.10

2254.47

593.62

809.71

221.75

ENSGALG00000010789

PARS2

1158.91

1069.71

1403.03

470.66

ENSGALG00000035350

PMEL

1655.24

685.11

1289.35

9.14

ENSGALG00000015108

FXN

594.85

1457.34

1543.63

419.94

ENSGALG00000039751

PANX1

1546.20

762.88

1268.91

496.43

ENSGALG00000031812

TDRKH

2043.87

509.87

1021.61

72.24

ENSGALG00000003365

RAD1

1023.79

1463.20

1079.45

407.64

ENSGALG00000014960

POC5

1077.18

1587.69

899.46

433.80

ENSGALG00000021471

IL17B

631.67

870.31

2035.74

445.22

ENSGALG00000007370

CLP1

691.05

1238.08

1607.95

431.89

ENSGALG00000014753

CENPK

1170.80

1113.44

1247.47

371.49

ENSGALG00000032938

FSD1

576.51

1469.93

1454.39

264.57

ENSGALG00000037998

GLTP

756.32

1054.26

1681.74

336.41

ENSGALG00000030643

VANGL2

794.99

945.62

1736.09

147.22

ENSGALG00000040340

PCYOX1L

602.60

794.66

1987.88

403.08

ENSGALG00000029175

EFNB2

1896.38

759.58

709.99

490.45

ENSGALG00000003250

ITPA

1030.84

819.60

1496.77

471.56

ENSGALG00000004270

ALDH1A2

1624.74

1024.30

678.58

454.34

ENSGALG00000041455

THOC3

690.06

1242.14

1384.58

456.81

ENSGALG00000000102

UBE2T

1772.01

607.09

893.47

400.81

ENSGALG00000003287

TMEM39B

544.01

1252.90

1438.93

468.99

ENSGALG00000016362

SH3YL1

1064.76

1132.96

987.71

431.58

ENSGALG00000001204

ENKD1

652.05

1150.26

1367.63

337.86

ENSGALG00000004240

ORAI1

512.74

1286.22

1361.15

423.59

ENSGALG00000013811

NCAPH2

690.97

1270.84

1160.22

350.85

ENSGALG00000006194

SLC52A3

575.32

651.83

1892.65

378.01
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GeneID

Symbol

PGCs

EGKX

ESC

Non-pluri

ENSGALG00000003415

DDX28

865.65

1165.69

1071.97

355.74

ENSGALG00000027355

TPBG

614.43

836.35

1624.41

146.38

ENSGALG00000015603

ZCCHC9

937.22

701.40

1423.47

461.89

ENSGALG00000035634

METRN

626.84

506.26

1928.55

88.73

ENSGALG00000014648

CETN3

764.38

1197.40

1047.04

458.34

ENSGALG00000009021

ST6GALNAC5

997.63

1041.55

887.49

290.13

ENSGALG00000036019

POLR2K

694.21

944.28

1231.52

491.81

ENSGALG00000038939

TARBP2

601.63

606.94

1590.00

435.75

ENSGALG00000026215

CCDC177

896.38

940.60

862.06

423.83

ENSGALG00000006955

CCNJ

896.45

800.84

962.28

380.31

ENSGALG00000039219

ADAMTS14

565.99

725.65

1367.13

303.17

ENSGALG00000023661

DUS4L

833.31

795.23

1026.60

496.10

ENSGALG00000000604

NKAIN1

538.22

733.02

1378.10

110.71

ENSGALG00000008670

C1orf52,C8H1ORF52

549.30

1130.50

957.79

300.77

ENSGALG00000015895

HTR1B

649.33

753.46

1216.56

395.26

ENSGALG00000029912

CAMK1

1074.91

635.90

896.46

414.66

ENSGALG00000031312

ANAPC13

918.09

821.29

851.59

459.37

ENSGALG00000031094

EDA2R

1007.98

1054.49

517.04

380.03

ENSGALG00000013821

GEMIN6

666.34

908.93

1002.66

424.54

ENSGALG00000038896

ZBTB8A

529.06

1237.58

788.27

325.52

ENSGALG00000044632

PLIN5

713.75

1030.34

788.77

130.93

ENSGALG00000017167

SLC35F2

1100.10

651.74

769.32

417.60

ENSGALG00000002618

KCTD7

680.46

1042.18

795.75

441.28

ENSGALG00000026734

GABPB2

1348.21

551.64

614.76

446.37

ENSGALG00000024481

APITD1

1020.91

797.94

695.53

394.42

ENSGALG00000042020

CG-16

992.94

709.60

789.77

455.77

ENSGALG00000014804

THBS4

1105.24

750.71

616.76

330.29

ENSGALG00000042163

FAM136A

1266.87

616.57

588.34

279.24

ENSGALG00000009224

TTC30A

874.92

854.70

738.91

479.22

ENSGALG00000008538

GINS1

565.78

870.03

1032.58

492.60

ENSGALG00000041972

POP4

978.99

872.29

574.38

482.44

ENSGALG00000027655

TRABD2B

686.40

922.78

791.26

420.06

ENSGALG00000001693

SLC18A1

1143.13

567.87

670.60

487.79

ENSGALG00000023348

HPDL

512.91

666.42

1163.71

224.64

ENSGALG00000011493

TMEM169

1060.97

639.16

566.90

340.42

ENSGALG00000014863

TMEM267

788.62

544.04

931.37

439.79

ENSGALG00000013931

CHIC2

792.85

925.97

541.97

412.56

ENSGALG00000004055

C7orf50

615.64

557.35

1073.96

267.08

ENSGALG00000032053

SPSB4

930.70

605.21

671.60

305.58

ENSGALG00000002312

TMEM132E

534.60

767.98

884.50

379.69

ENSGALG00000004348

BRAT1

771.47

800.22

532.49

480.58

ENSGALG00000006558

WDR60

810.59

728.93

553.93

488.04

ENSGALG00000038913

LDLRAD3

1017.38

539.48

504.07

434.16
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GeneID

Symbol

PGCs

EGKX

ESC

Non-pluri

ENSGALG00000000820

HTR1D

664.69

779.09

596.31

162.18

ENSGALG00000012505

LRFN5

583.66

518.56

879.01

214.24

ENSGALG00000011626

COX18

594.14

781.63

596.81

414.37

ENSGALG00000027440

COX20

585.64

750.27

588.83

465.16

ENSGALG00000006122

EARS2

612.65

686.87

618.25

328.58

ENSGALG00000038820

MRPL55

600.32

528.01

736.42

297.31

ENSGALG00000008835

SAMD13

763.21

584.26

503.58

481.30

ENSGALG00000003660

FANCF

517.21

501.17

600.30

90.83

Table 8-5: Germ cell specific genes
Gene

PGCs

EGKX

ESC

Non-pluri

DAZL

76371.21

720.2398

530.0013

34.21324

GASZ

8639.847

246.7869

203.9233

6.402586

DMRTB1

8677.622

79.0355

63.32094

8.482617

TDRD9

12636.25

299.1649

167.5263

60.6653

RNF17

16936.69

301.4385

105.7011

24.44505

TDRD5

1973.104

127.1841

74.78851

7.138669

TUBA1B,TUBA1C

21375.99

50.52952

38.89003

79.64034

SMC1B

590.2944

14.23563

5.983081

4.788909

ADAD1

3943.651

153.2249

136.1151

70.10129

DDX43

3988.183

42.21711

28.91822

25.21776

DMRT1

879.4701

59.75056

99.21943

10.70041

SLC38A11

1668.314

146.6464

45.87029

9.203512

PNLDC1

6364.124

111.4112

164.0361

103.1999

TDRD15

3929.14

203.6151

69.80261

24.25653

SUB1L1

694.1263

28.4978

11.96616

27.12091

DDX4

27426.86

1287.443

587.3391

98.06619

FKBP6

3625.805

60.0719

50.3576

89.92549

ZNF541

2283.049

119.5138

177.4981

191.5858

STK31

16248.82

155.344

90.24481

252.978

FDFT1

54036.77

2170.061

2147.926

2896.83

KCNH7

3448.285

88.26523

4.985901

36.52859

TEX14

5239.466

221.1618

116.1715

388.9234

KCNU1

525.8504

38.58582

3.988721

16.71491

GTSF1

13376.22

1104.093

1403.033

629.0127

GNG10

6338.832

390.3887

400.3678

556.5592

AGBL4

2731.956

242.3925

32.90695

122.2269

FSIP1

571.5997

36.93096

10.96898

39.48513

gga-mir-6611

16610.91

870.5166

75.2871

802.5542

DNAH12

6920.019

629.816

307.6301

677.8306
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MOV10L1

15132.2

475.3432

152.5686

759.5825

ST8SIA2

3387.322

148.868

115.1743

223.8055

SOX21

1658.313

105.1437

229.85

117.8102

ELAVL4

23820.55

768.6101

631.7136

2015.512

Table 8-6: Expression values of TGF and FGF family member genes in avian PGCs.

ENSGALG00000042492

PITX2

log2Fold
Change
-4.38861

6.16E-30

461.79

21.91

ENSGALG00000014922

ROCK1

-2.79704

8.38E-97

7489.68

1077.55

ENSGALG00000035317

ID3

-1.73012

1.74E-07

1311.77

395.29

ENSGALG00000005198

RPS6KB1

-1.23295

1.91E-29

4388.47

1866.63

ENSGALG00000016823

TFDP1

-1.04593

3.26E-16

13091.17

6340.49

ENSGALG00000036941

CUL1

-0.90705

1.57E-19

16362.00

8725.74

ENSGALG00000003566

SMURF2

-0.88927

2.86E-08

2941.80

1588.13

ENSGALG00000038355

GDF5

-0.83799

0.062759

15.92

8.89

ENSGALG00000014908

FST

-0.82172

0.053195

487.95

276.02

ENSGALG00000001332

RBL1

-0.80512

2.07E-13

8385.90

4799.29

ENSGALG00000004655

SMURF1

-0.77202

2.76E-19

10953.61

6414.54

ENSGALG00000006462

PPP2CA

-0.71112

3.40E-07

14516.75

8867.88

ENSGALG00000011992

EP300

-0.49278

0.156872

4513.98

3207.64

ENSGALG00000001722

E2F4

-0.49118

3.26E-05

1300.66

925.11

ENSGALG00000010346

TGFB3

-0.49008

0.000789

1266.63

901.98

ENSGALG00000001501

MAPK1

-0.37405

0.000127

4413.41

3405.75

ENSGALG00000007762

CREBBP

-0.37021

0.106481

4750.86

3675.27

ENSGALG00000009612

TGFB2

-0.18904

0.56817

327.13

286.70

ENSGALG00000011993

RBX1

-0.17023

0.226813

3959.95

3519.77

ENSGALG00000003806

RHOA

-0.11071

0.275577

56307.24

52148.70

ENSGALG00000038915

E2F5

-0.08474

0.53495

3404.41

3210.68

ENSGALG00000009256

LEFTY2

0.000753

0.998642

19.28

19.19

ENSGALG00000014795

TGIF1

0.154066

0.34547

2284.20

2541.43

ENSGALG00000010613

ZFYVE9

0.19913

0.014066

4982.20

5720.09

ENSGALG00000006474

SKP1

0.225599

0.147505

13548.13

15841.72

ENSGALG00000010448

LTBP1

0.386635

0.001288

6183.80

8084.26

ENSGALG00000024081

TGIF2

0.836997

2.23E-05

1922.99

3434.47

ENSGALG00000009626

THBS1

1.195732

1.64E-09

2182.08

4998.61

ENSGALG00000040297

NBL1

1.714854

1.39E-14

764.51

2509.71

ENSGALG00000033631

MYC

1.794984

0.005088

20.41

70.61

ENSGALG00000040993

BAMBI

1.913648

1.37E-20

781.74

2945.50

ENSGALG00000036346

AMH

2.072769

7.33E-06

29.54

123.70

ENSGALG00000035016

ID2

2.437656

9.72E-33

586.16

3175.88

ENSGALG00000003114

NOG

2.652529

4.08E-42

40.86

257.54

Gene

Gene Name

padj

Chicken

Goose
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padj

Chicken

Goose

INHBB

log2Fold
Change
2.864266

2.12E-12

11.89

85.76

ENSGALG00000011274

DCN

3.451946

9.68E-08

94.13

1029.35

ENSGALG00000034616

INHBA

3.563228

2.55E-08

17.60

209.42

ENSGALG00000009903

IFNG

3.981813

0.024725

0.22

4.79

ENSGALG00000032130

INHBC

7.19617

1.30E-87

3.34

471.38

ENSGALG00000037301

ACVR1

-0.60563

4.57E-18

4467.46

2936.01

ENSGALG00000033179

TGFBR1

-0.24317

0.042901

7966.49

6730.67

ENSGALG00000041257

ACVR1C

0.191453

0.597489

41.67

47.40

ENSGALG00000012216

BMPR1B

0.20642

0.378658

1244.95

1436.59

ENSGALG00000002003

BMPR1A

0.601784

3.96E-06

3336.47

5064.02

ENSGALG00000029599

ACVR1B

0.968278

0.000129

831.86

1626.88

ENSGALG00000006158

ACVR2B

-1.21013

8.41E-23

2130.14

920.79

ENSGALG00000012444

ACVR2A

-0.95186

4.95E-14

4640.80

2398.92

ENSGALG00000008459

BMPR2

0.597095

3.32E-15

2562.96

3876.94

ENSGALG00000011442

TGFBR2

1.117993

0.003334

133.33

289.58

ENSGALG00000009495

FGFR2

-1.09443

1.74E-25

5816.18

2723.47

ENSGALG00000039786

FGFR1

-0.86226

0.019369

2024.44

1113.45

ENSGALG00000037525

FGFRL1

1.002496

0.003448

125.14

250.31

ENSGALG00000015708

FGFR3

1.484832

1.95E-13

946.63

2649.23

ENSGALG00000011621

IGF2R

-1.16098

8.28E-29

17060.93

7630.17

ENSGALG00000040651

IGF1R

-1.15897

2.43E-16

8556.30

3831.81

ENSGALG00000040758

INSR

0.303589

0.002702

1402.41

1730.89

ENSGALG00000009594

RARRES1

-1.93732

3.90E-49

2257.89

589.63

ENSGALG00000011298

RARB

-0.28089

0.064465

805.12

662.73

ENSGALG00000029301

BMP2

-0.77025

0.000156

172.18

100.89

ENSGALG00000035052

BMP3

-0.67097

0.205233

49.97

31.43

ENSGALG00000029811

BMPER

-0.18315

0.667668

139.61

122.74

ENSGALG00000007668

BMP7

2.151033

2.52E-28

361.37

1603.23

ENSGALG00000012429

BMP4

2.189771

2.60E-31

57.82

262.80

ENSGALG00000004742

BMP15

3.442677

2.59E-07

4.59

49.11

ENSGALG00000000120

BMP10

4.61196

6.90E-07

0.71

16.49

ENSGALG00000012787

BMP6

6.035261

1.22E-145

70.20

4593.57

ENSGALG00000016293

BMP5

7.408833

1.84E-66

3.92

669.45

ENSGALG00000014501

FGFBP2

-3.45966

5.36E-10

21.18

1.89

ENSGALG00000006508

FGF13

-2.07218

1.60E-20

2543.54

605.03

ENSGALG00000016866

FGF14

-1.24026

3.72E-07

114.22

48.24

ENSGALG00000027791

FGF23

-1.0313

0.016299

27.28

13.39

ENSGALG00000028376

FGF19

-0.72751

0.05224

104.64

63.31

ENSGALG00000011835

FGF2

0.240498

0.049124

360.73

426.50

ENSGALG00000045521

FGF5

0.592515

0.198115

20.84

31.21

ENSGALG00000007706

FGF8

1.167472

0.015911

41.24

92.68

Gene

Gene Name

ENSGALG00000028770

278

padj

Chicken

Goose

FGF16

log2Fold
Change
1.743351

0.001834

6.50

21.73

ENSGALG00000031255

FGF1

1.837719

0.002685

26.84

95.71

ENSGALG00000013663

FGF20

1.99456

0.010002

2.20

8.72

ENSGALG00000025748

FGF9

2.034474

4.07E-09

9.88

40.34

ENSGALG00000036971

FGF12

2.408992

3.10E-97

389.93

2072.17

ENSGALG00000014872

FGF10

2.523063

1.58E-16

117.92

678.47

ENSGALG00000017287

FGF6

2.599981

2.29E-05

3.90

23.43

ENSGALG00000028158

FGF7

3.033176

2.06E-15

18.86

155.25

ENSGALG00000002203

FGF18

3.341764

8.69E-14

56.65

574.97

ENSGALG00000026853

FGF3

3.73044

8.85E-10

2.89

37.30

ENSGALG00000014505

FGFBP1

4.19609

0.000214

2.04

37.92

ENSGALG00000003161

GDF3

-3.25071

6.64E-91

4713.11

495.19

ENSGALG00000005985

GDF10

9.891998

1.27E-13

0.81

708.35

ENSGALG00000006309

SMAD5

-1.32955

1.52E-37

8063.40

3208.48

ENSGALG00000025898

SMAD6

-0.2554

0.294095

347.37

290.61

ENSGALG00000009977

SMAD1

-0.21486

0.333456

1799.68

1550.98

ENSGALG00000036001

SMAD2Z

-0.2136

0.470445

3507.18

3024.47

ENSGALG00000035701

SMAD3

0.184961

0.231909

1375.29

1562.93

ENSGALG00000017050

SMAD9

5.819769

1.49E-181

161.38

9134.31

Gene

Gene Name

ENSGALG00000007806

Table 8-7: Genes with reduced expression in the homozygote embryos.
Heterozygot
e

log2Fold
Change

61.17938

2806.34

-5.53

0.00

CA2

117.7738

4717.452

-5.32

0.00

ENSGALG00000007001,EN
SGALG00000007003

TLR4,

52.19083

1748.353

-5.07

0.00

ENSGALG00000026983

CHRD

186.8606

5690.07

-4.93

0.00

ENSGALG00000001662

ATP10B

63.45912

1635.264

-4.69

0.00

ENSGALG00000009306

SLC2A2

30.51301

713.2905

-4.56

0.00

ENSGALG00000008263

CNTN4

34.84756

695.4388

-4.33

0.00

ENSGALG00000035809,EN
SGALG00000035930

-

55.10439

1084.69

-4.30

0.00

ENSGALG00000005483

CDH13

100.8241

1476.373

-3.87

0.00

ENSGALG00000037408

ADMP

142.7919

2056.732

-3.85

0.00

ENSGALG00000023359

BTBD17

59.12712

796.0708

-3.76

0.00

ENSGALG00000016222

NDP

44.46227

522.111

-3.55

0.00

ENSGALG00000000653

CNTN2

78.11122

917.8928

-3.55

0.00

ENSGALG00000016912

EDNRB

243.5342

2602.359

-3.42

0.00

ENSGALG00000003473

SFRP1

679.3037

7209.095

-3.41

0.00

ENSGALG00000002958

DNER

112.3326

1040.975

-3.21

0.00

GeneID

Gene name

ENSGALG00000041255

ADAM12

ENSGALG00000030781

Homozyg
ote

Adjusted Pvalue

279

Heterozygot
e

log2Fold
Change

83.47062

759.8131

-3.18

0.00

727.329

6378.797

-3.13

0.00

109.8152

947.1421

-3.11

0.00

210.2839

1804.682

-3.10

0.00

98.5367

794.6081

-3.01

0.00

-

154.9215

1229.063

-2.99

0.00

ENSGALG00000011572

ASPG

477.8935

3758.8

-2.97

0.00

ENSGALG00000000441

KCNA10

144.6551

1117.961

-2.95

0.00

ENSGALG00000002576

ASL2

254.7464

1910.081

-2.91

0.00

ENSGALG00000007620

GFRA3

226.3315

1510.081

-2.74

0.00

ENSGALG00000032980

DLGAP3

121.2496

781.7983

-2.69

0.00

ENSGALG00000042153

APC2

113.751

730.0535

-2.68

0.00

ENSGALG00000039474

ID4

176.6377

1110.476

-2.65

0.00

ENSGALG00000016945

CNMD,LECT1

181.399

1080.621

-2.58

0.00

ENSGALG00000034722

TLR2A

511.969

3043.873

-2.57

0.00

ENSGALG00000000400

KCNC4

103.4539

607.6594

-2.56

0.00

ENSGALG00000000720

-

117.3239

679.8082

-2.54

0.00

ENSGALG00000031615

FAIM2

203.6877

1179.433

-2.53

0.00

ENSGALG00000026033

SYT2

264.0262

1447.906

-2.46

0.00

ENSGALG00000008272

TMED3

138.6542

762.0551

-2.46

0.00

ENSGALG00000010269

KCNAB1

548.5723

2942.685

-2.42

0.00

ENSGALG00000023546

TMEM40

424.6316

2274.171

-2.42

0.00

ENSGALG00000030101

CSDC2

122.8188

657.5541

-2.42

0.00

ENSGALG00000006756

BPI

315.8644

1660.724

-2.39

0.00

ENSGALG00000003345

PLCD4

136.2288

714.4116

-2.39

0.00

ENSGALG00000031776

NFASC

500.9922

2616.221

-2.38

0.00

ENSGALG00000038515

LFNG

141.1358

721.2085

-2.36

0.00

ENSGALG00000038308
ENSGALG00000026754,
ENSGALG00000027167

-

405.7371

2076.712

-2.35

0.00

-

381.8231

1948.485

-2.35

0.00

ENSGALG00000042030

P4HA3

323.8665

1649.22

-2.35

0.00

ENSGALG00000034560

SCARF2

253.8645

1265.045

-2.32

0.00

ENSGALG00000043662

NDRG4

619.2005

3090.245

-2.32

0.00

ENSGALG00000033695

CYP26A1

113.0482

562.7389

-2.32

0.00

ENSGALG00000019233

-

156.3885

779.0163

-2.31

0.00

ENSGALG00000039989

GPR160

523.3958

2593.585

-2.31

0.00

ENSGALG00000029811

BMPER

168.9833

829.6149

-2.29

0.00

ENSGALG00000006221

KIF1A

437.4001

2096.879

-2.26

0.00

ENSGALG00000002562

ARAP3

121.5486

583.382

-2.26

0.00

ENSGALG00000026264

MAFA

499.2645

2351.435

-2.24

0.00

ENSGALG00000006944

Crescent

2421.859

11382.47

-2.23

0.00

GeneID

Gene name

ENSGALG00000015203

CAMK4L

ENSGALG00000005774

NKAIN4

ENSGALG00000006751,
ENSGALG00000025170

THY1,gga-mir1466,MIR1466

ENSGALG00000046573

-

ENSGALG00000030821

CBLN4

ENSGALG00000004393

Homozyg
ote

Adjusted Pvalue

280

Heterozygot
e

log2Fold
Change

268.3352

1257.458

-2.23

0.00

TAP2

133.5325

624.1672

-2.22

0.00

USP18

152.7849

710.7227

-2.22

0.00

ENSGALG00000028424

GJB3

138.8945

633.9282

-2.19

0.00

ENSGALG00000035075

TAP1

144.4149

645.8426

-2.16

0.00

ENSGALG00000002708

LINGO1

130.8796

577.0296

-2.14

0.00

ENSGALG00000015624

VCAN

1212.624

5293.753

-2.13

0.00

ENSGALG00000040197

-

155.2921

676.8893

-2.12

0.00

ENSGALG00000002532

GJA4

155.0544

673.9819

-2.12

0.00

ENSGALG00000037559

-

122.0367

522.6966

-2.10

0.00

ENSGALG00000005550

ST6GAL1

136.5482

576.6925

-2.08

0.00

ENSGALG00000011708

MYLK

319.5932

1306.377

-2.03

0.00

ENSGALG00000007441

MAP6

544.7108

2179.071

-2.00

0.00

ENSGALG00000030712

-

669.8707

2669.789

-1.99

0.00

ENSGALG00000006152

-

532.0215

2118.358

-1.99

0.00

ENSGALG00000006662

OCX36

150.8068

593.2799

-1.98

0.00

ENSGALG00000005844,
ENSGALG00000030169,
ENSGALG00000046671

CASKIN1,

366.9664

1431.348

-1.96

0.00

ENSGALG00000034661

Id1

1134.152

4398.536

-1.96

0.00

ENSGALG00000035202

-

310.4948

1190.194

-1.94

0.00

ENSGALG00000001319

CAMK1G

213.8901

813.866

-1.93

0.00

ENSGALG00000020984

FAM163A

143.873

547.3067

-1.93

0.00

ENSGALG00000003911

CACNG5

453.5142

1704.269

-1.91

0.00

ENSGALG00000014128

A4GALT

245.8906

917.7584

-1.90

0.00

ENSGALG00000029833

-

134.8078

502.7961

-1.90

0.00

ENSGALG00000040993

BAMBI

1250.273

4659.271

-1.90

0.00

ENSGALG00000002298

COL8A2

460.5475

1714.075

-1.90

0.00

ENSGALG00000012394

NID2

1822.733

6715.383

-1.88

0.00

ENSGALG00000009402

LRRC34

192.1203

698.9863

-1.86

0.00

ENSGALG00000023689

ASS1

277.3008

1010.639

-1.86

0.00

ENSGALG00000027920

CPLX2

417.9126

1506.73

-1.85

0.00

ENSGALG00000006644

ACSL6

321.5048

1157.486

-1.85

0.00

ENSGALG00000006202

SCNN1B

951.4779

3415.002

-1.84

0.00

ENSGALG00000007781

GAL3ST1

283.3093

1015.515

-1.84

0.00

ENSGALG00000004306
ENSGALG00000013624,
ENSGALG00000041452

SYT12

498.1067

1773.383

-1.83

0.00

461.782

1644.105

-1.83

0.00

ENSGALG00000032418

RAB26

273.3444

968.3686

-1.83

0.00

ENSGALG00000031274

SLC4A8

397.592

1402.085

-1.82

0.00

ENSGALG00000036942

KCNA3

190.4821

656.1619

-1.79

0.00

ENSGALG00000005968

MMP11

175.1016

599.6641

-1.78

0.00

GeneID

Gene name

ENSGALG00000032409

SAMD3

ENSGALG00000029381
ENSGALG00000013057

FAM65B,

Homozyg
ote

Adjusted Pvalue

281

Heterozygot
e

log2Fold
Change

1265.167

4325.667

-1.77

0.00

SLC29A4

1053.155

3594.194

-1.77

0.00

MYL4

326.3226

1107.562

-1.76

0.00

ENSGALG00000020688

CYP4B1L

210.3096

698.6673

-1.73

0.00

ENSGALG00000030512

340.3714

1126.863

-1.73

0.00

ENSGALG00000017334,
ENSGALG00000025438

DCHS1, ggamir-1600,
MIR1600

628.1226

2077.548

-1.73

0.00

ENSGALG00000039999

FZD8

533.1433

1720.818

-1.69

0.00

ENSGALG00000015053

GLDC

1016.798

3280.693

-1.69

0.00

ENSGALG00000015720

CHODL

202.9899

651.0582

-1.68

0.00

ENSGALG00000014170

MOGAT2

2561.392

8112.725

-1.66

0.00

ENSGALG00000000692

CDK18

572.364

1807.17

-1.66

0.00

ENSGALG00000005802
ENSGALG00000041346

FLT4
CXCL12,SDF1

173.4124
2678.442

548.2179
8435.201

-1.66
-1.66

0.02
0.00

ENSGALG00000009641

COL1A2

210.2482

660.9786

-1.65

0.00

ENSGALG00000030291

IRF9

206.3942

640.4175

-1.64

0.00

ENSGALG00000006409

PODXL

1204.241

3733.016

-1.63

0.00

ENSGALG00000012367

TRIM9

223.1726

688.9655

-1.63

0.00

ENSGALG00000034282

LRFN3

330.8538

1020.767

-1.62

0.00

ENSGALG00000002461

MMP17

1030.504

3161.788

-1.62

0.00

ENSGALG00000002763

FRZB

964.5888

2947.399

-1.61

0.00

ENSGALG00000003217

LITAF

925.4857

2799.176

-1.60

0.00

ENSGALG00000016803

ST6GAL2

729.9384

2194.827

-1.59

0.00

ENSGALG00000016744

GABRA5

257.4988

772.8369

-1.59

0.00

ENSGALG00000032239
ENSGALG00000001483,
ENSGALG00000036108

GCHFR

746.1315

2238.887

-1.59

0.00

2005.607

5993.4

-1.58

0.00

ENSGALG00000005041

TMEM35,
TMEM35A

256.4484

764.2334

-1.58

0.00

ENSGALG00000009268

FGG

197.2344

580.0418

-1.56

0.00

ENSGALG00000046204

R3HDML

408.7324

1198.725

-1.55

0.00

ENSGALG00000014646

SYT11

2874.117

8399.068

-1.55

0.00

ENSGALG00000011243

DAZL

518.0211

1510.104

-1.54

0.00

ENSGALG00000016462

MYCN

2807.262

8176.986

-1.54

0.00

ENSGALG00000038313

EFHD2

267.842

776.2912

-1.53

0.00

ENSGALG00000035317

Id3

2356.432

6802.292

-1.53

0.00

ENSGALG00000038850

WNK2

1252.378

3610.886

-1.53

0.00

ENSGALG00000038504

489.4121

1409.306

-1.53

0.00

ENSGALG00000001171

MID1
Sema6B,
SEMA6B

388.6084

1118.758

-1.53

0.01

ENSGALG00000038316

MTCL1

1850.782

5325.666

-1.53

0.00

ENSGALG00000028506

NHSL2

589.8553

1695.756

-1.52

0.00

ENSGALG00000011145

TRIL

255.8273

734.0113

-1.52

0.00

GeneID

Gene name

ENSGALG00000015132

CDH2

ENSGALG00000010497
ENSGALG00000000585

Homozyg
ote

Adjusted Pvalue

282

Heterozygot
e

log2Fold
Change

1613.628

4593.208

-1.51

0.00

FADS1

1531.544

4332.717

-1.50

0.00

TMTC1

2284.046

6432.266

-1.49

0.00

ENSGALG00000029558,
ENSGALG00000044611

-

494.5185

1391.816

-1.49

0.00

ENSGALG00000007593

JAKMIP2

498.5079

1398.337

-1.49

0.00

ENSGALG00000030902

-

671.4833

1882.928

-1.49

0.00

ENSGALG00000003886

SGCD

659.2286

1847.707

-1.49

0.00

ENSGALG00000023898

PLEKHG4

1117.908

3126.286

-1.48

0.00

ENSGALG00000004243,
ENSGALG00000045199

IFITM3,

1106.085

3044.046

-1.46

0.00

ENSGALG00000015315

TRIM14

259.3798

702.1464

-1.44

0.02

ENSGALG00000010903

RASGEF1B

936.6595

2520.24

-1.43

0.00

ENSGALG00000029140

CRABP2

867.151

2326.506

-1.42

0.00

ENSGALG00000002312

TMEM132E

1197.146

3199.41

-1.42

0.00

ENSGALG00000043820

-

245.9698

656.2803

-1.42

0.00

ENSGALG00000027526

COL9A2

2115.629

5643.381

-1.42

0.00

ENSGALG00000035772

-

197.237

522.9472

-1.41

0.00

ENSGALG00000015075

-

683.93

1810.613

-1.40

0.01

ENSGALG00000003113

RGS14

430.7117

1132.345

-1.40

0.00

ENSGALG00000040504

GGT5

404.8529

1064.492

-1.39

0.00

ENSGALG00000036871

-

825.4413

2162.35

-1.39

0.00

ENSGALG00000005638

IL2RG

293.2486

765.7622

-1.38

0.00

ENSGALG00000037241

KCNAB2

631.8617

1641.246

-1.38

0.00

ENSGALG00000045534

-

397.482

1029.314

-1.37

0.00

ENSGALG00000030732,
ENSGALG00000033060

-

726.552

1881.021

-1.37

0.00

ENSGALG00000007284

SYNPR

714.1108

1845.841

-1.37

0.02

ENSGALG00000004476

SEMA3G

267.6171

689.7606

-1.36

0.00

ENSGALG00000007140

NRP1

431.2359

1110.1

-1.36

0.01

ENSGALG00000007701

B3GNT7

3377.705

8675.264

-1.36

0.00

ENSGALG00000009415

SMOC1

281.0194

722.5709

-1.36

0.00

ENSGALG00000039022

-

222.8557

570.6316

-1.36

0.00

ENSGALG00000021592

TLCD2

417.0283

1063.822

-1.35

0.00

ENSGALG00000045095

-

261.1024

665.08

-1.35

0.00

ENSGALG00000043681

DAPP1

334.7232

853.2633

-1.35

0.00

ENSGALG00000003866

FIBCD1

244.7789

621.0822

-1.34

0.00

ENSGALG00000000529

LIMD2

316.097

790.5477

-1.32

0.00

ENSGALG00000003777

NELL1

1030.445

2562.043

-1.31

0.00

ENSGALG00000009568

SPOCK3

506.7912

1258.544

-1.31

0.00

GeneID

Gene name

ENSGALG00000021340

CA9

ENSGALG00000007127
ENSGALG00000012956

Homozyg
ote

Adjusted Pvalue

283

Heterozygot
e

log2Fold
Change

1181.541

2923.475

-1.31

0.00

FADS2

1421.752

3511.077

-1.30

0.00

ENSGALG00000009129

DLX5

296.1263

729.7528

-1.30

0.01

ENSGALG00000038629

EFNA2

503.5557

1241.05

-1.30

0.00

ENSGALG00000009601

NELL2

335.2087

822.2918

-1.30

0.00

ENSGALG00000006904

RNH1

12869.61

31595.31

-1.30

0.00

ENSGALG00000021634

MAP7D1

2325.481

5695.095

-1.29

0.00

ENSGALG00000039786

FGFR1

2969.102

7252.446

-1.29

0.00

ENSGALG00000030344

ISYNA1

4535.692

11076.82

-1.29

0.00

ENSGALG00000041344

FABP5

497.8794

1215.971

-1.29

0.00

ENSGALG00000036747

-

1963.616

4750.063

-1.27

0.00

ENSGALG00000015433

ABCA1

2859.616

6891.04

-1.27

0.00

ENSGALG00000006317,
ENSGALG00000039535

ING5,D2HGD
H

3926.302

9420.626

-1.26

0.00

ENSGALG00000007963

NFATC2

382.0172

914.532

-1.26

0.03

ENSGALG00000041330

-

249.2617

596.2533

-1.26

0.00

ENSGALG00000005553

NLGN3

624.0232

1489.144

-1.25

0.00

ENSGALG00000002437

FAM69B

251.4008

596.3969

-1.25

0.00

ENSGALG00000030503

-

358.6756

851.7094

-1.25

0.00

ENSGALG00000042148

FKBP5

734.4569

1743.06

-1.25

0.00

ENSGALG00000004740

TMOD2

328.6711

777.4896

-1.24

0.00

ENSGALG00000003595

SARM1

262.1222

620.059

-1.24

0.00

ENSGALG00000003930,
ENSGALG00000036084

APBA2,

665.4289

1574.399

-1.24

0.01

ENSGALG00000024171

HRH2

353.1731

835.2882

-1.24

0.00

ENSGALG00000000317

NEFM

1766.081

4171.346

-1.24

0.02

ENSGALG00000000616,
ENSGALG00000034347

ELF3,KIF21B

3064.526

7209.498

-1.23

0.00

ENSGALG00000014873

GJA1

4786.704

11207.39

-1.23

0.00

ENSGALG00000012710

NCS1

388.0846

902.3582

-1.22

0.00

ENSGALG00000008257

MERTK

1894.767

4382.34

-1.21

0.00

ENSGALG00000031741

PTK2

17797.09

41144.15

-1.21

0.00

ENSGALG00000001314

PTGS1

468.3655

1080.995

-1.21

0.00

ENSGALG00000010857

Dab1,DAB1

1117.685

2572.554

-1.20

0.00

ENSGALG00000006715

OAF

317.1499

723.4027

-1.19

0.00

ENSGALG00000026970

-

1234.314

2792.422

-1.18

0.00

ENSGALG00000001383

HTR4

824.9303

1864.839

-1.18

0.00

ENSGALG00000026471

CRIP2

1526.504

3441.395

-1.17

0.01

ENSGALG00000001160

DOK4

529.0823

1190.461

-1.17

0.00

ENSGALG00000033433

DIO3

439.478

989.8069

-1.17

0.00

GeneID

Gene name

ENSGALG00000031411,
ENSGALG00000036439

KCNN1,

ENSGALG00000007178

Homozyg
ote

Adjusted Pvalue
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Homozyg
ote

Heterozygot
e

log2Fold
Change

2493.618

-1.17

0.00

231.282

519.313

-1.17

0.01

660.376

1480.181

-1.16

0.00

RAPGEF3

225.0639

501.9007

-1.16

0.00

ENSGALG00000002201

PPL

2005.883

4467.695

-1.16

0.00

ENSGALG00000033786

MIXL1

958.662

2134.652

-1.15

0.00

ENSGALG00000038087

CACNG3

1597.268

3547.435

-1.15

0.00

ENSGALG00000023542

ALPL

2563.481

5690.184

-1.15

0.01

ENSGALG00000005215

CACNA1H

349.2398

773.5751

-1.15

0.00

ENSGALG00000037717

-

325.1928

715.6375

-1.14

0.00

ENSGALG00000040908

HIP1

3908.698

8550.875

-1.13

0.00

ENSGALG00000027345

SLC46A2

507.7241

1110.611

-1.13

0.01

ENSGALG00000002988

PHGDH

3506.253

7656.515

-1.13

0.00

ENSGALG00000044643

-

1533.965

3343.949

-1.12

0.00

ENSGALG00000013528

TSPAN33

1398.439

3049.097

-1.12

0.00

ENSGALG00000041732,
ENSGALG00000042793

NOL4L

293.7418

637.207

-1.12

0.02

ENSGALG00000032199

YRK

462.196

1001.555

-1.11

0.04

ENSGALG00000027369

DGCR6

1294.768

2796.77

-1.11

0.00

ENSGALG00000011484

CMTM8

290.7465

627.045

-1.11

0.00

ENSGALG00000036915

SQLE

1802.855

3889.882

-1.11

0.00

ENSGALG00000027777

CNN2

2656.504

5730.297

-1.11

0.00

ENSGALG00000013225

VAT1L

4301.918

9269.208

-1.11

0.00

ENSGALG00000038708

KCNQ4

361.538

775.7603

-1.10

0.00

ENSGALG00000004048

PTPRS

8681.632

18641.72

-1.10

0.00

ENSGALG00000011319

ADGRL3,LPH
N3

371.7458

798.1852

-1.10

0.01

ENSGALG00000040672

IGFBP4

668.2937

1433.125

-1.10

0.00

ENSGALG00000009458

-

1082.713

2316.49

-1.10

0.00

ENSGALG00000000044

WFIKKN1

1524.798

3259.43

-1.10

0.00

ENSGALG00000008911

RNF208

1424.201

3042.989

-1.09

0.00

ENSGALG00000027655

TRABD2B

559.0893

1193.117

-1.09

0.00

ENSGALG00000016651

TDH

1043.628

2225.081

-1.09

0.05

ENSGALG00000035058

CAMKV

306.9243

653.1474

-1.09

0.04

ENSGALG00000019003

PRAG1,SGK2
23

1652.482

3517.409

-1.09

0.00

ENSGALG00000043128

ARHGEF10L

1959.747

4167.097

-1.09

0.01

ENSGALG00000016906

SPRY2

422.444

897.4913

-1.09

0.00

ENSGALG00000002756,EN
SGALG00000043218

TMEM121,

393.2012

834.3633

-1.09

0.01

GeneID

Gene name

ENSGALG00000029694

SNTA1

1109.466

ENSGALG00000029378

ITGA9

ENSGALG00000024318

TMEM200B

ENSGALG00000043775

Adjusted Pvalue
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Homozyg
ote

Heterozygot
e

log2Fold
Change

3014.637

-1.08

0.01

2860.202

6047.13

-1.08

0.00

274.8293

577.8385

-1.07

0.02

HS3ST2

283.2581

592.0177

-1.07

0.02

ENSGALG00000004364

ABR

1878.088

3917.864

-1.06

0.00

ENSGALG00000011680

EPHA5

646.506

1345.952

-1.06

0.00

ENSGALG00000006562

MCF2

471.366

981.447

-1.06

0.04

ENSGALG00000008544

SLC8A1

328.0834

682.9479

-1.06

0.01

ENSGALG00000032588

ARPC1B

726.8866

1507.534

-1.05

0.01

ENSGALG00000025764

FKBP10

2308.465

4786.4

-1.05

0.00

ENSGALG00000038933

FABP7

1595.656

3304.907

-1.05

0.00

ENSGALG00000030377

MDFI

1040.678

2150.071

-1.05

0.00

ENSGALG00000042607

RSPO3

4075.826

8408.841

-1.04

0.00

ENSGALG00000035623

LIMD1

1757.657

3621.183

-1.04

0.00

ENSGALG00000002282

TMEM200A

2083.57

4254.471

-1.03

0.00

ENSGALG00000023881

PLXDC1

390.1317

796.6836

-1.03

0.01

ENSGALG00000009107

NRXN1

285.6069

581.9877

-1.03

0.03

ENSGALG00000042664

CBLN1

275.6804

561.3376

-1.03

0.00

ENSGALG00000007771

FAM210B

2951.603

6008.078

-1.03

0.00

ENSGALG00000033339

FIGNL2

347.0342

705.7944

-1.03

0.00

ENSGALG00000030845

ENHO

573.7593

1164.313

-1.02

0.00

ENSGALG00000010692

LRP8

381.4089

769.1389

-1.01

0.02

ENSGALG00000025842

TPM2

3404.252

6840.951

-1.01

0.01

ENSGALG00000028697,
ENSGALG00000029621

GNAT1,SEMA
3F

3040.096

6092.376

-1.00

0.00

ENSGALG00000000314

NEFL

497.5778

996.3212

-1.00

0.00

GeneID

Gene name

ENSGALG00000032598

MYO1A

1421.382

ENSGALG00000039335

SLC25A22

ENSGALG00000013771

KIAA1211

ENSGALG00000040675

Adjusted Pvalue

Table 8-8: List of genes which are overexpressed in eight-hour PRDM14 homozygote
embryos.
Mut

Het

log2FoldC
hange

GeneID

Name

padj

ENSGALG00000042657

WNT3A

23419.3

11709.68

1.00

0.00

ENSGALG00000011278

KAT2B

567.9347

283.7436

1.00

0.04

ENSGALG00000038722,
ENSGALG00000042914

SORBS1,

7272.319

3574.22

1.02

0.03

ENSGALG00000000708

NUCKS1

121086.2

59421.48

1.03

0.00

ENSGALG00000019261

ARHGAP8

879.6383

428.2437

1.04

0.00

ENSGALG00000006480

TCF7

2631.884

1281.817

1.04

0.00

286

Mut

Het

log2FoldC
hange

GeneID

Name

padj

ENSGALG00000015083

DENND4C

4059.405

1961.846

1.05

0.00

ENSGALG00000013454

HOXB1

2445.568

1182.463

1.05

0.01

ENSGALG00000002182

NR5A2

1355.372

648.8137

1.06

0.00

ENSGALG00000002260

CISH

2207.822

1053.473

1.07

0.00

ENSGALG00000030866

CPQ

940.3449

447.8479

1.07

0.00

ENSGALG00000044459,
ENSGALG00000045623

-

56392.88

26777.54

1.07

0.00

ENSGALG00000013742
ENSGALG00000010030,
ENSGALG00000031588,
ENSGALG00000033647

EZR

25076.03

11871.12

1.08

0.00

BAZ1A

3702.567

1746.906

1.08

0.00

ENSGALG00000033512

CPEB4

2444.084

1148.347

1.09

0.02

ENSGALG00000008722

MCOLN2

7667.908

3577.652

1.10

0.00

ENSGALG00000002655

ITGAV

9526.206

4428.418

1.11

0.01

ENSGALG00000009556

PRICKLE1

27145.66

12548.66

1.11

0.00

ENSGALG00000006680

EHHADH

945.638

434.0311

1.12

0.00

ENSGALG00000033198

MYO5C

702.8218

322.248

1.12

0.00

ENSGALG00000028627

TIMP3

1072.117

489.1617

1.13

0.00

ENSGALG00000000713

ZFHX3

5826.053

2655.179

1.13

0.00

ENSGALG00000003213

LGALS2

725.2128

327.7574

1.15

0.00

ENSGALG00000004597

ZBTB37

3426.859

1546.631

1.15

0.00

ENSGALG00000011185

PLEKHA8

819.4199

368.4695

1.15

0.02

ENSGALG00000033256

-

1296.672

579.8049

1.16

0.01

ENSGALG00000002389

ITGB4

651.9241

291.0531

1.16

0.02

ENSGALG00000032410

CBFA2T3

813.6924

362.5044

1.17

0.04

ENSGALG00000016979

SLC25A30

747.1589

332.1299

1.17

0.00

ENSGALG00000012799

RREB1

10669.64

4721.474

1.18

0.00

ENSGALG00000008837

PELI1

6789.487

2991.782

1.18

0.00

ENSGALG00000015345

-

7622.816

3336.696

1.19

0.00

ENSGALG00000002846

NEURL1B

2256.54

986.5032

1.19

0.01

ENSGALG00000032795

-

8933.146

3906.045

1.19

0.00

ENSGALG00000030237

PITX1

2097.826

911.1963

1.20

0.00

ENSGALG00000043091

-

22042.75

9501.14

1.21

0.03

ENSGALG00000002246

DENND1B

784.033

335.2924

1.23

0.00

ENSGALG00000006407

-

2024.836

859.543

1.24

0.00

ENSGALG00000017050

SMAD9

4906.365

2082.49

1.24

0.00

ENSGALG00000043845

-

599.9684

250.8011

1.26

0.04

ENSGALG00000043064

LCN15

3081.43

1284.513

1.26

0.00

ENSGALG00000016602

ARHGAP6

2131.611

888.138

1.26

0.00

ENSGALG00000016026,
ENSGALG00000031683

C20orf194,

6877.17

2858.891

1.27

0.00

ENSGALG00000014954

ZNF518B

1798.544

747.5411

1.27

0.00

287

Name

ENSGALG00000003819

ADAP1

968.325

401.9909

1.27

0.02

ENSGALG00000005975

ZNF488

808.6169

331.9339

1.29

0.00

ENSGALG00000031129

HMCN1

2817.14

1153.697

1.29

0.00

ENSGALG00000010577

ARHGEF38

984.4724

401.1752

1.30

0.00

ENSGALG00000006599

ZMYND11

1051.098

426.5166

1.30

0.00

ENSGALG00000026005

DIO2

1917.42

773.484

1.31

0.03

ENSGALG00000033178

KLF6

1746.582

703.8691

1.31

0.00

ENSGALG00000010642

IRF2

1003.919

402.1299

1.32

0.00

ENSGALG00000034374

STX7

3561.735

1425.449

1.32

0.00

ENSGALG00000002682

BRD3

5424.514

2142.166

1.34

0.00

ENSGALG00000030673,
ENSGALG00000044919

-

1049.26

410.0705

1.35

0.04

ENSGALG00000046226

SCARB1

1581.463

617.7624

1.36

0.00

ENSGALG00000004917

DOC2B

2387.575

931.678

1.36

0.00

ENSGALG00000030167

-

1053.332

404.5678

1.38

0.00

ENSGALG00000003923

COL6A3

1659.155

631.8891

1.39

0.01

ENSGALG00000034057,
ENSGALG00000038026

AEBP2

2648.307

1004.184

1.40

0.00

ENSGALG00000015599

SOHO-1

787.5777

298.5152

1.40

0.04

ENSGALG00000011813

HEG1

1384.935

517.5699

1.42

0.01

ENSGALG00000008081

PIK3CG

1466.997

535.3764

1.45

0.00

ENSGALG00000037336

PRTG

21092.68

7643.23

1.46

0.00

ENSGALG00000004614

NPL

1754.525

628.3984

1.48

0.01

ENSGALG00000017166

RAB39A

743.3123

266.2676

1.48

0.00

ENSGALG00000010664

KIF26B

810.9553

288.0066

1.50

0.03

ENSGALG00000041644

ATP11A

3311.541

1145.385

1.53

0.00

ENSGALG00000046407

-

3114.061

1071.472

1.54

0.05

ENSGALG00000043837

-

12221.73

4093.679

1.58

0.01

ENSGALG00000012061

GPD1L2

503.3615

168.2147

1.58

0.01

ENSGALG00000039001

FILIP1

1582.634

525.8614

1.59

0.00

ENSGALG00000015544

ALDOB

2495.594

828.5575

1.59

0.00

ENSGALG00000008060

PRKAR2B

1038.222

339.298

1.61

0.00

ENSGALG00000014412

CSTA

584.0974

188.1151

1.63

0.00

ENSGALG00000030125

ANKRD10

2504.329

768.5056

1.70

0.00

ENSGALG00000005808

KREMEN1

603.3959

182.4006

1.73

0.00

ENSGALG00000044219

-

1902.669

571.2195

1.73

0.00

ENSGALG00000034188

PAG1

2885.623

829.5624

1.80

0.00

ENSGALG00000031496

SPINK5

3230.941

820.1843

1.98

0.00

ENSGALG00000000284

HOXB4

598.8235

150.6862

1.99

0.00

ENSGALG00000008888

IL1RAPL2
SialT2,ST8SIA1

503.6628

118.9376

2.08

0.00

4244.507

982.5362

2.11

0.00

ENSGALG00000013211

Mut

Het

log2FoldC
hange

GeneID

padj
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Mut

Het

log2FoldC
hange

GeneID

Name

padj

ENSGALG00000009920

COCH

1895.245

432.9283

2.13

0.00

ENSGALG00000002911

MOXD1

11187.88

2244.232

2.32

0.00

ENSGALG00000043989

-

1310.575

224.7101

2.54

0.00

ENSGALG00000009567

TLL1

1670.488

266.7256

2.65

0.00

ENSGALG00000039254

SLC17A6

582.9088

74.45675

2.97

0.00

ENSGALG00000012021

KCNK4

4353.406

511.1515

3.09

0.00
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